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~A MATTER OF HONOR!~ 

Since the disastrous raid by the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco & Firearms near Waco, 
Texas, A TF Director Steve Higgins has refused to accept any responsibility. Yet he approved 
a possible illegal raid costing more than 20% casualties - and millions of wasted tax dollars. 

If Higgins was honorable, he would resign. But Higgins is a selfish, amoral 
bureaucrat. So citizens must demand his resignation. Fill in the attached card with your name 
and address, attach a stamp and mail it. Feel free to reprint these cards. Mail them on or by 
October 1, 1993. Let us know of your efforts. 

SOF, Attn: Robert K. Brown, P.O. Box 693, Boulder, CO 80306 

Dear Secretary Bentsen: 

BATF Director Steve Higgins must go. His refusal to accept any 
blame in the Waco case for the outrageous deaths of four agents 
and, ultimately, scores of innocents, is a disgrace to this entire nation. 
As his boss, it is your duty to demand what an honorable man would 
have already volunteered: his resignation. To do so will reaffirm 
government's responsibility to provide competent law enforcement. 
To do anything less is to countenance a liar and a fool. 

Sincerely, 



U.S. Military Spec Design 

THE BUSHMASTER E2S SERIES . ..• 
Civilian Legal! 

.223 Semi Auto Rifles 

Patent Pending 
Manufactured with your lifespan in mind. 

NEW! 
E2 Carbine Dissipator16" 

Full Site Radius allows full use of the 
New A2 Site System - these can take the heat. 
Your choice of standard or telescoping stock. 

Special 

Dealer 

$760.00 

Dealer · 

$690.00 

E2S - 16" Carbine 

Dealer 

$680.00 

Dealer 

$740.00 

Bushmaster Firearms, Inc. has produced quality firearms, spare parts and 
accessories for the military, police and civilian markets for over 15 years. 

Our most recent military contract was for the M16A2 M4 Carbine. 

Our answer to the Coll M16A2 is our Bushmaster E2S series of rifles. The 
E2S is patterned atter the M16 and we will customize for your specific 
requirements and applications. 

Why shouldn't you be able to purchase what the U.S. 
Military requires? 

Features Include: 
Full component interchangeability 
No "matching" upper and lower receivers. All our receivers match 
and interchange both in fit and color. 
Chrome lined Spec barrels 
Complete corrosion resistance in bore and chamber. Chrome is 
more than twice as hard as barrel steel - doubles barrel life. 
Lubricity of chrome reduces friction , increases velocity and aids in 
feeding, extraction and ejection . 

Other chromed surfaces: 
- Firing Pins 
- Inside wear surface of bolt carrier 
- Inside wear surface of bolt carrier key 

• Manganese Phosphate protective finish on all steel components 
- barrels, bolt carriers, etc. The latest mil spec - totally anticorro
sive - cannot be rusted. 

• Push Pin breakdown 
Forged not "cast" Front Site with Bayo Lug. 
Upper and Lower Receivers 
NEW A2 Reinforced Design. Forged 7075T6 Aircraft Quality 
Aluminum correctly machined for mil spec interchangeability. 
Herd Anodized Type 3 Class 2. Finally we Dry film lube and 
bake the upper receivers. 

If you buy ammo by the Box 
· you can possibly get by 
with something else .. , 

If you buy ammo by the CASE 
buy a Bushmaster! 

See our technical evaluation in: 

Soldier of Fortune's 
Fighting Firearms Annual 1992 

Titled: 
"Bushmaster Makes a Better M16!" 

Distributed by: 

PA 

Orders: P.O. Box 1479, Windham, Maine 04062 
Order by Phone 1-800-998-SW AT 

Order by Fax (207) 892-8068 
Inquiries: 999 Roosevelt Trail, Building 3, W indham, Maine 04062 

Phone (207) 892-2005 

NEW TOLL FREE! 1-800-998-S WAT 
ORDERS ONLY 
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COMMAND GUIDANCE 
by Robert K. Brown 

What's "Proportionate Response" for Terrorism? 
When the Clinton administration 

graced Saddam Hussein's intelli
gence headquarters with a flight of 
cruise missiles in late June, it took 
pains to point out that the raid was 
staged at night in order to minimize 
the loss of life. 

Doesn't that strike you as odd? 
Of all the people in Iraq who you 
would think the American govern
ment would want dead, other than 
Saddam Hussein himself, the lead
ership element of Iraqi intelligence 
- the thugs who keep Saddam in 
power - ought to be at the top of 
the list. One would think the ideal 
time to attack their headquarters 
would be when everybody was at 
the office - on pay day, for in
stance, which was when Israel hit 
Arafat's headquarters in Tripoli a 
few years ago. As it was, Clinton's 
people probably did no more than 
dispatch the night duty officer and 
the charwoman. 

This, nevertheless, was consid
ered a "proportionate response" for 
an Iraqi attempt on the life of George 
Bush when he visited Kuwait. Well , 
Saddam didn't succeed in killing 
Bush, and Clinton doesn't appear 
to have killed anyone of importance 
in retaliation, so perhaps there was 
a rough proportionality at play. 

One wonders, however, what 
would have constituted a propor
tionate response in the eyes of the 
Clinton administration had the pa
rishioners of Sheik Omar Abdel
Rahman, the blind Egyptian cleric 
who has sought sanctuary in this 
country while at the same time curs
ing its name, succeeded in bringing 
down one of the towers at the World 
Trade Center last February - in 
which case as many as 50,000 
people could have died, roughly as 
many people as died in the atomic 

bombing of Nagasaki? And one 
wonders if an administration that 
bombs at night, not to achieve sur
prise, but explicitly to avoid killing 
the enemy, would have had the in
testinal fortitude to deliver it? 

Make no mistake: Middle East 
terrorism is not like shit. It doesn't 
just happen. It is almost always 
sponsored, and it is almost always 
done for reasons of state. It verges 
on the inconceivable that the mem
bers of Rahman's flock were plant
ing bombs around Manhattan as a 
church project. Someone put them 
up to it. The question is who. 

As of th is writing it is not clear 
who Rahman's sponsors are, al
though the two most likely suspects 
are Iran and Iraq. Of the two, Iraq 
has the better motive, especially if it 
can make it appear that the Irani
ans are really responsible. Still, it is 
not hard to believe that the bomb
ings are consistent with the perverted 
logic of the Iranian theocracy. 

What is certain, however, is that 
the World Trade Center bombing 
and the attempt on the United Na
tions, the Lincoln and Holland tun
nels, and the FBl 's New York of
fices constituted acts of war. What 
is also clear is that the Clinton ad
ministration is choosing to ignore 
that fact, if not deliberately conceal 
it, presumably in the hope that it will 
not have to deliver a truly appropri
ate response. 

This is, unfortunately, hardly un
precedented. Both the Reagan and 
the Bush administrations, and the 
Carter administration before them, 
pretended that acts of war such as 
the bombing of the Marine barracks 
in Beirut, the downing of Pan Am 
Flight 103, the blowing up of Ameri-

Continued on page 99 
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BULLETIN BOARD 

LEARN Fl!IOM MR. 
MACHINEGUN 

The Gunsite training facility 
founded by Jeff Cooper was sold 
more than a year ago and is now 
under the capable direction of 
Richard Jee - a longtime Gunsite 
instructor who is keeping the focus 
of the curriculum on the principles 
Cooper used to bring the handgun 
into prominence as a fighting tool. 
Guest speakers such as Delta Force 
founder Colonel Charlie Beckwith, 
leading British sniping authority 
Malcolm Cooper and SOF's 
technical editor Peter G. Kokalis 
have been scheduled to appear at 
appropriate times in the training 
cycles. 

In add ition, Kokalis will be 
conducting a course on the MP5 
series and the tactical employment 
of the submachine gun on 25-30 
October 1993. While primarily 
designed for law-enforcement and 
military personnel, qualified 
individuals will be accepted as well 
- but space is limited. If interested 
in this or other Gunsite Training 
Center courses, contact them at 
P.O. Box 700, Paulden, AZ 86334; 
phone: 602-636-4565. 

JURY OF WEAVER'S PEERS 
REBUKES GOVERNMENT 

After 19 days of deliberation, the 
jury in the Randy Weaver/Kevin 
Harris trial in Idaho acquitted both 
defendants on charges of murder in 
the death of Deputy U.S. Marshal 
William Degan. Harris is a free man; 
at this writing Weaver remains in 
custody, convicted of two minor 
charges related to his failure to 
appear at a trial on alleged 1991 
gun violations. The decision is widely 
viewed as a solid rebuke of the 
government's case, and there have 
been calls from numerous quarters 
that federal agents be tried for 
murder in the death of Weaver's 
14-year-old son (shot in the back), 
and Weaver's wife Vicki (shot by a 
government sniper in the door of 
her home with a baby in her arms). 
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SALVADOR VET UPDATE 
Efforts to see combat recognition 

extended to forces who served in 
El Salvador are continuing: The 
Veterans of Special Operations 
(VSO) organization has turned its 
attention toward Congress for a 
resolution of the matter. According 
to the VSO's national coordinator, 
Mr. Greg Walker, no more time will 
be spent in conference with either 
the Secretary of Defense or DoD, 
as, "Both these offices have made 
it very clear they will obstruct any 
effort to see proper recognition 
authorized." 

In June 1993, the DoD authorized 
an Armed Forces Expeditionary 
Medal (AFEM) for those serving in 
Somalia. Yet according to the 
VSO, DoD sources had earlier 
stated that a similar medal was not 
considered for El Salvador service, 
due to that mission's "humanitarian 
relief' status. Andy Messing of the 
National Defense Council noted 
that an AFEM is deserved when 
American service personnel are 
killed violently while serving 
overseas . "Americans died in 

- · • SOF ski team prepares 
•. ~,f • to strike (or fall!) 
• · ~ again. Top left to right, 

SOF publisher Robert 
K. Brown, Col. Mike 
Peck USA (Ret.), Maj. 
Mike Williams; bottom 
left to right, Mike 
McPike, Maj. Bob 
MacKenzie and Dale 
Fields. Skis of choice: 
Volant; attire: weird. 
For info on SOF ski 
week write: SOF Ski 
Week, Box 693, 
Boulder, CO 80306. 
Come ski with us and 
kick some (or fall on 
some) butt. 
Photo: Summit 
Photography 

combat in Somalia, and Americans 
died in combat in El Salvador. There 
is no reason an AFEM shouldn't 
be awarded to the veterans of El 
Salvador," Messing concludes. 

SOF readers who would like to 
lend their voices in support of the 
VSO in its quest for combat 
recognition of El Salvadoran vets 
may do so by writing Sen. Sam 
Nunn, Senate Armed Services 
Committee, Senate Russell Building 
No. 222, Washington, DC 20510 

STRAIGHT TO THE POINT 
Those who appreciate the simple 

elegance of efficient engineering will 
no doubt also appreciate the 
elegance of an author who in less 
than 40 pages of text can give more 
practical instruction than can most 
authors - some of which must get 
paid by the page - in several times 
that. Case in point is the new volume 
Combat Use Of The Double-Edged 
Fighting Knife by Col. Rex 
Applegate. Applegate was inducted 
into Blade Magazine's Cutlery Hall 
of Fame last June. This is not 
surprising, of course, as the colonel 
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with Ma;. John L. Plaster, USAR (Ret.) and Gysgt. Carlos Hathcock, USM 
Now, you can receive dramatic visual lessons and master instruction that complement John Pl~ter's· . . 
sniping, The Ultimate Sniper. Plaster takes you into the woods and onto the range to )each·y&i the __ . 'd f 
in his years as a Special Forces SOG recon team leader and later as a sniping instn:ic!pr:'All areas"&f fieldcraft, mar 
are covered, including a review of state-of-the-art weapons, optics .iind field gEia(;'·'practical shooting drills; wind 
techniques; effective use of camouflage; principles and techniques of stalking; choosing a hide; countersniping; a , 
famed sniper Carlos Hathcock recounts some of the field-tested tactics he used to rack up 93 confirmed kills in.vie footage features H cock 
telling of his 5-day engagement with an enemy company, his countersniping duels with enemy snipers an5t,h1.§'.:J.ori'g eccirded sniper. shot (2,500 yards)';· plus his 
thoughts on maintaining focus, the importance of patience and his personal philosophy on the art of snipinQ.Color, approx. 90 min., VHS only. $59.95 

-

GET 
EVEN 

THE ULTIMATE SNIPER 
An Advanced Training Manual for 

Military and Police Snipers 
by MJJ/. TobJJ I. Plmter, VSAR {Rd.) 

Thie highly readable and extremely valuable 
training boo!< CXMl<ll the practical, 1\eld-teallld 
detail• of onlping'o three great skill areas -
marksmanship, 1\eldcraft and tactics. Attles, 
ocopes, balllstica, target detection, etalklng, 
hides, camo, counteronlplng, special ops, 
police vs. militaty and much more. 8 1/2 x 11 , 
eoftcover, photos, Illus. 464 pp. $311.95 

HOW TO MAKE $100,000 A YEAR AS A 
PRIVATE INVESTIGATOR 

by Edmund f, Paakau 
Thie lo the only Pl boo!< that tells you how to 
find the lucrative Jobs and make big bucks. 
And oot what cities are naturals for Pio, which 
buoine088• desperately need Investigators, 
how to stretch your llmlted advertising budget. 
how to uoe asaoclstiono and clients to land 
other fobs, what three b>ls you must have to 
succeed and much more. 8 1/2 x 11 , 
eoltcover, photos, !Nus., 1 12 pp. $15.00 

GET EVEN 
Th• Complete Book 

of Dirty Tricks 
by George Hayduk• 

A hllarloua owrview of the methoda people 
use to get even with big business, 
government end enemies. These dirty trlclcs 
range from the simple to the elaborate, 
Including more sophisticated schemes 
devised by CIA and Mafia members and 
political dirty tricksters. For entsrtalnment 
only. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2, hardcover, 208 pp.$19.115 

BOOK II - HOW TO GET 
ANYTHING ON ANYBODY 

Th• Encyclopedia of 
Personal Surveillmce 

by Lu Lapin 
This long-awaited follow-up to the best
selling first volume la a gold mine of the 
latest techniques end tricks of Intelligence 
collection. Learn how to bypass computer 
passwords, look or listen through solid 
walls, gather personal data on anyone and 
much morel 8 112 x 1 1 , softcover. photos, 
Illus., 232 pp. $35.00 

'IT I Combat 
Board4ig 
Manual 

JUN«»~ 
DRUG 
TESTS ··--· 

DEATH 
INVESTIGATOR'S 
HANDBOOK 

. ~~:/;k't-l~~ill~~;~;}E{t_@).t? 
Af1.tdGuldetoCttme 

S.C.n•"°°HI"" 
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~TKM~ues 

OTHER FASCINATING TITLES r,~ 
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& DEVELOPMENT ............ $15.00 FLASH TESTS ................. $20.00 
FISTS, WITS, AND A LIFE AFTER DEBT .............. $30.00 

SEAL COMBAT 
BOARDING MANUAL 

U.S. Navy SEAL.a are the best In the worid 
at secretly boarding, 8888ultlng and eeaJr
lng BnBmy-occupied ships and oll rigs. This 
exclusive manual outllnee their techniquee 
end equipment for 8Ubeurface, 8Urface end 
airborne ops. Packed with never-before
published photos of frogmen, breachers, 
snipers and asseult-team members ready 
for action. 8 1/2 x 11 , softcover. photos, 
Illus., 144 pp. $20.00 

BLACK MEDIONE: THE VIDEO 
Vit..I Target&, Maximum Punishment 

A graphic demonstration of how to explolt 
the vulnerable vital points of the human 
anatomy. The Instructors - bouncers In 
some of the most violent bars and 
roadhouses In the country - focus on 
strikes lhel !hey know from expsrisnce will 
put a man down. Some of the techniques 
In this video are only appropriate for lif&.o<
death situations. Therefore, this ftlm la for 
Information purposs• only. Color, approx. 
50 min., VHS only. $29.95 
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How to Beat th• Whiz Quiz 

by Ed CanOll 
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testing for a large U.S. military base, 
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years using the exact methods outlined In 
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l~e-slyle and keep your Job. 5 1 /2 x 8 1 /2, 
ooftcover, 48 pp. $12.00 
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A Field Guide to Crime Seen• 
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by Louis N. Eliopuloa 
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1/2 x 8 1/2, ooftcover, Illus., 888 pp. $40.00 ------PALADIN PRESS 
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HOW YOU CAN 
MANIPULATE THE MEDIA 

Gu•rrilla M•thoda 
to Get Your Story Cov•red 

by TV, Radio, and N•wspapers 
by David AlaOIJdu 

The mass media wields enormous power 
OYer public opinion, so you rrw.161 know OOw 
to use It to get your favor ite cause or 
Important message covered with the right 
"spin." Media Insider Dave Alexander shows 
you how In this entertaining boo!<. 5 1/2 x 8 
1/2, eoflx:over, 112 pp. $12.00 

RIGHTEOUS REVENGE 
Getting Down to Getting Even 

by George Hayduke 
Haw you got a ocore _, - .,..;iti eomeone? 
George Hayduke and his merry band of 
pninkstere ...., bacl< ....;iti more than 100 al
new, devilishly delicious tricks designed to 
drive the bad guys to damnation and de!""' 
the good guys from the grips of thslr 

- · For snl8t1Blnment p<.rpOIJ68 only! 51/2x8112. hardocMo-, 240 pp. $19.95 

SECRETS OF SURVEILLANCE 
A Prof .. sional's Guide to Tailing 

Subjecb by V•hicl•, Foot. Airplan•, 
and Public Transportation 

by ACM IV Security Setv/as 
Proe know that the real secret of surveillance 
lies In the skill of the operators, not In high· 
tech gadgets. This book lo for the true 
practitioner• of the craft. It focuses on tactics 
that can only be learn8d from stalking the 
streelll and standing In the shadows. 5 1/2 x 
8 1 /2, ooflcover. Illus., 248 pp. $25.00 

SEAL SNIPER TRAINING 
PROGRAM 

This highly oooght manual - until now aval~ 
able only to this elite cadre of specially trainsd 
SEAL.a - contains the complete program by 
which SEAL onipem traln, equip and operstB. 
Included are precise Instructions and ex· 
elusive, clear photoe for target sighting, aim· 
ing, trigger control, alrcraft takedown, range 
estimation, halo Insertion, ship boarding , 
stalking, marksmanship and more. 8 1/2 x 11 , 
~. photos, Illus. 320 pp. $30.00 

-------, CREDIT CARD ORDERS CALL TOLL FREE 
1-800-872·4993 

Call 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Send $2.00 for 56 I 
page CATALOG .of over 500 titles (lrH with order) . 

0 VISA 0 MASTERCARD QCHECK/MONEYORDER 

CARDl~--------------

EXP. 

SUBTOTAL ----

I NAME 

ADDRESS ________________ ~ 
PLEASE INCLUDE 

POSTAGE & HANDLING _S_4_.oo __ 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE - DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED 

Paladin Press• P.O. Box 1307 •Boulder, CO 60306 • (303)443-7250 
FAX (303)442-8741 

Videotapes are nonreturnable. Damaged tapes will be replaced. 
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I CITY __________________ _ 

I STA-TE ZIP TOTAL 
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had been-there, done-that in the 
OSS and other elite units before 
most current knife writers were 
even born. His incredible list of 
accomplishments includes design of 
the legendary Applegate-Fairbairn 
fighting knife, now available from 
Blackjack Knives (Dept. SOF, 1307 
W. Wabash Ave., Effingham IL 
62401; phone: 217-347-7700). 

Combat Use Of The Double
Edged Fighting Knife is published 
by Paladin Press, Dept. SOF, Box 
1307, Boulder, CO 80306, and 
makes a good companion piece for 
the A-F knife. 

RRI AIDS KARENS 
A medical team led by ARI 

Medical Director John Peters, M.D., 
and ARI VP/Operations John 
Padgett recently returned from the 
Karen-liberated area on the Burma
Thailand border. The Karens have 
recently taken many casualties from 
combat and landmines, so the 
timing was good and the team very 
well-received. The team performed 
several life-saving surgeries, treated 
numerous patients, distributed 
donated medical supplies and gave 
classes on sanitation, first aid, and 
even minefield mapping and 
identification. Prosthetic inventor 
Tim Albaugh taught the latest 
techniques to the Karen artificial
leg makers and much more. 

ARI needs your donations to 
continue the effort to help the 
Karens, and in other parts of the 
world. Checks, low-tech medical 
equipment and medical supplies that 
don't need to be locked up or 
refrigerated should be sent to: 

Refugee Relief International 
c/o SOF Warehouse 
5735 Arapahoe 
Boulder, CO 80303 

Donations are tax-deductible. 

WE WOULD HAVE HAD A 
SCOOP BUT ••• 

A little background on our report 
on the FBl's working paper on gun 
control as reported in Command 
Guidance in the September issue 
of SOF ... 

In late June, a confidential source 
provided us with the above 
FBI memo. On, or about, 30 June, 
SOF called the FBI regarding the 
validity/accuracy of the memo. The 
FBI "refused to confirm or deny ... " 
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so SOF contacted one of the three 
major newsweeklies who then also 
queried the FBI. Late in the 
afternoon of Friday, 2 July, the FBI 
confirmed the document to the 
newsweekly. The newsweekly was 
going to credit SOF for breaking 
the story in their issue appearing 
5 July. 

Our source then decided, for 
reasons unknown, that he wanted 
to embargo the document until 7 
July. SOF had no option but to ask 
the newsweekly to hold until their 
12 July issue. In turn, SOF agreed 
to hold off on its press release until 
12 July - which we did. 

The FBI, obviously knowing the 
cat was out of the bag, initiated 
damage control efforts by issuing a 
press release on 6 July which was 
picked up by The New York Times. 
So we were denied our scoop. 

Some authorities think the memo 
was endorsed by former FBI 
Director Sessions in order to 
ingratiate himself with Slick Willie. 
One might suggest that it is fortunate 
we exposed this plot and forced the 
FBI to fess up now rather than 
having the FBI come out in support 
of gun control the day before a vote 
in Congress on major anti-gun 
legislation. 

THE BEST Z9 CENTS YOU 
EVER SPENT 

Here's the bargain of the month: 
Bearing in mind the adage "Know 
your enemy," send a polite note to 
Handgun Control, Inc., 1225 Eye 
Street NW, Washington, DC 20006, 
and ask for any literature they may 
care to share with you which 
explains their thoughts on gun 
control. For your 29-cent 
investment, you'll get some insight 
as to what they're up to. It'll 
also cost them a couple of bucks in 
printed materials and labor to 
elucidate you. Now if a few million 
gun owners did this ... 

OP SAVE SARAJEVO: SCAM 
OR SAVIORS? 

One of the more interesting 
phone messages we've heard 
recently is the following: "We are a 
privately financed combat unit 
staffed with former enlisted men and 
women from the Vietnam, Grenada 
and Desert Storm operations. Our 
mission is to neutralize Serbian 
artillery attacking Sarajevo. If you 
qualify as a freedom fighter, you will be 

given three weeks of training, one week 
of combat, $10,000 pay and all 
expenses, weapons and ammo." 

Well, since most of the "meres" 
in Bosnia are making maybe $10 a 
month, we figured this must be one 
upscale operation. So we left a 
message on the machine after the 
beep. A Ron Pettiford called us back 
on 29 July and indentified himself 
as the PR guy for OSS. Some 
excerpts from RKB's chat with Ron: 

RKB: Your organization must be 
well-financed to make such an offer. 
Can you tell us about your backing? 

RP: We're backed by wealthy 
individuals from Texas and Fortune 
500 companies, and I really can't 
get into specifics. 

RKB: Taking out artillery is a 
tough mission. What kind of training 
are you doing for this? 

RP: I really can't get too specific. 
We do have training bases in 
Virginia and Vermont. I know that 
all of the freedom fighters are 
combat veterans. 

RKB: Well, your message stated 
that three weeks of training were 
involved. What's involved in those 
three weeks? 

RP: Refresher-type training, 
mostly, like what a football team 
would do before going to the 
Superbowl. With a variety of 
weapons, AK-47s, M16s. 

RKB: Does this weapons training 
involve, for example, marksmanship 
training? 

RP: Well, I have seen targets, 
for the machine guns. Those were 
maybe 40 yards away. 

RKB: That's pretty close for 
machine gun training. How far were 
the targets for the M16s? 

RP: Those were the M16s, the 
machine guns. 

Well, you get the idea. These 
guys sure aren't dealing from a full 
deck. As we go to press on 30 July, 
we haven't quite figured out what 
variety of scam this is, but stay 
tuned. Meanwhile, if you want to 
get the info for yourself, their number 
is 202-973-2145. 

SIGN OF THE TIMES 
Homemade sign observed on 

1-5 between Grapevine and 
Buttonwillow, California: "Remember 
Weaver-Waco. You May Be Next.";( 
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Forget what you've seen in 
the movies. No one blasts away 
his enemy of the day with a long 
burst of fire. That's not how to 
use a submachine gun. Find out 
the truth about weapons-and 
the men who use them-when 
you join The Military Book Club®! 

1594-9999* 

~ 
TARGEI' 
HITLER 
nllPlOTSlOKU 

~ ... !!l'~~ 

Gatling 
Gun 

19th Ce111t1ry1 
chine Gunto 
21st0mllll)• 

~mn 

---,;;;pi>im. 

7831-9999* $29.95 7179-9999* 

"RYTIJf-,2MDl'JlS 
GREATwu rn: 

QUF..EN" 

1826 $25.00 3160-9999* 4457 $35.00 2923 $19.95x 7716 $22.00 4440 $19.95 5546 $12.95x 1842 $25.00 

Storm 
llfii 
..... w .... 

$65.00 

0513 $24.95 4432 $24.95 7989 $29.95 5785 $16.95x 7682 $25.00 6239 $27.50 8219+ $9.95x 4085 $18.95 1610+ $9.95x 9043+ $15.95 8052 $27.95 

HERE'S WHAT YOU GET WHEN YOU JOIN___ THE · counts as 2 choices x Special edition exclusively for Club members + Soltcover 

A GUARANTEE OF SATISFACTION. Once your membership's accepted, we'll )f IJ I'J, '\){'-7 - - - ~ - - - - - - - - I 
send the 3 BOOKS you've chosen plus THE GUN DIGEST BOOK OF ASSAULT 1 _. J: , I MAIL TO: The M1t1tary Book Club Please writ.e book 
WEAPONS 3rd Ed If you're not 100% satisfied with the 3 books return them ~ 6550 East 30th Street numbers here. If you 

. • ' • 
0 

• • ' , JJ()()II ( •J (JJJ® ...il~ ....11-- po Box 6357 already own the FREE 
w1th1n 10 days at our expense. Membership will be canceled and you II owe noth- ._ .1 ..i '°" '°" l~di~napol is IN book ottered, you may 
ing. The Gun Digest Book of Assault Weapons, 3rd Ed. is your free gift to keep. Your #1 Source for Military Books 46206_6357' s ~ubstitute lor it. 
THE FREE CLUB MAGAZINE. You'll receive up to 16 issues a year. Each issue t YES! Please enroll me in The Military Book Club according to the bo~~~1 i~~sin~u~m~ 
reviews the Featured Book Selection(s) plus a wide variety of alternate books I risk-free membership plan described in this ad. Send me THE GUN in the number ol lhe 
from the Club's extensive library. I DIGEST BOOK OF ASSAULT WEAPONS, 3rd Ed. FREE, plus the . book you preler. 

SHOPPING MADE SIMPLE T h F dB k S I 
. ( ) h" 3 BOOKS I've indicated. 8111 me iust 98¢, plus shipping and handling. 

. o get t e eature oo e ectton s , do not mg- FREE BOOK #1297 
it will be sent automatically. If you prefer another book-or none at all-simply I SAVE MORE-BUY YOUR FIRST BOOK NOW FOR $3 .99 (write book number) 

D Send me the book I've indicated and reduce my / / / / / return your Member Reply Form by the specified date. A shipping and handl ing I commitment to only 3 more books. Bill me an additional 
charge (and sales tax, where applicable) is added to each order. I S3.99, plus shipping and handling. 47273 66 
HUGE DISCOUNTS ON HARDCOVER BOOKS. Save as much as 30% off publish- Mr./Mrs. 
ers' edition prices. Club books are sometimes altered in size to fit special presses. I Miss/Ms. _______________ _ 
AN EASY-TO-MEET OBLIGATION. Take up to 2 years to buy 4 more books at I Address 
regular low Club prices. Afterwards, you may resign membership anytime. I ----------

(please print) 

Apt. ____ _ 

47274 67 RISK-FREE RETURN PRIVILEGES. If you get an unwanted book because your City ________________ _ 
Club magazine was delayed and you had less than 10 days to respond, simply I If you select a book that 

State Zip counts as 2 choices, write return the book at our expense. I 
PRICES SHOWN ARE FOR PUBLISHERS' HARDCOVER EDITIONS. I 
CLUB HARDCOVER EDITIONS SAVE YOU UP TO 30%. 

Members accepted in U.S.A. and Canada only. Canadian members serviced lrom lhe first 4 digits ol the book 
Canada, where oiler is slightly different Sales tax added where applicable. We reserve number in one row ol boxes 
the right to reject any application. SOF 10/93 and 9999 in the next. -----------------------
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SLICI< WILLIE WATCH 

CHICKEN SLICK CHRONICLES 
Now here's one to go with your 

morning coffee: Chicken Slick 
Chronicles. Thanks to our First 
Amendment (you remember, the 
one that guarantees you can think 
what you want and say what you 
think), the most remarkable reaction 
to those temporarily in the White 
House has been to turn contrarian 
newsletters into a growth industry. 
Some are really good and some 
are so-so. Here's one of the really 
good ones: 

Hitting the streets (and the nail 
on the head) nine times a year for 
only $20, Chicken Slick Chronicles 
also has a special gift subscription 
rate of only $16, in case you want 
to exhibit largess to a conservative 
friend or drive a lefty-wingy 
friend bonkers (and this'll do it!). 
Ahh, Voltai re would be proud! 
Subscriptions to Chicken Slick 
Chronicles, Dept. SOF, 576 Aztec 
Dr., Boulder, CO 80303. 

CLINTON QUARTERLY 
For those of you who can only 

stand examining the foibles of the 
White House four times a year, we 
recommend the Clinton Quarterly. 
Available from Distributech, Dept. 
SOF, P.O. Box 3073, Chapel Hill, 
NC; 27514; fax: 919-933-1335. The 
Quarterly features "jokes and facts 
not even Rush Limbaugh can tell 
you," and a subscription will 'bring 
you a bumper sticker of your choice. 
Stuff like: How does Al Gore spell 
potato? T-A-T-E-R. What's the 
difference between Bill Clinton and 
Jane Fonda? Fonda went to 
Vietnam. What was the real purpose 
of Clinton's student trip to Moscow? 

::0 '/CXJ SEE, GEJ..\11.EMEN, WE >!A'IE 
TO BE ABLE ID l'IGHT IWO WAP.5 
AT ONCE. "11-lfff IS, Et-.IGAGE A 

~EtGN ARMY 'Wl-\ll.£ f.\OL01"'6 Cli'l' 
11-1£ CLIITTON A-DMINISfRA\10~. 

To study economics. What 's 
Clinton's plan to create thousands 
of small businesses? Take 
thousands of big businesses, and 
wait four years ... 

HEALTH CARE A LA 
ARKANSAS 

As we go to press, Clinton's 
nominee for Surgeon General is 
from his home state. We contacted 
the Arkansas Surgeon General's 
office for a comment and were told 
that medic ine in Arkansas is 
"pretty much the same as med
icine anywhere else, except for 
terminology." We were curious how 
terminology might be different in a 
Third World state, and they were 
kind enough to forward the following 
lexicon: 
ARTERY: the study of paintings 
BACTERIA: rear entrance to cafeteria 
BOWEL: a letter like a, e, i, o, u 
CAUTERIZE: made eye contact with her 
DILATE: to live long 
ENEMA: not a friend 
FESTER: opposite of slower 
GENITAL: other than Jewish 
IMPOTENT: worthy of attention 
MORBID: a higher offer 
NITRATES: cheaper than day rates 
NODE: was aware of 
OUTPATIENT: person who fainted 
POSTOPERATIVE: a letter carrier 
RECTUM: dang near killed him 
SEIZURE: Roman emperor 
TABLET: a small table 
TUMOR: an additional two 
URINE: opposite of "yer out" 
VARI COSE: nearby 
X-RAY: adults only 

READ THIS 
If those of you who have had 

a vague feeling that the Clintons 
weren't to be trusted want to feel 
like a dog who finally caught a car, -- ... 

. .--

GAYS 
CUTS 
WOMEN 
1"1 CoOA!l<T 

we recommend 
the book SECRET 
- FBI Documents 
Link Bill & Hillary 
Clinton to Marxist
Terrorist Network. 
Written by former 
intelligence officer 
David M. Price, 
this carefully re
searched (and 
fully footnoted) 

tome will chill your blood. You'll 
probably go from being peeved and 
patriotic to bummed out and blood
boiling mad. Why did Hillary dole 
$20,000 to the Christie Institute? 
Why did Hillary dole another $5,000 
to the Committee in Support of the 
People of El Salvador (CISPES)? 
What are their documentable links 
to the flaming-red Institute for Policy 
Studies? 

Send $1 O to Sunset Research 
Group, Dept. SOF, 608 N. West 
St., #236, Wichita, KS 67203, and 
ask for the book by name. 

NEWSPEAK, NOSPEAK AND 
BILLARY SPEAK 

Orwell told of Newspeak or the 
art of saying one thing and meaning 
another - but we're witnessing a 
totally new art form from the 
Presidential Partner, which appears 
to be the art of not saying anything 
at all . To wit: 

We have to first create a 
language that would better com
municate what we are trying to say, 
and the policies would flow from 
that language (quoted in New York 
Times Magazine). You think she's 
kidding? Look at the following: 

I don 't know; I don't know. I don't 
have any coherent explanation. I 
hope one day to be able to stop 
long enough actually to try to write 
down what I mean, because it's 
important to me that I try to do that, 
because I have floated around the 
edges of this and talked about it for 
many, many years with a lot of 
people, but I've never ... really tried 
to get myself organized enough 
to do it. (quoted in New York 
Times Magazine). Frankly, we 
can't imagine any kind of politics 
"flowing from" this.kind of language. 
Wonder what she was talking 
about there ... 

There 's something more 
important than having prudent 
purchasers, and that's called getting 
reelected in four years. (quoted by 
unnamed source in Los Angeles 
Times, regarding taxing health 
benefits). Well , I guess we can 
understand that. X 
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GET AN ASTOUNDING LOOK 
INSIDE THE WORLD'S GREAT 

SPECIAL 
FORCES 

YOURS S4' 5 ~,~.~~:f,'i~~~~~ FOR introductory video 

JUST S~11C!'!!'.!llL!!ll!!IP0.._RC-fS 

They can kill a man with their bare hands in a matter 
of seconds. They appear in a flash, spitting fire and 
destruction, then disappear without a trace. And a crack 
6-man team can wreak as much havoc as a small army 
of traditional soldiers - in a fraction of the time. 

They 're the elite special forces of the United States 
Green Berets , U.S . Navy Seals , Soviet Spetsnaz, 
French Foreign Legion, German 1st Airborne, Israeli 
Defense Forces and others. And now you can storm 
into battle with these toughest of the tough with 
WORLD OF VALOR'S SPECIAL FORCES, the electrify
ing video series as seen on the Discovery Channel and 
now available on home video from Columbia House 
Video Library. 

Jagers, trained for mountain and Arctic warfare .. . the 
U.S. Army Rangers, considered to be the finest light 
infantry unit in the world ... the French Foreign Legion, 
spearhead of the French Army ... the U.S. Navy Seals, 
probably the top amphibious commandos in the 
wo rld ... the German 1st Airborne, considered by many 
to be the finest paratroopers in the world, plus others. 

Preview U.S. Army Special Forces risk-free for 10 
days. If you're not delighted, return it for a refund or 
credit- or keep it for $4.95. Then, as a subscriber, every 
4 to 6 weeks you'll receive a new half-hour video to pre
view risk-free. Keep only those you like and pay just 
$14.95 each plus shipping and handling. Return any others 
for a full refund or credit. There is no minimum number 
of videos to buy and you may cancel at any time. 

Get a taste of what it takes to transform a man into a 
rock-hard, superhuman military machine with WORLD OF 
VALOR'S SPECIAL FORCES. Call the number below now -
or mail the coupon. Then get into the fight with the toughest 
troops on Earth. 
For fastest service, use your 
credit card and call toll-free 
1-800-538-7766, De pt. GG M. VIDEO LIBRARY 

$4.95 earns you the Green Beret. 
In your first video U.S. Army Special Forces, you'll go .. A presentation of the Discovery Channel in association with 44 Blue Productions, Inc. Program copyright 
to the Persian Gulf as the fiercely courageous Green ©1991 , Discovery communications Inc 
Berets show how tough they really are by All Rights Reserved. 
boldly penetrating Iraqi lines to provide r" - - - - - - - - - - - - -x- • 
critical enemy troop intelligence. You 'll I MAIL TODAY TO: COLUMBIA HOUSE VIDEO LIBRARY 
watch hard-nosed Green Beret warriors P.O. Box 1112, Dept. GGM, Terre Haute.IN 47811-1112 

D YES, I want to meet the toughest troops on earth. Send my introductory 
liberate the U.S. Embassy in Kuwait City I videocassette, U.S. Army Special Forces, for only $4.95 plus $2.45 shipping and 
and see fascinating night vis ion footage. handling (and applicab le sales tax) and enter my subscription to WORLD OF 
You 'll also go to war in Vietnam as the I VALOR'S SPECIAL FORCES under the terms described in this announcement. 
Green Berets earn global fame with I Check method of payment: Available in VHS only. 
their herculean defense of freedom . 0 Check enclosed for $7.40 ($4.95 plus $2.45 shipping and handling) made 

payable to the Columbia House Video Library. ORF 
And you'll discover how the original I O Charge my purchases beginning with my first cassette to: 
crack 10-man Special Forces team o American Express o VISA o MasterCard 
became the world 's preeminent counter- I o Diners Club o Discover Card ORG 

insurgency anti-guerrilla force - all for I Account No. Exp Date 
just $4.95 plus shipping and handling. ---------P-h-on-e --- ----
Future videos take you into the action I Signature ___________ No.( __ ) _____ _ 
with a different special forces unit. I Name ________ ~-~----------

Each new SPECIAL FORCES video 1P1easePrin11 

f d'ff t · I f Address _______ ________ .Apt. ___ _ ocuses on a 1 eren spec1a orces I 
unit. You 'll go into action around the City state ___ Zip ____ _ 
globe with legendary specia l forces v lf ldo notchoosetokeepmytirst videocassette, l willreturnit within10daystoratullretund Jo or credit to my charge account. 
such as the Soviet Spetsnaz, specially Note: All subscriptions subject to review. Columbia House Video Library reserves the right to 
trained to attack high value targets such I reject or cancel any subscription. Canadian residents wi ll be serviced from Toronto; ofter may 
as nuclear stockp il es ... the Norwegian I vary. Applicable sales tax added to an orders. 

©1993, The Columbia House Company 
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.0065% COMPLIANCE RATE 
I am writing to share the results 

of New Zealand's farcical new gun 
laws with your readers. In our nation 
of 3 million people, over 400,000 
are shooters. As a result of a recent 
amok killing (caused by criminal 
negligence on the part of our police), 
gun owners like myself must pay 
for our third licensing system in less 
than 1 O years. 

However, all is not going as 
planned. Despite police wasting over 
$700,000 on advertising alone, only 
26 shooters have complied. Police 
have been forced to extend the 
deadline for licensing, have dropped 
their slick propaganda and are now 
openly threatening shooters with 
raids on their homes! 

But we are standing together and 
with an election around the corner 
our parliam ent is starting to 
reconsider its actions. 

Mike Loder 
Auckland , New Zealand 
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HOLIDAY INN RUINS 
To: B. Langton, Chairman, 

Holiday Inns Worldwide 
Ordinarily, this would be a letter 

of outraged complaint. I was a guest 
at your hotel in Sarajevo, Bosnia, 
June 20-22, 1993, and must say 
that the accommodations, meals 
and service were below the usual 
Holiday Inn standards. The four top 
floors of the building were burned 
out, which was most unsightly. The 
window in my room had been shot 
out, making it impossible to control 
the temperature or block out the 
street noises (mostly small arms and 
machine-gun fire , but also the 
occasional explosion from incoming 
mortar and artillery fire) . Both the 
running water, none of it hot, and 
the electricity were not available, 
except at certain intervals. 

After a local was shot by a sniper 
50 meters from the front of your 
establishment, I canceled my 
jogging, thus degrading my phy
sical fitness program . This was 

Sarajevo Holiday Inn doesn't live up to 
stateside standards of comfort or 
decorum but remains open for business 
(at standard rates). View from shot-out 
window in RKB's room shows Bosnian 
parliament building. 

somewhat made up by the otherwise 
deplorable fact that the elevators 
were not working and consequently 
I had to walk up and down six fl ights 
of stairs. The meals were well below 
gourmet standards; usually the daily 
menu had only one offering, and 
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Convert your Mini-14 
or 10/22 to the Max ... 

with Muzzelite Bui/pup Stocks! 
Currently in use by FBI, CIA and other elite law enforcement and military 
units. Featured in the movies "Total Recall" and "Delta Force". Now 
available to you. Ideal for sportsmen, hunters and home security. 
Converts your barrel heavy long rifle to a compact exciting new weapon 
system. 26-1 /2" overall. Installs in minutes. No gunsmithing required. 
Made in USA of black space age reinforced polymer. 
10/22 Bullpup Stock $89.95 

$89.95 
$159.95 

Mini-14 Bullpup Stock 
Rem. 870, 12 Ga. Bullpup Stock, 20" barrel or longer 
Maximum Firepower! New 50 Round Magazine for 10/22. Easy-loading, reliable, 
and durable. Made in U.S.A. Only $34.95 
The Ultimate Firepower! New 90-Rd. Drum for Mini-14 and AR15/M16. Guaran
teed to fit and ieed. Made in USA. Specify model. Only $69.95 

Tap Detector 
Protection for 
your phone, 
computer 
modem, 
FAX or 
telex. Lets you know 

when anyone is 
·~/ tapping your home 

or office phone. If the green 
light goes out you know some
one is listening in! Order now 
and have peace of mind. 
#311400 (Retail $59.) $29.95 

"THE BIG ONE" 
World's Largest 
Survival Knife 
Big 1 O" 420 stainless 
steel blade can take 
it no matter how 
tough the task. 
• 5" watertight 
black aluminum 
hollow handle. 
•Liquid filled 
compass. 

•Leather 
sheath. 

•Survival 
Kit in 

handle. 
$29.95 

"BLACK BOOK OF DIRTY TRICKS" 
Improvised Munitions Handbook - the most 
sought after, impossible to obtain Army 
Manual. Revealing chapters on: Mines, Gre
nades, Small Arms Weapons, Ammo, Mor
tars, Rockets, Incendiary Devices, Fuses, 
Ignition & Delay Mechanisms. How to make 
Rocket Launchers, Pistols, Shotguns, and 
Rifles from easy to obtain materials and more! 
#BB $10.00 

Badges & 
ID Case 
Flaunt your 
Authority! 
6 Styles 

Nickel plated Professional badges - Special 
Investigator, Security G:.iard, Special Officer, 
Deputy Sheriff, Special Police, Private De
tective. Specify model when ordering. 
#85 $9.95 

Ranger Vest 
Eight pockets to 
keep everything 
you need handy 
and at your side. 
Hide away hood 
in collar. Wood
land camo. Im
port but excel
lent quality. 
S, M, L, XL. 
Only $39.95 

Fires .177 cal. pellets 

.22 CAL. TEAR GAS PISTOL 
Eight shot .22 caliber revolver fires tear 
gas or blanks as fast as you pull the 
trigger. Heavy-duty metal construction. 
Checkered grips. Comes with holster, 
tear gas and blanks. 
#260110 Blue 
#260120 Chrome 
Extra Tear Gas (10) 
Extra-Loud Blanks (50) 

$29.95 
$29.95 

$4.00 
$4.00 

Amazing "SUPER SNOOPER" 
You can hear a whisper at 100 yds., a car 
door shutting at 5 blocks; your dog hot on 
the trail 2 miles away. Extremely sensitive, 
pointable, electronic listening device am
plifies all available sounds through head
phones. Uses 9-volt battery. Warning: Not 
to be used for surveillance. 
#310300 Special Price $99.95 

"Super Phaser" Tear Gas 
The safest defense product available. High 
compression jet spray stops attackers at 
distances up to 20 feet. Makes them 
instantly helpless, causing extreme burn
ing to eyes, nose and throat. Works on 
dogs, drunks, psychotics and drug users. 
#261201 $14.95 

"LITTLE BLACK BOX" 
Amazing device automatically starts your 
recorder whenever telephone is picked up 
and stops recorder when phone is hung 
up! Attaches anywhere along the line. 
Plugs into any recorder. Creates no inter
ference or noise on the line. 1 "x2"x2". 
Warning: Not to be used for surveillance 
#310101 Alligator Clip $34.95 
#310102 Modular Plug $34.95 
New 10-Hour Recorder $159.95 

"Ninja" Pistol Crossbow " 
Compact, silent and deadly. Powerful II 
40 lb. draw. Micro-adjusable sights. · 
Aluminum body, contoured pistol grips. 
11-1/4" overall. Comes with 3 arrows. 
#214005 (Retail $69:95} $49.95 

• ORDERING INFORMATION 

II Cards 

.. ~ 

By Mail: Mail coupon or separate sheet with payment or credit card info 
to Supply Depot, 632 W. Algonquin Rd., Des Plaines, IL 60016 
By Phone: Call 1-708-640-7774. Have all information ready. 
Hours 9 AM to 5 PM CST Monday - Friday. 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED! 
~------------------, I Your Supply Depot, Ltd. 632 W. Algonquin Rd., #100 
I Phone: (708) 640-7774 Des Plaines, IL 60016 SF 1093 I 
I I 
I I 
I I Double Lock Handcuffs 

#270200 $15.95 

to 390 fps.6" rifled steel barrel. 
Incredible accuracy! Comes 
with 6 and 10-shot cylinders. 
#464403 (Retail $85) $69.95 •1 I 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ I I 
Powerful 70,000 Volt Mini-Zapper 

Smallest, lightest stun gun available. Packs a I I 
70,000 volt bite that will stop any attacker. Five I Name: --- ---- ------- ------- - I 
second jolt causes muscle spasms, dazed con- I Address: --------------------- I 
dition, loss of balance, falling to the ground, but 
no permanent damage. Under no condition can I City/State/Zip: ------------------- I 
you suffer a charge-back to your body. 1 year I D Please Send New 1992 Catalog. $1.00 Enclosed I 
warranty. Uses 9 volt battery. Supply Oepot does not warrant that you may legally possess or carry air guns, stun guns. 
#310802 (Retail $69:-95) $49.95 I etc. By ordering you acknowledge that you are an adult and there are no legal restrictions . .J 

.. _________________ _ 
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one of the other guests found shell 
fragments in his meat. 

But I have no complaints and not 
because I'm going to trot out the old 
line about being a seasoned 
campaigner who can take the rough 
with the smooth. Rather, I stand in 
awed admiration before the 
courage, loyalty and dedication of 
the hotel staff, their commitment to 
the true spirit of service to the 
traveler and the fact that under 
truly appalling circumstances in 
Sarajevo, the place is open for 
business at all, and doing as well as 
it is. This reflects the highest credit 
on the management and staff of 
your Sarajevo facility and your 
organization as a whole. 

Robert K. Brown 
Editor/Publisher SOF 

POODLES ARE WAR DOGS! 
My dog, Pierre, has a bone to 

pick with you about the recent 
Bulletin Board item "Slick and 
Sensitive" (SOF, Aug. '93). He 
wants to know if "K9 units will include 
optional poodles" is meant to imply 
that poodles are a deviant breed 
and/or effeminate. 

Pierre, French for "Rock," is 
a Royal Standard Poodle, a 
descendant of the war dogs and 
hunters used in Germany and 
France since ancient times. He 
stands 24 inches at the shoulders 
and weighs about 70 pounds. My 
"boss" at USSOCOM has dubbed 
him the "Special Ops Poodle." 

So don't think that a "pretty" 
top knot means the wearer doesn't 
have a bite. Berets are "pretty" 
headgear too. 

Joseph L. Crivelli 
Hicksville, New York 
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APCs ARE TANKS 
I recently read 

"Blundering Inferno" 
(SOF July '93) and 
think this article is 
excellent except for 
one blatantly in
accurate statement. 
The author states 
that "not even 
during the deadly 
Kent State anti-war 
riot or the Los 
Angeles riots did 
the federal govern
ment send tanks 
against its own citizens ... " As a 
veteran of both Vietnam and Kent State 
University, I can assure you thatAPCs 
were indeed deployed at Kent State. 

Perhaps Mr. Pate is not old 
enough to remember 4 May 1970, 
but for whatever reason he is 
obviously ignorant of the facts, even 
though informative and factual 
documentation is available; I would 
be happy to provide him with such. 

Alan Morris 
Ft. White, Florida 

I'll buy the bit about poodles being 
war dogs, but APCs are not tanks. 
The generally accepted definition of 
a tank is a "heavily armed and 
armored combat vehicle." The 50+ 
ton tracked vehicles with the 10 
meter long barrels, called Mt 
Abrams by some of us ignorant 
types, and the M728s (modified 
M60s) brought to Waco from Ft. 
Hood are tanks, APCs are not. Like 
the article said, no tanks were used 
against civilians at Kent State or in 
Los Angeles. I would be happy to 
send you documentation of what a 
tank looks like. - T.S. 

WHEN'S A LIC NOT A LIC 
I was deployed to Honduras from 

7 January to 15 April 1992 and want 
to comment on the article "Shot 
Down By SouthCom" (SOF, June 
'93). The land-based electronic 
intercept sites mentioned are 
located at Tacan Hill and at the top 
of Tiger Island Hill in the Gulf of 
Fonseca. These sites are manned 
by U .S. Embassy teams; the 
physical security is provided by 
infantrymen (not only SF). At the 
time of our deployment a terrorist 
group attacked a Honduran marine 
base in the town of Amapala, a few 
klicks from our site, kil ling eight 
Honduran marines. 

Three days later my squad was 
on guard duty. I was in Tower One, 
when at about 1800 a single engine 
Cessna-type plane started to fly 
around us, getting closer with every 
lap. After several laps the plane 
headed toward a Nicaraguan island 
in the gulf. 

Two weeks later we were 
assigned a routine recon patrol on 
the hills overlooking the compound. 
During our return we approached a 
peasant working the land, and after 
a short conversation he stated that 
he had seen us last night on one of 
our patrols and that some of his 
stockpiled corn was missing. The 
thing is, we did not have a patrol 
out the night before and we definitely 
didn't steal his corn. 

There's a lot SouthCom is not 
telling and I hope this information 
helps support the fact that there is 
obviously low intensity hostile action 
going on in Central America. So 
give our guys the recognition they 
undoubtedly deserve. 

Spc. Carlos E. O'Brien Jr. 
Camp Casey, Korea~ 
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Presenting the Ultimate Fighting and Field Knife 

The 
Authorized by 

SOLDIER OF FORTUNE 

1.PARAGRIP"-18" 
of Jungle Camo or 
S.W.A.T. Team Black 
parachute cord cus
tom-made expressly 
for this knife to 550-lb. 
tensile-strength mili
tary specification. Can be 
quickly unwrapped for 
utility, tie-down, etc. 

2. FULL TANG - solid steel 
from point to butt. The tang (the 
steel under the grip) is a full-width, 
full-thickness extension of the blade, 
making this the most rugged, depend
able knife ever designed. 

S.W.A.T. 
Team Black 
SOF Ranger 

·Sf)I~ Ranger 

3. FULL-PERIMETER•• 
SHARPENED EDGES 
Botb main and back edges 
of Ek's newest blade style 
are honed shaving sharp for 
11" of cutting edge. The rein
forced point, combined with 
the strength of a Bowie blade, 
resists bending and breaking. 

Ek Commando Knife Company and Soldier of Fortune 
Magazine have teamed up to offer you the uJtimate fighting 
and field knife. The Ranger, with 50 years of battle proven 
experience and field testing by all branches of our armed 
forces, is the knife to save your life. And the SOF Ranger can 
do just that! 

Full-Perimeter Sharpened™ Combat Bowie 
Forget about other knives that claim to be the best. Each Ek 

Limited Edition Bowie is handcrafted from battle-proven Ek 
HCS 1718 high carbon stainless steel for blade strength and 
sharpness that is unsurpassed in the knife industry. 

Its blade and full-length tang are ground and polished from 
a 1/4"-thickslab of steel. Then it's hardened to Rockwell C57-
59-and the main and back edges are honed shaving sharp, 
providing maximum cutting surface in the best all-purpose 
knife design. 

Limited-Edition: Only 500 Each 
The Ranger is mission-tailored in your choice of Jungle 

Camo or S.W.A.T. Team Black. And, to make this 
investment-grade knife a true collectible, only 500 of 

each will be made--as attested to in the accompany
ing Certificate of Authenticity. 

Jungle Camo SOF Ranger 
shown smaller than 
actual size. 
Length Overall: 13" 
Blade Length: 6-7/8" 
Steel Type: HCS1718 
Rockwell: C57-59 

Ordering is easy: Fill out the Order Form 
below, or call Ek Commando Knife Company 

directly, toll free, at 1-800-468-5575. Go ahead, 
let us send you our new SOF Ranger to 

inspect. If you're not completely satisfied, 
return it within 45 days for a full refund. 

© Ek 1992 

Order Form 
Satisfaction guaranteed or return for a full refund. 

For the fastest possible service, 
call us with your credit card, toll free 

1-800-468-557 5 
Or, write, fax or send order form to: 

Ek Commando Knife Company 
601 North Lombardy Street, Dept. C314 

Richmond, Virginia 23220 
Telephone: (804) 257-7272 

Fax: (804) 358-2179 

D Yes, please rush me __ Ek-SOF Rangers in D Jungle 
CamoD S.W.A.T. Team Black, with web sheath, at only $129, 
plus $5 shipping each. I understand that by ordering I will also 
receive a free membership in the Ek Knife Collector's Club (a 
$10 value). 

D Also, kindly personalize my knife by engraving my name 
and/or other information on the blade. My written request is 
enclosed on a separate sheet (two possible lines; 30 characters 
per line including punctuation and spaces). I have added $19 
for this. 

D Check or money order enclosed. 

Please charge my: D Visa, D MasterCard, D Am. Ex. 

Card No. ------------ Exp. __ 

Signature: ______________ _ 

Name: 

Address: _______________ _ 

City, Stale, Zip: --------------
Virginia residents please add 4.5% sales tax. 



Cuba 
With country approaching economic collapse, yet 
Castro still fi rmly in power, government announces 
it will be legal for Cubans to possess and trade in 
U.S. dollars. Authorities hope Cuban emigres will 
send bucks to relatives back home. Analysts say 
Cuban famine could trigger worst-case c ivil war, 
posing possible refugee and intervention night
mares for U.S .... 

Russia 
Under U.S. pressure, Russia halts planned sales to India of equipment/ technology 
likely used to make ballistic missiles. Moscow has argued it must sell military 
hardware for hard currency. Waiving economic sanctions against Russian firms, 
U.S. holds out prospect of joint space projects with Moscow, while seemingly 
ignoring massive arms deliveries to China, who may in turn export weapons to the 
Third World . Moscow's India contract dated from before Soviet Union 's downfall .. . 

Defecting senior Russian biologist claims military has proceeded in developing 
bacteria strain - capable of wiping out tens of thousands of people in one week 
- despite Russian September '92 a rj,riouncement that such programs were 
discontinued . Biologist's statements concur with reported CIA conclusions ... 

President Yeltsin denounces parliamentary approval of ~esolutlon asserting Russian 
sovereignty over Crimean port of Sevastopol in Ukraine, home to 350-ship Black 
Sea fleet recently divided between Russia and Ukraine. Ukrainian leaders say little 
in response to vote, since Yeltsin's supporters oppose it .. . 

Nigeria 
Rioters by the thousands pour through sprawling capital c ity of 
Lagos, looting and burning shops, setting buses ablaze and 
sealing off business district. Unrest stems from ruling milltary's 
decision to void results of June elections that would have 
restored civilian rule. Responding police confront violence only 
when they feel personally threatened, firing tear gas from 
helicopters or on ground. Election victor Moshood Abiola 
addresses crowds, urging calm. Military leader Gen. Ibrahim 
Babangida has pledged to step down on 27 August ... 

Vietnam 

• \ 

United Kingdom 
Announcing long-term 
cordon, police seal off most 
roads leading into London 's 
congested financial district in. 
effort to monitor traffic and 
head off further IRA attacks 
through bombs planted In 
cars or trucks. Some protesters 
complain of unreasonable 
police searches .. . 

Georgia 
Abkhazian separatists 
defy Georgia 's 
ultimatum, continue 
siege and shelling on 
city of Sukhumi. yet 
government balks on 
threatened counter
attack against 
Abkhazlan stronghold 
of Gudauta ... 

.· 

Israel 
Senior officials warn peace talks will 
not stop retaliation against Syria , 
accused of backing recent guerrilla 
attacks on Israeli troops in Lebanon 
"security zone: killing five, wounding 
eight. Israel said to have moved extra 
artillery Into southern Lebanon, where 
pro-Iranian Party of God militants 
operate; locals expect shelling ... 

North Korea 
Clinton administra tion mulling easing 
trade embargo to allow U.S. businesses 
to b id on Vietnamese contracts 
financed with loans from international 
sources such as World Bank, but no 
decision firm yet. American vet groups 
assert no improved relations with Hanoi 
should occur without complete 
accounting for 2.260 POW/ MIAs from 
Vietnam War ... 

Iran, Libya and Syria buying Scud-B and Scud-C 
missiles (capable of nuclear delivery) from North 
Korea, according to U.S. analysts who believe 
country also seeks to export new Nodong-1 missile, 
which can target Israel or parts of Europe from 
Libya. Weapons technology and know-how also for 
sale . Libya, Syria pay cash; Iran promises oil. Israel 
offers country technical assistance If It will halt 
missile sales In Mideast .. . 



Macedonia 
Three hundred American peacekeeping 
troops arrive in capital city of Skopje to join 
U.N. effort aimed at preventing spread of 
Balkan war. Yanks are from 502nd Infantry 
Regiment based in Berlin. Peacekeepers 
join some 700 mostly Nordic troops. under 
U.N. commander Brig . Gen. Finn Saermark 
Thomsen of Denmark. to help patrol 
Macedonia's 250-mile border with Serbia 
and Albania. Serbia and Montenegro have 
thus far not challenged Macedonia's 
independence ... 

• Azerbaijan 
Heavy shelling by Armenian forces on major city 
of Agdam. aimed at securing disputed area of 
Nagorno-Karabakh. sets off wave of refugees in 
the Caucasus. Meanwhile former communist 
leader Heydar Aliyev returns to power after 
elected president. Abulfez Elchibey. flees to 
south of country. Armenians apparently 
allowing most c ivilians to leave homes 
peacefully before moving in .. . 

China 
Pledging no reoccurrences. China 
concedes its customs ships violated 
International maritime law by boarding 
two Russian ships in anti-smuggling 
campaign. Several Asian countries have 
accused Chinese vessels (said to often 
cruise without official markings) of firing 

..r---1.. Jt----I upon or searching their ships illegally in 
international waters .. . 

South Korea 
--+-----_....., Several military offic ials arrested as wide-ranging 

Inquiry into South Korean weapons procurement 
continues: more than 30 senior officers implicated 
thus far for alleged bribery or kickback schemes. 
Flap comes at bad time for major American arms 
suppliers such as Lockheed or General Dynamics. 
which count on foreign sales to offset shrinking U.S. 
military purchases ... 

Croatia 
Serb forces launch heaviest assault in two 
years on Croats in Karlovac region. also 
threaten to attack Zagreb with combloc
made FROG missiles. Attack believed in 
response to Croats building pontoon 
bridge at town of Maslinica to restore key 
commerce link between Croatia's interior 
and Adriatic coastal ports. resorts ... 

, 
I 

Somalia 
Security deteriorates in 
Mogadishu as disunity and 
squabbling among peacekeep
ing forces weakens U.N. effective
ness. Combined military opera
tions against warlord 
Mohammed Farah Aidld fall to 
undermine his position or effect 
his capture. while many U.N. 
troops follow orders from national 
capitals instead of from U.N. 
command ... 

17 U.S. Cobra and Black Hawk 
gunships 
fire 16 missiles and more than 
2.000 rounds of 20mm cannon fire 
into Aidid 's villa command 
center: mob of angry Somalis 
retaliate by attacking journalists. 
killing several and wounding 
others. Aidid supporters distribute 
leaflets urging revenge attacks 
on Americans ... 

Interim government tells Khmer Rouge 
militants they must surrender their territory 
and halt attacks before their plan to end 
civil war is considered. Khmer Rouge 
offered earlier to turn over command of Its 
10.000 communist guerrillas and the 
one-fifth of Cambodia they control In 
return for advisory position in new 
government. The U.S. will withhold aid If 
Khmer rebels are granted role In fledgling 
government. but American response to 
advisory role is unclear ... 

. -
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Grand Prize 
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All-Expenses Paid Safari 
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Round trip from NYC's JFK Airport to Johannesburg, South Africa, 
for one person. Transportation to and from hunting areas; guide, 
tracker and skinning fees paid. Daily hunting fees for up to ten days. 
Trophy fees for: 

A) One Greater Kudu Bull 
B) One Wildebeest Bull 
C) One Warthog 
D) One Impala Ram 
E) One Zebra 
F) One Gemsbok, Blesbok or 
Bush Buck 
G) Shipping of the above capes and 
horns to World Trek Taxidermy, 
Pueblo, Colorado 

or 

'·· 

An Action-Packed Trip For Two 
to the SOF Convention/Expo 
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Sept. 14-19, 1994, Las Vegas, 
Nevada. Roundtrip airfare, 4 
nights at the Sands Hotel, $500 in 
spending money, full admission to 
the SOF Convention/Expo, plus 
all convention privileges!! 
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The SOF Anniversary Sweepstakes 
Act now! High stakes- big bounty. Sign up now for a full year of you-are-there 
reports in world and national situations, true adventure~, weapons' analysis, and 
much more. All for only $24.00 in 1994! This is a Huge 50°/o savings off the 
newsstand price. Plus~ you get a shot at winning valuable prizes! Enter today! All 
entries must be postmarked by 31 December 1993. No purchase necessary. 

$ 24.00 in 1994 
The adventure journal for the '90s is celebrating 18 great years and invites YOU to be a part of the 
action! Go for huge savings on SOF and a shot at lots of great prizes! 

How 1h Enter 
Fill out the entiy card (or coupon) and send to SOF, P.O. Box .348, Mt. Morris, IL 61054-0.348 via U.S. 
mail with entry postmarked no later than .31 December 199.3. No entries will be accepted after this 
date. Winners will be selected by random drawing on 7 January 1994, and will be notified by mail or 
telephone. No purchase nec.essaiyto enter. All prize winners must comply with federal, State and local 
firearms regulations, where applicable. Judges' 
decisions are final. Sweepstakes open to residents f 
of the U.S. 21 years of age or older. Prize non- • 
transferable. Odds of winning are dependent 
upon total number of entries. Winner will be 
printed in a future issue of Soldier of Fortune. 

•Savings based on annual magazine newsstand price of $48.70 

•For name of prize winner, send a SASE to '93 Sweepstakes Winners List, 
clo SOF Magazine, P.O. Box 693. Boulder, CO 80306 

Limit of Liability 

1. Both Soldier of Fortune magazine and Roe Safari will make 
every effort to ensure the safety of the winner of this safari, 
however the winn~r must sign a waiver of responsibility prior to 
the safari releasing both Sold.ier of Fertune magazine and Roe 
safari from any financial responsibility for any injuries the winner 
may receive while on safari, or as a result of the safari. 

YES SIR! SIGN ME UP! 
0 Enter my name, send me a 1-yr. sub. for $24.00 
O Enter my name, send me a 2-yr. sub . for $46.00. 
O Enter my name in the sweepstakes only. 
0 New subscription 1:1 Renewal 

0 Payment enclosed (U.S. funds only) 
0 MasterCard 0 Visa Exp. Date-----

Card# _______________ _ 

Signature ______________ _ 

NAME ----------------

ADDRESS _____________ _ 

_______ STATE __ ZIP 

2. The Winner of the safari must provide his or her own health 
or accident insurance during the safari. 

DAY PHONE ( 

C EVE PHONE ( 
3. Neither SOF nor Roe safari Will be responsible for providing 
legal services or financial help should the winner of this safari 
attemt to circumnavigate any import or export laws of any 
country during travels connected with this safari and violation of 
anyofthese laws will be just causeforttie immediate cancellation 
of the safari. 

4. In the event that the Safari, for reasons outside the control of 
Soldier of Fortune, becomes impossible or impractical, the 
alternate Grand Prize of a Trip for Two to the SOF Convention/ 
Expo will be awarded. SOF will be the sole judge of whether the 
safari has become impossible or impractical. 

Payment must accompany order. Offer good in the U.S. and 
Possessions.including APO-FPO addressess. for a limited time only. 

Canada add $10.00 per year (includes GST #R128476249). 
Allow 6-8 weeks for delivery of first issue. 

POSTMARK DEADLINE: 31 December 1993 
SWEEPSTAKES DRAWING: 7 January 1994 

COL. mmw~·s mo~CIAD GliAIU~HE 
If for any reason you· re a1ssat1st1ea. cancel your subscription and 

we'll refund the unused balance. No questions asked. period. 

• 



I WAS THERE Please - No More High·Tech 

by Jim Kreutz 

Pentagon whiz-kids, technocrats, 
think tanks, and even general 
officers appear convinced that high 
technology in the form of "smart 
bombs," "artificial intelligence," 
"computerized command posts," 
"robotic weapon systems" and even 
black boxes that override human 
decisions will eventually turn combat 
into a neat, clean, bloodless and 
very impersonal affair. However, as 
in every past and undoubtedly every 
future war, U.S. Army combat in 
Vietnam inevitably boiled down to a 
soldier-to-soldier, eyeball-to-eyeball, 
muzzle-to-muzzle confrontation with 
the enemy. In this situation it always 
has been and always will be true 
that superior firepower is far more 
important than all the high 
technology, bloodless warfare 
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gizmos and gadgets ever invented. 
Armed helicopter combat in 

Vietnam was a good example. 
When possible, it was comfortable 
to fly above the range of small-arms 
fire , sit back at 1,000 to 1,200 
meters and pick Charlie off with 
2.75-inch rockets, or move in slightly 
closer and anoint him with 4,800 
rounds per minute of minigun fire. 
But in our AO this comfortable option 
was seldom available. 

In 1967-68 the 189th Assault 
Helicopter Company's "Avenger" 
guns and "Ghost Rider" slicks 
operated in the Pleiku-Kontum-Dak 
To area of Vietnam and the Prairie 
Fire and Daniel Boone AOs of Laos 
and Cambodia, where we supported 
Command and Control Central's 
cross-border Special Forces teams. 

"Our tactic or technique for close-in 
support was simple: Fly the barrel down 
their throats - then pull the trigger '" -
a technique that worked. High-tech 
wonders as demonstrated by soldier 
loaded with Integrated Protective 
Ensemble Advanced Technology 
Demonstration gear (inset), promise 
sterile "video-game'" combat but can't 
deliver. Photos: U.S. Army 

Terrain was mountainous with 80 to 
150 feet of double and triple canopy 
vegetation, and all too frequently 
the NVA (North Vietnamese Army) 
had .50s, quad-50s, or even 37mm 
and 52mm antiaircraft guns that 
could reach up and touch us at high 
altitudes. When troops were in 
contact they were normally no more 
than 15 to 50 meters from the 
enemy, and Special Forces teams 
were frequently holed up in bomb 
craters trying to keep the NVA from 
climbing over the outside edge. Fire 
support had to be close and 
surgically accurate, to insure killing 
bad guys without hurting the good. 

The UH-1 C "Huey" helicopter 
gunship was uniquely qualified to 
perform this mission. Fire superiority 
was achieved by roll ing in with a 
light fire team (two gunships), each 
capable of pumping out the 
authorized 14 2.75-inch rockets, 
6,000 rounds of 7.62mm minigun or 
350 rounds of 40mm grenades on 
our "Frog" configured aircraft, plus 
two M60 door guns. In addition to 
authorized ordnance, we packed all 
the scrounged M79s, AK-47s, 
Swedish Ks , grenades, f ie ld 
expedient mortar bombs - and on 
at least one occasion flame throwers 
- that we could sneak aboard and 
still manage to bounce into the air 
with. Our tactic or technique for 
close-in support was simple: Fly the 
barrel down their throats - then 
pull the trigger. 

As the war progressed and 
budgets expanded , ivory-tower 
generals and mad scientists in their 
laboratories appeared determined to 
screw up a fine weapon system by 
adding bells and whistles that might 
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have filled defense contractor 
pockets but did little to enhance 
mission accomplishment. During my 
first tour in 1967-68, particularly 
during the spring after Tet, a vast 
array of new devices was sent over 
for combat evaluations. Several had 
limited application in specific 
situations .. . and some were more 
of a th reat than Charlie . One of my 
least favorite - no, let's say it 
straight - the system I came to 
absolutely hate, was the "People 
Sniffer ."' 

According to the book, the XM3 
Airc raft Mounted Concealed 
Personnel Detector was a device 
designed to detect human beings 
and their activities when they are 
hidden from visual observation. If 
memory serves me right it sensed 
trace amounts of ammonia given 
off by the human body. Of course , 
this required the aircraft carrying the 
detector to fly very low-level , 
reasonably straight mission tracks, 
while the operator in back recorded 
readings on his map. Frequently, 
human beings hidden from visual 
observation objected to being 
detected and peppered the 
detector's ass with AK-47 fire. 

My first encounter involved 
prov id ing gun escort for a 4th 
Infantry Division "sniffer" on a 
mission southeast of Oak To. We 
were on strip standby in support of 
a LRRP (Long Range Recon Patrol) 
operation when informed just prior 
to lunch that Division would like us 
to escort the sniffer. We had lunch 
wi th the crew, coordinated 
communications and got briefed on 
their search area. 

The day was overcast and the 
lunch eerie. The slick crew was 
relaxed and conversation normal for 
two aircrews that have just met, but 
they seemed to have an aura about 
them. I am not superstitious , 
particularly religious, into the occult 
or supernatural, and hopefully not 
very many bricks shy of a load , but 
on this and several subsequent 
occasions when I experienced the 
same sensation, people died. Weird 
but true . 

After lunch we took off and joined 
up with the sniffer, anticipating a 
boring afternoon. Entering the target 
area he dropped down low, while 
we went "hot" on the guns flying in 

Continued on page 91 
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SI0.95 +S2.50 shpg, 
Q ual ity softcover in 
51h" x 8'h" format. 

Every Classic 
Model 1-7 knife 
is made of only 
the finest steel, 
hand convexed, 
hand finished 
and inspected 
to ensure 
the famous 
"Blackjack 
Sharp" edge. 
Now complete 
production in 
our U.S. factory 
by skilled 
craftsmen means 
reduced costs 
and great 
savings for you . 
Choose leather, 
micarta or stag 
handle. Ask 
your quality 
knife dealer for 
a Blackjack. 

Stay Out of the Wheat Field 
by James F. Rayle 

From Agent Orange and illegal drugs to physical 
pain and flashbacks, this is; 

A true Life-experience with real impact! 

"1l1is book will no t o nly move you , it will change you!" 
--D. Montagu<', Editor 

"A 110-holds-barred account o f how the Vi etn an1 experie nce has 
cha nged this foo t soldier's li fe." --R. Kirk. Publish<'r 

" ... the mah abo ut the Vietnam War. My st uden ts urged Jim to publi sh thi s 
compellin g acount with its hard-won insights." 

--N. Campbell, Reading C(•nter Director, U. of Findlay 

"I have used Jim Rayle's book in my classes which focuse d on Vietnam lit e rature. It 
is no t for the weak. We were moved by the characters. The book pulls the reade r 
in and is a work which is not easi ly forgotten." --L Capra, Prof. of English 

*USE YOUR CREDIT CARD* CALL "ORDER LINE" AT 1-800-562-3242 * 

I~'.$;] ORD;~11;;,~;~~2p~~ ~~~;-101 1~,, .. ; I 
------------g<------------------------------------------------------------------------------
AMERI CAN VISION PUBLISHING 123 s. Main St. Finu lay, Ohio 45840 

Please send __ cop ies of Stay Out of the Wheat Field (AVP-101) at 
$10.95 ea. ( + 2.50 Sh pg) to: 

Enclosed is: 
Nan1e _______________ _ $ ___ _ 
Address --------------- D Check 
City _______ St._ Z ip ___ _ D Money Order 
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BATTLE BLADES Classic l<ukris In Modern Materials 
Text & Photos by Steven Dick 

A traditional Nepalese kukri from 
Himalayan Imports (Dept SOF, P.O. Box 
327, Alpine CA 92001) with scabbard and 
utility knives. Headed by a former 
Gurkha, this company offers one-of-a
kind knives, handpicked from the best 
makers in Nepal. 

Anyone who has broken trail 
through heavy undergrowth 
probably appreciates the usefulness 
of a good machete. This traditional 
long jungle knife works well as a 
chopping tool in the hands of an 
unencumbered person, but those 
loaded with gear often have trouble 
finding a comfortable way to carry a 
full-size machete. What is needed 
is a more compact chopper which 
doesn 't sacrifice cutting ability. For 
some 200 years the British Gurkha 
regiment's selection for this job has 
been the Nepalese kukri. 

The st range, point-heavy , 
concave-curved blade of the kukri 
greatly increases the mechanical 
advantage of the chopping stroke. 
In its homeland, the kukri serves as 
an all-purpose agricultural and 
woodworking tool. What brought the 
knife to the attention of the Western 
world was its use as a close-combat 
weapon by the Gurkha soldier: It 
would be hard to find another 20th 
century military knife that is close to 
the kukri for documented kills. 

If there is one criticism of the 
kukri, it might be that in its native 
form it hasn't kept up with modern 
materials technology. Nepalese 
knife makers are strong believers in 
tradition and seldom see any reason 
to vary from generations-old 
materials and techniques. They still 
forge the kukri on a flat rock, add a 
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Cold Steel 's ATC (top) and LTC kukris. 
The ATC is a truly awesome chopping 
tool or weapon. The L TC offers a lighter 
blade at a very reasonable price. 

handle of buffalo horn, and sheath 
it in a leather-covered wood 
scabbard, with two small utility 
knives in the back - just as they 
have for as long as anyone can 
remember. The old kamis (a Hindu 
knife-making caste) turn out a pretty 
good blade with what they have, 
but this doesn't mean that a kukri 
better suited to Western use can't 
be created. 

Handles on most Nepalese kukris 
are a little small for the Western 
hand and buffalo horn is not the 
most durable of materials. Given 
their unpredictable sources for steel, 
kukri blades can vary widely in 
quality and performance. Modern 
cutlery steels are more uniform in 
quality and can be had in stainless 
alloys. Repeated blade contact often 
cuts through the traditional wood
and-leather scabbard, which has 
resulted in injury to unwary users. 
Civilian Nepalese scabbards are 
also not well-suited for use with 
military load-bearing equipment. 

One of the first hybrid Western 
kukris was the Cold Steel (Dept. 
SOF, 2128-D Knoll Dr., Ventura CA 
93003) ATC (All Terrain Chopper) . 
This featured a wide 12-inch, 1 /4-
inch-thick blade with a comfortable 
Kraton rubber handle and a nylon 
sheath. The standard model ATC 
blade was made from the 
company's proprietary American 

Blackjack Knives' Reinhardt Combat 
Kukri (top), and BK& T Reinhardt Kukri. 
Like the ATC and LTC, Blackjack's kukris 
offer a choice between a heavy-duty 
chopper and a light, fast trail knife. 

Carbon V steel. There were also a 
small number of stainless-steel 
ATCs imported from Japan. A few 
of the early A TCs had problems with 
the factory edge-geometry and were 
less than satisfactory cutting tools. 
Once the proper grind lines were 
found, Cold Steel 's kukri became a 
truly awesome chopping blade. 

During my original evaluation of 
the knife, I tried a free-hanging rope
cut on a pair of 2-inch diameter 
manila ropes, bound together with 
duct tape. A single slash at the 
bottom 6 inches of the rope 
completely severed one line and left 
the second hanging by a few fibers. 
Each one of these ropes consisted 
of three 1-inch strands, so the entire 
bundle was equal to six 1-inch lines. 
Given the fact many knives won't 
even go through a single length of 
standard 1-inch manila, I was quite 
impressed with the cutting abi lity of 
the ATC. 

The original ATC was a pricey 
piece of equipment, running more 
than $200. It didn't stay in production 
very long before it was replaced by 
the Cold Steel LTC (Light Terrain 
Chopper). While the newer knife is 
basically the same design as the 
ATC, the LTC utilizes plain , off-the
shelf 1 /8-inch 1095 carbon steel in 
the blade. As a result, the knife 

Continued on page 92 
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STUN GUNS 
NOVA XR5000 
Stun Gun 

This model is used by over 600 
lawenforcementagencies. The 
best quality and probably the 
"hardest hitting" stun gun 
around. 

120,000 volt 
MAXI-BLASTER 
Stun Gun 

This gun utilizes two 9-volt batteries 
and has dual coils to produce a full 
120,000 volt kick! Its extremely loud electrical discharge is quite enough to discourage any 
attacker. Includes on/off safety switch , a battery Indicator light and a built-in belt clip. 

OM10 ... Maxi-Blaster ... $99.95 

Lightning-XL 

. .. ~·· .· ..... ···r-j;; · STROB~1~~GG~! 
:. · .. : :'//" This 80,000 volt stunner is combined with a high-intensity strobe 

. · ~ • ·· light. When the switch is pressed, a charge will fire across the test 
· probes and a bright light will flash. The strobe light is designed to disorient 

and disturb the attackers vision. 

EVQ2 ... Lightning Stun Gun ... $49.95 

5°/o STRENGTH 
1,500,000 Heat Units 

MADE IN U.S.A . 
. -~~1 . 

'' ·,Q"1 

BSD13 li1 
! 

11"' 

BSD2 ... 1/2oz. w/ Holster ... $14.95 
Range: 6-8 feet • 15 one second shots 

Height - 3 1/4" • Diameter - 7/8" 

BSD13 ... 3oz. w/ Holster . .. $22.95 
Range: 15-20 feet • 5 - one second blasts 

Height - 5" • Diameter - 1 3/8" 

BSD16 ... 9oz. Fogger Unit ... $29.95 
Range: 20-25 feet • 8 - one second blasts 

Height - 7" • Diameter - 2" 
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~·P The Instantly Effective Non-Lethal 
Self Defense Weapon 

BodyGuard® is a unique new product using oleoresin capsicum (red pepper) as 
its active agent. BodyGuard® is a formula designed to replace all other defensive 
tear gas aerosols and comes in sizes to fit most applications. BodyGuard® acts 
as an inflammatory agent which swells the mucous membranes (eyes, nose, 
throat, and lungs). BodyGuard® has been field-use proven superior to "Mace®
and CS and CN tear gas in that it WILL control a drunk, psychotic, attack dog as 
well as drug abusers. BodyGuard® is the perfect self defense spray for everyone I .----------------------, ALASKAN MAGNUM 

PepperGas® 
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How to Bui~ Tour Own 

~ 
Mfiiffi 
'0111\LK! 

\ PRl:CIPLES 
' OF \111.ITARY 
INTERROGATION 

RANDA LL MADE 
KNIVES 

A Professional's Guide to Combat/Fighting Knives 
by Greg Walker • Foreword by Al Mar 

Combat veterans who have carried and used fighting knives in real life, with injury and death just a second away, consider their blades as 
silent partners to be counted upon on dark, unfamiliar streets or battlefields when bullets have run out and quarters are tight. In Battle 
Blades, Greg Walker evaluates daggers, bowies, switchblades and utility blades based on their design, perfomiance, reliability and cost. 
He pays tribute to the legendary bladesmiths - Bo Randall, Rex Applegate, W.E. Fairbairn, Gerber and Al Mar - as well as the nation's 
best up-and-<:<>ming bladesmiths. He also teaches you the pros and cons of benchmade vs. custom-made and forged vs. ground blades, 
as well as the finer points of knife carry, maintenance, use, sheaths, legal issues and collector's values. 8 1/2 x 11, hardcover, photos, 
illus., 168 pp, $30.00 

HOW TO GET ANYTHING 
ON ANYBODY 

by Lu Lapin 
Get the goods on others with this 
encyclopedia of advanced lnvestl-gatlve 
and surveillance techniques. Here ere 
expert ways to secretly bu~ any target! Info 
on lock-pick techno-logy, how polygraphs 
and voloe lie detectors can be tricked and 
much more, Including more than 100 
sources for spy equipment. 8 1/2 x 11, 
ao!tcover, Illus., 272 pp. $30.00 

BAZOOKA 
HOW TO BUILD YOUR OWN 

by Anthony Lewis 
~ you get a bang out of the flash and thud of 
an explosion and are Intrigued by soft 
munitions, propellants and weapons, why 
not build your own bazooka? Anthony Lewis 
takes you through the process, from 
constructing the cartridge, barrel, grip and 
sights to mixing the propellant and Igniter to 
assembling, loading and test-firing. For 
Information purposes only. 5 t /2 x 8 t/2, 
aoflcover, Illus., 84 pp. $10.00 

MAKE'EMTALKI 
Principles of Miliury Interrogation 

by Patriclc McDonald 
Every mllltsry has Its ways of making people 
talk. Thia manual takes you through the 
most common, effective and notorious 
methods used by the U.S., Soviets, Nazis, 
Japanese, Vietnamese, Iraqis and others. 
Includes mental and physical coercion, 
moral and legal consequences, how to 
match methods with subjects, special rules 
for terrorists and more. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2, 
aoftcover, Illus., 80 pp. $14.00 

RANDALL MADE KNIVES 
The History of the Man 

•nd the Blades 
by Robert L. Gaddis 

This authorized history of Bo RandaH and his 
blades was compiled through meticulous 
research that Included correspondence, 
original sketches, personal lnte<views and rare 
photos - Including his never-before-seen firlll 
knife. Destined to become the definitive 
history for collectors, bladesmlths and 
historians. 8 1/2 x 11, hardcover, photos, 
lllua., 304 pp. $50.00 

U.S. MARINE CORPS SCOUT-SNIPER 
World War II •nd Korea 

by Peter R. Senich 
The culmination of 20 years' research, this ls 
undoubtedly the most thorough and accurate 
account ever published of the training, 
equipment and combat experience of the 
scout·sniper during this important chapter in 
the history of Marine Corps sniping. Includes 
rare combat end training photos of scout
snipers in action. 5 t/2 x 8 1/2, hardcover, 
photos, Illus., 240 pp. $39.95 

CRECIT 
&IECRETS ... 
HowtoEreae 

Bed Credit 

llob Haimmond 

PROFESSIONAL GUN DEALING 
Buying, Selling, •nd Trading Firearms 

for Fun and Profit 
by Ryan K. Kephart 

tt you have a passion for firearms and like to 
bartsr or dicker, your hobby can put cash In 
your pockets. Let longtime dealer Ryan 
Kephart ooech you In the art of the trade and 
show you the ropes: getting started, ethics 
and etiquette, grading and assessment 
measures and mOl'e--ail you need to get the 
most for your money. 5 1/2 x 8 t/2, softcover, 
photoo, 224 pp. $20.00 

SCREW UNTO OTHERS 
Revenge Tactics for All Occ.isions 

by George Haydul<e 
Watch outl The Master Trid<ster is bad< with 
<M>r 140 mischi<Mlus tactics aJStcxn-designed 
for that special someone v.00 has made your 
l~e mlserabie. This revenge manual shows 
how kl use technology, ma-nure, newspapers 
and mOl'e to help you savor your vengeance! 
For entertainment only/ 5 1/2 x 8 1/2, 
hardoover, 252 pp. $1 ll.95 

COMBAT USE OF 
THE DOUBLE-EDGED 

FIGHTING KNIFE 
by Col. Rex Applegate 

Before arming yoursett with a fighting knife, 
erm yourself with the facts. Cot. Applegate, the 
world's foremost authority on close combs~ 
wrote this book to Instill in readers the skills 
necessary for contemporary knife fighting. 
Now you, too, can benefit from the same 
Instructions that generations of milltsry and 
intelligence personnel have. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2, sofl
COYB<, Hlus., 48 pp. $8.00 

AMERICAN BOUNTY HUNTER 
with Bob Burton 

Veteran bounty hunter Bob Burton demystifies 
the bail enforcement profession while sharing 
Insider tips and vital do's and don't• of the 
trade. Learn when not to use a weapon, which 
pieces of paperwork are essential to your 
success, how to land clients and, most 
Important, how to get paldl Plooty of prectical 
advice and action footage on mantracking, 
surveillance and making the arrest. Color, 
approx. 35 min., VHS only. $34.95 

CREDIT SECRETS 
How to Erase Bad Credit 

by Bob Hammond 
Solve your financial problems once and 
for alll These proven methods show how 
to eliminate debts and establish a pertect 
credit rating. Discover the inside tricks 
used by lawyers and professional credit 
consultants with this easy-to-follow pro
gram. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2, softcover, 80 pp. 

$14.00 

U.I. NAVY SEAL 
COMBAT MANUAL 

•• -~ 
HOW TO FIND 

ANYONE ANYWHERE 

A BOUNCER' S GUIDE TO 
BARROOM BRAWLING 

Dealing with the Sucker Puncher, 
Streetfighter, and Ambusher 

by Peyton Quinn 
NJ a bouncer In a biker bar and a partidpant 
In dozens of lights, Peyton Quinn knows the 
dlfl9rence between lighting fact and fantasy. 
The raeult lo a unique guide to oe!f-<lefen&e 
that can save your ass In places where 
brawling lo qulcl<, dirty and very lliolent 5 1/2 
x 8 1/2, softoover, photos, IHua., 264 pp. 

$17.115 

BLITZKRIEG ATTACKS 
Knockout Blows from 

the Bouncer Trade 
with Peyton Quinn 

Learn techniques that have been used 
many times to stun or actually knock out 
unruty bar patrons. See these strikes used 
with knee-buckling effectiveness on live 
volunteers. Includes t ips on avoiding 
common mistakes made by punch-out vie· 
time, the Importance of proper combat 
attitude and more. Color, approx. 40 min., 
VHS only. $29.95 

U.S. NAVY SEAL 
COMBAT MANUAL 

One of the rarest FMs In the field of mllltsry 
collecting, with special emphasis on 
underwater demolition techniques and 
explosives. Equipment and tsctics employed 
by this elite lighting force are covered, es are 
SEAL weapons, communications, diving, 
lnfiltrstion and exfiltration, suNival and mOl'e. 8 
1/2 x t 1, soft-cover, photos, Illus., 240 pp. 

$19.115 

HOW TO FIND ANYONE 
ANYWHERE 

by Ralph D. Thomas 
Here Is a virtual encyclopedia on the 
topic of skip tracing . Learn how to 
quickly make national sweeps for data, 
design and execute pretexts that work, 
get the latest equipment and much 
more. This la the material that can make 
or break your Investigations. 8 1/2 x t 1, 
softcover, 62 pp. $19.95 

KGB ALPHA TEAM 
TRAINING MANUAL 

How the Soviets Trained for Personal 
Comha'1 Assa.ssination, and Subversion 

Pref au by Tin! Shortt 
A rare glimpse Into how Soviet Spetsnaz and 
KGB units protected and defended their 
country from perceived enemies - Inside and 
outside its borders. Includes special sections 
for Npha Tes ms on assassination, sabotage 
and kidnapping. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2, softcover, 
photos, illus., 320 pp. $20.00 

ORIGINAL MANUSCRIPTS ON WEAPONRY, MILITARY SCIENCE, SELF-DEFENSE, PERSONAL FREEDOM AND RELATED SUBJECTS. SEND A COPY OF THE MANUSCRIPT TO: 
PALADIN PRESS, P .0. BOX 1307, BOULDER, COLORADO 80306. 

(Videotapes ore nonretumoble. Damaged tapes will be replaced.) 

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE • DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED 
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OTHER FASCINATING TITLES 
REVENGE & HUMOR 
Make 'em Payl Ultimate Revenge Techniques 

from the Master Trickster ................................ S 19.95 
Your Revenge Is In the Mall ...................................... 9.95 
Revenge Book: The Chilling Sequel ......................... 10.00 
Forgive? Forget Ill ..................................................... 19.95 
The Joy of Cold Revenge .......................................... 10.00 
Get Even 2: More Dirty Tricks 

From the Master of Revenge ............................. 19.95 
Make My Dayl Hadyduke's Best Revenge 

Techniques for the Punks In Your Life ............... 19.95 
Techniques of Harassment ........................................ 19.95 
Sweet Revenge: A Serious Guide to Retribution ...... 19.95 
Care & Feeding of Tenants ....................................... 8.95 
Up Yours! Guide to Advanced Revenge Techniques 19.95 
Mad as Hell: A Master Tome of Revengemanship .... 19.95 
The Revenge Book................................................. 10.00 
Tenant's Revenge: How to Tame Your Landlord....... 9.95 
Payback! Advanced Backstabbing and 

Mudsllnglng Techlques ...................................... 19.95 

PERSONAL FREEDOM & MONEY 

How to Hide Anything ............................................. S 12.00 
The Outlaw Reports .................................................. 25.00 
DEA Stash and Hideout Handbook ........................... 10.00 
Modem Weapons Caching ........................................ 14.00 
Privacy: How to Get It. How to Enjoy It .................... 18.95 
Street-Smart Survival ................................................ 15.00 
Financial Investment Expertise: The Complete Guide 

to Terms, Definitions, and Winning Strategies ... 21.95 
Flimflam Man: How Con Games Work ...................... 19.95 
Electronic Fund Transfer Systems Fraud .................. 15.00 
Save Your License .................................................... 14.95 
The Armchair Millionaire ........................................... 10.00 
Disguise Techniques: Fool All of the People 

Some of the Time .............................................. 8.00 
Credit Mechanic .............................................. : ......... 10.00 

ESPIONAGE & INVESTIGATIONS 

Don~ Bug Me: The Latest High-Tech 
Spy Methods .................................................. $19.95 

How to Avoid Electronic Eavesdropping 
and Privacy Invasion ......................................... 12.95 

Find 'em Fast: A Private Investigator's Workbook .... 12.00 
Undercover Operations: A Manual for the 

Private Investigator ........................................... ; 10.00 
Detective's Private Investigation Training Manual.. ... 14.95 
Obtaining Your Private Investigator's License ........... 10.00 
Practical Guide for Private Investigators ................... 12.00 
How to Investigate by Computer ............................... 35.00 
SpyGame .................................................................. 35.00 
CIA Flaps and Seals Manual..................................... 6.95 

WEAPONS 

AR-15/M16 Super Systems .................................... $19.95 
AR-7 Super Systems ................................................... 15.00 
The Gatling Gun: 19th Century Machine Gun to 

21st Century Vulcan ............................................ 29.95 
TheAR-15/M16: A Practical Gulde ........................... 16.95 
The Ruger .22 Automatic Pistol: 

Standard/Mark I/Mark II Series .......................... 12.00 
The Combat Shotgun and Submachine Gun: 

A Special Weapons Analysis ............................. 19.95 
Assault Pistols, Rifles and Submachine Guns .......... 21.95 
The Shotgun In Combat ............................................ 10.00 
Shooting to Live ........................................................ 10.00 
Home Workshop Guns for Defense and Resistance: 

Vol. II, The Handgun .......................................... 14.00 
The Complete Book of Combat Handgunnlng .......... 16.95 
The Mlnl-14: The Plinker, Hunter, Assault, 

and Everything Else Rifle ................................. 12.00 
Streetsweepers: The Complete Book of 

Combat Shotguns .............................................. 17.95 
Sturm, Ruger 10/22 Rifle and .44 

Magnum Carbine ............................................... 12.00 
The Fighting Rifle ...................................................... 20.00 
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ACTION CAREERS 

Unrepentant Sinner ................................................ S 17.95 
Keep 'em Alive .......................................................... 12.00 
Manual of the Mercenary Soldier: A Gulde to 

Mercenary War, Money and Adventure ............. 24.95 
Dead Clients Don't Pay ............................................. 12.00 
Expalrlate's Employment Handbook ................................ 15.00 
Stuntman: A Freelancer's Gulde to Leaming the Craft 

and Landing the Jobs .............................................. 20.00 

MILITARY SCIENCE 

Night Fighter's Handbook ........................................ $ 10.00 
Long-Range Patrol Operations: Reconnaissance, 

Combat, and Special Operations ...................... 19.95 
Communications Equipment 

ofthe Gerinan Army: 1933-1945 ...................... 30.00 
Radio Equipment of the Third Reich: 1933-1945 ...... 25.00 
SEAL.s: UDT/SEAL Operations in Vietnam ............... 26.95 
Long-Range Surveillance Unit Operations ................ 14.00 
Improvised Radio Jamming Techniques ................... 19.95 
Ranger Handbook ..................................................... 10.00 
The Scout .................................................................. 10.00 
Project Delta: 

Special Forces V1Btnam Recon Manual ............ 8.00 
Special Forces Handbook ......................................... 10.00 
Special Forces Air Operations .................................. 15.00 
Special Forces Waterborne Operations .................... 15.00 
Special Forces Operational Techniques .......................... 22.00 
Soldiers on Skis ............................................................... so.oo 

SURVIVAL 

Ragnar's Ten Best Traps: And a Few Others that Are 
Damn Good, Too ............................................ $10.00 

Never Say Die: The Canadian Air Force 
Survival Manual ................................................. 15.00 

Survivalist's Medicine Chest ...................................... 10.00 
Survival: A Manual That Could Save Your Life ......... 18.00 
The Trapper's Bible: 

Traps, Snares, and Pathguards ........................ 8.00 
Live Off the Land In the City and Country ................. 29.95 
Combat Survival.. ...................................................... 18.95 
The Good Booze Recipe and Cookbook................... 8.00 
Pocket Medic............................................................. 9.00 
The Survival Retreat: A Total 

Plan for Retreat Defense................................... 8.00 

SNIPING 

KNIVES & KNIFE FIGHTING 

The Complete Bladesmlth: Forging Your 
Way to Perfection ........................................... $ 30.00 

Knives, Knife Fighting, & Related Hassles ................ 12.00 
Slash and Thrust....................................................... 8.oo 
Cold Steel .................................................................. 17.95 
Blade Master: Advanced Survival Skills for the 

Knife Fighter ...................................................... 14.00 
Survival/Fighting Knives ............................................ 18.00 
Swltchblade: The Ace of Blades ............................... 12.00 

SELF·DEFENSE 

Commando Fighting Techniques ............................ $12.00 
The Death Dealer's Manual ...................................... 12.00 
Principles of Personal Defense ................................. 10.00 
Get Tough .................................................................. 19.95 
No Second Chancel Disarming 

the Armed Assailant .......................................... 14.00 
Violence, Blunders, and Fractured Jaws: Advanced 

Awareness Techniques and Street Etiquette ..... 22.95 
Fight for Your Life! The Secrets of 

Street Fighting ................................................... 10.00 
101 Sucker Punches ................................................. 10.00 
Pool Cues, Beer Bottles, and Baseball Bats ............. 12.00 

GUERRILLA WARFARE 

150 Questions for a Guerrilla ................................. $10.00 
Ambush and Counter Ambush .................................. 8.00 
·Handbook for Volunteers of the 

Irish Republican Army ....................................... 8.00 

POLICE SCIENCE 

SWAT Training and Employment ........................... $14.00 
Streetwork: The Way to Police Officer 

Safety and Survival ........................................... 19.95 
D.E.A. Narcotics Investigator's Manual ..................... 50.00 
Crime Scene Search and Physical 

Evidence Handbook .......................................... 16.00 
The S.W.A.T. Team Manual ....................................... 20.00 
S.W.A. T. Tactics ........................................................ 12.00 
Mug Shots ................................................................. 16.00 
Deep Cover: Police Intelligence Operations ............. 14.00 
Decoy Ops: Fighting Street Crime Undercover ......... 15.95 
They Write Their Own Sentences: The FBI 

Handwriting Analysis Manual ............................ 8.00 
Kill or Get Killed ......................................................... 29.95 
Hot Cars! An Inside Look at the 

The Complete Book of U.S. Sniping ...................... $ 39.95 Auto Theft Industry ............................................ 14.00 
The German Sniper: 1914-1945 ............................... 60.00 Riot Control: Materiel and Techniques ...................... 29.95 
Modem Sniper Rifles ................................................. 16.95 Police Crowd Control ................................................ 16.00 
U.S. Army Sniper Training Manual.. .......................... 19.95 Never Say Ue: How to Beat the Machines, 
U.S. Marine Corps Sniping ........................................ 14.95 the Interviews, the Chemical Tests .................... 19.95 ---------=--t PALADIN PRESS ~ CREDIT CARD ORDERS CALL TOLL FREE 

1 P.O. BOX 1307-3JS -- 1-800-872-4993 

- Send $2.00 for 56-page CATALOG I M BOULDER, CO 80306 Call24hoursaday,7daysaweek. 

PLEASE SEND ME THE FOLLOWING TITLES: of over 500 titles (free with order}. I 
---1 I 

I D CHECK/ MONEY ORDER 0 VISA 0 MASTERCARD 

CARD# EXP. __ 

I NAME·-----------------
ADDRESS ______________ _ 

I 
SUBTOTAL --1 

PLEASE INCLUDE 
POSTAGE & HANDLING $ 4.00 
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FULL AUTO 
Text & Photos by Peter G. Kokalis 

AWC Systems Technology 's 10/22 Ultra system represents an advanced concept in a 
sound-suppressed .22 LR rimfire semiautomatic rif le. As the suppressor's housing is 
only 1 inch in diameter, the appearance is that of a heavy-barrel target rifle. 

Most sound-suppressed firearms 
are employed by assassins, special 
operations personnel or gangsters 
... right? Wrong - in the United 
States, most sound suppressors are 
acquired by civilians for more 
mundane tasks, such as informal 
target shooting without the need 
for hearing protection . Law 
enforcement agencies and other 
government entities that acquire 
such equipment do so mostly for 
purposes of animal control and/or 
disabling lights. 

There is a bolt lock on this rifle 
just forward of the trigger guard. To 
lock the bolt open, retract the bolt 
fully and press in on the lower 
portion of the sheet-metal bolt lock 
lever. To release the bolt, retract it 
as far as possible and press in on 
the upper portion of the bolt lock. 
Release the bolt and it will move 
fully forward . A surprising number 
of Ruger 10/22 owners are unaware 
of this feature. 

A cross-bolt safety is also located 
in the front portion of the 
trigger guard housing. Push it to 
the left to expose the red band 
around the cross-bolt and take the 
trigger mechanism 

Silent Pest Control 

.22 LR cartridge has relative ly low 
muzzle blast. And it's the muzzle 
blast to which all sound suppres
sors , successful or not, address 
themselves . They do so by the use 
of a single formula from physics 
known as the general gas law. 
Applicable to all ideal gases, the 
equation states that pressure equals 
temperature multiplied by a constant 
divided by volume. 

Muzzle blast is a consequence of 
relatively high-pressure gases 
exiting the barrel ; reduction of this 
pressure immediately before exit, 
by either increasing the volume 
or decreasing the temperature 
(cooling), or both, will reduce the 
sound-pressure level. 

The 10/22 Ultra suppressor is 
integrated to the barrel. Minor barrel 
porting at the chamber end serves 
only to bring the project ile to 
subsonic levels . Proper barrel 
porting requires highly experienced 
technicians. The turning rate of the 
cutting tool is critical; a constant 
pressure must be applied to prevent 
burring within the bore. Even so, 
lapping is necessary. To inhibit the 
buildup of lead and fouling - a 
severe problem with .22 rimfire 
ammunition - small-diameter ports 
are used. 

The Ruger factory barrel is cut 
back to a length of 11.125 inches. 
The baffle stack is located at the 
muzzle end of this chopped barrel. 

A case in point is the superb 
10/22 Ultra sound suppressor 
manufactured by AWC Systems 
Technology (Dept. SOF, P.O. Box 
41938, Phoenix, AZ 85080-1938; 
phone: 602-780-1050; fax: 602-780-
2967 - catalog free to Class 3 
dealers and legitimate government 
agencies; $5 to individuals). 

off safe . Trigger 
pull weight on the 
specimen submitted 
to A WC Systems 
Technology for 
conversion to the 
1 0/22 Ultra con
figuration was a 
crisp, but somewhat 
heavy, 6 pounds. 

A system as sophisticated as the 10/22 Ultra should be 
matched by an optical sight significantly better than the 
usual cheap .22 rimfire scope with a tip-off mount. For th is 
reason, the excellent Leupold 4x Compact Rimfire Special 

Starting envelope for this 
advanced concept in a quiet .22 LR 
rimfire semiautomatic rifle is the 
reliable Ruger 10/22. Introduced in 
1964, the 10/22 remains one of the 
most popular items in Ruger 's 
catalog. Firing from the closed-bolt 
position and operating by means of 
pure, unlocked blowback , the 
10/22's un ique 10-round rotary 
magazine has a well-earned reputation 
for endurance and reliability. 
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Firearms cham
bered for the .22 
LR cartridge are 
popular and they are 
ideal candidates for 
sound-suppressed 
applications. The 

was chosen. 
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ROCKY MOUNTAIN ARMS, INC. 

"PATRIOT" 
.223 Remington Semi-Automatic Pistol 

The 'PATRIOT" is the first AR based firearm to feature both upper 
and lower receivers that are enc machined f ram billet ! 

Standard Features : 
• 7" Floating Heavy Match Barrel ( 1-9" twist) 
• Max Dynamic Muzzle Brake that eliminates recoil 

• Machined Aluminium Handguard 
• Weaver Style Base Milled into Upper Receiver 
• Shipped complete with 20rd. magazine, cleaning kit, 

and a custom locking carrying case . 
• DuPont TEFLON-S Finish in Black or N.A.T.O. Green 
• Options : Fixed sight upper Vortex Flash Eliminator 

Flutted Barrel 

$ 1295 Suggested Retail Price 

For additional information write or call : ALWAYS Buv CoLORADO 

ROCKY maunTAln ARms, inc. 
P.a. Box 329 

Longmont, Colorado 80502-0329 
(303) 678-8522 Fax (301) 678-8766 

Class 3 and Lal-t-' Enforcement versions available 
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I 0,000 FIREARMS BARGAINS 
Are you a gun trader? Gun collector? 
Or are you just plain interested in guns? 
If you are, you'll profit from reading the 
bargain-filled columns of SHOTGUN 
NEWS, published 3 times each month. It's 
the leading publication for the sale, pur
chase and trade of firearms and acces
sories of all types. Established in 1946, 
THE SHOTGUN NEWS has aided thou-

Sh[®t'dun 
news 

THE TRADING POST 
sands of gun enthusiasts locate firearms, 
both modern and antique - rifles, shot
guns, pistols, revolvers, scopes, mounts ... 
all at money-saving prices. The money you 
save on the purchase of any one of the 
more than 10,000 listings 3 times a month 
more than pays your subscription cost. 
You can't afford to be without this unique 
publication. As it says on the cover, it's 

FOR ANYTHING THAT SHOOTS 

'lBE TRADIHG POSr FOR AHYTlllNG THAT SHOOTS". 
Minimum Advertising Rates - Maximum Results 

Write for Media Kit 36 ISSUES 11 Yearl ONLY $20.00! 
THE SHOTGUN NEWS 

P.O. BOX 669, HASTINGS, NEBRASKA 68902 
PHONE 1-402-463-4589 FAX 1-402-463-3893 

• 

MASTERCARD & VISA = 
SUBSCRIPTIONS ONLY! VISA 

CALL 1-800-345-6923 
Please Charge My Order to: 0 MasterCard 0 VISA 
Card Number ______________ Exp. Date __ _ 

Enclosed find remittance for $ __ . Kindly sent! me THE SHOTGUN NEWS for _ yearls) 

108 Issues $58.00 72 Issues $39.00 36 Issues $20.00 
(3 Years) (2 Years) (1 Year) 

Canada, Mexico, and all ather foreign countries , $100.00 - SAMPLE COPY $3.00 

(Please Print) 

NAME - --------------------
ADDRESS ___________________ _ 

CITY------ --------------- -
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TELEPHONE RECORDING 

12 Hour Professional System 
As used by law enforcement and P.I.'s 

• Installs in minutes • Totally si lent operation 
• Instructions included • Attaches anywhere 
• Records BOTH SIDES of conversation 
• Highest fidelity Ions play recorder 
• Telephone interface (FCC approved) with 

modular jack and alligator clips for attaching to 
the telephone line & C-140 cassette tape included 

• Automatic level control and tape counter 
• AC operation with battery back-up 
• One Year Warranty • Complete System 

Exclusively from EPP/ $399 (ship $19) 
Also avai lable: 
Consumer grade telephone recording system, 
complete $195 (ship $12) (Federal Law requires at 
least one party (you) consent to a recording). 

C·140 cassettes. Extended Voice/ 
Evidence recording. Exclusive! Two (2) for 
$10 (ship $2) Ten (10) for $40 (ship $5). 

Know what number was called from a recording!! 
TOUCH TONE DECODER (TDD} $89 (ship $5). 

Phone Logger II attaches to telephone line, stores up to 
150 outgoing calls: number, time, date, etc. $189 ($10) 

MICRO-TECH TRANSMITTERS 
Governments have paid thousands of dollars each for 
previous models. New improved models available in 
simple to assemble (5 min.) kit form. Transmits UHF 
frequency NOT cheap FM. Super-sensitive built-in 
microphone picks up every sound, even a whisper and 
transmits it to a receiver or scanner up to 3,000 ft. away! 

State of the art, surface-mount, UHF crystal 
controlled technology! This is the real thing!!! 

Telephone kit, 
$399 (ship $10) 

Hand held receiver 5299 Professional receiver 51500 

Covert Audio & Video 
Tap & Bug Detectors 
Privacy Devices 
Bulletproof Vests 
Tracking Systems 

Send $5. Mailed first class. 

MC, Visa, Amer. Express, C.0.D., Check, M.O. 

(707) 253-7142 
Executive Protection Products Inc. 

1325 lmola Avenue West #504-5 
Napa, California 94559 

FAX (707) 253-7149. Export orders accepted. 
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A very rough, textured sur1ace has been 
applied to the pistol grip and forearm 
areas on the 10/22 Ultra system's deluxe 
stock option. 

The final barrel length is 17 .5 inches, 
very close to the original. As the 
suppressor's housing is only 1 inch 
in diameter, the appearance is that 
of a heavy-barrel target rifle. Overall 
length of the Ultra-suppressed 10/22 
is 37 inches. With a loaded 10-round 
magazine, but without an optical 
sight, the weight is 6.5 pounds. 

Construction of the Ultra is from 
100% 304 stainless steel. All internal 
components are TIG-welded in 
place to prevent any parts from 
loosening and subsequently shifting 
about and degrading the unit's 
accuracy potential. There is no 
packing of any kind in this 
suppressor. It is not maintenance
sensitive. The bore should be 
cleaned with the same frequency 
as with the bolt group and the rifle's 
other components. The suppressor 
itself should be flushed with hot 
soapy water or WD-40 lubricant only 
occasionally. 

Sound suppressors are usually 
evaluated and compared by a 
logarithmic ratio called the decibel 
(db) . The logarithmic nature of the 
db is important to keep in mind, as 
a 3-db drop in sound is 1 /1 O of the 
original sound-pressure level, while 
a 20-db decrease is 1/100 of the 
original , with a 30-db decrease just 
1/1000 of the original sound level. 
However, because the sensitivity 
curve of the ear is also logarithmic, 
decreasing the sound energy to one
hundredth of its value halves the 
apparent sound. For comparison 
purposes , quiet conversation is 
about 55 db, a handclap 65 db, a 
jackhammer about 120 db, and the 
report from an M16 rifle is around 
165 db. 

Sound levels also diminish as the 
observer goes further from the 

Continued on page 80 

M-1 & SKS 

M-1 CARBINE 
& SKS STOCKS 

Give your "old" reliable 
an appearance upgrade 
with these new polymer 
stocks from Ram-Line. 

• NEW M-1 CARBINE STOCK 
Features a jet black finish. This stock is 
made from tough aerospace polymers, 
and is ready fo r the most extreme of 
conditions. A "krinkle" texturing and 
elastomer buttplate complete this drop in 
stock. Stock assembles to action in 
minutes without gunsmithing! 
ITEM CSC 1800 $64.g? 

• Sporterize Your SKS With A 
Syn-Tech® Carbine Stock. 

Get the same high quality features of our 
Syn-Tech stocks for bolt action rifles for 
your SKS. Upgrade the value of your 
SKS rifle with this classic styled stock. 
Improve the length of pull, drop, and per
formance of your SKS rifle to that of a 
hunting carbine. This stock is nearly un
breakable and comes complete with 
"krinkle" texturing, molded-in color, 
studs, and shoulderplate Bonus! Free 
Upper Vent- Hand Guard Included! 
Item SKS 1950 $69.97 

All Ram-Line products carry a "No Has
sle Lifetime Guarantee" and are made 
in the U.S.A. 

Notice: Anti-gun legislation to be intro
duced in the U.S. Congress would ban 
all magazines in excess of 15 rounds. 
Contact your congress person and tell 
them to vote against this extremist legis
lation. Be Politically Active & Support 
YOUR Sport! MEMBER ASSC. 

Call 1-800-648-9624 for order 
information. Send $1.00 for 12 
~age color catalog • 

v~ RAM-LINE~1Nc . 
Suite 59F83, 10601W.48th Ave. 

Wheat Ridge, CO 80033 
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by Galen Geer 
Nearly a dozen new products for hunting, camping, shooting and 
survival were reviewed recently by SOF's Outdoor Affairs editor. 
Here's more top-notch gear for all your favorite open-air pursuits. 

Extra Hauling Room 

When you 're not pulling a trailer but 
need extra carrying space, Masterbuilt 
Products has the answer with its Hitch
Haul. This 20-by-60-inch platform is made 

of heavy-gauge expanded metal and 
mounts to any standard receiver hitch. A 
2-inch receiver hitch will safely hold 500 
pounds , providing enough carrying 
capacity for a full load of camping gear. 
For more information write: Masterbuilt 
Manufacturing Inc., Dept. SOF, 450 Brown 
Ave ., Columbus, GA 31906; phone: 706-
327-5622. 

Danner Boots 

Finding the right hunting boot isn't 
easy. There are many bad boots on the 
market that hurt feet and make walking 
nearly impossible. Danner has developed 
a new hunting boot, the McKenzie, made 
with a waterproof full-grain leather lining 
that features foam insulation for warmth. 
The leather bootee lining is Danner's own 
patented design and is used in McKenzie 
hunting boots to make them rugged, 
practical and comfortable over the long 
hikes of a serious hunt. For more 
information write: Danner Shoe 
Manufacturing Co., Dept. SOF, 12722 N.E. 
Airport Way, Portland, OR 97320; phone: 
503-251-1100. 

Sight Master Bow Sights 

Sight Master introduced the one-touch 
bow sight featuring one-point sighting -
with just one point to use for aiming, rather 
than pins - and immediately gained wide 

support among bowhun ters . 
Recently the company brought 
out their innovative Pro-Elite 
sight, machined from high-grade 
aluminum, with an easily 
identifiable sight-reference scale 
allowing the user to quickly 
adjust his sight for precise 
yardage using only a fingertip. 
For more information, contact: 
Sight Master Inc., Dept. SOF, 
1093 Highway 12 East , 
Townsend, MT 59644; phone: 
406-266-5516. 

Neet Bow Sling 

Products to keep a bow from 
jumping out of a hunter ' s hand when he 
shoots have kept a lot of people busy. 
Most bow slings are fashioned from leather 
or cloth, but Neet Products ' offering is 
made from a soft, flexible rubber tubing 
that forms a wrist strap, thus eliminating 
the problem of fumbling to open a strap 
when getting into position for a shot. For 
more information, write: Neet Products 
Inc., Sales/Catalog, Dept. SOF, Route 2, 
Box 269B E. Highway 50, Sedalia, MO 
65301 ; phone: 816-826-6762. 

Bear First Strike Bows 

Bear Archery offers two high-tech 
compound bows - the First Strike XL 
(straight limbs) and the First Strike XLR 
(pictured, with recurved limbs). Although 
First Strike bows were introduced last year, 
Bear has already improved them with a 
long power-stroke handle called the 
"Performance+" while the limbs are now 
compression-molded carbon/fiberglass . 
Contact: Bear Archery Inc., Dept. SOF, 
4600 S.W. 41st Blvd., Gainesville, FL 
32608; phone: 904-376-2327. 



Iosso Bore & Case Cleaners 

Iosso Products has two new cleaners 
that should appeal to shooters. One is a 
bore-cleaning paste replacing traditional 
solvents. losso claims this paste removes 
all traces of copper, lead, powder fouling, 
plastic-wad residue or surface rust when 
applied sparingly to a clean, snug-fitting 
patch. then worked through a gun's bore. 

Another troublesome cleaning task 
involves discolored range brass. Although 
casings are most often cleaned in dry
media tumblers, Iosso 's Quick Brite kit 
provides an easy solution to powder
fouling residue, oxidation, tarnish, dirt and 
grime . The kit includes a quart-bottle of 
QuickBrite cleaner with strainer bag, 
plastic pail and lid. Casings are placed in 
the bag and dipped in QuickBrite for a 
few seconds up to several minutes, then 
removed and washed under running water. 
For more information, contact : Iosso 
Products, Dept. SOF, 1485 Lively Blvd., 
Elk Grove V illage, IL 60007; phone: 708-
437-8400. 

Gerber's Strike Force & Mirror 

The Gerber name is well-known and 
respected for cutlery; it is also becoming 
acclaimed for quality survival products. 
Gerber ·s new emergency fire-starter 
system is now on the market. Called the 
Strike Force. this unit contains a spark-

generator rod and a striker bar, with a 
small amount of Gerber's reusable tinder 
included. Impervious to moisture and 
temperature. the Strike Force works in the 
most extreme conditions. 

Another new Gerber survival product 
is a nearly unbreakable military-tested 
signal mi rror . It floats, fits in your 
pocket and comes with easy-to
understand instructions. For more 
information, write: Gerber Legendary 
Blades Inc., Dept. SOF, 14200 S.W. 72nd 
Ave .. P.O . Box 23088, Portland , OR 
97281; phone: 503-639-6161. 
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Riley's Serious Stove 

Three years ago, SOF's hunting camp 
was in near-zero weather. The cold spell 
sent us looking for two things - a mess 
tent big enough for our crew and a stove 
to warm it. We told you about the tent last 
year. This year we ' ll look at the stove. 

The unit we chose is made by the Riley 
Stove Co. and features a firebox, hot-water 
tank, warming shelf and chimney oven; it 
can also be expanded with lots of other 
add-ons and purchased one piece at a time. 
Riley stoves are sold by Cabela's Inc. of 
Sidney, Nebraska, where we obtained our 
camp's model. 

We used the Riley wood burning stove 
nearly three weeks in western Colorado. It 
warmed our 16-by-24-foot mess tent, 
cooked full meals, baked and even reheated 
a half-dozen frozen roasted chickens. After 
12 years of SOF hunting excursions, it 
was one of the most welcome products 
we 've tested and is now a permanent fixture 
in our camp. For information, write: Riley 
Stove Co., Dept. SOF, P.O. Box 817, 
Townsend, MT 59644; phone: 406-266-
5525 - or contact: Cabela's Inc., Dept. 
SOF, 812 13th Ave., Sidney, NE 69160; 
phone: 308-254-5505. · 

Furbee Chairs 

At the range I spend a lot of time 
shooting benchrest. Until recently my chair 
was an upturned ammo box. Then at the 

'92 SOF Convention, I checked out a booth 
stocked with unusual folding chairs. Unlike 
lawn chairs, the Daniel Furbee model 
features its own carrying bag and is more 
durable, easier to set up and lots more 
comfortable than any lawn chair. 

We ordered two Furbee chairs for the 
SOF hunting camp. When they arrived I 
tried one at the range benchrest. These 
chairs are staying with me. After three 
weeks of hunting-camp abuse they are still 
like new, which proves the SOF 
Convention is a great place to find new 
products. To order your Furbee chairs, 
contact Daniel Furbee Products, Dept. SOF, 
7740 E. Main, Suite 9, Mesa, AZ 85205. 

Stove-Top Oven 

Although Riley Stove's oven proved 
itself every day in hunting camp, 
sometimes more oven space is needed. In 
the past I used a Coleman folding oven. 
But now the Fox Hill Corp. of Roze!, 
Wyoming, offers The Sportsman ' s Oven, 
which fits over a single burner on a 

Coleman stove and is much easier to handle 
than older-style camp ovens. It's an ideal 
companion in the camp kitchen for baking 
or warming. For more information , write: 
Fox Hill Corp., Dept. SOF, P.O. Box 259, 
13970 E. Highway 51 , Roze!, WY 82727; 
phone: 307-682-5358. 

Action Packers 

Formidable logistics are involved in 
packing up SOF' s hunting camp, moving 
it across mountains, then setting it up. 
Getting the gear packed can be a pain, but 
this problem was eased by Rubbermaid 's 
lockable Action Packer containers, made 
of tough , durable plastic with double
walled lids for added strength. 

We packed four Action Packers with 
most of the hunting camp 's equipment, 
including all kitchen gear plus lanterns, 
ropes and food. The abuse taken by these 
containers wou ld have destroyed 
Styrofoam or cardboard, but they survived 
for next year. For more information, write: 
Rubbermaid Inc., Dept. SOF, 1147 Akron 
Road, Wooster, OH 44691; phone: 216-
264-6464.)( 
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Government forces in Soviet-made 
BMP-2 IFV prepare to attack rebels of 
Iranian-backed Hezb-i-Wahdat in one of 
frequent Kabul duels. 
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Government soldier with Soviet-made RPO machine gun 
engages Wahdat forces in Kabul street fight. 
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oEnd 
In Sight 
In Afghan 
Civil War 

Photos by Jake Border 

Government troops fire RPG-7V from 
position near outskirts of Kabul. 

Wahdat fighter with aging Czech 
ZBvz26 light machine gun. As is often 
the case, those receiving outside 
support get the castoffs of their 
supporters. 
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Capital city Kabul burns once again after government forces counterattack Hezb·i· 
Wahdat faction. 

SOF received a bundle of photos from longtime 
combat correspondent and multiple-tour Afghan veteran Jake Border without 
text, but with the notation, "Peace talks dominate current affairs, but it's only a 
matter of time before traditional Afghan war-lust overrides this aberration and 
they go at it full-bore again." For the past several months, fighting between 
Massoud's Defense Ministry forces and the Iranian-backed rebel Shi'ite Hazara 
Hezb-i-Wahdat faction has been punctuated only by "peace" talks and fighting 
between government forces and major players such as Gulbuddin Hekrnatyar. As 
various factions jockey for position within a government of "shared power," they 
apply leverage through their military arms. This is to be expected: Afghanistan 
has witnessed little change wrought through diplomacy over the last couple of 
decades - if ever. Keeping in mind that in Afghanistan ideas, philosophies and 
groups compete with bullets and not words, the following review of cabinet 
positions delegated to various factions will illustrate the breadth and depth of the 
problem: 

Afghan National Liberation: Civil Aviation, Health - Harakat: Education, 
Religion -Harakat-Mohseni: Planning, Transport - Hezb-i-Hekmatyar: Prime 
Minister, Interior [police], Communications, Reconstruction - Hezb-i-Khalis: 
Justice, Culture - Hezb-i-Wahdat: Commerce, Finance - Ittehad: City Plan
ning, Higher Education - Jamiat: President, Defense, Agriculture, Water and 
Power - National Islamic Front: Foreign, Border Guards - Independent: Refu
gee Repatriation. 

For an understanding of how this applies to the streets and mountains of 
Afghanistan, we offer six weeks of extracted headlines. Undated, they could be 
reinserted at almost any point during the past - or coming - year: By only 
changing the names of the players and their weapons, these could be overlaid onto 
news covering a span of centuries: 

. .. President Rabbani (Jamiat faction) and Prime Minister Hekmatyar (Hezb-i 
faction) met to resolve who will hold position of new defense minister (they did 
not succeed) ... Seventy-seven rockets pounded residential areas of Kabul ... 
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Farmer communist President Najibullalt, !tiding in U.N. 
compound for more than a year, asked to leave country ... 
Four rockets hit Red Cross hospital in Kabul ... Two hun
dred killed in Kandahar fighting between supporters of 
Rabbani and local guerrillas ... Rival groups in Kandahar 
reach ceasefire after additional fighting kills 40 ... Presi
dent Rabbani said Hekmatyar was responsible for failure to 
install a new cabinet ... Defense Minister Massoud narrowly 
escaped wizen Hekmatyar 's artillery shelled building where 

Massoud was speaking .. . Hekmatyar 's forces blockade 
Kabul, cutting supplies to Rabbani ... Rabbani and Hekmatyar 
met in Jalalabad, agreed to talk until tlzey reach settlement 
... Seven men killed in rocket and mortar attack on Kabul ... 
Twenty-eight rockets /zit Kabul, killing two ... Rebel forces 
bombard Kabul, killing two ... Artillery duels in Kabul leave 
five dead ... More tlzan 150 killed in fighting between Hezb
i-Wahdat (pro-Iran) and lttehad-i-lslami (pro-Saudi) groups 
... Kabul museum set on fire by rockets .. . Three hundred 

Wahdat rebels with homemade launcher for 122mm rockets. Note unique camouflage 
uniforms and pattern on launcher. 

Wahdat with Soviet PKM machine gun lays into government troops 
during Kabul street fighting. 
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Defense Minister Massoud (left) greets 
supporter on street in Kabul- but 
popular support doesn't always translate 
to military support in a civil war with 
many factions. 
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rockets and shells fall on Kabul, killing 70 and injuring 600 
... Artillery clashes in Kabul as government forces try to rid 
city of rebel militias; government planes bomb rebels, air
port closed by shellfire ... Hea vy fighting in Kabul: Red 
Cross estimates 500 dead, 2,500 injured ... More than 100 
rockets hit Kabul, killing 10, injuring 185 ... Hekmatyar 's 
troops pound Kabul with rockets, killing 23 ... Day of heavy 
figh ting leaves Kabul hospitals full ... Hekmatyar 's troops 
fire 93 rockets into Kabul, killing 13, wounding 118 ... 

Government troops enjoy the advantage of air power and 
transport - these reinforcements have just been choppered in 
to fight Hezb-i-Wahdat forces. 

Afghan President Burhanuddin Rabbani takes the salute -
while the forces under his command fight myriad factions of a 
"shared power"' government. 
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Twelve Arabs (from Yemen, Algeria, Morocco, Saudi Arabia) 
captured while fighting for Hekmatyar 's Hezb-i faction ; 
they had been training in terrorism and guerrilla warfare ... 
Official list of cabinet officers announced; Hekmatyar 's 
forces fire rockets into Kabul, are bombed by government 
planes ... Ceasefire in Kabul broken by sporadic shelling .. . 
Security forces arrest Hekmatyar followers for trying to 
commit terrorist acts ... Hezb-i-Wahdat and government 
forces clash ... X 

Government forces recon Wahdat HQ from their positions at 
the Intercontinental Hotel, Kabul. 

Young Wahdat soldier with improvised/modified LAW: 
Common use of improvised, modified or home-built weapons 
by Wahdat suggests they may be thinking of a long-term 
struggle. 

Iranian Shi 'ite
backed Wahdat 
fighter with 
folding-stock AK 
and curved sword 
- for waving in 
the air while 
yelling "Allah 
Akbar! " during 
assaults. 
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The beetle-like bumps in 
a trail of dust on the horizon were at 
least a company of Main Battle Tanks 
(MBTs) in attack formation heading 
due south out of Iraq. They were trav
eling at high speed, heading dead-cen
ter into the waiting Kuwaiti defenders' 
kill zone with main guns at the ready . 

When the approaching steel mon
sters were within 2,000 yards, the Ku
waitis' Yugo-built M-84 MBTs (es
sentially Soviet T-72 clones) emerged 
from holes scooped out of the desert, 
drove up prepositioned ramps and laid 
their 125mm main guns on the attack
ing tanks. It was a perfectly executed 
ambush. "Old Blood and Guts" Patton 
would have thundered his pleasure at 
the sight. 

Both the Kuwaiti and American 
commanders "fighting" each other were 
more than satisfied with how their 
forces dueled in mock war games along 
Kuwait's northern border facing Iraq. 
Lieutenant Colonel Murray Williams, 
U.S. commander of the attacking 1st 
Battalion, 9th Cavalry Regiment, noted 
after the fight how, " the Kuwaitis get 
better with every battle drill." 

Kuwait's army is on the mend and 
in the process of rebuilding itself from 
the ashes of defeat. Kuwait got clob
bered when Iraq invaded in August 
1990. Granted, it was overwhelmed by 
a much larger force, but a bad state of 
preparedness and apathy had added to 
the Kuwaitis ' disaster. A few units had 
stood by their guns until they had no 
more shot, others ran like hell before 
the bad guys came within sight, but 
the majority of Kuwaiti defenders never 
got out of their barracks. 

Jassem Al-Saadoon, a Kuwaiti par
liamentarian, noted how "Seventy-five 

Prepositioning heavy 
armor and equipment 

in Kiuwait, like this 
M109A2155mm self
propelled howitzer 

photographed during 
Gulf War, allows U.S. 

troops to rapidly deploy 
to this potential hot spot. 
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U.S. Rebuilds 
Kuwaiti Forces From 

Ashes Of Defeat 
by Col. David Hackworth 

Photo: G. Merillon/Gamma Liaison 
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In house-to-house combat scenario, Kuwaiti troops and U.S. Marines drill 
carrying M16A2 rifles with blank-firirig adapters at Umm al Ai sh barracks, 

some 20 miles south of Iraqi border. Photo: Reuters/Bettman 
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percent of the available weapons" never 
got unlimbered, being locked up in 
storehouses. A large number of offic
ers have since been purged from the 
military, wh ile a parliamentary com
mittee is current ly investigating 
the Kuwaiti armed forces' poor 
performance. 

Kuwait's new armed forces chief of 
staff, General Jaber Al-Sabah, reorga
nized and re-equipped what was left of 
his forces on the hoof in Saudi Arabia 
after what he called a "heavy defeat." 
This task "was not easy to do'' as 
95% of their equipment was lost, 
according to Al-Sabah, son of Kuwait 's 
rul ing emir. 

The Kuwaiti general praised now 
retired U.S. Army Gen. H. Norman 
Schwarzkopf's leadership and assis
tance in acquiring the guns, ammuni
tion and instructors needed to get 
Kuwait ' s forces up and running again. 
Now Al-Sabah has launched a vigor
ous rebuild program "starting from the 
bottom up," concentrating on develop
ing a cadre of"elite officers and NCOs" 
who will subsequently be armed with 
the best high-technology equipment 
available. 

Currently some 250 Kuwaiti offic-
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ers and NCOs are training with other 
armies overseas. Al-Sabah knows that 
a modern army cannot be built in a 
few years. "Equipment does not make 
an army, only quality soldiers and 
time," Al-Sa bah said. " It will take 
10 years before we are fully capable. 
Once we have our forces combat ready, 
then we will have a strong shield to 
defend our country and take the initial 
shock [of an attack] until reinforce
ments arrive." 

Tiny Kuwait, with its population 
about that of greater Omaha, Nebraska, 
plans to spend $15 billion on arms 
before the end of this decade. Yet the 
equipment modernization program is 
being done carefully and only after 
thoughtful analysis. According to 
Donald Gilleland, director of commu
nications for General Dynamics Land 
Systems, Kuwait has thus far ordered 
218 U.S. M1A2 Abrams tanks, worth 
some $4 billion, and has inquired on 
quantity prices for a total of 760 
Abrams MBTs - the M1A2 certainly 
proved its worth as a mean machine 
during the Gulf War. 

Some 40 McDonnell Douglas F-18 
Hornet figh ter-bombers have also been 
called for by Kuwait, which is also 

Near Kubbar, an island 
20 miles off Kuwait in 

Persian Gulf, joint U.S.
Kuwait naval exercises 
included firing up mock 
Iraqi vessel, then taking 

its "crew" prisoner. 

seeking a new fleet of tank-killing 
helicopters, possibly McDonnell Dou
glas AH-64 Apaches or Bell AH-1 
SuperCobras. Meanwhile the vigorous 
training program builds up steam. The 
U.S. Task Force commander in Ku
wait, Major General William C. Page 
Jr. , agreed with Williams in saying, 
"Each day the Kuwaiti army ge ts 
stronger." 

While on assignment, I watched 
Kuwaiti armored units "fight" Ameri
can tanks and noticed improvement 
over those Kuwaiti units I was with 
during Desert Storm, but, truth to tell: 
I was not impressed. The Kuwaitis just 
don't have enough fire in their bellies 
or desire to get down and dirty. During 
some of the " tank fights" I watched, 
Kuwaiti gunners were frequentl y too 
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Col. David Hackworth (in 
blue) and 3rd "Greywolf" 
Brigade officers during 

after-action review. 

slack to even aim their main guns at 
the .. attacking"' American tanks. 

A retired U.S. Army colonel who 
spent 34 years as a soldier and worked 
daily with the Kuwaitis for the past 
se\'eral years observed, "They've got 
to change their work habits and de-

Photo: U.S. Army 

velop a sense of urgency. Most come 
from affluent backgrounds and have 
never worked in their lives. Take a 
look at their hands." I tried to, but it 
was hard to get beyond the glare of 
$10.000 gold Rolexes worn by every 
officer. 

Al-Sa bah, deputy army commander 
to the since-cashiered chief of staff 
before Saddam's invasion, knows his 
five brigades of reconstituted ground 
forces need a lot of work and cannot 
now do the job of defending Kuwait 
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alone. He envisions a defensive union 
representing all Gulf states - Bahrain, 
Kuwait, Qatar, Oman, Saudi Arabia 
and the United Arab Emirates - un
der an alliance similar to NA TO. A 
nascent combined organization called 
Gulf Cooperation Countries (GCC) 
now exists within the thinly populated 
region. It is this sort of confederation, 
reinforced for the present by U.S. fire
power from the ground, air and sea, 
that Al-Sabah believes will deter or 
eject an attacking force. 

The Gulf states are dead serious 
about military preparedness. Saudi 
Arabia spends about $15 billion annu
ally on defense. Recently the Saudis 
ordered 465 M1A2 tanks to be deliv
ered in two phases over a three-year 
period beginning in 1994. Gilleland of 
General Dynamics noted how the Sau
dis' Abrams purchases may reach 700 
over the next few years. 

General Dynamics is also filling an 

American M1A1 
Abrams pops smoke 

dischargers to 
provide concealment 

during joint U.S.-Kuwait 
training exercises 
near Iraqi border. 

order for 524 M1A1 Abrams tanks to 
be delivered in kit from between now 
and the end of 1997 to Egypt, where 
they will be assembled. The United 
Arab Emirates plan to buy some 400 
of the new French Leclerc MBTs and 
project spending some $10 billion for 
military hardware by the end of this 
decade. 

Saddam 's 1990 invasion of Kuwait 
was a wake-up call for the Gulf states 
- military preparedness is now the 
name of the game. Yet the U.S. expe
rience in Vietnam reinforced the fact 
that equipment alone does not win 
wars; only motivated fighters do. Stock
piled weapons won ' t stop an enemy. It 
takes well-trained and motivated sol
diers willing to stand and die for their 
countries. 

The Pentagon keeps a strong pres
ence in the Persian Gulf, guarding the 
world's biggest gas station. The Navy 
sits just over the horizon with an air-

craft carrier battle group, while our 
Air Force maintains scores of fighters, 
bombers, command and control, spy 
and support aircraft on a tight string to 
complement the Army's permanent 
force in Kuwait. 

Currently, soldiers of 1st Battalion, 
9th Cavalry Regiment - a reinforced 
armored unit from Fort Hood, Texas ' 
famed 1st Cavalry Division - have 
the Kuwait duty. They stand behind 
the line George Bush's White House 
drew in the sand. These well-trained 
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troopers demonstrate U.S. capacity and 
determination to defend America 's 
mutual interests in Kuwait. 

While waiting for Saddam to do 
something dumb, American ground 
units conduct training with their 
Abrams tanks and M2 Bradley Infan
try F ighting Vehicles (IFVs). To 
sharpen the combat edge, they hold 
frequent joint war games against Ku
waiti armor not far 
from where they 
would most likely 
be fighting. 

Romp, Stomp 
And Shoot 

Kuwait ' s desert 
is an ideal place 
to romp, stomp 
and shoot in, so 
the Cav troopers' 
combat skills im
prove with each 
deployment. This 
U .S. force can 
quickly be in
creased to a heavy 
tank brigade with 
the remainder of 
the division being Photo: U.S. Army 

airlifted close be-

mored vehicles, .conduct operational 
checks and move out to their war posi
tions. Noted Gen. Page of the 9th's 
recent 72-hour deployment, " It works. 
Our heavy forces move almost as fast 
as an airborne division." 

Since Desert Storm's end, the Army 
has been rotating armored units 
through Kuwait. They show the flag 
and reinforce America ' s resolve that 

Kuwait and the 
Middle East are 
vital to its strate
gic interests and 
won't be hung out 
to dry again. The 
Kuwaiti govern
ment is most 
grateful and picks 
up the $12 million 
yearly tab it costs 
to sustain and 
maintain these 
forces. These 
troopers get com
bat pay and are 
well-treated b y 
their Kuwaiti hosts. 

The Kuwaitis 
provide U.S. caf
eteria-style fast 
food - with all 

hind. For example, 
the elite 9th Cav, 
whose veterans 
took Kuwait City 
as part of the Ti
ger Brigade during 
Desert Storm, was 
ready to fight in 
just four days fol
lowing Saddam's 
ceasefire viola
tions this past 
January. This is an 
incredible im-

Kuwaitis are briefed on 
battle plan by U.S. adviser. 

the Danish ice 
cream you can eat 
- and their mod
ern base is well
equipped with a 
gym, movie the
ater, post ex
change and excel
lent maintenance 
and training facili
ties. Most of the 
menial work, like 
KP and latrine 
duty, is done by 

The United States cannot 
keep troops outposted 

here forever. Kuwait must 
work harder to defend 

itself and hammer out a 
NATO-like defense 

agreement with the other 
Gulf states to train and 

stand together. 
provement in re-
sponse time since the days of Desert 
Shield, made possible because heavy 
fighting equipment such as tanks, can
nons and choppers are now 
prepositioned there. 

The warriors from units like Cap
tain Randy Rosin ' s C Company, 3rd 
Battalion, 67th Armor Brigade, are 
deadly professional and the sharpest 
tankers I've ever seen. "We're ready 
and waiting," said Rosen, who has 
served with the same company six 
years. With their gear already handy, 
all they have to do, once the whistle is 
blown, is fly in, pile onto their ar-
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Third World 
workers. It ' s a soldier's dream, except 
for the absence of girls and beer -
that is, unless the soldier is married. 

For many Gis, this is the third tour 
in the Gulf region since 1990, placing 
a real strain on marriages. One ser
geant said, " If you ' re a mercenary and 
hire out to defend people - which is 
becoming the new American way -
it's great if the client is rich, but a 
bummer if you're hitched." Sixty per
cent of the troopers are married. 

Iraq's once-vaunted Republican 
Guard has one each of tank, mecha
nized and artillery divisions deployed 

near Basra, not far from Kuwait ' s 
northern border. These units are no 
longer a serious military threat -
they're not fit to fight and are now 
garrison soldiers who conduct almost 
no tactical training. They could per
haps march to the Kuwaiti border, but 
would probably lose more than half 
their vehicles to breakdowns along the 
way. Iraq doesn't have military spare 
parts or the maintenance skills to keep 
things running. 

Iraq has lost all of the foreign tech
nicians who, as in Kuwait, kept the 
toys in running shape. The U.N. block
ade has intercepted more than 16,000 
Iraq-bound ships in the Red Sea and 
Persian Gulf since the start of Desert 
Shield. The resulting lack of parts has 
put most of Iraq's military hardware 
up on blocks. What worn-out gear still 
runs is maintained only through canni
balization of parts. 

Impotent Iraqis 

If a modem military's logistics are 
sick, it cannot fight. Iraq ' s are termi
nal and, more importantly, Iraqi troop 
morale is also as low as whale dung 
despite all the medals Saddam has 
pinned on for winning the "Mother of 
all Battles" against the Coalition forces. 
His hungry grunts and disenchanted 
leaders aren 't happy and have no stom
ach for another shootout with Ameri
can warriors. They ' re fed up and, ac
cording to U.S. intelligence sources, 
deserting in big numbers. Saddam's 
war machine, though as impressive on 
paper as it was before the war, is like 
the U.S. Army National Guard's round
out units observed during Desert Shield: 
More show than go, a cripple without 
crutches. 

Our U.S. intell igence agencies still 
keep close tabs on the Iraqis. As in 
Desert Shield/Storm, they read the Ira
qis' mail before it arrives. Command
ers in Kuw ait know more about 
Saddam's army, right down to loca
tion and status of company-size units, 
than Saddam does. 

During Desert Storm, Schwarzkopf 
complained how he had all the intelli
gence information in the world, but it 
didn' t get to the right people in a timely 
manner because of bureaucratic red 
tape - this has been fixed. Command
ers here now get the "hot skinny" just 
minutes after it is obtained at the source. 

There is no way the Iraqi army can 
launch a serious attack so long as the 
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Coalition continues its overwatch and 
the United Nations stands firm on en
forcing sanctions. The American eye 
in the sky keeps Saddam's units in 
sharp focus around the clock, provid
ing Coalition forces with enough lead 
time to prepare an explosive recep
tion . The minute the enemy moves a 
camel, he ' ll be blistered by 300 attack 
aircraft crews sitting on hair triggers, 
waiting for Saddam to make their day. 

I spent a day at Kuwait's northern 
border at Abbally Camp, near the scene 
of Saddam's January 1993 ground in
cursions and close to the border-cross-

ing into Iraq. There, a night does 
not pass w ithout young Iraqis of mili
tary age being captured. Some are 
defecting , others scrounging for 
food, while some "are scouting our 
position," according to the camp' s Ku
waiti commander, Colonel Mahmoud 
Boushahri . An armed U.N. battalion, 
the lead element of a brigade, will be 
deployed here soon to "stop this non
sense, .. the colonel added. 

A U.N. resolution, agreed upon at 
the March 1991 ceasefire conference, 
states Iraq must pay reparations from 
future oil sales for all the war damage 
and theft once the U.N. embargo is 
lifted. Iraq also agreed to give back 
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the loot. "So far they have only re
turned junk of no value," noted 
Boushahri, whose job it is to monitor 
what comes back. I watched four 
flatbed truckloads of "booty" return 
from Iraq, consisting of rusted-out or 
broken munitions. An explosives ex
pert at the camp said it would all have 
to be blown. 

In light of America ' s 27 June strike 
by 23 Tomahawk missiles against 
Iraq's Baghdad intelligence complex, 
my guess is that Saddam realizes Bill 
Clinton ' s game plan will be as tough 
as George Bush's was - to retaliate, 

Saddam's 1990 
invasion of Kuwait was 

a wake-up call for 
military preparedness. 

Gulf States have already 
ordered some 1,200 

models of the Abams 
tank, like this M1A1, and 

orders for all types of 
other military hardware 

are way up. 

he will do something imperious and 
reckless. Let ' s face it, miscalculation 
is Saddam 's middle name. Aside from 
stirring up the international pot with 
inept intrigues such as the blundered 
assassination effort on Bush, he' s ob
sessed with destroying Kuwait and 
gobbling it up as his 19th province. 

After Clinton's election, Saddam 
was into image change. His pitch to 
the world lately has been: I am no 
Longer the wolf, but a poor victimized 
sheep with a tin cup begging that the 
U.N. embargo, which has hurt my poor 
countrymen, be lifted. He wants in from 

Photo: Larry Anderson 

the cold. Tariq Aziz, Iraq ' s sycophant 
deputy prime minister, recently 
claimed that Iraq's territorial claim on 
Kuwait was a "closed chapter" and 
that his nation was standing by a 
ceasefire unilaterally declared as a 
goodwill gesture when Clinton took 
office, urging the Clinton administra
tion to adopt a "new style" in its ap
proach to Iraq. 

Aziz didn ' t mention the rest of the 
book to be written, nor previous bloody 
chapters that have also been closed, 
yet are filled with broken promises, 
atrocities like the rape of Kuwait and 

Continued on page 89 
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Off San Clemente Island, SEAL trainees launch grueling muli
day/night exercise from rubber boat - to include stealthy 
beach insertion, obstacle reconnaissance, then exf iltration. 
Photo: Pressens Bild/Gamma Liaison 
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by Capt. Larry Bailey 

what dOeS it take tO beCOfile an elite U.S. Navy SEAL commando? You 
might think I would have the answer to this question, having been for three years the commanding officer of Naval 
Special Warfare Center (NSWC), the SEAL (Sea, Air Land) school in Coronado, California; however, I don ' t. 

Fact is, there simply isn't a quick and easy answer to the question, despite the efforts of scores of social and 
biological scientists of all persuasions to identify those qualities most desirable in a candidate for SEAL training. For 
three years I personally strived to discover what I called the mysterious "golden key" to becoming a SEAL, but to no 
avail. There was simply no way to predict who had the guts to go through the six months of hell we call Basic 
Underwater Demolition/SEAL training (or "BUD/S" for short). 

However, while I'm convinced that such a golden key does not exist, there was one characteristic common to every 
BUD/S graduate I ever knew: the trait instructors call "fire in the gut." While this attribute cannot be precisely defined, 
in the aggregate it includes courage, desire, oblivion to pain, obedience to instructors, cooperation with fellow trainees 
and the attitude of "Graduation's out there somewhere and there's no way I ain't gonna be around when it happens!" 
What this means, in a nutshell, is the ability to subordinate pain, fatigue, anger and sensory overload of every 
description to the long-range goal - becoming a U.S. Navy SEAL. 



You might have noticed that I 
didn't include physical gifts as part of 
the "fire in the gut" syndrome. While 
it's obvious that a potential SEAL 
must be able to measure up in a physi
cal sense, BUD/S doesn't require su
perhuman strength or endurance. As a 
matter of fact, many's the time when 
the most physically talented members 
of a particular class were the first ones 
to "ring the bell," or quit. 

For example, I will always remem
ber Farmer, Jadrnicek and Stan ts, three 
men who in 1963 began training with 
me in what was then called UDT (Un
derwater Demolition Team) Replace
ment Training in Little Creek, Vir
ginia. Besides being all-around good 
guys, they were tremendous athletes. 
All three could run and swim circles 
around the rest of us in Class 30 and 
do three times as many push-ups and 
pull-ups as well. Yet Farmer, Jadmicek 
and Stanis all quit early on in "Hell 
Week." To this day I can't explain 
why a relative klutz like myself com
pleted UDT training and they didn ' t, 
except in terms of desire; I simply 
wanted it more. 

I'm sure that Farmer, Jadrnicek and 
Stanis also look back to 1963 and won-
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der what happened, but I don't think 
anyone could ever give them any an
swer other than they lacked that fire in 
the gut, which enabled lesser physical 
specimens to persevere when the hurt
ing got serious. One might say they 
simply had other priorities, while a 
successful trainee had only one - be
coming a SEAL. I would Jove to talk 
to those guys today and hear from them 
why they didn ' t stick it out, but I 
think I know what each one 's answer 
would be: I didn't want it badly enough. 

Super SEALs? 

As CO of NSWC, I was often asked 
during interviews what I looked for in 
a SEAL candidate. I always answered 
by telling my questioner what I didn't 
like to see in a trainee, to include be
ing too self-centered, or overly con
cerned with physical appearance, or 
excessively individualistic. 

Still, knowing nothing else about a 
trainee, I would prefer the kid of aver
age build and physical ability over the 
athletic superstar who has spent half 
his life in the gym, on the track or in 
the pool. I can ' t say why, but beyond 
a minimum level of athletic ability and 
stamina, there is little or no relation-

Two SEALs on beach recon, one with 
Ingram-type SMG; radioman carries 
carbine model of M16. Today's SEAL is 
arguably the best-trained military man in 
the world. Photo: U.S. Navy 

ship between physical prowess and suc
cess in BUD/S training. Many 's the 
time when a BUD/S honor graduate 
was the last guy expected to even com
plete training! Put simply, there ain't 
no formula for picking future SEALs. 

As a fascinating sidelight to the 
business of predicting BUD/S success, 
there is the work of Dr. Rob Carlson, 
chairman of the Department of Physi
cal Education at San Diego State Uni
versity. As part of NSWC's effort to 
optimize the selection process for po
tential SEALs, he was contracted to 
develop a testing instrument to pred ict 
failure for 10% of each class. Not only 
was Dr. Carlson able to do this with 
95 % accuracy, but he was also able to 
identify with 80% accuracy the 10% 
of class members most likely to gradu
ate . Key indicators in the latter assess
ment included a strong sense of patrio
tism, deeply held religious bel iefs and 
a solid sense of values. Conversely, a 
lack of these elements was the most 
important factor in predicting failure. 
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When I reported to NSWC in late 
1985. I received explicit tasking to 
graduate more SEALs in order to ac
commodate the 50% growth projected 
for SEAL teams in the subsequent few 
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years. We started with a graduation 
rate of 26% and did everything we 
could to retain good candidates (with
out compromising training standards); 
by mid-1987 our graduation rate had 
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risen to just over 50%. It was still at 
this level when I was transferred 18 
months later, though we had strived to 
raise the graduation rate still higher. 

Today, some five years after my 
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the training pro 
gram's integrity is 
what is informally 
referred to as the 
"Fourth Phase.'" 
This was an idea 
conceived by 
Master Chief 
Boatswain 's Mate 
Rick Knepper (and 
quickly appropri
ated as my own -
officers are sup
posed to act that 
way, you know) 
midw ay through 
my tenure at 
NSWC. 

Fourth Phase is 
a "holding pattern" 
for those trainees 
who have either re
ported aboa rd in 
less-than-satisfac
tory physical con
dition or who have 
been injured during 
BUD/S training. 

Two SEAL scout-swimmer trainees conducting shoreline 
reconnaissance; the incredibly strenuous program undergone 
by SEAL teams and their predecessors has remained fairly 
constant throughout their 50 years of service. 

In years past, 
any trainee who 
could not pass the 
BUD/S physical 
training (PT) test 
shortly after report
ing aboard got sent 
back to the fleet. 
Such also was the 
fate of a trainee Photo: Pressens Bild/Gamma Liaison 

departure, the graduation rate remains 
at around 50% and I am convinced 
this ra te is sustain able only by a 
Herculean effort on the part of the 
BUD/S staff to keep good trainees in 
the program. 

Out of 522 candidates starting 
BUD/S training in fiscal year 1988, a 
total of 248 graduated as SEALs. The 
foll owing year reflected roughly the 
same amount of success, with 229 
SEAL graduates out of 570 BUD/S 
candidates. For 1990, 314 out of 542 
aspirants graduated - a marked im
provement which carried over into 
1991, when 222 graduates came out of 
a fi eld of 389 BUD/S entrants. Fiscal 
year 1992 's results reflected a drop in 
the graduation rate, however, with 247 
SEALs emerging from a group of 540 
BUD/S hopefuls. 

The key element in keeping gradu
ation rates around 50% while retaining 
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who experienced 
an injury requiring treatment of more 
than a few days. Designed to salvage 
trainees who would otherwise leave 
the program without havi ng had a 
chance to prove their mettle , Fourth 
Phase allows them to recoup and ei
ther start BUD/S at the proper level of 
physical conditioning, or re-enter upon 
recovery from illness or injury. 

Second Chance At Hell 

While some of the old-line instruc
tors objected to incorporating Fourth 
Phase into BUD/S, it is now viewed as 
a vital part of the constant effort to 
ensure that every qualified trainee 
graduates. And for those trainees who 
enjoy life on Coronado's "Silver 
Strand," Fourth Phase gives them the 
opportunity to get to know that place 
intimately, with some of them being 
assigned to it for up to a year before 
re-entering training. 

It takes a special kind of guts to 
work through Fourth Phase's tedium 
of physical therapy and condit ioning 
exercise, only so one can again subject 
oneself to the rigors of BUD/S; it' s 
sort of like practicing for the prover
bial kick in the backside. 

Nevertheless, scores of present-day 
SEALs are graduates because of Fourth 
Phase. It 's not surprising that the win
ner of the "Fire in the Gut" trophy 
awarded to a deserving graduate of 
each BUD/S class is consistently an 
alumnus of Fourth Phase - he will 
have had to show more tenacity and 
desire than his compatriots, who have 
merely spent six months in hel l. 

Thirty-two weeks is the absolute 
minimum time required for a student 
to graduate; time spent in Fourth 
Phase is in addition to the schedule 
outlined here: 

Weeks 1-7 - Pre-training: Medi
cal and physical screening, PT, basic 
running and swimming techniques, 
nutrition/hydration and the basic mili
tary values of honor, discipline and 
integrity. (It should be noted that the 
level of performance in PT, running, 
swimming and the other basic skills 
acquired in pre-training and First Phase 
will be enhanced throughout BUD/S.) 

Weeks 8-16 - First Phase: Small 
boat handling, first aid, drown-proof
ing, Hell Week (see below), teamwork 
and hydrographic reconnaissance . It is 
during First Phase when the most can
didate attrition takes place; very few 
trainees quit after this period of expo
sure to what the SEAL profession is 
all about. 

Weeks 17-23 - Second Phase: 
Longer ocean swims (up to five miles), 
a 14-mile beach run , diving physics 
and medicine, open- and closed-cir
cuit diving, also combat swimmer tech
niques. After completing Second 

One essential quality every SEAL 
graduate must have is "fire in the gut" -
subordination of pain, fat igue, anger and 
sensory overload of every type to the 
long-range goal of becoming a SEAL. 
Photo: U.S. Navy 
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self, T hird Phase 
is the toughest 
period of train
ing, especially 
during the four 
weeks or so spent 
on San Clemente 
Is lan d , some 
30 miles off 
Long B each , 
California. 

It is on and 
around "the Is
land" that the fi 
na l exerc ise of 
BUD/S is con
ducted. This re
quires students to 
plan, prepare for 
a nd s im ulta 
neously execute a 
variety of sepa
rate tasks in sup
port of an overall 
mission. Helicop
ters, boats and 
shoe leather all 
pl ay im por tant 
roles during this 
grue ling multi 
day/night evolu
tion, which tests 
virtually all of the 
skills taught dur
ing the previous 
phases. 

Other than Hell Week itself, toughest portion of SEAL training 
could be land warfare phase on San Clemente Island, some 

A typical final 
exercise will con
sist of events like 
these: infiltration 
of San Clemente 
Is land by the 
trainee units; this 
c an be d o ne 
usin g rubbe r 
boats or SH-60B 
Seahawk helicop
ters , by swim
min g o r other 
methods; long-

30 miles offshore from Long Beach, Cal iforn ia. Small unit tactics, 
weapons, ambush, live-f ire exercises, combat demolitions and 
land navigation are among skills covered. This SEAL carries 
carbine version of M16 mounting M203 grenade launcher. 
Photo: Pressens Bild/Gamma Liaison 

Phase, trainees know the rudiments of 
combat diving and the dangers associ
ated with breathing air and oxygen 
under pressure. While they are not yet 
up to SEAL team standards, it is al
ready certainly accurate to refer to them 
as expert divers. 

Weeks 2.i-32 - Third Phase: Land 
warfa re, weapons, small unit tactics, 
ambush, combat demolitions and land 
navigation. Except for Hell Week it-
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range patroll ing 
by squad-sized trainee units to recon
noiter objective areas; live-fire assaults 
on a target, to include use of demoli
tions; assessment and use of intelli
gence gathered by reconnaissance ele
ments; scout-swimmer reconnaissance 
(in this operation, two swimmers leave 
a Zodiac-type rubber boat several hun
dred yards offshore and swim to the 
beach using aquatic stealth techniques 
to conduct a recon of the shorel ine and 

immediate back-shore, then return to 
their boat); full-blown beach recon
naissance, during which swimmers are 
dropped from fast-moving boats a half
mile or so from an obstacle field, form
ing a line parallel to the beach, then 
swimming into shallow water to take 
soundings and look fo r obstacles (not
ing their observations on Plexiglas 
slates) before returning seaward to be 
picked up by another fast-moving craft; 
beach clearance, during which the class 
swims into the obstacle fie ld previ
ously reconnect to attach 20-pound 
demolition charges to those obstacles, 
linking the charges into a giant explo
sive network, initiating firing proce
dures, then returning seaward - once 
swimmers are recovered, the obstacle 
field vanishes in a C4-explosive-in
duced cloud of vapor. 

Hell Hath Fury 

The "centerpiece" of BUD/S is in
disputably Hell Week, which starts with 
the "breakout" on Sunday night of 
Week 13. Breakout consists of the stu
dent barracks being invaded by the in
structor "enemy." Fi ring automatic 
weapons, screaming at the tops of their 
lungs and exploding artillery simula
tors, the instructors attempt to disori
ent students as part of an effort to rep
licate combat conditions. 

Once "captured," the trainees are 
subjected to several hours of events 
designed to induce, in the shortest pos
sible time, the most extreme physical 
discomfort and mental stress. These 
events include heavy calisthenics, wa
ter exposure and crawling in the sand, 
along with constant verbal assault. 
Once the "shock treatment" is com
plete and the trainees have had their 
senses traumatized, they begin the long 
series of evolutions testing them as 
they have never been tested before. A 
typical Hell Week will see between 
10% and 30% of trainees drop by the 
wayside; this is in addition to the 20% 
or 30% who qui t (or were dropped) in 
the preceding 12 weeks. 

T he events of Hell Week are long 
remembered by trainees. "Surf Condi
tioning," " Rock Portage," " Lyon' s 
Lope," "Steel Pie r," "Around the 
World," "Surf Passage," "Log PT," 
"Mad Mash," "Camp Surf' and "So 
Solly Day" are never-to-be-forgotten el
ements of every SEAL's memory banks. 

Continued on page 93 
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AND 

SOF On The Sharp 
Edge With Sarajevo's 
Countersnipers 

Text & Photos 
by Robert MacKenzie 

From positions across the Miljacka River, Serb snipers fire down 
secondary streets at targets of opportunity along "Sniper's Alley," 
formerly the Vojvade Putnika, a main Sarajevo thoroughfare. 

Parliament 

Twenty-two stories high, the 
fonner Bosnia-Herzegovina parliament building in Sarajevo 
is almost completely burned out and has dozens of gaping 
holes in its walls from high-explosive tank and artillery 
rounds. Fonnerly a seat of government, its shattered hulk 
now seives as a key obseivation post and countersniping 
position for the beleaguered Bosnian defenders of their 
capital. Below ground, candles and lanterns provide dim 
illumination for homeless refugees who live in dark rooms 
and corridors in the basement, safe from enemy guns -
until the need for food and water forces them up and out 

onto Sarajevo's mean streets. 
And those streets, at least for several blocks 

around the parliament building and nearby Holiday 
Inn, are mean indeed. The main drag is called 
"Sniper's Alley," and those few people with gas 
for their cars drive with pedal to the metal, sweiv
ing around shell craters and hurtling across inter
sections at the best speed they can muster, trying to 
avoid sniper fire. Occasional overturned and burned 
car bodies litter the road, temporary monuments to 
bad driving or good shooting. For those (network 
or major press journalists, or U.N. personnel) who 
can afford them, armored vehicles are the trans
port of choice, but the local residents rely as much 
on luck as on driving skills. 

After three days hanging around the Holiday 
Inn waiting for our local "fixer" to arrange a visit 
to some of the defensive positions in Sarajevo, 
publisher Robert K. Brown and I had come to 
believe that either the process of obtaining the 
necessary authorizations were beyond the fixer, or 
that perhaps he didn't really want to take us to the 
lines. That would have been understandable 
enough, given that even in the relative safety of 
our hotel, the rattle of small-arms fire provided a 
fairly constant background noise. Explosions from 
incoming mortar, recoilless rifle and artillery fire 
echoed around the city every half-hour or so, as 
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well - and there was supposed to be a 
ceasefire in effect. The fixer had to 
li \'e in that environment every day. 
and could not really be blamed if he 
didn ' t care to expose himself to more 
poten tiall y hazardous conditions just 
so ,.,,.e could get a few pictures and 
interviews. 

Sniper's Alley 

Fortunately for this story, however. 
Brown and I met a journalist from a 
small ne,vs service who had spent sev
eral months in Sarajevo and who had 
somehow procured the necessary pa
pers . He was glad to have company for 
a visit to a unit tasked with suppress
ing snipers in a Serbian-held suburb on 
a hillside overlooking part of Sarajevo. 
As our peerless publisher had a hard
won appoin tment with the French For
eign Legion unit securing the Sarajevo 
airport. I got to go to the front lines 
with our new friend. 

The lines, in this case, happened to 
be about a block away from the Holi
day Inn. To get there, we first crept 
around the sides of the hotel, trying to 
minimize our exposure to gunmen on 
the hillside above. On reaching the 
edge of the dreaded Sniper's Alley (the 
dread was real enough - a civilian 

Shoot (below) and scoot (right), Bosnian 
army soldier armed with Yugo M72B1 
light machine gun fires from skimpy 
concealment, quickly changes position 
under view of Serb snipers. 
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The parliament building as seen from the Sarajevo Holiday Inn. 
Shot-up, burned-out bui lding 's upper tiers provide firing 
positions for Bosnian countersnipers; basement provides 
shelter for homeless refugees. 

had been shot in front of our hotel the previous afternoon), 
we firmly grasped our camera bags, tightened up our rear 
apertures and sprinted across a hundred meters of empty 
boulevard and center divider. It was almost an anticlimax 
when we got to the cover of some ruined buildings on the 
other side of the street without drawing a single round of 
small -arms fire. 

As my companion had been there before, he led the way 
around parking lots and pedestrian concourses to the local 
command post. There we presented his paperwork and spoke 
to a succession of increasingly senior Bosnian army soldiers 
unti l finally the area commander, Ante, appeared. We must 
have impressed him, or maybe it was a slow day, because he 
decided to show us around himself. 

Ante's unit was responsible for 800 meters of front along 
the 10-meter-wide Miljacka River, which runs through the 
middle of Sarajevo. Ruined factories, burned out skyscrap
ers and scarred apartment buildings (still occupied!) pro
vided his men with excellent cover and observation of simi
lar Serbian positions, in some places only 20 meters away 
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across the river. As my friend and I followed Ante through 
the rubble, we asked him about his troops. He prudently 
wouldn ' t give us his strength, except to say that he cou ld get 
as many men as he had arms to issue. 

Some of his troops were members of the Bosnian army 
and some were from a police counterterrorist unit formed to 
provide security for the 1984 Winter Olympics. Some had 
served in the Yugoslav army, and some had no previous 
military experience, but all were fiercely determined to 
defend their city from the "Serbian invaders ." The few 
camouflage-clad female combatants in the group - some 
of whom were reported to be countersnipers - we re in 
obvious agreement. A platoon leader told me that of his 37 
men, seven were Orthodox Serbs, five were Catholic Croats, 
and 2S were Muslim Bosnians. He said they were fighting 
together because they had always lived together and wanted 
to do so in the future, without interference from poli ticians 
in Belgrade, Zagreb, the United Nations, or their own ci ty 
hall. That attitude, widespread among all ethnic groups 
living in Sarajevo, has denied the Serbs the easy victory 
hoped for when they started fighting there in April 1992. 

Mousers & .50 Cols 

Scoped German K98k Mauser rifles and Yugoslav cop
ies, Russian Dragunovs, and Yugo M76 sniping rifles, and 
the Yugo FAZ weapons-family light machine gun variant 
with a folding metal stock-M72AB1 N-PN, which is al so 
fitted with bases for telescopic sights - provided this uni t 
with good countersniping capability. At one position I no
ticed a small, neat pyramid of .SO-caliber shells which, 
when I asked, were said to have come from a .SO-caliber 
bolt-action rifle . 

The unit's sev
eral machine guns 
had also been used 
with some success 
by responding to 
muzzle flashes at 
night with short 
bursts . Rounding 
out the unit's 
weaponry were 
Yugoslav AKs, a 
scattering of hand 
grenades, some 
anti-tank rockets, 
and, as always in 
Bosnia, a variety 
of civilian shot
guns and hunting 
rifles. 

Whatever the 
weapon in use, af-

There is room at the Holiday Inn ... but 
air conditioning is excessive by AAA 
standards. 

ter months of practice the Bosnian countersnipers knew 
their jobs. Their hides were always well back from windows 
or shell holes, and they had easy routes to dozens of alter
nates. Since Serbian counterfire often took the form of a 
tank round, "shoot and scoot" was one of their most closely 
followed operating principles. With every two or three shoot
ers was an observer equipped with binoculars or 40x42 
spotting scopes, who also carried maps and sketches of 
scores of known Serbian positions and bunkers. 
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Climbing many, many stories up the parliament building, 
I had a firsthand look at the Bosnians· biggest problem in 
trying to suppress enemy snipers: On the hillside opposite 
were literally thousands of empty windows, and thousands 
more trees. bushes, and piles of debris, each one a potential 
firing position. One of the worst areas was an overgrown 
cemetery about 300 meters away where each crypt and 
tombstone could hide a rifleman. Clearly, the Serbs were 

Old Jewish cemetery in Sarajevo 
provides shelter for the dead - and for 
Serb snipers. 

proficient in their 
tactics and use of 
ground. 

Their target se
lect ion, though, 
concentrating as it 
does on women, 
often pregnant , 
and children, is a 
despicable perver
sion of legitimate 
military skills . 
These phantom 
shooters seldom 

are highly skilled military technicians with specialized equip
ment. selectively taking out justifiable military targets at 
ranges of up to 1,000 meters. More often than not, it is a 
Chetnik taking potshots at baby carriages from 200 meters 
with an AK: It is simply the callous, terrorist assassination 
of innocents. Most journalists and U.N. observers agree the 
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Serb sniper on hilltop position overlooking Sarajevo armed 
with scoped Yugo M84 GPMG. Photo: Patrick Chauvel 

sniping of civilians is premeditated - the objective being to 
force civilians to leave the city. 

Ironically, some of the Serbian sharpshooters had served 
in the same police counterterrorist unit as their Bosnian 
counterparts, and they were all known by name to each 
other. Perhaps the most discussed was a former shooting 
instructor who had trained some of the same people now 
trying to shoot him. An Olympic-medalist marksman, he 
was reputed to be very capricious in his choice of targets: 
one week only women, the next week only journalists, the 
following week firemen, etc. His former students were very 
much in dread of his cross hairs, as he reportedly never, 
ever, missed. If he dropped the hammer on you, you got 
more than your ticket punched. Why this former policeman, 
once dedicated to law enforcement and specializing in anti
terrorism, had now become virtually a terrorist himself, was 
the subject of a good deal of conjecture. Like much of the 
war in Bosnia, there were no obvious answers. 

Unable to take Sarajevo by storm, the Serbs have re
sorted to murder by rifle fire and indiscriminate shell ing to 
force the surrender of the city. Since the battle started last 
year, some 10,000 people have been killed and 60,000 
wounded, the vast majority civilians. Serb troops have cut 

Continued on page 93 
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Central Bosnia is a dan
gerous assignment for the working 
press, and most journalists from major 
organizations use armored vehicles to 
get around. These are generally ar
mored Land-Rovers and sedans built 
by various British carriage works for 
the Royal Ulster Constabulary (RUC) 
in Northern Ireland, another high risk 
area for small-arms fire. 

The RUC Land-Rovers are built in 
short and long wheelbase versions, with 
the short models having only an ar
mored passenger cab. Steel plate doors 
replace the stock aluminum doors, a 
heavy counter-mine plate is bolted to 
the underside of the chassis, other pan
els are backed with steel or Kevlar, 
and the windows have bulletproof glass 
panels fastened over them. These are 
heavy, awkward vehicles designed for 
city use in Ireland, not icy mountain 
roads in Bosnia, and it isn't unusual 
for them to end up in a ditch. 

Earlier this year, Independent Tele
vision News (ITN), the British affili
ate of CNN, had a team near Kiseljak 
in central Bosnia with one armored 
Rover sedan (totaled when their local 
driver/translator missed a curve) and 
two long-wheelbase armored Land
Rovers (one ex-RUC and the other 
custom built for an African military 
police force). Both handled like pigs. 
One day, the same fellow who crashed 
the sedan rolled the African Rover into 
a ditch in an area where there was 
heavy Muslim-Croat fighting. After 
this, the driver/translator became only 
a translator. 

Before ITN could get their Rover 
pulled out, the local HYO (Croatian 
forces) "recovered" it. Several days 

Tony Gathercole, British forces vet, with armored Land-Rover on central Bosnia's " Ho 
Chi Minh Trail. " Tony's firm, TEAM Armored Vehicles, is leasing and maintaining 
press vehicles in Bosnia. This Rover has steel armor and heavy glass protecting cab 
only against 7.62 caliber rifle fire. Counter-mine plate - about three-eights-inch thick 
steel - is bolted underneath. Reuters team in similar vehicle survived mine blast in 
January with only broken legs and back injuries. Photo: courtesy Tony Gathercole 

Press corps' armored Land-Rovers team up to push crippled humanitarian assistance 
truck out of harms' way in Sarajevo's Sniper's Alley. Journalists in Bosnia are often 
unsung heroes, lending aid like this, evacuating wounded and informing refugees of 
aid situation. Bosnia's rugged mountain roads took heavy toll on trucks, and many 
were pushed over the edge to clear roads. Photo: Mark H. Milstein 

Robert K. Brown with armored Mercedes 300GD in parking 
lot of Hotel Split. This vehicle was used by high-rollers from 
German television. Big sedan weighs nearly four tons and is 
seriously underpowered for Bosnia's mountain roads, but 
comfortable. Custom right fender at no extra charge. 

Well-known French photographer and SOF contributor, 
Patrick Chauvel with his Shorland Mk 4 armored patrol car, 
gun turret removed. This Shorland, built on a Land-Rover 
chassis by Shorts Brothers Ltd. in Northern Ireland, was 
originally used by Royal Ulster Constabulary. 

Photo: Robert MacKenzie Photo: Robert K. Brown 
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Custo1n Vehicles Keep 
Press Alive In Bosnia 

by Robert MacKenzie U Chuck Fremont 

passed with no word on where the 
Rover was. Then a BBC team, staying 
next door to the ITN crew, stopped 
over with some video they had just 
shot. 'Thought you chaps might be 
interested in how your Rover looks," 
they told their ITN counterparts. 

They rolled the film, shot at an HYO 
roadblock. From a ditch up the road, a 
distinctive vehicle, looking like a cross 
between a Land-Rover and a Brinks 
truck, climbed onto the road. It was 
the ex-African ITN vehicle, but it 
looked a little different now with a 
.50-caliber machine gun mounted on 
the roof. 

ITN knew it was not going to be 

9/12 Royal Lancers with Scimitar 
armored reconnaissance vehicle 
corralled ITN Land-Rover after it was 
"borrowed"" by local Croatian militia. 
Rover"s light armor would have been no 
match for 30mm Rarden cannon of 
Scimitar. Royal Lancers (left to right) in 
front of Scimitar: Cpl. Richmond, Staff 
Sgt. Gaylor (track commander), Troopers 
Healey and Ledgard. Photo: Chuck 
Fremont 
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easy to get this ve
hicle back, but they 
were determined to 
try. Unlike a big 
American network, 
they weren't in a 
good position to 
just write it off. The 
British UNPRO
FOR forces learned 
about the situation 
and kept their 
eyes open for the 
JTN Rover. 

One night, two 
Jaguar-engined 
Scimitar armored 
reconnaissance ve
hicles from the 
9/12 Royal Lancers 
corralled the Rover 
on a narrow road. 
The British major 
got out of his Scimi
tar to "negotiate" 
with the ranking 
HYO guy. The 
Croat pulled a knife 
on the major, who 
was backed up by 
the 30mm Rarden 
cannon of the 
Scimitar, now lev
eled at the Rover. 

Bullet-scarred ITN armored Land-Rover was custom built in 
England for use in Africa. Bullet strikes are probably from 
7.62x39mm and/or 7.92mm M76 sniper rifle rounds. 
Photo: Chuck Fremont 
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\\J TV 
Shorland SB 401 armored car built on older Land-Rover 
109-inch chassis by Shorts Brothers Ltd. in Northern Ireland. 
Steel armor will protect against direct 7.62x51 mm fire to 23 
meters. Running joke was that "TV" stood for "target vehicle." 
Photo: Robert K. Brown 
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Superior mobility wins wars and has done so for several thousand years 
now. From antiquity's sea battle of Salamis fa 480,B.C., where a light rout swift Greek fleet.of 370 ships 
defeated 1,000 heavy Persian galleys, to the German blitzkrieg operations ef World War II, optimum 
mebility. ,has played a vital role in creating favorable sitJ.Jations for high-intensity warfare, 

No modem army has concentrated on the concept of high-mobility operations 01ore tban the South 
African Defense Force (SADF). As a consequence it has developed, from what were once nothing 
more than lightly armored reconnaissance vehicles, AFVs (Armored Fighting Vehicles) whose perfor
mance levels stand high above their competition. At the pinnacle of this developmental cycle is the 
,eight-wheel-drive Rooikat (literally "red cat," named for a type of South African lynx). 

No authority on armored operations would suggest that wheeled AFVs will ever fully replace 
tracked Main Battle Tanks (MBTs) in conventional warfare, as tanks have the advantages of heavier 
armor and increased firepower from their larger-caliber guns. However, is it not possible that with the 
collapse of the Evil Empire we may have seen the end of so-called "conventional" warfare? Further
more, in many operational areas, tracked equipment's perceived conventional advantages may actu
ally become handicaps. 

In comparison with tracks, wheeled 0peFation - in certain environments - provides exceptional 



strategic and tactical mobility, lower cost of acquisition and maintenance, simplicity of design, less 
noise and reduced chance of detection. Additionally, wheeled vehicles sustain less crew exhaustion due 
to their better ride characteristics, superior buoyancy for amphibious applications, the ability to move 
out of battle range on run-flat tires - along with much simpler logistical support, less required training, 
lower fuel consumption, higher maximum speeds and longer ranges without refueling. 

Another consideration: Development of high-velocity, Armor-Piercing Fin Stabilized Discarding 
Sabot (APFSDS) ammunition now provides relatively small-caliber guns with extremely high first
round kill probabilities. 

All models of the 8x8 Rooikat, manufactured by UW (Dept. SOF, 368 Selborne Ave. , Lyttelton, 
P.O. Box 7710, Pretoria 0001, Republic of South Africa; phone: 27-12-620-3135; fax : 27-12-620-
3245), meet the requirements for 1990s-era limited-warfare battlefields. Such requirements include 
devastating firepower, superior tactical and strategic mobility, extended combat range, shoot-on-the
move capability, effective protection, employment of tank-killing ammunition with an integFated fire
control system, night fighting capability and cost-effective procurement. 

Operating range for the Rooikat is l,OOOkm (621.4 miles), with a top highway speed of 120 km/hr 
(about 74.5 mph). Cross-C0untry speeds of 60 km/hr (close to 37 mph), excellent acceleration and superb 



Rooikat 35 mechanized cavalry vehicle is equipped with 
lightweight 35mm cannon. With high operational speed and 
superb maneuverability, it can launch lightning-fast attacks 
and immediately exploit local tactical advantages. 

caliber 7.62x51 mm 
NAlD MG4 ma
chine guns, one 
coaxially mounted 
and one turret
mounted . These 
are highly modi
fied versions of 
the .30-caliber 
Ml 919A4 Brown
ing machine gun, 
altered to fire from 
the open-bolt po
sition to prevent 
"cook-offs" when 
employed in the 
sustained-fire role. 

obstacle-crossing capability ensure 
high tactical agility for this 21st cen
tury AFV. A superior level of protec
tion is provided against enemy projec
tiles, land mines or chemical attacks 
- even with two wheels destroyed on 
the same side of its frame, the Rooikat 
can still limp to safety. The highest 
level of human engineering is found 
throughout the vehicle; this greatly 
enhances crew alertness and efficiency. 

This 28-ton AFV normally operates 
with a crew of four. The 10-cylinder 
water-cooled diesel engine is mated to 
an automatic transmission with one 
reverse and six forward gears. There 
are dual-circuit drum-type brakes on 
all eight wheels, with a retarder on the 
transmission, along with an exhaust 
brake and a crawl brake. The suspen
sion system consists of internally driven 
trailing arms coupled with coil springs 
and hydraulic shock absorbers. The 
front four of the vehicle's 14.00x20-
inch radial run-flat tires are steered by 
the running gear. 

Although these secondary machine 
guns are easily removed, no tripods 
are provided to employ them in a 
ground role should the crew have to 
ditch the vehicle. It is contrary to SADF 
procedures for armored crews to fight 
as infantry, yet I question the wisdom 
of this policy. The crew's four R-4 
rifles are stowed onboard. 

The gunner's sight is a day/night 
type featuring an integrated laser 

ambient temperature, ammunition tem
perature and head wind; (4) crosswind 
speed, which is automatically sensed; 
(5) weapon tilt or cant, also automati
cally sensed; (6) vehicle slope, which 
is manually entered, and (7) gun jump 
characteristics of the main weapon 
(manually entered). All this assures 
incredibly fast reaction time and a high 
first-round hit probability. 

South African Gun Control 

Augmenting the FCS is a state-of
the-art gun control system with solid
state power electronics, along with 
electric motors controlled by crew hand 
controllers with commander override. 
The gun control system's important 
features include a speed-control range 
between very low tracking speeds and 
fast slew rates, silent operation and 
high efficiency. Digital control in this 
unit ipsures drift-free operation, an ef
fective operator interface with test-and
calibration capability and a wide adapt
ability to vehicle installation. 

The Rooikat 35 Mechanized Cav
alry Vehicle (MCV) has a turret simi-

Rock-'N' -Roll War Wagon 

Although available options are al
most infinite, there are four basic con
figurations of the Rooikat system. As 
first introduced several years ago, the 
Rooikat 76 model is equipped with a 
76mm semiautomatic rifled gun to fire 
both APFSDS and HE (High Explo
sive) rounds at muzzle velocities ex
ceeding 5,250 feet per second (fps) 
and 2,950 fps, respectively. The length 
of th is gun 's barrel is 62 calibers 
( 4 . 71 meters) and it is provided with a 
thermal shield and concentric Fiberglas 
fume extractor. This gun's bore fea
tures 24 lands with a right-hand twist 
of one turn in 30 calibers (2.28 meters). 

range finder and an 
auxiliary scope. 
This provides tar
get-acquisition in
terface with the 
computerized inte
grated fire-control 
system. Ballistic 
offsets are auto
matically com
puted and imple
mented when the 
laser range finder 
is triggered, to 
compensate for 
various factors af
fecting the ammu
nition ballistics. 

Rooikat 35tZT3 Tank Destroyer - version of Rooikat 35 
equipped with pod of three ZT3 Swift laser-guided antitank 
missiles. Nine more missiles are carried in reserve. 

Secondary armament consists of two 
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Total reaction time 
from lasing to firing is typically less 
than two seconds. 

The Fire Control System (FCS) pro
vides automatic fire control by com
puting and implementing the ballistic 
offsets for the selected ammunition 
type, taking into account the following 
factors: (1) target range, which can be 
automatic (determined from the laser 
range finder), battle range (for close 
battle conditions), or a manually en
tered range; (2) target speed, automati
cally derived by tracking the target; 
(3) manually entered environmental 
data, such as air pressure (altitude), 

Jar to the Rooikat 76's, but is equipped 
with a lightweight 35mm cannon. 

With its high operational speed 
and superb maneuverability, the 
Rooikat 35 is ideally suited to pe
riphery raids against command struc
tures or logistical support systems -
capable of lightning-like attacks deep 
behind enemy lines. It is the epitome 
of a modern patrol vehicle. 

Another version of the Rooikat 35 
MCV is the 35/ZT3 Tank Destroyer 
(TD), equipped with a pod of three 
ZT3 Swift laser-guided antitank mis
siles mounted on the left side of the 
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Rooikat 105 Tank Killer fires its GT7 rifled tank gun, which can employ all standard NATO 105mm ammunition. 

Rooikat 76 operates normally with crew of four. Shown here are 10-cylinder diesel 
engine, suspension system and main weapon with fire-control system. 

turret roof, complementing the 35mm 
turret gun. The ZT3 Swift missile can 
engage MBTs at ranges up to 5,000 
meters with a hit probability of 95%. 
The ZT3 Swift's High-Explosive 
AntiTank (HEAT) warhead can pen
etrate more than 650mm of rolled ho
mogeneous armor. In addition to the 
three missiles carried in read y-to-
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launch position, the Rooikat carries 
nine others in reserve. 

The Rooikat 105 Tank Killer is the 
series' newest model, introduced about 
a year ago. Its three-man turret is fitted 
with the GT7 105mm rifled tank gun, 
with a barrel length of 51 calibers. It 
has a thermal shield and lightweight 
Fiberglas fume extractor, but no muzzle 

brake. The vertical sliding-block 
breech mechanism is semiautomatic 
and features both automatic and manual 
ejection of spent cartridge cases. 

Vertical geometry of the GT7 tank 
gun permits its installation into the 
smaller turrets of AFVs. Its extremely 
compact design features a revolution
ary hydro-pneumatic recoil system. The 
GTTs low number of components in
creases system reliabi lity through lower 
maintenance requirements. Maximum 
recoil length is 600mm . This gun can 
employ all standard full-pressure 
NATO 105mm ammunition, to include 
HEAT, APFSDS, APDS (Armor-Pierc
ing Discarding Sabot) , WP (White 
Phosphorus) and HE types. The GT7's 
cradle makes provision for mounting 
the caliber 7.62x51mm NATO MG4 
coaxial machine gun, along with a di
rect coaxial sight. 

I was recently provided with an op
portunity to take an extensive test ride 
in a Rooikat 76 at the School of Ar
mor, located in Bloemfontein, Repub
lic of South Africa. While I remain 

Continued on page 81 
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FREAl<SHOW 
SOF 11Celebrates .. , Hitlers 
Birthday With Slcinheads 
and Boneheads Of The 
Fourth Reich 

I was invited to attend Adolf Hitler's 
birthday celebration this past spring. Yes, I know, "Spring
time for Hitler." It wasn't a formal engraved invitation or 
anything like that. More like, "What are you doing next 
week?" I was in Bosnia with a handful of German mercenar
ies, a couple of whom happened to be ardent "National 
Socialists." Uwe, 21, aka "Honecker" (because of his East 
German roots) was the skinhead and avowed National So
cialist who invited me to accompany him to Germany for 
the gala. 

Hitler's birthday was April 20th and was to be celebrated 
on the 17th, a Saturday. We left Tomislavgrad, Bosnia, for 
Mannheim, Germany, on April 13th. The plan was to infil 
from Bosnia by bus, getting off in Austria where we'd be 
picked up by Honecker's friends who would drive us to 
Germany. On the way to Austria, Honecker described a 
little incident the police had yet to link him to: He infiltrated 
a left-wing group, spent some time in their hangout and left 
a bomb made from model rocket boosters in their recreation 
room. He blew up their foosball table. I'm sure that makes 
some kind of statement about the world we live in; I'm just 
not sure what it is. 

The trip from Bosnia to Austria was largely uneventful 
and we soon linked up with our Nazi contact. Manfred 
Huck was his name and his beat-up Honda (yeah, I know, 
shouldn't a real Nazi drive a Mercedes or at least a 
Volkswagen?) was our ticket to the rally . With a hoop 
earring in each ear, a high-pitched nervous voice and 
extremely limp wrists, Manfred had that skinny, anemic 
look seen on male hairdressers with AIDS and lead guitar 
players in MTV videos. About the only thing this guy 
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Text & Photos by Rob Krott 

Self-proclaimed Nazi poses in front of Third Reich eagle and 
swastika. 
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might have in common with Ernst Roehm is a taste for boys. 
As I sat in the front passenger seat, I couldn't help but 

notice the dash was covered with decals and stickers bearing 
left-wing slogans, including one rather large photo decal of 
two naked men embracing and exhorting - as only German 
homosexuals can "exhort" - the practice of safe sex. 

Following The Phallus To The Fuehrer's Festival 

After an hour or two my curiosity overcame my cautious 
silence and I asked Manfred about them (not the naked 
boys, the decals in general). Manfred explained that he put 
the stickers there to keep the commies from trashing his car, 
which is what they'd do if he had right-wing decals promi
nently displayed. Well, then what about the National Social
ists (which I was beginning to learn was the right wing's 

Formation to organize FAP (Free German Worker's Party) 
regional banners before long-winded speeches and singing of 
Nazi songs no one knew the words to. 

politically correct term for Nazis, skinheads, and swastika
lovers in general) - wouldn ' t they then trash this commie, 
homo-fag, no-nukes-mobile? No, no, he said, everyone knew 
it was his car. So for the next eight hours I sat in front of a 
photo of two naked men, one of whom displayed a distress
ingly large and uncircumcised member. Not exactly what 
you have in mind when the travel agent says, " ... Scenic trip 
through Germany." 

Eventually we reached the Heidelberg area where we 
stopped for breakfast at the German version of Winn-Dixie, 
then shopped for groceries. 

Manfred was very insistent that I make some food choices. 
I told him I'd eat whatever everybody else was eating (don 't 
get the wrong idea). That wasn't good enough for him. "So, 
you must pick something yes, you must get something to 
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have to eat, because perhaps, um, well, you must get some
thing. So, what do you, what must you have?" The World 
War II Hollywood German bad-guy English was really get
ting to me. No sleep for 30 hours and any minute I expected 
somebody to snap on a light, splash water in my face and 
ask me where I was hiding Anne Frank. 

After buying food we found our way to Manfred 's one
bedroom apartment in Heidelberg, which he shares with a 
very obese Nazi complete with muttonchop sideburns and 
beady eyes. Manfred's room is half of the kitchen, I think. 
The walls were decorated with Nazi posters, slogans, and of 
course, photos of der Fuehrer. Manfred and friend were not 
the tidiest of individuals. The half-eaten TV dinners I saw 
then were still laying around five days later. We traveled 
from there to a safehouse near Mannheim where we holed 

The proud, the (thankfully) few. Standard skinhead/hooligan 
uniform: black flight jackets, shaved heads, jump boots, ski 
masks or bandannas. 

up for the next two days in an unfinished basement apart
ment with "Sandra," a young female National Socialist. She 
was the first of many female Nazi sympathizers I was to 
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uniforms sans cl ip-on ties 
and please-join-my-Nazi-or
ganization announcements 
screwed up the timetable. 
And I always though t Ger
mans were punctual. These 
guys didn't seem to be any 
relation to the ones who rolled 
over France in two weeks. 

Sticks and stones .. . and (inset) spike grenades l'orange: High-tech weaponry for leading-edge 
shock t roops. 

We arrived at the "com
pound" in Mainz in the late 
afternoon. The compound 
is located near a Toyota 
dealership and is actually a 
small farm belonging to 
Kurt Mueller. Mueller, 
63, is the leader of 
Kampfgruppe Mueller, an 
umbrella organization for 
21 National Socialist politi
cal groups or factions, with 

meet in the next week. Her flat looked like any normal 
working girl ' s place except that hanging on her living room 
wall was the same Hitler plaque I'd seen at Manfred' s. 

Mein AIDS Kampf? 

The next day, Thursday, Manfred stopped by on his way 
to buy bandages for the demonstration on Saturday. He said 
he also needed to buy some rubber gloves. I reminded 
myself to be sure and score some gloves, better yet, I 
decided to just ignore any bleeding Nazis, especially if they 
looked like Manfred, the German candidate for AIDS vic
tim poster boy. On Friday Manfred picked us up ... wait, let 
me rephrase that ... for the ride up to Mainz. We piled into 
the Honda which was already crowded with ball bats, ax 
handles, entrenching tools and various items of equipment, 
including some hand-held radios I had to show Manfred 
how to work and tell him which batteries they needed. 

We were all dressed in blue jeans, jump boots and nylon 
flight jackets; typical blue-collar German right-wing duds, 
but Manfred wanted to change his clothes. On the way to his 
apartment we dropped off one Nazi who still lived with his 
mommy. Manfred came out of his room wearing a brown
shirt uniform complete with Sam Browne belt and highly 
illegal NSDAP swastika pin. Quite the fashion statement. 
Still, I had to tie his tie for him. So much for the leaders of 
Germany's retreaded National Socialist juggernaut. 

It turns out Manfred is the leader (and sole member) of 
Aktionspartei Nationalrevolutionarer Kameraden - Action 
Party of National Revolutionary Comrades (ANK). Yes, 
what a mouthful. But it is the long-standing custom in 
Germany that all obscure political groups must have names 
with at least 35 letters spelling out words that are incompre
hensible. So, anyway, si.nce he's the entire constituency of 
ANK, he had to stop at a copy shop and make up some 
propaganda flyers. Joseph Goebbels would not have been 
impressed. 

The idea had been to leave early in the morning and 
make it to Mainz before the police set up any checkpoints. 
We made the starting time OK, getting out of Mannheim 
early, but all Manfred's dicking around with brown-shirt 
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most numbering only a 
handful of people and in some cases consisting of one guy 
with a word processor and a jar of change for the copy 
machine. 

Shortly after arriving, Manfred removed his earrings. 
Whether my wry comment about never seeing a brown 
shirt with earrings before had anything to do with it I don ' t 
know. Now he looked like the spitting image of a concen
tration camp crossing guard. Why do these guys get off on 

Shrine to a dead ideology, with runic symbols and illegal 
swastika. Note object leaning on tree at right, used to tidy the 
shrine: a putsch broom. 

dressing up in these uniforms? Don't they have Boy Scouts 
in Germany? Manfred also covered his homosexual safe-sex 
decals with other, less obscene stickers. Which really made 
my day because I'd still not gotten accustomed to having 
those pictures in my face. By now he was carry ing a small 
aid kit, an entrenching tool to be used as a weapon and was 
wearing a medic's red-cross armband. Why, I don ' t know. 
Maybe it was because uniforms like this just don't look 
correct without some kind of an armband. Maybe he thought 
the armband would keep him from being whacked in the 
head by anti-fascist protesters after they got an eyeful of his 
I-wannabe-Dr. Mengele-when-1-grow-up costume. 

For the first six hours or so I was the only blond, blue
eyed person in the compound. So much for the master race. 
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Everybody loves a parade - especially if you can cobble up some 
uniforms and a flag. Friedhelm Busse and a OM 10,000 beer-belly 
led the Danish delegation throughout the compound during 
HitlerFest '93. 

My physical appearance, heavily accented bastard German, 
and the fact that I'd just left Bosnia got me in good with 
Mrs. Mueller, who couldn ' t keep from mussing my hair 
whenever she walked by. This "rapport" gained me permis
sion to snap photos, despite her husband's page-long edict 
of permissible conduct, which explicitly forbade any picture 
taking ... Achtung! Photos Sind Verboten! 

Partei Crashers 

Since it was Friday and I had mistakenly assumed there 
was some kind of street march planned for Saturday, I 
thought we would just be staying the night. I asked Manfred 
what time we were going to leave the next day for down
town Mainz. "No, no, we stay here." What? After I asked a 
few more questions Manfred explained that all the people 
coming for the celebration would stay 

because they're similar to the old SS field camouflage. 
There were also a few more brown shirts running around. 
With all the costuming the place looked like the sound 
stage for a bad, I mean bad, B-movie. The only thing 
missing was the chain saws. I half-expected some bimbo 
actress to show up in black leather and Nazi regalia (with 
spike heels and a whip, of course), shouting horren
dously bad dialog like, "Crawl worm .... I am the Bitch 
of Buchenwald!" [Hey, we all have our fantasies, OK.] 

But the getups were outrageous, especially given the 
physiques of some of these people. I saw some seriously 
fat boys in SS uniforms sporting beer bellies big enough 
to be considered major accomplishments in certain parts 
of Alabama. In fact, most of the "Nazis" bore no resem
blance whatsoever to the fantasy stereotype of the "mas-
ter race." I suppose you could rationalize this by claim
ing all the Nordic-god types got their stuff blown away in 
places like Stalingrad, Kursk, Normandy, and the 
Ardennes before they had a chance to contribute to the 

gene pool. That - or moved to Cleveland after the war. Or 
maybe only the real losers, physical as well as intellectual, 
join the modern-day German Nazi parties. 

Freelance Fuehrers 

"Homes," one of the skinhead German National Socialist 
Bosnian mercenaries (how 's that for a label?) that I knew 
from the King Tomislav Brigade had filled me in on who 
was who in the FAP (Freiheitliche Deutsche Arbeiter Partei 
- Free German Worker's Party). The FAP is the largest 
legal neo-Nazi party in Germany and numbers about 900-
1,000 members. Not much of a political party unti l 
you remember the NSDAP of 1938 started out as a bunch 
of drunks in a beer hall. A few years ago the 
FAP fragmented into several offshoot organizations: It seems 

here and that this is where the celebra
tion was to be held. Whoa, pardner, 
wait a minute. I asked him how many 
National Socialists would show up. He 
said about 500. OK, this "assembly area" 
could handle that, I figured. I could see 
some tents pitched down by the "hall," 
a concrete-floored utility shed with a 
loft. Now just how many "communists" 
were supposed to crash the party 
and bust heads? "Oh, about 3,000." 

I slipped away to scope out an 
escape route just in case 3,000 
pissed-off, club-wielding, anti-Nazi 
demonstrators, communist or not, 
actually decided to show up. 

"Oh, hell ... " 
I slipped away to scope out an escape route just in case 

3,000 pissed-off, club-wielding, anti-Nazi demonstrators, 
communist or not, actually decided to show up. 

On the way I was accosted by a graying hustler in black 
leather pants hawking Hitler plaques and various Nazi gee
gaws from a cardboard briefcase. Yes, yes, very nice I told 
him, but sorry I don't have any money. Besides, I didn 't 
need a plastic Hitler or miniature bronzed jackboots. 

Throughout the afternoon and early evening, celebrants 
for the big birthday bash began to trickle in. The standard 
uniform, for the hardcore skinheads at least, seemed to be 
the ubiquitous black nylon flight jacket, jeans, jump boots 
and some sort of Celtic cross insignia (a placebo for the 
outlawed swastika). A few characters were wearing the new 
Bundeswehr cammies or old Austrian spotty camo uniforms 
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everyone wants to be the new "Fuehrer." 
Two of the Nazi " luminaries" Homes told me about 

showed up Saturday morning. I met Friedhelm Busse, leader 
of the FAP. With him was Siegfried "SS Siggi" Roland 
Borchardt, one of Busse 's lieutenants and the leader of the 
FAP in Nordrhein-Westfalen. I talked to them for awhile 
until Busse said, "Excuse me, I must go and be with my 
people." People? Hah, so much for an empire ... teenagers 
and whackos. And the new Fuehrer he ain't. It was all I 
could do to keep a serious face and not spout some 
smart-ass comment like, "I knew Adolf Hitler and you're no 
Adolf Hitler. ... " 

I began walking around the inside of the fenced-in com-

Continued on poge 86 
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Musliln Fanatics Target Tourists 

Strict fundamentalist woman wears total veil. 
Muslim extremists' women live grim lives, 
seldom contacting non-fundamentalists. 
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Text a Photos by Len McGrane 

Planting the bomb in Cairo'S big-
gest city square couldn t have been easier. The target was a completely open 
sidewalk cafe, the Wadi El-Nil. 

On top of this, Cairo was swinging - it was the fifth night of Ramadan in 
late February, when most Muslims don't eat, drink any sort of beverage, 
smoke or have sex from dawn till dusk. This would continue for as much of 
the lunar· month as could be managed. Eating and everything else occurred 
from dusk to dawn. On the night of the bombing, big crowds were out on the 
streets, while Wadi El-Nil was filled with laid-back locals and young world 
travelers hunched over water pipes and little cups of Turkish coffee. 

Above all else, one factor made this bombing effortless - it had never 
been done in Tahrir Square before. No one expected a thing, so the guy 
simply stopped among some tables for a second, set down his small bag 
containing the bomb, then hurried off. 

Cool and willing to kill. Meet a religious fanatic, a Muslim fundamental
ist sworn to bring down the government of Egypt and replace it with 
seventh-century Arabia. His bomb was an idiot device - just a handful of 
TNT, heavily laced with nails and topped with a lit fuse. ·And the most likely 
reason that no one nearby noticed the bomb sizzling away must have been 
that its fuse was short. In fact, some observers at first assumed an Egyptian 
killed in the blast had delivered the bomb. While this might have been the 
easiest answer, survivors are sure the dead man was one of them - an 
innocent. 

So the bomb went off at 2040 and instantly three people were dead: a 
Swede, a Turk and the Egyptian. Covered in blood, 19 others, including 
eight tourists from America and Germany, were rushed to a hospital. 
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When I arrived at the Wadi El-Nil, it was obvious this 
explosive device had been low-level. I've seen a hand
carried bomb bring down a six-story building in Peshawar, 
Pakistan. This bomb had only dented the cafe's floor, but for 
the moment it was enough. The ultimate target lay across 
the city square - where foreigners slept at the Nile Hilton 
or visited the world-famous Egyptian Museum. 

Deadly Holidays 

Anti-government Islamic fundamenta lists are preying on 
tourists as a brand-new terror tactic. Beginning in July 1992, 
they have unleashed a wave of attacks on foreign visitors, 
strafing buses, firing at cruise boats and lobbing homemade 
bombs at tourist vehicles. Execution of this campaign has 
been mostly amateur, but late last year Muslim terrorists 
managed to kill a young British nurse and wound five 
Germans; then came the 26 February cafe casualties at 
Wadi El-Nil. "Attacking tourism is a strategy to strike at the 
government," one fundamentalist told a news agency. 

It's a strike that hurts, because tourists are easy to scare 
away. Tourism recently became Egypt ' s biggest provider of 
foreign currency, with some $3 billion (U.S.) in foreign 
exchange derived from tourists during the 1991-92 season. 
This was three times what the country earned during the 
same period from Suez Canal taxes, Egypt's No. 2 foreign 
income source. The government can ' t afford to lose a cent 
of tourist revenue, but it is losing this and much more. 

In light of the fundamentalist attacks, tourists have been 
staying away in droves. According to Fouad Sultan, the 
tourism minister, Egypt had lost almost $1 billion from this 
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year's anticipated tourist revenues at the time of this writing. 
But the government isn ' t standing still. On 8 July, seven 

radical Muslims were hanged after being found guilty by a 
military court of attacking tourists, government officials and 
police. Two of the seven condemned were accused of train
ing in Afghanistan for the Muslim insurrection. Another 32 
defendants received lengthy prison sentences at hard labor 
from the same court. 

A new man has been appointed to head the tourist police, 
General Mohammed Ali Talaat, former security director for 
the Ministry of the Interior. Talaat's Arabic name means 
"fox" - when I visited his noisy headquarters, he looked 
every bit as cunning, wearing a well-cut suit with his gray 
hair swept back. Laughing, Talaat said his biggest problem 
during Ramadan was trying to go without a cigarette, but his 
professionalism showed through. 

"That bomb in the Tahrir Square cafe?" Talaat leaned 
across his desk and his eyes narrowed. "It tells me three 
things about these people. One, they don't have the organi
zation to go into a major tourist site. Those places are all 
guarded. Wadi El-Nil was simple to get at. 

"Two, they don't have advanced bomb-making skills -
they just used TNT. And, three, they have no hope of 

8 June 1993- Demolished car on busy Cairo street shows 
damage from "nail bomb," which disperses shrapnel over wide 
area. Terrorists hurled bomb from railway bridge in 
background, aimed at packed tour bus traveling just behind 
this car. Bus carried 49 British tourists and numerous 
Egyptians headed for Pyramids of Giza. One man killed, 
14 people injured. Photo: Reuters/Bettman 
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success. They killed and injured 22 innocent people. When you 
play political games, you need to make friends. hi Tahrir, they 
turned the ordinary people of Cairo against them." 

The Fox Fights Back 

"Ali the Fox" has 1,650 of his uniformed officers and 
plainclothesmen to coordinate informers and cordon off the 
crowds who still come to what has been a major tourist 
destination for centuries. In a fleet of 100 new cars, freshly 
trained police crews ride shotgun for tour buses traveling 
through Egypt's eastern-central region around Asyut, a fair
sized city some 320km downriver from Cairo along the 
Nile, where Muslim fundamentalists count on a lot of popu
lar support. 

Informer networks are humming more and more, as the 
interior ministry's No. 2 man, Gen. Bhaa EI-Din Ibrahim, 
assured me. But Muslim terrorists work in cells, making it 
difficult to unzip a large number of names in any one 
operation, he added. In fact, for ordinary crimes, Egypt in 
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the 1991-92 season was safer for tour
ists than most other countries were. 

Talaat noted how out of 2.8 million 
visitors to Egypt, just two tourist 
rapes were reported in the '91-'92 sea
son. If you calculate the body count of 
1992-93 terrorist attacks on tourists 
against the overall number of foreign 

. visitors to Egypt for the same time pe-
riod, the odds are still OK for tourists. 
Yet Egypt's government estimates there 
are 10,000 Muslim extremists active in 
a war on tourists. For visitors, this num
ber takes the gloss off any cheery odds. 

Throughout most of 1992, tourists 
alone had to gamble on encountering 
terrorists in Egypt; however, this 
changed last December. Leaflets began 
appearing in Asyut warning that foreign 
embassies in Cairo would also be tar
gets for Muslim extremists. 

As SOF went to press, no foreign 
embassies in Egypt had been attacked 
thus far in 1993. On 4 March, however, 
fax machines jerked to life in foreign 
firms' Cairo offices and in schools for 
expatriate kids. From fundamentalists 
in the Afghan mujahideen stronghold of 
Peshawar came a grim warning. It 
couldn't have been clearer: Foreigners 
living and working in Egypt were to sell 
up and clear out. Those who disobeyed 
would be attacked. Our slogan may 
soon become 'Investment, not investors, ' 
the message went on, closing with rav
ings against Egypt's government for 
straying from the path of Islam. 

This path is a narrow one for the 
fundamentalists. There's no place on it 
for immoral Western tourists, for in
stance. "[Westerners] drink alcohol, wear 
indecent clothes and expose their bod-
ies," one fundamentalist told reporters. 

"They bring us calamities like the outbreak of AIDS, per
version among our youth, widespread drugs and spying." 

Nonsense, of course; decadent tourists are hard to find 
here. Most visitors are grandmothers, for one thing. Find 
someone drinking alcohol and its just as likely to be a local 
as a tourist. At the most, there may be a few backpackers 
swimming nude on one of the Red Sea's magnificent iso
lated coral beaches. But if dead tourists are innocent, that's 
not a problem for the militants. "He who warns is excused," 
a fundamentalist explained to a news agency. 

Allah's Assassins 

In the Islamic paradise of the gun-toting extremists, ev
eryone will live religiously - whether they want to or not. 
Arabic newspapers report heavily indoctrinated Muslim 
women are also involved, actively recruiting girls into their 
grim way of life: marriage to a fundamentalist, total veiling 
and very little contact with non-extremists. 

Fundamentalists have been pushing for this dream Mus-
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me of a boy who lived near here, in 
Atmad Street. He ... " Amina lowered 
her voice " ... did something to a girl. 
Sheik Gabber brought the boy to him 
and said he would kill him if he didn ' t 
marry the girl. He married her! 

"Someone would say a certain video 
shop had sex videos. Gabber' s boys 
would go and ask for one. If the shop
keeper produced the video, they would 
smash the shop. Or clear people out 
and put a bomb in it. I've heard this 
happened on Tanani Street." 

"This is an anti-government urban guerrilla war powered by fanatics who are taught 
that Islam matters above everything else and that a paradise of wine, women and song 
awaits everyone martyred in the cause of Islam." 

The handsome Gabber was also 
quick with marriage. He ' d already mar
ried three wives - Islam permits as 
many as four - when a 16-year-old 
who prayed in Gabber's mosque ex
plained to the sheik how his father had 
died , so no one could care for the fam
ily. The youth asked Gabber to solve 
the problem by marrying his widowed 

lim state for decades. Their fathers and elder brothers assas
sinated Egyptian President Anwar Sadat on 6 October 1981 
because he was not Islamic enough. An immediate crack
down netted most of those players. Yet some slipped away, 
including the blind Muslim cleric, Sheik Omar Abdel
Rahman, who wound up in Jersey City, New Jersey. 

After Sadat's murder, U.S. courts couldn't implicate 
Abdel-Rahman, but this past March he was tagged by the 
FBI as the likely source of inspiration for New York 's 
bungling World Trade Center bombers. Egypt has mean
while begun retrial proceedings against the blind sheik. 

By 1990, Egypt's Islamic fundamentalists had regrouped 
in two main areas: the slums of Cairo and the small towns 
around Asyut. Until his December 1992 arrest for anti
government activism, a man known as Sheik Gabber led 
one of the main Muslim fundamentalist groups in Cairo. I 
was recently taken up an unpaved back lane in the city's 
slum of lmbaba to meet a woman who knew him. 

At the door, the 19-year-old, unmarried Amina (not her 
real name) stepped back when she saw me. She slipped a 
long, soft dress over her pajamas, hid her hair in a scarf and 
only then asked my translator and me into her home. It was 
like going into a dungeon: no windows, a single light bulb, 
broken floor tiles, no chairs, but two beds. A religious 
calendar featuring verses from the Koran served as the 
room ' s only decoration while a battered radio provided 
religious music. 

Warrior From The Dark Ages 

Behind this pitiful dwelling was the house where Sheik 
Gabber had Jived with one of his four wives. And next door 
to Amina· s was the hottest place in the whole slum - a 
makeshift mosque Gabber once used as a base for his red
hot, anti-government preaching and social work. "It was left 
empty by the builder for shop space or maybe a mosque," 
Amina explained. "Sheik Gabber came and took it over. He 
would be there every day, preaching and praying. Lots of 
young men listened. 

"He also laid down the law in Imbaba. My neighbor told 
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mother. Gabber obliged even though 
he had never seen her. 

Wanted for some time by authorities for his anti-govern
ment activities, Gabber's two-year rule over Imbaba ended 
last December when the owner of a video shop spotted the 
sheik taking an evening meal to the house of his new fourth 
wife. This shopkeeper called the police, who arrested Gab
ber in his wife ' s house. 

"There were people who hated him," Amina admitted. 

Police patrol Cairo suburb of Shubra. Tourists in Egypt are 
actually far safer from conventional crimes such as robbery or 
rape than they would be in most countries. But an estimated 
10,000 active Muslim extremists targeting visitors keep many 
foreigners and their money elsewhere. 

"But they were the people who had felt his rule. When he 
was arrested, people cried! " She had also wept. Reaching 
under her thin mattress, Amina pulled out a creased news
paper clipping - the front-page photo showed Gabber 
being arrested. 

Gabber really dragged a lot of people living in Imbaba 
back toward the Middle Ages. When I tried to take photos 
in the slum, they repeatedly got nasty. Photographs were 

Continued on page 87 
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Whatever happened to John Browning's 
Ml911 caliber .45 ACP (Automatic Colt Pistol) single
action semiautomatic pistol? Has it been buried beneath a 
mountain of high-capacity , low-performance, double-action 
9mm semiautos? These latter beauties have sure done a 
number on U.S. law enforcement employment of revolvers. 
You can buy Model 10 Smith & Wesson .38 Special six
guns - police trade-ins in excellent condition - for about 
$100 each. 

The latest police and gun writers' fetish is the .40 S&W 
cartridge stuffed into a double-action "wondernine" enve
lope. It ' s an effective round, albeit less so than the .45 ACP. 

However, in truth, Colt 's M1911-series pistols have never 
been popular with police administrators more familiar with 
Handgun Control Inc. than with handguns. Uniformed po
lice strutting about with .45 Government Models strapped to 
their belts in "condition one" (a round in the chamber, a full 
magazine seated in place, the hammer fully cocked and the 
thumb safety engaged) conjure images of reckless abandon 
and overkill too frightening for these paper-shuffling desk 
jockeys to contemplate. 

The M1911 was designed for the U.S. armed forces, not 
for police departments. Its popularity outside the military 
has always resided within a small but vociferous group of 
cognoscenti composed of competition shooters, self-defense 
enthusiasts and professional pistoleros, along with a smat
tering of law-enforcement personnel with greater-than-aver
age knowledge of firearms and wound ballistics. And be
lieve me, among those of us in the group just described, the 
single-action M1911 is still, in one form or another, very 
much alive. 

It all started long ago when Brigadier General William 
Crozier was appointed Chief of Army Ordnance by Presi
dent Theodore Roosevelt in 1901. In 1904 the general cre
ated a board of two officers, Colonel John T. Thompson 
(Ordnance) and Col. Louis A LaGarde (Medical Corps), to 
resolve the small-and-fast vs. large-and-slow handgun cali
ber controversy. After the board's tests were completed, 
LaGarde concluded, "The board was of the opinion that a 
bullet which will have the shock effect and stopping power 
at short ranges necessary for a military pistol or revolver 
should have a caliber not less than .45." 

Breaking In The Colt 

The first full-fledged U.S. tests on seven semiautomatic 
pistols and two revolvers of this caliber took place in 1907. 
Colt, Savage and Luger caliber .45 pistols made it through 
the first round of trials, but the Luger was subsequently 
withdrawn from further U.S. trials by its manufacturer, the 
Deutsche Waffen und Munitionsfabriken. 

Field tests conducted in 1908 were less satisfactory for 
the Colt entries. They snapped sears and went full-auto, 
broke firing pins and jammed constantly. The Savage de
sign fared even worse. After a great deal of revision and 
improvement to both the Colt and Savage pistols, the final 
trials commenced on 15 March 1911. The Colt Model of 
1911 , Special Army serial No. 5, demolished the Savage 

OFPERFEC 10 
Brownin9•s .45 Concept 
Reaches Zenith In Para
Ordnance P 12.45 
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Para-Ordnance 
P12.45-the 
perfect package: a 
.45 ACP M1911A1· 
type pistol in a 
reduced envelope 
with increased 
magazine capacity. 
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entry. While the Savage had only 37 stoppages in 6,000 
rounds fired, the Colt had none. U.S. Army Ordnance offi
cially adopted the Colt pistol on 28 March 1911. 

Development of the .45 automatic pistol cartridge gener
ally paralleled that of the handgun itself. The round that was 
to become the official cartridge used during the first pistol 
trials was developed at Frankford Arsenal and was unoffi
cially referred to as the Model 1906 Cal. 45 Automatic 
Pistol Ball Cartridge. It had a brass rimless case with a 
bullet-seating cannelure and was loaded with a 230-grain, cu
pronickel-jacketed bullet traveling at 800 feet per second (fps). 

In 1907, the Union Metallic Cartridge Co. (UMC) re
ceived a government order to manufacture 100,000 rounds 
of caliber .45 automatic pistol ammunition with a shorter 
case than the Frankford Arsenal cartridge. In 1909, UMC 
was given an additional order for 200,000 rounds of their 
shorter cartridge with an added case cannelure and a knurled 
cannelure on the bullet. This round, with the primer pocket 
made slightly smaller (to avoid confusion with the .30 cali
ber rifle primer) and the bullet cannelure deleted, was adopted 
in the summer of 1911 and first manufactured in that year at 
Frankford Arsenal. 

The original pistol design was modified by the U.S. 
government in 1921. The alterations included an arched and 
checkered mainspring housing, a shorter trigger, recessed 
cuts on both sides of the frame to accommodate the trigger 
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finger, a longer horn on the safety and also a slightly short
ened hammer spur. After this , the designation was changed 
to M1911Al. 

During eight decades of its existence, the Colt Govern
ment Model .45 has been copied innumerable times. For
eign copies have included the Spanish Star, the Norwegian 
Model 1914, the Argentine Model 1927, the Ballester-Molina 
and the more recent Norinco version imported by China 
Sports. Domestic clones have carried the logos of AMT, 
Arminex, Auto-Ordnance, Crown City Arms, New Detonics, 
Randall, Safari Arms (now Olympic Arms) and of the off
again, on-again Springfield Armory (with components actu
ally made at the Fabrica de Itajuba in Brazil) . There have 
been others, ·most now long deceased. 

Browning's Blueprint 

In every instance, the method of operation has remained 
exactly that as perfected by John Moses Browning. Locked
breech and short recoil-operated, the barrel and slide are 
locked together by two ribs on top of the barrel at the 
chamber end, which engage two recesses in the underside of 
the slide. 

Securely locked together during the moment of high 
chamber pressure, the barrel and slide travel rearward a 
short distance, still firmly mated to each other. During re
coil, the barrel swings backward on its link, which is 
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But the P 14.45 is a Government 
Model configuration, with a 5-inch bar
rel and an overall length of 8.5 inches; 
service pistols of this size are not easily 
concealable. What armed professionals 
needed was an Ml911Al system with 
expanded magazine capacity in a re
duced envelope: Enter the eagerly 
awaited compact Para-Ordnance Pl 2.45 
(for which no frame conversion kits are 
presently offered). 

Midst a shower of sparks from burning powder granules and a cloud of smoke, the 
Para-Ordnance P12.45 exhibits very little muzzle jump after the bullet leaves the 
barrel- a result of advanced human engineering. 

As delivered to Soldier Of Fortune 
for test and evaluation, the P12.45 pis
tol has a 3.5-inch barrel with an overall 
length of 7.125 inches. At its widest 
point - in the grip frame area - the 
P12.45 measures 1.325 inches with a 
total circumference of 5.5 inches. This 
latter dimension is almost 1/4-inch less 
than the circumference around the grip 
area of an M1911Al with an arched 
mainspring housing. This is a function 
of the newly designed thin black-plastic 

attached to the frame by the slide-stop pin passing through 
it. As rearward travel continues, the barrel is forced down
ward and away from the slide. The barrel's rearward travel 
ceases when it strikes its stop in the frame, while the slide 
continues backward to complete extraction and ejection of 
the empty case before rebounding, by means of the recoil 
spring, to strip and chamber another round from the magazine. 

Every one of these clones and copies employed a single
column, detachable box-type magazine with a capacity of 
seven rounds - exactly that of the original. In 1988, Para
Ordnance Manufacturing Inc. (Dept. SOF, 3411 McNicoll 
Ave., Unit 14, Scarborough, Ontario MlV 2V6 Canada; 
phone: 416-297-7855) introduced the first really significant 
change to John Browning's design in 77 years - a high
capacity frame conversion kit featuring a 13-round stag
gered-column magazine. 

Para-Ordnance's first product was introduced in 1987 -
the Model 85 Dye Marking Tactical Machine Pistol. Con
ceived, designed and developed as a close-quarters combat 
training device, the all-plastic, selective-fire Model 85 fires 
dye-marking capsules of soft gelatin, using the explosive 
force of a large-pistol primer to cycle the mechanism to and 
propel the projectile without causing it to rupture in its 
unique, patented cartridge nor in the barrel. 

While popular, the Para-Ordnance Ml 91 lAl frame-con
version kits required other components not always available 
without stripping an existing firearm . The kits were limited 
in performance and reliability by the quality of the parts 
they were mated to and the competency of the assembler -
both of the latter limitations were beyond Para-Ordnance 's 
control. Kits for this configuration are still available. 

Announced more than three years ago, the Para-Ord
nance P14.45 pistol was an immediate success. And, while 
more ammunition is not necessarily better - especially if it 
only serves to provide improperly trained personnel with 
more bullets to indiscriminately throw downrange - there 
are occasions when an additional six rounds might serve 
experienced personnel as more than just a placebo. 
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grip panels (featuring shorter retaining 
screws) and of the rounded, bevel-edged front strap, neither 
of which were features in the original P14.45 pistol. The 
height of the P12.45 is 5 inches. 

Further Firepower - Sleek Package 

With an aluminum-alloy frame, as supplied to SOF, the 
P12.45 weighs only 24 ounces, empty and without its 2-
ounce magazine. When provided with an optional steel 
frame the weight goes up to 34 ounces, empty and without a 
magazine. When fully loaded with 12 rounds, the alloy
frame P12.45 weighs less than an Ml 911Al loaded with 
eight rounds. 

The alloy frame, a mill-finished 6061 T6 aluminum
alloy investment casting, has been heat-treated and also 
black hard-coat anodized. Both the plunger tube and threaded 
grip-panel bushings are cast integral with the frame. The 
former modification is a distinct improvement over the origi
nal design, as Ml 91 lAl plunger tubes often have to be re
staked after extensive firing. However, I have mixed feel
ings about integral threaded bushings in an aluminum frame 
that accepts steel screws. If you strip the threads out of these 
bushings, you have for all practical purposes just trashed the 
entire frame. Although often irritating, M 191 lAl grip-panel 
bushings can at least be replaced. 

The front of the frame 's magazine-well is slightly bev
eled to facilitate tactical reloading. As the Para-Ordnance 
magazine is · steeply tapered, there is no need to bevel the 
sides of the magazine-well. The magazine catch/release 
button is injection-molded from black polymer, as is the 
trigger which has vertical grooves. An optional long trigger 
is also available; this was installed to fit my large hands. 
The flat mainspring housing is also an injection-molded 
black polymer component. The frame ' s front strap has nine 
integrally cast vertical-gripping grooves. 

A rear projection on each of the new, ultra-thin, black
plastic grip panels covers an exposed slot on either side of 
the frame, required by the wider Pl 2.45 trigger stirrup. The 
grip panels have a molded checkered pattern, each with the 
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PUSHING THE P12.45 TO NEUROTIC LEVELS 
Devotees of the Colt M 1911 Al series are never 

satisfied. For more than a half-century, pistolsmiths have 
been filing, stoning, polishing, grinding, soldering, 
welding, hammering and changing 1?_orts on the .45 auto 
pistol - Why? Is the design defective? Is it poorly 
executed in production series? Not at all . This constant 
tinkering is no more nor less than an expression of 
devotion for what is arguably the best combat handgun 
that ever slopped leather. 

Many still carry the M 1911 Al into danger's deepest 
shadows. Professionals whose lives may well depend on 
this tool of the trade will spore no expense to obtain its 
ultimate degree of reliability and performance. Is this 
obsession for perfection any different from that of the 
professional auto racer's? 

Richard K. Becker (Dept. SOF, 1202 Crestview Drive 
S.E., Cedar Rapids, IA 52403) is one of these 
perfectionists. A Korean War veteran who served as a 
sniper in the U.S. Army's 508th Airborne Regiment, 
Becker is a current International Practical Shooting 
Confederation {IPSC) competitor and race-gun builder. 
More than being just a competent gunsmith, Becker 
specializes in bringing M 1911A1 -type pistols to their 
highest possible states of combat readiness. There are 
others who toke on this challenge, but none better than 
Becker. 

Even those with no more than a passing knowledge 
of the M 1911 Al will be familiar with its customary 
external modifications. These include extended and 
ambidextrous thumb safeties, wide grip safeties, target 
bushings, high-profile sights, custom grip panels, 
extended magazine-release buttons, t riggers of various 
lengths and other doodads. Some of these options ore 
little more than unnecessary gingerbread. 

Of greater importance is what happens to the 
M l 911 A l 's guts when a gun surgeon of Becker's caliber 
(no pun intended) starts to operate. The aluminum olloy
framed Poro-Ordnance Pl 2 .45 needs no more attention 
than any other M 1911 Al pistol. In fact, its frame is well
mode and superbly mill-finished; overall, the Pl 2.45's 
quality is far above what now shuffles out of Colt's 
outmoded facility in Hartford, Connecticut. Nevertheless, 

Milt Sparks No. 55BN holster, a crossdraw/st rong-side design 
maximizing speed, comfort and concealment - the perfect 
complement to the P12.45. 
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so impressed was I w ith the Pl 2.45's potential that I 
sent our test specimen to Becker with instructions to go 
neurotic. 

Most of the surgery performed on our Pl 2 .45 
involved no more than judicious polishing and stoning -
requiring far more finesse and experience than needed 
to install aftermarket gimmicks. Becker carefully stoned 
and polished the pistol 's feed ramp, breech face, firing
pin stop, extractor claw and slide recess, along with the 
recess on the Series 80 extractor itself and the three-leaf 
spring (sear leaf, trigger-return leaf and grip-safety leaf). 

Becker also polished the outside edge of the sear 
leaf, as well as the sear face, disconnecter, hammer, 
sear catch, grip safety tong, inside and outside of the 
trigger stirrup, the Series 80 plunger tunnel in the slide, 
along with the inside pin holes on the link. He also filed 
a bevel on the upper-rear face of the recoil-spring guide 
rod (to provide adequate clearance for the barrel during 
locking and unlocking cycles), which was then stoned 
and polished. The trigger-pull weight was ad justed to a 
crisp 4 pounds (the safest pull weight for street carry). 
Finally the pistol was zeroed at 25 yards w ith 230-grain 
FMJ factory ammunition. 

Subsequent to this work, we fired more than 1,000 
rounds of assorted lots of ammunition through this 
pistol. There were no stoppages of any type - there will 
not be any. 

No exotic components were added to our Paro
Ordnance Pl 2.45. Becker's work focused on precise 
stoning and polishing, well beyond manufacturers' 
specifications. Not every operation performed was 
essential. In fact, the Poro-Ordnance Pl 2 .45 con be shot 
and carried w ith confidence right out of the factory 
box. The average person does not require refinement 
at this level. 

Those who realistically might live or die as a 
consequence of the sidearm stropped to their sides must 
ask themselves how highly they value their continued 
existence on this earth. Professional gun handlers will 
usually spore no expense and expend no small amount 
of time in practice to increase the odds in their favor. 

- P.G.K. 

Para-Ordnance escutcheon in the center. 
The frame-mounted thumb safety is that of the M191 1A l. 

The horn on the grip safety protrudes just enough to prevent 
hammer bite when a proper two-hand Weaver hold is em
ployed. Its upper surface is dished to prevent contact with 
the Commander-style ring hammer when it rolls rearward 
during the recoil stroke. As this pistol uses the Colt Series 
80 firing-pin safety, the frame is milled to accept the lifting 
mechanism, which rotates upward - when the trigger is 
pulled - to press against the spring-loaded plunger in the 
slide and permit the firing pin to travel forward. 

The Pl 2.45 's 4140 steel slide is a milled-finish invest
ment casting. It has been covered with E-Coat, a black 
electrostatic paint of a type used on vehicle underbodies. 
This fin ish is reported to provide three times the corrosion 
resistance as do stainless steel alloys. The ejection port has 
been lowered and flared at its rear to reduce possibility of a 
"stovepipe" stoppage and also to eliminate dents on the 
empty cases. 
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PARA-ORDNANCE Pl 2.45 SPECIFICATIONS 

Caliber: ........ .... . . 45 ACP. 
Operation: ... ..... locked-breech, short-recoil; 

semiautomatic; single-action trigger 
system with frame-mounted thumb and 
grip safeties. 

Weight, empty: .. Alloy frame: 24 ounces; steel frame: 
34 ounces. Add 2 ounces for the 
magazine. 

length, overall: .. 7 .125 inches. 
Width: ......... ..... . 1.325 inches with a total circumference 

of 5.5 inches (at the grip panels). 
Height: .. .. ... ... ... . 5 inches. 
Barrel: ..... .. .. ..... . Cone-shaped; six-groove with a left

hond twist with one turn in 16 inches. 
Barrel length: ..... 3.5 inches. 
Magazine: ...... ... Staggered column, single-position feed, 

detachable box-type with 11-round 
capacity; removable floorplate. 

Sights: ........ .. .. ... Fixed, high profile; front: blade-type, 
0.13-inch thick with a single white 
dot; rear: 0.118-inch-wide open 
square notch with white dot on each 
side of notch. 

Finish: ........ .. ..... Block, hard-anodized aluminum alloy 
frame or black-oxide steel frame; block 
electrostatic paint on steel slide. 

Price: ....... .......... Alloy frame: $650; steel frame: $709 -
both complete with one magazine; extra 
magazines: $47 each. 

Manufacturer: ... Paro-Ordnance Manufacturing Inc., 
Dept. SOF, 3411 McNicoll Ave., Unit 
14, Scarborough, Ontario Ml V 2V6 
Canada; phone: 416-297-7855. 

T&E Summary: ... First truly significant improvement to 
Browning's bottle-proven design in 
more than 75 years. Superb human 
engineering of frame reduces perceived 
recoil and alters handling characteristics 
to improve hit probability aAd accuracy 
potential. The perfect package: a .45 
ACP M 191lA1-type pistol in a r.educed 
envelope with increased magazine 
capacity. 

Para-Ordnance P12.45, fieldstripped. 

The fixed, high-profile sights are excellent. The front 
sight measures 0.13-inch in thickness, while the rear sight 
notch is 0.118-inch in width. The sights feature a single 
white dot on the front blade and two dots on the square
notch rear sight. Experienced gun handlers generally dis
dain colored squares and dots as these go unnoticed during 
acquisition of the so-called "flash" front-sight picture. 

Para-Ordnance barrels (each with a six-groove bore hav
ing a left-hand twist of one turn in 16 inches, traditional for 
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the .45 ACP cartridge) all feature an integral feed ramp with 
fully supported chambers and, as a consequence, a signifi
cantly larger lug on the barrel's underside. This provides 
greater strength around the web of the cartridge case while 
enhancing feed reliability. The P12.45's barrel is cone
shaped at the muzzle end, mating with a conventional, 
removable barrel bushing. This barrel configuration was 
originally developed for the Detonics compact .45 ACP 
pistol. 

In configuration, Para-Ordnance magazines resemble 
those of the Browning High Power. They are of conven
tional design and can be easily disassembled for cleaning. 
The follower and the floorplate's retainer are injection
molded polymer components, while the floorplate and maga
zine body are sheet-metal stampings. The high-carbon steel 
magazine body is made from sturdy 0.028-inch stock, for 
extra strength in the lip areas; it has been heat-treated for 
additional strength. Overall, the magazine design is out
standing, although the 11th round requires some muscling to 
insert. 

Ammunition used in our test and evaluation of the P12.45 
consisted of Black Hills Ammunition (Dept. SOF, P.O. Box 
3090, Rapid City, SD 57709; phone: 605-348-5150) of two 
types: 185-grain Jacketed Hollow Point (JHP) and 230-grain 
Full Metal Jacket (FMJ) Round Nose (RN). We also em
ployed mixed-brass reloads charged with 6.3 grains of Her
cules Unique behind 230-grain RN hard-cast, lead-alloy 
bullets; also 230-grain FMJ military ball (manufactured in 
1936 and headstamped "REM-UMC") and Winchester's 
230-grain JHP Black Talon (product No. S45A). 

The question always arises about how much velocity is 
lost by 3.5-inch .45 barrels, so we chronographed this against 
the velocity produced by the 5-inch tube of a government
issue Ml 91 lAl. Instrumentation consisted of the superb 
PACT MKN Championship Timer (Practical Applied Com
puter Technologies Inc., P.O. Box 531525, Grand Prairie, 
TX 75053; phone: 800-PACTINC) with its sky screens set 8 
feet from the muzzle and 4 feet apart. Ambient temperature 
was 82 degrees Fahrenheit. 

In no instance was the velocity drop more than 65 fps, 
not enough to affect the projectile's wound-ballistics poten
tial. The lowest Mean Absolute Deviation (MAD) in veloc
ity was exhibited by the Black Talon 230-grain JHP when 
fired through the P12.45. This figure was 6.8 fps, which 

The P12.45's fixed high-profile sights are excellent. Note how 
ejection port has been lowered and flared at its rear to reduce 
possibility of a "stovepipe" stoppage and to eliminate dents on 
empty cases. 
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means the Black Talon load varied an average of only 
0.83% in velocity, indicating outstanding quality control. 

With regard to wound ballistics, the essential equation is 
really quite simple. Penetration is, without doubt, the most 
important single parameter. The bullet must penetrate deeply 
enough to crush, cut and break through the human body 's 
vital structures and organs. Any bullet not capable of pen
etrating at least 12 inches of soft tissue is not acceptable for 
a gunfight. The capacity to penetrate up to 20 inches is 
highly desirable. Once we've obtained the required penetra
tion, the handgun bullet that makes the biggest hole will do 
the most damage. 

Ballistic Dynamite 

The best starting point for a handgun is obviously the .45 
ACP envelope. Ammunition manufacturers have finally 
started to get the message with regard to wound ballistics, so 
there is currently some very effective ammunition available 
in this caliber. 

Newest and most exciting is Winchester's Black Talon, 
which travels out of the P12.45's 3.5-inch barrel with an 
average velocity of 814 fps. The lead core of the bullet is 
locked into place with a reverse-tapered jacket. The Black 
Talon's jacket wraps completely around the bullet's nose 
and into the cavity, providing the most reliable functioning 
of any hollow point to date. Retaining virtually 100% of its 
original weight, this design allows excellent penetration and 
expansion, even through barriers such as heavy cloth, wall
board, plywood and glass. 

Typically, caliber .45 ACP Black Talon bullets will pen
etrate more than 13 inches of soft tissue while expanding up 
to about . 77 caliber. In addition, the characteristic six-point 
expansion of both core and jacket result in razor-sharp edges 
to further slice and dice through vital structures and organs. 

However, not far behind in wound ballistics potential are 
the Winchester 230-grain JHP (product No. 04243) and the 
Black Hills load employing the fine Hornady 230-grain 
XTP bullet. All three of these 230-grain loads are excellent 
and essentially equal in effectiveness. Military ball that will 
penetrate 26 inches of soft tissue has been surpassed by 
these new hollow-point loads, all of which feed with great 
reliability. 

There were no stoppages of any type during the test 
firing of more than 1,000 rounds. Perceived recoil was 
moderate and no greater than that of a steel-framed Govern
ment Model. This is to no small extent a result of the fact 
that the Pl2.45's frame, below and to the rear of the trigger 
guard, has been relieved. An old pistolsmith's technique, 
this permits the firing grip to be moved upward and closer to 
the barrel ' s axis, which reduces the pistol's upward flip 
during the firing cycle. 

Beating The Old War-Horse 

I have personally never fired combat handguns that pro
vided more consistent hit probability than do the original 
P14.45 and the new, abbreviated P12.45. Needless to say, I 
am, to begin with, predisposed by training (as a "family" 
member of the Gunsite Training Center) and experience to 
the single-action caliber .45 ACP M1911Al series. Consid
ering my large hands, the grip frames on the Para-Ordnance 
pistols felt almost as though they were bionic extensions to 
my arm. In juxtaposition, a standard Government Model 
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soon takes on the handling characteristics of a 1 x2-inch board. 
At 7 yards - the maximum distance at which the vast 

majority of gunfights with handguns take place - and 
fired from the two-handed Weaver position, the P12.45 
will place all shots fired by an experienced operator into a 
1.5-inch group. 

Pistols designed for armed professionals deserve to be 
stuffed in leather of the same quality. Tony Kanaley of Milt 
Sparks Holsters Inc. (Dept. SOF, 605 E. 44th, No. 2, Boise, 
ID 83714; phone: 208-377-5577 - catalog $2.50) recom
mended their popular No. 55BN, a crossdraw/strong-side 
design that maximizes speed, comfort and concealment. 
This holster is smooth-side-out and molded to the handgun 
it is meant to carry - to reduce bulk, add to retention and 
improve appearance. Long-lasting rigidity and stability are 
provided by a metal-reinforced top band. Sight rails are 
installed to protect the front sight blade. 

All Milt Sparks holsters are made of top-quality cowhide 
and their finish helps repel perspiration. Fabricated from 
6.5-ounce leather, the No. 55BN was constructed with a 
straight up-and-down cant, because I prefer crossdraw ex
clusively for belt holsters. 

Preferred loads for the Para-Ordnance P12.45 include Win
chester's Black Talon. Its lead core is locked into place with a 
reverse-tapered jacket. Retaining virtually 100% of its original 
weight, this design allows excellent penetration and expansion, 
even through barriers such as heavy cloth, wallboard, plywood 
or auto safety glass. 

A crossdraw position permits the support hand to sweep 
aside the concealing jacket or coat without fumbling and, 
equally important, the shooter does not telegraph his draw 
stroke to potential threats on his flanks or to the rear. The 
trade-off is that most crossdraw rigs are somewhat more 
difficult to conceal than a strong-side holster. In this in
stance, the P12.45 is positioned securely against the body by 
the belt-loop-and-slot system. The straight drop also mini
mizes the weapon's tendency to fall slightly away from the 
body. The No. 55BN holster's price is $58. 

Properly designed and contoured gun belts are every bit 
as important as holsters. I selected the Milt Sparks No. lB, a 
1.5-inch-wide lined belt constructed from two pieces of 6- to 
7-ounce No. 1 top grain cowhide featur:i.ng decorative stitch
ing ($56). A spare magazine is carried to the left of the 

Continued on page BO 
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For Your Kindness Mount Carmel, or Ranch Apocalypse, 
And Support has become a macabre tourist curios-
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;... sale. Onetime neighbors conduct 

WhDa many In Waco turned 
their backs on surviving 

Branch Davldlans - mostly 
women and children with 

no clothes or homes - ATF 
undertook a billboard 

propaganda campaign, 
belying deepening 

controversy over disastrous 
28 February raid. At least 12 

such signs ware erected In 
and around Waco after the 

19 April conftagratlon. All 
such billboards remained 

surprisingly unvandallzad as 
SOF want to press. 

The Branch Davidian 
"watchtower" - actually bedrooms 
that overlooked a nocturnal panorama 
of twinkling Waco city lights - is 
gone now. But for 51 days the shape of 
that pinkish rampart was burned into 
the nation's psyche. What began as a 
mere law-enforcement disaster at 
Mount Carmel transmogrified into 
something akin to Dante's Inferno, 
immortalized by the Davidian 
compound's name: Ranch Apocalypse. 

Riding with me through the bright, 
slanting rays of late afternoon, Sheila 
Martin seemed a bit confused. She 
craned her neck toward the spot where 
the tower had once been 
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"tours" in exchange for "contributions." 
During a 20-minute visit, we met tour
ists from California, Canada and 
Tennessee. 

As shrines go, it is a humble spot 
on the rolling, windswept prairie, a 
spot from which Martin departed with 
her three youngest children one week 
after the initial 28 February 1993 raid 
by agents from the Bureau of Alcohol, 
Tobacco & Firearms (ATF). 

Later, on 19 April, Mount Carmel 
was consecrated with the blood of in
nocents, people who died in a hideous 
cross fire between religious defiance 
and the insane arrogance of govern
ment cops run amuck. Among the dead 
were Martin's four older children, all 
honor-roll students, along with her hus
band, Harvard-educated attorney 
Wayne Martin. 

"I keep looking down the road -
even though I know the house isn't 
there," Martin told me in her soft, even 
voice. "I still want to see it. I still do 
see it in my mind. You would always 
get to a certain point and you would 
see the house and know you were al
most home." 

As of this writing, Martin had no 
home - and she was having a hell of 
a time getting any relief. Waco -
home to 103,000 souls and about 200 
churches - bills itself as the "Heart of 
Texas." But after the obligatory prayer 
services were duly recorded by inter
national TV crews, surviving Branch 
Davidians found the milk of human 
kindness quickly curdled into a rather 

soured charity, replaced by a dozen or 
so billboards touting ATF's support by 
the community (Oddly enough, none 
have been vandalized.). 

"I went to the Red Cross," Martin 
told Soldier Of Fortune. "1 had to get a 
house set up so I could get my three 
youngest children back [from social 
services]. I had nothing left. The first 
day, the Red Cross people said they 
could help me. They said they knew 
my situation, they understood every
thing." - Enter Washington politics. 

"When I called back to the Red 
Cross the next day, they said they 
couldn' t help me," Martin recalled. 
"The first day they were very willing 
to help. The second day, they were 
very short, very to-the-point - we 
can't do this. They said they'd talked 
to headquarters. They said we had been 
in a civil disorder and, as a result, they 
had instructions that they were not to 
help us." 

Never mind that this "civil" disor
der was created by the "government" 
in the guise of the A TF. Its fate was 
sealed by the FBI's ham-fisted Hos
tage Rescue Team, or "HuRT" per
sonnel: They've hurt - and contrib
uted to the deaths of - a lot more 
people than they've rescued in the 
eight-month period that started in mid
August 1992 at Randy Weaver's Idaho 
cabin and ended outside Waco. But 
the last time we checked, HuRT com
mander Dick Rogers still had a job. 

Less concerned with alleged reli
gious and social eccentricities of the 
Branch Davidians, the Salvation Army 
welcomed Sheila Martin and others 
like her, such as Catherine Matteson, 
age 77, a proper New England lady 
with a voice and demeanor evocative 
of a certain sleuth on Murder, She 
Wrote. Martin, Matteson and a few 
other Branch Davidians ended up at 
downtown Waco's Brittney Hotel, 
where owner Mark Bomangue offered 
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them room and board until they could 
get on their feet again. 

"That's what's so bizarre," Matteson 
said while peering out my car window 
toward the ruins of Mount Carmel. "I 
lived there for 25 years. After I left, it 
was on TV, every day, for so long. 
Now I come back and it's gone." 

So goes life - and death - in 
Waco. Most folks here would like to 
forget - and would like for the world 
to forget - that this savage travesty of 
justice ever happened. This typically 
tough Texas cow town sprouted a tra
dition of God, guns and guts on a ford 
where Jesse Chisholm 's cattle trail 
crossed the Brazos River. In coroners' 
reports from those days, gunshot 
wounds and "natural causes '' were 
sometimes synonymous. 

The trail crossing is marked now by 
the Texas Ranger Museum and Hall of 
Fame, a shrine to the men who stood 
- and sometimes fell - as a final 
line of bare-knuckled law and order 
against the spitting, bragging, brawl
ing mass of unwashed democracy that 
settled frontier Texas. Waco's court
house square drowses under ancient 
oaks shading the site of one of our 
nation's last public hangings in 
the 1920s. 

Along those same fertile riverbanks, 
the founders of Baylor University 
sowed the seeds of what would be
come the world's largest Baptist insti
tution of higher learning. Some still 
call Waco the "Jerusalem on the 
Brazos ... Other Waco claims to fame 
include being hometown of the "Dr. 
Pepper" soft drink. Comedian Steve 
Martin and Texas Gov. Ann Richards 
are natives. And there arc other former 
residents that few people mentioned 
during Uncle Sam's 51-day siege. One 
is ATF Director Stephen Higgins, a 
Baylor alumnus. 

In his Baylor yearbook photo, 
Higgins has the same vacant Howdy 

Doody grin he flashed on Capitol Hill 
in the wake of his Waco disaster, but 
don't let the smirk fool you. Beneath 
the three-piece suit and cowboy-motif 
boxer shorts lies a mother lode of anally 
focused angst. Higgins, like some of 
Waco 's stodgier denizens, suffers from 
chronic anal retention. Possibly he 
helped earn his Baylor tuition as one 
of the unfortunate medical-school 
guinea pigs who endured the rectal 
vagaries of Preparations A through G. 

Another former Waconian is Wil
liam S. Sessions, who was FBI direc
tor until his ignominious sacking by 
President Clinton on 19 July this year. 
Sessions first came to Waco when as
signed to the old Connally Air Force 
Base, site of the ATF-FBI operational 
command post during the 51-day 
Branch Davidian siege. Sessions got 
out of the Air Force, graduated from 
Baylor's law school , went into private 
practice and at one time sat on Waco's 
city council. 

One of Sessions ' law school class
mates, Gary Coker, still practices law 
in Waco and has remained a close 
friend. Coker successfully defended 
David Koresh against an attempted 
murder charge resulting from a 1987 
gunfight in which the cult leader 
wrested control of Mount Carmel from 
his religious predecessor, George 
Roden, now consigned to a mental 
hospital. 

Despite his close friendship with 
Sessions, Coker apparently sees no 
potential conflict of interest in serving 
as court-appointed counsel to those 
Branch Davidians jailed on criminal 
charges stemming from the A TF-FBI 
botch. Almost all of the surviving cult 
members have court-appointed attor
neys, if they have legal representation 
at all. 

These counsel appointments are be
ing stage-managed by the same group 
of people who approved the infamously 
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rambling, swiss cheese affidavit filed 
by Davy Aguilera, one of A TF s young, 
covert geniuses who probably wears a 
telephone in his shoe. At least one 
court-appointed barrister bailed out 
when the federal court inexplicab ly 
lowered the hourly rate it will pay 
young lawyers to defend the dreaded 
Davidians. 

Such political 
and judicial fina
gling mean little 
to Sheila Martin , 
clutching her fin
gers in a cha in link 
fence surrounding 
the charred wreck
age of her life . 
Spotting a single 
tiny shoe once 
worn by one of her 
children, she stares 
in silence as a prai
rie wind whispers 
through the fe nce. 

to its citizens here," she said. 
In Waco's aftermath, as Branch 

Davidian survivors scattered from 
Maine to California, the press, like so 
many Waco residents, found other good 
deeds to move on to, comfortably rel
egating the tragedy to back-page briefs. 
Until criminal trials of Davidians be

gin, little or no in
formation will be 
released by the 
government. The 
few answers it's 
given have only 
begotten a host of 
new questions. 
This past May, a 
U.S. House Judi
ciary Committee 
hearing was held 
so members could 
toss a few marsh
mallow questions 
at Higgins, Ses
sions and Attor
ney General Janet 
Reno. A presiden
tial commission 
was appointed -
yawn. 

"We don't want 
anybody to have to 
go through this 
again," Martin fi
na 11 y says. "We 
don't want afflic
tion to rise up a 
second time . We 
had a good life , 
a very good life .. . 
people wonder why 
why I say that. I 
can tell you, I 
never had to worry 
about where my 
kids were. The 
kids were taken 
care of. Everybody 
loved each other. 

Transfixed by the sight of 
some of her chUdrens' 
clothing, Branch Davidian 
member Shella Martin stares 
Into the ashes of Mount 
Carmel, where her Harvard
educated husband and four 
of their seven children 
perished at the hands of the 
government. 

But the Texas 
Rangers, widely 
respected for a 
reputation of thor
ough investiga
tion without fear 
or favor of any
one, continued 
their inquiry into 
the Waco tragedy 
as this issue 
went to press. 
Most people hold
ing out hopes for 

They tried their best to work and help 
each other. 

"A lot of what the government said 
about us, about David - especially 
the child abuse - simply isn't true . If 
anyone wanted to leave, they were 
welcome to leave . If the government 
wanted to talk to David, all they had to 
do was ask. They should have done it 
when he was outside on his own, where 
innocent people couldn't get hurt. " 

Turning her back on the lonesome, 
haunting ash heap, Martin drew her 
arms around herself as she watched a 
small clutch of tourists straggle bash
fully up the driveway, talking in hushed 
tones. "We just want the American 
people to come see, so they'll never 
forget what our government did 
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a fair and impartial probe of the disas
ter were placing their bets on the Rang
ers. But Washington politics may sty
mie even the Texas Rangers. 

In the meantime, SOF continues to 
dig. This article, and another to appear 
in our next issue, result from a week
long follow-up trip to Texas. Our in
terviews included those with several 
surviving Branch Davidians, both in 
and out of jail, and with others famil
iar with Koresh and the Branch 
Davidian church who did not live at 
Mount Carmel and were not church 
members. 

Also, SOF interviewed two men 
fighting to make sure America remem
bers: Houston lawyers Dick DeGuerin 
and Jack Zimmermann. Neither 

Koresh, who was represented by 
DeGuerin, nor Koresh's lieutenant, 
Steve Schneider, survived. Schneider, 
a theologian and former college pro
fessor, played a prominent role in cri
sis negotiations with the FBI and was 
represented by Zimmermann. 

Of the allegations of government 
misconduct in Waco previously re
ported, new information confirms the 
following: (1) Whether deliberately or 
by accideqt, an A TF agent fired the 
first shot that started the gunfight on 
28 February; (2) gunfire from gov
ernment agents in helicopters struck 
the building, wounding some of 
its inhabitants, and (3) the ATF 
knew there would be no element 
of surprise. 

Some new twists: (A) Koresh knew 
as far back as eight months before the 
raid that he was being scrutinized by 
ATF, actually inviting them, through a 
third party, to inspect his home; (B) 
ATF made a decision not to question 
Koresh or peacefully arrest him in a 
neutral location, but to conduct a raid; 
(C) A TF security was sloppy. On three 
occasions in August 1992, agents prac
ticed forced-entry drills on an unin
habited farmhouse in plain view of 
Branch Davidians working near Mount 
Carmel. After A TF agents left a prac
tice site at nearby Fort Hood, U.S. 
Army personnel there found dropped 
copies of ATF's operations plan; (D) 
at least three, if not all, of five Branch 
Davidians killed in the.initial raid were 
unarmed - A TF snipers shot people 
they knew were unarmed, and (E) all 
bets are off on how the final fire started. 
Oh, and one other thing: The fix is on. 

"We're the only ones that were on 
the inside, saw the physical evidence, 
talked to the people who are now dead 
and also talked to the survivors," ob
served Zimmermann, a U.S. Naval 
Academy grad who, like DeGuerin, is 
considered among the top five crimi
nal trial attorneys in Texas. "That 
bullshit story about the way the fire 
started was put out by that ATF agent 
disguised as a Houston Fire Depart
ment officer." Say what? 

Zimmermann went on to tell how 
Paul Gray, the supposedly "indepen
dent" arson investigator whose report 
concluded that Branch Davidians used 
gasoline to set the 19 April fire, is 
married to an employee in A TF's Hous
ton office. The couple socialized with 
Mrs. Gray's colleague, ATF agent 
Steve Willis, who was the first agent 
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killed in the Waco gunfight. Paul Gray 
and his wife attended Willis' funeral. 

"But the most important thing," said 
Zimmermann, "is that from 1982 to 
1990, [Gray 's] office was on Imperial 
Valley Drive, in the ATF office. That's 
where he officed. He carried a card 
that identified himself as a special agent 
of the ATF. He handed that card out to 
people when he interviewed witnesses 
... I don't know if he got his paycheck 
from the fire department or not, but he 
identified himself as an ATF agent. 

"Out of all the independent fire ex
aminers they have in these United 
States ... why didn't they pick some
one from Chicago, or Philadelphia, 
New York, Miami, California?" posed 
Zimmermann. "Why do they pick a 
guy from Houston who worked in the 
ATF office until three years ago, who's 
married to an A TF employee who, I 
understand, may have had something 
to do with typing the warrant? And 
then went to the funeral of one of the 
four guys who was killed. How much 
more partial can you be than that?" 

Zimmermann noted how Gray 's 
eight years working in the Houston 
A TF office were confirmed by Texas 
Rangers who, like the ATF and FBI, 
have a uniform no-comment policy on 
the Waco case until investigations and 
criminal trials are complete. 

"I don ' t even know how Gray would 
know that an accelerant got spread on 
the floor," Zimmermann said. "You 
couldn't tell that from a totally burned 
building that had burned for hours and 
hours. It would have burned up every 
bit of it. Their version of what hap
pened was totally inconsistent with 
what we saw inside. The tank knocked 
over a lantern on the first floor and the 
concussion tipped. everything over on 
the second floor, collapsed the walls 
and stairwells, trapping woman and 
children upstairs." 

When Zimmermann and DeGuerin 
told Gray they would not participate in 
his investigation unless asked to do so 
by the Texas Rangers, that "we don't 
want to lend our credibility to your 
study because we already know what 
your results are going to be ... " that 
pissed Gray off. "After telling the 
whole world he was going to issue his 
report on Wednesday, he suddenly 
holds a news conference on Monday, 
before DeGuerin and I could do any
thing, and announces that the fire was 
intentionally set on the inside by 
Branch Davidians." 
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DeGuerin still 
represents 
Koresh's mother. 
Zimmermann 's 
client is dead, so 
he ' s not getting 
paid, yet he con
tinues to pursue 
the case because 
of "basic issues of 
right and wrong." 
They have a lot 
more to lose in 
terms of reputa
tion than do Gray 
or any of the 
ATF's Keystone 
Kornmandos or 
the FBI's HuRT 
agents. Both at
torneys have been 
invited to speak at 
this year's SOF 
Convention. 

~"' I •... .. 

DeGuerin 
learned crimi
nal trial defense 
under the tutelage 
of Texas legend 
Percy Foreman. 
While most top
dollar Texas attor
neys typically 
charge about 
$50,000 for a rou
tine murder de
fense, DeGuerin's 
fee is about twice 
this. He's not lost 
a jury trial since 
1985, winning ac-

Houston attorney Dick DeGuerin examines 
a note (inset) hom his client, David Koresh, 
advising all Branch Davidians to cooperate 
fully with DeGuerin. It was written on 
29 March, three weeks before Koresh and 
about 85 others burned to death. 

quittals in several major cases. His 
brother Mike is defending Paul Fatta, 
a Branch Davidian whose trial on 
conspiracy charges has been twice 
delayed. 

Zimmermann holds equal standing 
with DeGuerin in the legal commu
nity, successfully defending clients in 
many high-profile cases, including win
ning the release of an innocent man 
from Oklahoma's Death Row. During 
two tours in Vietnam, he won two 
Bronze Stars and a Purple Heart. The 
former infantry battalion and artillery 
battery commander is now a colonel in 
the U.S. Marine Corps Reserve, where 
he serves on the inspector general's 
staff and has been a deputy chief de
fense counsel for the Marine Corps. 
Zimmermann ' s com bat experience 
makes his tactical analysis of the Waco 
raid particularly authoritative. 

DeGuerin and Zimmermann visited 
inside Koresh's house on 1and4 April, 
talking to the Davidians again by phone 
on 14 April, five days before the deadly 
fire. Zimmermann said one reason for 
the phone call was "we were hearing 
stuff that Dick and I considered totally 
inaccurate coming from the Depart
ment of Justice" about alleged 
child abuse. 

Under an international treaty signed 
by the United States, American troops 
are not allowed to use CS against en
emy soldiers unless the move is spe
cifically approved by our president. 
Following the tragedy, Reno gave three 
justifications for trying to force resi
dents from the Davidian compound 
with battering rams and CS, a finely 
powdered chemical riot-control agent. 

Continued on page 100 
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A career bureaucrat with no law enforcement experience, Stephen Higgins currently 
heads a BATF that has lost its focus and is increasingly adopting stormtrooper tactics. 
Photo: courtesy BATF 
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Editor's Note: Shortly after the first 
installment of Soldier Of Fortune's cov
erage of the Waco disaster appeared, 
an agent with the Bureau of Alcohol, 
Tobacco & Firearms contacted SOF 
and said he wanted to talk about "prob
lems in ATF. " 

After an initial contact, several 
phone conversations with Executive 
Editor Tom Slizewski and contributing 
writer James L. Pate, and a lunch meet
ing between Pate, the agent and Spe
cial Projects Director Alexander 
McColl, SOF was satisfied the ap
proach was made by a legitimately dis
gruntled agent and not an attempt at 
some sort of setup by ATF. 

Pate spent two days with the agent, 
who after several years in ATF is now 
"fed up, " chatting informally and get
ting acquainted before sitting down to 
a formal interview. He will be identi
fied only as "Nathan Hale." The fol
lowing excerpts from the question-and
answer session with Pate pertain only 
to generalities about Hale's experi
ence and day-to-day familiarity with 
how ATF operates. A later article will 
deal with his personal experiences in
side the nation's Gun Gestapo. 

SOF: Why did you finally get tired 
of serving in ATF? 

NH: Unlike my service in the mili
tary, or in other law enforcement agen
cies, there was little feeling of support, 
only one of fear and intimidation, at 
least in ATF's law enforcement branch. 
ATF's management philosophy under 
the law enforcement chief, Dan 
Hartnett, and under Hartnett's prede
cessor, Phil McGuire, has been man
agement by fear and intimidation ... 
People that are transferred from law 
enforcement to the compliance sec
tion, for instance, told me that it was 
almost like going from hell to 
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heaven. They felt like they'd had a 
load lifted off their shoulders; that 
someone wasn't spying over their 
shoulder all the time. They said they 
weren't paranoid all the time any more, 
worried that they might say the wrong 
thing and screw up their career. 

SOF: What can you tell us about 
Dan Hartnett, Higgins ' No. 2 man, the 
guy who runs the enforcement branch? 
As a member of the federal Senior Ex
ecutive Service, he makes a six-figure 
salary. But he 's a high-school drop
out. Not very quick on his feet at the 
Waco press conferences. Apparently a 
rather marginal IQ. 

NH: I know him. Your assessment 
is correct. Prior to ATF, he was with 
the Chicago Police Department, work
ing in homicide and vice ... Intellectu
ally, he's no rocket scientist. When his 
predecessor, as head of enforcement, 
Phil McGuire, was in charge, every
one just assumed that Hartnett would 
retire when McGuire did. [Upon re
tirement, McGuire left ATF for an ex
ecutive position with Handgun Con
trol Inc.] Hartnett had already gone 
farther than most people thought he 
was capable of going. He wasn't com
petent. He doesn't have a college de
gree at all. And an agent has to have at 
least a bachelor's degree. But here's 
the guy in charge of all the street agents 
with, really, no education to speak of. 
But he buddied up to McGuire and 
Higgins. 

SOF: How is Hartnett as an ad
ministrator? 

NH: Tyrannical. 
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SOF: In what way? 
NH: He's a vindictive individual. I 

think part of it is his insecurity about 
his lack of intelligence or formal edu
cation. He's very closed-mouthed, very 
petty . ... He puts fear into people that 
way. Subordinates are often nervous 
around him. If we were at a social 
event, or you'd have the morning cof
fee at headquarters or even at a party, 
everyone would get in a circle and 
wait until Hartnett spoke .... If some
one cracked a joke, everyone would 
look at Hartnett to make sure it was 
OK to laugh. He operates sort of like 
Joseph Stalin: He'd throw a party and 
while everyone else got drunk, he'd 
drink water, get the goods on every
body. Hartnett fosters that kind of at
mosphere. It was even this way for the 
SACs [Special Agents in Charge). An 

agent on the street? 
NH: Well, let me say that ATF has 

some excellent agents who are very 
dedicated investigators. But they usu
ally find themselves on the short end 
of the stick at A TF because ... they do 
their jobs thoroughly and meticulously, 
which takes time. You could be doing 
10 cases and racking up an impressive 
case load, which translates into statis
tics - as opposed to working longer 
and more thoroughly against a real ca
reer criminal. When the bosses want 
statistics, you get better statistics with 
a lot of hit-and-miss operations. Even 
if you have a bad warrant, you can still 
put the stats down. Because the stats 
don't say what happened in court. All 
the stat says is that there was a raid, 
an arrest; X amoun t of weapons 
confiscated. 

"Hi · and Hartnett would rather 
have ATF agents dead in the field - lying 
dead, face down in the mud, which is what 

happened - than have anyone t ........ · .......... ~ 
their agents weren't macho." 

SAC's career depends on toeing the 
line. If you ever wanted to move up ... 
you have to do exactly what Hartnett 
wants. And what Hartnett wants are 
statistics. They don't have to repre
sent anything meaningful. But statis
tics are what drives funding. 

SOF: How does this affect the 

SOF: Is the final disposition of a 
case ever reported? 

NH: Not in the published stats ... 
unless it's favorable. 

SOF: Do they manipulate statistics 
as a matter of policy? 

NH: I believe they do. They'll count 
individual items and make it look like 
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petent, why is the A TF so fond of kick
ing down doors in front of TV 
cameras? 

NH: Funding. Publicity. 
SOF: But this strategy has back

fired so many times before. At the San 
Jose gun show in June 1978. At John 
lawmaster's house. In Waco. 

NH: Yes, it has backfired - some
times. But there have been numerous 
times when it worked. For instance, 
the antigun drive they had in Wash
ington, D.C. It was allegedly against 
career criminals, gun-related drug ac
tivity. They were hitting crack houses ... 
It was popular with the neighbors. All 
this made for wonderful coverage by 
the D.C. television stations. 

SOF: Are you personally aware of 
cases in which unnecessary confronta
tion or violence was used? 

Associate Director of the BATF, Dan Hartnett, left, and FBI Special Agent in Charge of 
the San Antonio office, Jeffrey Jamar, field questions at first joint press conference in 
Waco, 3 March 1993. Photo: AP/Wide World 

NH: I'm familiar with cases that 
used an unnecessary show of force, 
unnecessarily aggressive behavior -
by action and words - extremely pro
vocative, abusive language, abuse of 
power of authority; intimidation, wan
ton destruction of personal property. 

an enormous number. They 'II seize 
chemicals and other materials that are 
legal and destroy them . Say a guy's a 
manufacturer. He's licensed. He has 
hundreds of pounds of raw materials ... 
There are those [ATF agents] who will 
make the raid and say they find noth
ing illegal; end of case. There are oth
ers, though, who will declare the same 
materials as hazardous [or] unstable ... 
And then it is destroyed. They can put 
an honest man completely out of busi
ness. I know they can because I've 
seen it done time and time again. 

SOF: Is this common strategy -
when they can 't legitimately bust some
body, they 'll ruin them financially, liti
gate them out of business? 

NH: I've seen it done. You ' ll never 
find anything in writing. But it's an 
unspoken, unwritten policy. 

SOF: One repeated criticism over 
the last 20 years - not just by gun 
owners and the gun press, but by U.S. 
senators - is that the ATF largely 
ignores real criminals and instead 
spends most of its time trying to bust 
licensees whose good-faith efforts at 
compliance are gigged on niggling 
technical violations. ls that a valid criti
cism, and if so, why? 

NH: Yes, because it's easier. Your 
average criminal is streetwise. A lot of 
people are not trained in undercover 
operations as well as they should be, 
especially the newer breed of A TF 
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agent. In the old days, there was more 
recruitment of people with prior law 
enforcement experience - people who 
were also streetwise. Now they're get
ting kids straight out of college who 
are dedicated and patriotic, but also 
wide-eyed innocents who believe what 
they're told and, as a result, easily in
doctrinated. The majority of FFL-hold
ers [Federal Firearms License] are small 
businessmen .. . supplementing their in-

SOF: You know of specific 
examples? 

NH: Yes, I do ... Example: A guy 
has alleged ties to organized crime. 
They ... raid his residence. He has a 
legitimate gun collection. We're talk
ing Weatherbys, Mannlichers; fine, ex
pensive, collectible firearms, many that 
would be for display only. And these 

"When the bosses want statistics, you get 
better statistics with a lot of hit-and-miss 

operations. Even if you have a bad warrant, 
you can still put the stats down." 

comes. A lot are hobbyists and collec
tors who defray their costs through 
buying and selling firearms. Most of 
them are honest people. 

SOF: Special Agent Robert 
Rodriguez would be a good example of 
an agent lacking street smarts. He's 
one of the A TF agents who supposedly 
infiltrated the group in Waco. He was 
supposed to be a student, but he wore 
nice, new clothes and drove a nice 
car. Same with the other agents living 
with him across the road. David Koresh 
and others obviously knew who he was. 
But even if so many A TF undercover 
operatives weren't apparently incom-

agents knew, in all probability, that 
those guns would have to be returned. 
A blanket goes on the floor and the 
guns are thrown across the room onto 
the blanket in a pile. And they were 
damaged. Deliberately damaged. 

SOF: You mentioned a case in 
which the glass front of an unlocked 
gun cabinet was deliberately smashed. 

NH: They smashed it. I 've seen 
agents deliberately break other cabi
nets; slam the door open as hard as 
they could ... The hinges were ripped 
out. The door came off. And of course 

Continued on poge 82 
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American Made & Guaranteed For Life! 100% Money Back Guarantee 

BAGMASTER MFG., INC. 
2731 Sutton Ave., St. Louis, MO 63143·1-314-781-8002 ·FAX 314-781-3363 

To Order, Call Toll-Free 1-800-950-8181 Dept. SOF 

Cordura® Nylon Hook & 
Loop Fanny Pack 

With Padded, Breakaway 
Pistol Pocket. 

3 Sizes to Choose From 

Model #H LFP-S $21 .00 
25 & 380 Auto 
2 1 /2" Revolver 
Model #H LFP-M $24.00 
9mm & 45 Auto w/4" Barrel & 
3" Revolvers 
Model #H LFP-L $26.50 
9mm & 45 Auto w/5 1/2" & 
4" Revolvers 
Colors: Black or Blue 

Cordura® Nylon 
Rectangular Pistol Pouches 

Model Sizes 

REC-8 - 6" T x 8" L - $13.00 

REC-9 - 7 1/2" T x 9" L- $17.00 

REC-13 - 9 1/2" T x 13" L - $20.50 

REC-18 - 9 1/2" T x 18" L- $25.50 

REC-24 - 9 1 /2" T x 24" L - $35.00 

All Sizes Have An Outside Pocket 
And Inside Pockets. REC-9 
Pictured Above. 
REC-8, -9, -13 Black or Blue 
REC-18, -24 Black Only 

(Padded Pistol Pockets) 

Cordura® Nylon 
Extra Large Pro-Shooters Bag 

$145.00 Model #PSB-XL 
Description: (Pictured above) 

Main Compartment - 11 1/2''T x 8"W x 20"L. Fully Padded and 
Lined with Hardboard Bottom. 
4" Wide Double Zipper Top for Easy Access to Main Compart
ment. 
Two Padded Dividers 9 1/21x 10"W, with Hook-and-Loop 
Fasteners, Allow You to Make Three Separate Compartments. 
Large Outside Pockets - Two at 1 O 1 /21 x 3"W x 19"L. Fully 
Padded and Lined. 
Flat End Pockets - Two at 9 1 /2''T x 8'W. Fully Padded and 
Lined. 
Large Pistol Pouch Fits in Large Outside Pocket - Two at 9"T x 
18 3/4"L. Foam Padding and Plush Nylon Tricot Lining. 1 1 /2" 
Web Strap with Hook-and-Loop Fasteners Secures Guns with Up 
to 10 1/2" Barrel with or without Scope. 
Small Pistol Pouch Fils in Large Outside Pocket - Four at 9''T x 
8 1/2"L. 3/4" Foam Padding and Plush Nylon Tricot Lining. 1 1/2" 
Web Strap wi th Hook-and-Loop Fasteners Secures All Frame 
Sizes of Revolvers with Up to 4" Barrel and All Medium and Large 
Frame Autos. Each Pouch Has Six Padded Magazine Pockets 
on Outside of Pouch. 
Four D-Rings 
2" Removable and Adjustable Padded Shoulder Strap 
2" One-Piece Wraparound Handles 
Colors: Black or Blue 

Cordura® Nylon 
Zippered Fanny/Belt Pack 

With Hideaway Padded Pistol Pocket 
Works Right and/or Left Hand 

Model #ZFBP-S - Size: 6"T x 7 
1/2"W x 1" Deep. Holds Most All 
22, 25, 32 & 380 Autos and Snub 
Nose Revolvers wilh Up to 2 1 /2" 

Barrel. $17.00 
Colors: Black or Blue 

Model #ZFBP-L - Size: 7''T x 
9'W x 1" Deep. Holds Most All 
Med. and Large Frame Autos with 
Up to 5 1 /2" Barrel and All Frame 
Size Revolvers with Up to 3" Barrel. 
Colors: Black or Blue 

Cordura® Nylon 
Small Pro-Shooters Bag 
$45.00 Model #PSB·S 

Holds 2 Guns and Plenty of Gear 
For a Day at the Range. 
Hardboard Bottom. 
Bag Size: 7 1 /2"T x 7"W x 16"L. 
Colors: Black or Blue 

New & Redesigned 
Cordura® Nylon 

Large Pro-Shooters Bag 
$95.00 Model #PSB-L 

Main Compartment: 1 O" T x 7" W x 
18" L. Fully Padded & Lined with 
Two Padded Dividers. Four 
Padded Pistol Pouches Fit in 
Padded, Outside Full-Length 
Pockets. 
Colors: Black or Blue 
Same Style as PSS-XL 

Small 

Cordura® Nylon 
Belt Pistol Pack 

Works Right and/or Left Hand 

Large 
X-Large 

Model #BPP-S - Size: 5 1/2''T x 4 1/4"W x 2" Deep. 

Holds Most All 22, 25, 32 & 380 Autos. 

Colors: Black or Blue $17.00 

Model #BPP-L - Size: 8''T x 5 1/4'W x 2" Deep. 

Holds Revolvers with Up to 3" Barrel and Medium and 
Large Frame Autos wi th Up to 4" Barrel. 

Colors: Black or Blue $18.00 

Model #BPP-XL - Holds Revolvers with Up to 4" 
Barrel and Medium and Large Frame Autos with Up to 
5 1 /2" Barrel. 
Colosr: Black or Blue $20.00 

Cordura® Nylon Holsters 
$16.00 Each 

When Ordering Please Specify: Make, Model and 
Barrel Length 

Belt Holster With Magazine Pouch 
Model #BHMP 

*Optional Thumb-Break for BHMP $2.00 Each. 

Clip Holster With Magazine Pouch 
Model #CHMP 

*Optional Thumb-Break for CHMP $2.00 Each. 

For Information or Free 44 Page Catalog, Call 1-314-781-8002 FAX 314-781-3363 We Accept : VISA. MasterCard. AmExpress: Shipping & 
Handling 1st 48 States - $5.00 Per Order*. C.O.D. Orders Add $4.50. Next Day & Second Day Air Freight Available Upon Request. *Alaska & Hawaii Higher. 
All Foreign Catalog Requests: Please Call 011-34-3203-4023 
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COMBAT .45 

Continued from page 71 

holster in a No. 17 single magazine 
pouch ($15), which has a snap-on belt 
loop for easy on-off operation. Color 
options for any of these items included 
natural, black or cordovan. 

For more than 20 years, Milt Sparks' 
holsters have been hanging from gun 
belts of the likes of Jeff Cooper, Elmer 
Keith, Mel Tappan and an untold num
ber of other professional gun handlers. 
I can personally recommend their 
leather goods without reservations of 
any kind. 

Disassembly procedures for the 
Pl2.45 duplicate those of the M 191 lAl 
series. In my opinion, merely 
fieldstripping the Government Model 
- separating the frame, slide, barrel, 
recoil spring and guide rod - is insuf
ficient for proper maintenance of this 
system. The firing pin and extractor 
should also be routinely removed from 
the slide. Accumulated debris under 
the extractor claw invites failures to 
extract an empty case. 

Suggested retail price of the model 
we tested, a compact P12.45 with an 

(GEN I) 

The AN/PVS-28 mounted on M-16. 
(Rifle not included) 

AN/PVS-4 
(GEN II) 

alloy frame, is $650, complete with 
one magazine. The steel-frame ver
sion costs $709; extra magazines are 
$47 each. 

John Browning's design remains as 
brilliant as it was when created more 
than three-quarters of a century ago -
it is battle-proven. It has dominated 
innumerable gunfights. The .45 ACP 
cartridge, when loaded with heavy, 
slow-moving expanding bullets, has 
greater wound-ballistics potential than 
any other controllable handgun round . 

It remained only for Para-Ordnance 
to stuff some added insurance into an 
abbreviated version of an unsurpassed 
concept. I carry a Para-Ordnance 
P12.45 loaded with Black Talon am
munition in a Milt Sparks No. 55BN 
crossdraw holster every day now. ~ 

FULL AUTO 

Continued from page 29 

sound source. The sound level 
drops according to the "inverse 
square law" (i.e., the sound 
decreases with the square of the 
distance from the source). A unit 
that sounds fairly loud within the 

confines of a small room may not 
even be heard by an observer when 
fired outdoors from behind cover 
and concealment at a distance of 
25 meters. 

The sound signatures of 
ammunition fired through our 10/22 
Ultra system were measured by 
means of a Bruel & Kjaer-type 2209 
Impulse Precision Sound Level 
Meter with a %-inch No. 4135 
microphone placed 1 meter away 
from the front, and to the left, of the 
muzzle at an angle normal (90 
degrees) to the barrel's axis. 

Our meter was calibrated both 
before and after the tests and no 
instrument drift was noted. All of 
this was as per U.S. milspec. A 
Ruger 10/22 rifle will generate a 
sound-pressure level of about 157 
db. The 10/22 Ultra unit drops this 
level by 48 db. This is excellent 
performance. 

The 10/22 Ultra housing is 
finished with a black-textured 
powder coating, very similar to that 
found on the Sterling submachine
gun series. Extremely durable, this 
finish is both chip- and corrosion
resistant. The suppressor is free
floated in the stock, while the Ruger 
10/22 barrel band is omitted to 

NIGHT VISION GOGGLES 

$3295.00 

New w/Factory New Image lntensifer (1 yr. wty.) 

Operates on " AA" batteries! 

(GEN II) 

NVEC 800 
(AN/PVS-5C) 
ssaso.oo 

Plus Shipping 

The AN/PVS-4 mounted on a Remington 788 rifle. 
(Rifle not included) 

(GEN II) 

AN/PVS·7B 
$ 3850. 00 NVEC 500 

MINIATURE (GEN II) 

POCKETSCOPE 
with camera adapter! 

Night Vision goggles and view
ers. Extensive parts inventory 
for both First and Second Gener
ation Systems, plus recondition
ing and general repair. 
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s3395_00 
Plus Shipping 

Send $4 for our complete catalog 
NO F.F.L. REQUIRED 

COMPLETE LINE 
of individual & crewserved weaponsights. 

Plus Shipping 

Excalibur Enterprises 
P.O. Box 266, Emmaus, PA 18049 

215-391-9101 FAX 215-391-9220 
DEALERS! INQUIRE ABOUT OUR 

SPECIAL PRICING PROGRAM 
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enhance the system's accuracy 
potential. 

We chose the deluxe stock 
option for our 10/22 Ultra system. A 
very rough , textured surface is first 
applied to the pistol grip and forearm 
areas of a standard Ruger 10/22 
birch stock. The entire stock is then 
sealed with a textured (pebble-grain) 
flat-black paint containing a special 
hardening catalyst. 

As there is no front sight on the 
suppressor housing, the Ruger rear 
sight was removed . A system of 
this quality should be matched by 
an optical sight significantly better 
than the usual cheap .22 rimfire 
scope with a tip-off mount. For this 
purpose, we selected the excellent 
Leupold 4X Compact Rimfire 
Special scope (catalog No. 41129; 
Leupold & Stevens Inc., Dept. SOF, 
P.O . Box 688, Beaverton, OR 
97075-0688; phone: 503-646-9171; 
fax: 503-526-1475). Its black
anodized 1-inch housing is 
manufactured from aircraft-grade 
aluminum tubing. This fixed four
power scope weighs only 7.5 
ounces, with an overall length of 
9.2 inches. 

Parallax occurs when the primary 
image of an objective lens does not 

coincide with the reticle. Because 
of the range limitations of the .22 
LR cartridge for which this scope 
was designed, parallax has been 
set at the Leupold factory for a target 
at 60 yards. 

The Leupold 4X Compact Rimfire 
Special has a fine duplex-reticle 
pattern. All lenses are magnesium
fluoride-coated. The ocular can be 
adjusted for focus. To do this, point 
the scope at the sky and rotate the 
ocular until the reticle pattern is 

· sharp. This scope was mated to the 
rifle using Burris precision-machined 
steel rings and a Weaver-style base 
supplied by Brownells Inc. (Dept. 
SOF, Route 2, Box 1, Montezuma, 
IA 50171; phone: 515-623-5401.) 

With this combination, CCI Green 
Tag Competition ammunition printed 
shot groups of less than 1 inch at 
40 yards, as did CCI Mini Mag 
ammo. Federal Hi-Power 22s shot 
to 1112 inches, which is normally the 
accuracy potential you can expect 
from an unmodified Ruger 10/22. 
Remington High Velocity 
ammunition opened up the group 
dispersion to 2 inches. All of these 
rounds exited the 10/22 Ultra at 
subsonic velocities. So-called hyper
velocity ammunition, such as the 

CCI Stinger or Remington Yellow 
Jacket, should not be employed. 

Standard-velocity ammunition 
should also be avoided whenever 
possible, as the system has been 
specifically tuned to operate with 
high-velocity cartridges and reliability 
may be compromised. Furthermore, 
the efficiency of the 10/22 Ultra is 
so high that little, if any, additional 
sound-pressure level reduction will 
result from use of standard-velocity 
ammunition. 

This is the fourth year of 
production of the 10/22 Ultra. It is 
deservedly one of AWC Systems 
Technology's most popular sound 
suppressors.~ 

FAST ATTACK ROOIKAT 

Continued from page 57 

infantry-trained and infantry-oriented, 
I was most impressed by the Rooikat ' s 
whiplashing acceleration, amazing 
shoot-on-the-move capability and in
credible obstacle-crossing maneuver
ability. 

Afterward, I was treated to a dem-

SKS and AK ACCESSORIES 

~ 
AK & SKS FRONT 
SIGHT TOOL all 
steel, adjusts windage 
and elevation 
(#G2033) $29.95 

SKS DETACHABLE• 

~me 30 RD MAGS looks just 
like the AK mag. No 
modifications required 
for the weapon. 
(#G2092) $29.95 
'0.lllChable SKS mags ara sold only tor 

r&plM;&mflrtl oo SKS's using detachable 
m;ig:s {Xior ro 11/90 s.c. 922(RJ. 

~ 
SKS MAXI BREAK 
provides excellent 
muzzle control, 
reduces flash and 
cuts recoil. 
(#G2055) $34.95 

AK RECOIL COMPENSATOR 
Based on the original ~"' 
Kalishnikov design, but 
made in the USA 
(#G2005) $29.95 Encl copy ot Russian Unit 

BEST SKS & AK OWNERS MANUAL a 
SELLER' must for every SKS, AKS, or AK-47 

· owner or user. (#GB-896) $3.95 

original Chinese . ~ 
AK SPEED LOADER ~ 
(#G2001) $8.95 ~ \ 

~ 
AK COMMANDO 
75RD DRUM 7.62 x 
39mm cal. These are 
the same drums used 
by assault teams 
world-wide. Also fits 
Valme!, Maddi, 

Get yours before Hungarian, etc. 
these are banned! (#G2000) $109.95 

AK 0< SKS STOCK EXTENSION ® 
black rubber buttpad, extends the ~ 
stock out an extra inch. Has hole \ 
for easy access to cleaning kit. 
AK Stock extension (#G2006) $9.95 
SKS Stock extension (#G2007) $9.95 <;) 

SKS PISTOL GRIP makes your SKS look 
and feel like the AK47. (#G2019) $23.50 

WHILE p;r· Ji,-@! &:;:JP 
SUPPLIES ic ~ 

LAST! IYI 

SKS FOLDING STOCK fits both spike and 
blade bayonet models. (#G2064) $79.95 

AKandSKS ~ 
FOLDING Bl-POD 
all steel. Attaches 
quickly. (#G 1790) $46.95 

JI& SKS/AK STRIPPER 
CLIPS These are new, 
no rust! 10 per pack 
(#G2013) $6.95 

AK CHEST POUCH 
Holds six 30-round 
AK magazines, plus 
for small pouches 
for stripper clips, 
cleaning kit, etc. 
(#G1619) $17.95 

~ 
SKS BANDOLIER 
CHEST POUCH original 
Chinese, has 10 pockets, 
adjustable straps. Great 
for carrying ammo and 
stripper clips. 
(#G1631) $14.95 

AK VERTICAL FOREARM offers more control 
and less heat buildup. Works on all Norinco or 
Polytech AKS with folding or wood stocks. Stury 
one-piece construction. (#G2039) $24.95 

AK and SKS 5-PIECE & ~ Jh Jl:?. iei, 
COLORED FRONT SIGHT ~ (iJ ~ ~ el 
SET Gives you a better 
sight picture than ever before. Red, white, 
yellow, orange and black. (#G1305) $4.95 set 

CE! ORDERS ONLY CALL 

~ 1·800·239·7435 
SHIPPING CHART ADD 

0.00 - 35.00 4.95 
CALL TOLL FREE TO ORDER 

OR SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO: 35.01 - 60.00 5.95 
60.01 - 100.00 6.95 

! SORRY, NO COD'S 

100.01 - 150.00 7.95 
150.01 or over 8.95 

·AK. HI. Canadian orders add $4.00. 

CROWN SPECIAL TY CO. 
DEPT. SF, P.O. BOX 17 • ATMORE, AL 36504 

(205) 368-8652 I FAX (205) 368-1224 



COUNTERFEIT GUNS 
that are inexpensive to own and safe to display in your 

home. They are realistic, full size working metal models 
that look, feel, weigh and handle like the expensive 

originals. You can work the action, release the clip and 
dry fire these high quality models. 

CANNOT BE 
FIRED! 

ISRAELI UZI 
SUBMACHINE GUN 
Used by Israeli troops 
in the historic 6·Day 
War, the Entebbe Raid . 
Adopted 30 other 
nations as the most 
successful sub· 
machine gun on the 
market today. 

Over 72 parts 
folding metal stock 

detachable 32-round 
magazine. Length 25" 

Wt. 9 lbs. 
#01·705M ....... $310 PPD 

1921 
THOMPSON ; 
as used by F~I & U.S. 
combat troops. Over 59 . 
parts , includi~g vertical foregrip, detachable wood butt· 
stock & 20·rq. magazine. Lgth. 35". Wt. 9.5 lbs. 
Disassembles like original. 

Ol·
7

00 ··;Ji·;j~~-{~~~:;i;i~~j·~~;;~·l:~!!t!eigh, 
! and handle like the originals. 

M·16 ASSAULT RIFLE 
The ultimate defense arm as 
used by S.W.A. T. forces. Made 
famous by U.S. troops in S.E. 
Asia. Full size. Bolt functions like 
original-over 70 ABS plastic and metal 
parts. CANNOT BE FIRED. Lgth. 39". Wt. 5 lbs. 

Declared "non-gun" by the Federal Gov'!. 
#39·2707 ........... .......... ..... $300 PPD 

U.S. 45 
AUTOMATIC 
A favorite of Gl's for 80 
yrs., from WWI to Viet· 
nam. This melal "non· 
firi ng" replica 'model is exact in 
eve ry detail-even the grip safety 

works'. Blued finish. Can be 
disassembled. L: 8.5" 

M92 
AUTOMATIC , 

W: 2.5 lbs. #01-300 
$107 PPD 

This massive 9mm was 
chosen to replace the 
.45 auto. Made famous 
in Operation Dese rt Storm, 

FULLY ASSEMBLED 

this blued "non-firing" metal model 
actionworks like the original. Can be 
partially disassembled. L: 8.5: W: 3 lbs. 
#22·1254 ......... ... ... .... ... $102 PPD 

COLLECTOR:sitRMOURY - -
800 SLATERS LANE, DEPT. SO . 
BOX 59, ALEXANDRIA, VA 22313 Not,~~\~:~1~:~ru;~cept 
SEND: 0 SEND FREE CATALOG 
Credit Card Orders: 1 ·800-544-3456 Ext. 515 

NAME __________ _ 

ADDRESS ___________ _ 

CITY/STATE/ZIP __________ _ 

MONEY BACK (LESS POSTAGE) IF NOT SATISFIED 
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onstration of the computerized simu
lators used to train Rooikat crews at 
the school. The sophistication of this 
training equipment approaches that 
employed by modem fighter pilots. A 
session in the gunner's seat will humble 
the largest ego. 

Blitzkrieg - '90s-Style 

The predominant element of a mod
ern high-mobility force consists of 
AFVs that are equally at home on 
tarmac and in the bush. These must be 
able to engage and destroy enemy tanks 
under circumstances of their own se
lection. The primary strategic mission 
of a high-mobility force is to create a 
situation enabling its high-intensity 
counterpart (including MBTs and self
propelled artillery) to destroy the 
enemy 's main combat force . 

Maneuver, surprise and deception 
are the main tactical requirements for 
high-mobility operations. As a conse
quence, the effectiveness of high-mo
bility operations is enhanced by ter
rain permitting relatively high-speed 
maneuvering along with low troop den
sities making it possible to infiltrate or 
bypass enemy lines. An enemy who 
depends heavily on logistical support 
and whose lines of communications 
are extended over large areas is even 
further susceptible to high-mobility 
operations. 

Location and destruction of selected 
objectives during combat reconnaissance 
is a mission for which the Rooikat has 
no equal. This superb AFV will domi
nate the high-mobility ops arena well 
into the foreseeable future.~ 

FEAR AND LOATHING 

Continued from page 78 

the glass in that one broke when it hit 
the floor. 

SOF: It sounds like they don 't ap
proach their jobs with professional de
tachment, but with a vindictiveness 
against anyone who owns a firearm? 

NH: Yes. They ' re overzealous. 
Now that's not everybody. I can't make 
a blanket condemnation and be hon
est. There . are those agents that are 
very dedicated and they believe in the 
oath they took 

SOF: It sounds like there's a defi
nite anti-gun bias in the ATF, at least 
among the higher echelons. 

WHY PAY MORE FOR 
EXPERT SURVIVAL 

INSTRUCTION? 
EX-SPECIAL FORCES PERSONNEL 

DEMONSTRATE THE SURVIVAL 
TACTICS OF THE 

IJ .S.1lllllY 
GllEEN HEllE'l'S 

VHS Video Cassette 
Includes 

Preparation, Shelter, Navigation, 
Water Procurement, Signaling, 

Firecraft and more. 

ONLY $34.95 
( +$4.95 S/H) 

Ca. Residents add sales tax 
Visa, MasterCard; Amex 

t-soo-33-1-s·H OT 
100 % Cotton Logo T-Shirt 

$9.95 with video purchase 
or $14.95 alone 

!(\\ (r\j ;: / 

~I i \ \ i )\\ /i'\\ \"'-.\ l (k-;' (I \'\ '• ,-\ ) j \' 'Ii ' . " \ I I I ' i I ' l 
~~' )l ! l\(1 1\)J.J l . ] 

Survival 
16140 Covello St. Yan Nuys, Ca. 9 1406 

BODY ARMOR 
THAT STOPS 

.44MAGNUMS 
and weighs only 3-lbs! 

SOFT, COMFORTABLE, CONCEALABLE BODY 
ARMOR MADE WITH 18 LAYERS OF DUPONT 

KEVLAR (U.S. ARMORS llA VEST HAS 14 
LAYERS, ARMO-TECH HAS 15 LAYERS) 

MED: $149.99 LRG: $189.99 XLRG: $259.99 
Adjustable ballistic panel carriers available 

in white, navy, OD and brown. 
5-YEAR WARRANTY ON BALLISTICS 

Prepaid orders include shipping. $10 charge for 
CODs. One week shipping for stock sizes. State 
height and weight when ordering. Money orders 
and certified checks accepted. CODs cash only. 

MICHl6AN BODY ARMOR 
P.O. BOX 243 LATHRUP VILLAGE, Ml 48076 313-788·2234 
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By GEORGE DILLMAN 
Attend a live seminar edited down 
to 60 solid minutes of pure 
instruction. It includes location of 
pressure points vital for 
self-protection. Shows the right 
angle and direction to strike an 
attacker's pressure points, and 
provides a basic rationale for 
using these points to defend 
against an assault. This Is a, 
"what you s- Is what you get" 
look at a George Dillman seminar. 

VIDEO# 7: $39.95 

NOW • • THE BOOK!! 

KYUSHO-JITSU: The Diiiman 
Method of Pressure Point Fighting 

By: George Diiiman 
with Chris Thomas 

• This book shows the 
real secrets of karate 

• 500 photos + charts 

• Cover price: $34.95 

• Easy to follow; 
concise, visual 

• TM "Book of thtl c11nturr 
for all who are :fllrlous 
about S8ff·prot11ctlonf" 

• "Olllman's thtlorr wlll totally chan1111 thtJ way 
futur11 generations learn karate" 

#DTE: rld110 or book can stand alone, 
but th11y btlst work togtlthtlr. 

VHS VIDEO: $39.95 BOOK: $34.95 

Save $$... buy both for $70.00 

Postage and handling Included 
Air +$5.00; Overseas +$10.00 

(Allow 2-4 weeks for delivery) 
Send money orders to: 

...... ,..... ~ ....... R 
Gl:ORGI: A. DILLMAN 

251 MT. VIEW RD. (GRILL) 
READING. PA 19607 

NO PHONE ORDERS 
(Colleclors photos free with order) 
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NH: From the top, out of Steve 
Higgins' mouth; he's backing Clinton 
now [he opposed tougher gun control 
measures - or at least refused to sup
port them - under Presidents Reagan 
and Bush.] He's in effect come out of 
the closet and said guns, per se, are 
bad, that we need to disarm the public, 
that we need more and stronger gun 
laws. Under the Reagan and Bush ad
ministrations, he pretty well kept his 
mouth shut. He knew where his bread 
was buttered. [Former enforcement 
chief] McGuire knew it. He didn't go 
public. But he let it be known to his 
agents what he expected. Roy Rogers ' 
restaurants were off-limits to agents 
for lunch ... Roy Rogers is a life mem
ber of the National Rifle Association 
.. . You ' re not going to find this in 
writing. 

SOF: Anything else? 
NH: Don 't become friendly with 

gun dealers. Or if you want to pur
chase a private firearm, only do it 
through a specific dealer that ATF rec
ommends ... And for God's sake, what
ever you do, don't get on Hartnett's 
bad side. Hartnett is almost like Hitler; 
keeping his little notes. 

SOF: Was it ever stated that you or 
any other agent should not join the 
National Rifle Association? 

NH: I have seen cases where an 
individual off-duty had on an NRA 
Life Member belt buckle and was seen 
by a senior agent. He was told he 'd 
better get the damned thing off right 
then and that if he had any hope for 
promotion in ATF, he'd best resign 
from the NRA right quick . There have 
been people who were severely disci
plined - nothing in writing, mind you. 
If there are any meetings between A TF 
and NRA, the brass hats at ATF make 
it a point to only send over a hothead 
to do the talking. In fact, the NRA is 
strongly pro-law enforcement. 

SOF: Well, the ATF's anti-gun 
agenda has become pretty blatant. 

NH: Yes, and it's an agenda that is 
indoctrinated in these young agents. 

SOF: Have you ever been asked 
directly, or has it been implied that 
you should give false testimony in court 
or stretch the truth? 

NH: Yes, or not tell the whole truth. 
They'll tell you the defendant is a 
dirtbag. They'll say, 'We don't have 
to tell them everything, so keep your 
testimony short and sweet because if 
you elaborate too much, it's going to 
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shake up our case.· They'll hold back 
key evidence that might benefit the 
defense; say it was 'slowly developed ' 
or 'held ' in examination' or 'wasn't 
determined positively to be evidence 
until this time. ' 

SOF: So if it's evidence that would 
help a defendant or hamper the pros
ecution, ATF investigators will delib
erately drag their feet or sit on the 
evidence? 

NH: That's right. 
SOF: Have you ever been solicited 

outright to give perjured testimony? 
NH: Never outright. It had been 

hinted around, but the word was also 
around that I would never do that, not 
for any reason or anyone. My philoso
phy is that even if it's the worst mass 
murderer in history, ifhe wasn't caught 
properly ... with legally obtained evi
dence ... everything by the book, then 
I'm sorry. All this does is make a good 
investigator more determined. You 
know inside, in your gut, if a guy is 
guilty . But you can't take your gut into 
court. You have to take physical 
evidence. 

SOF: Have you ever known the ATF 
to manufacture evidence, as the FBI 
admitted it did in the Randy Weaver 
trial in Idaho? 

NH: I've suspected it. I can't 
document. 

SOF: Can you cite an example? 
NH: Certain pieces of material may 

be added, to a firearm or anything else. 
But explosive cases or arson are the 
easiest ... to add evidence, or to take 
it out. 

SOF: Why is that? 
NH: A firearm is pretty well cut

a nd-dried. There are numerous 
counterexperts that are very well
versed in the field of firearms, as op
posed to the counterexperts in the fields 
of explosives or arson .... There are 
some ATF agents who believe in 
doing things the right way and some 
who don ' t. 

SOF: Why don't more agents come 
forward and blow the whistle? 

NH: They're afraid to; they're ter
rified. 

SOF: Why? 
NH: Repercussions. Number one, 

you 're going to be found retroactively 
incompetent. ATF will destroy your 
credibility. They will dig the slightest 
trivial thing out, which you may or 
may not have done. And many times, 
they'll go back so many years that 
nobody ' s memory is perfect. ... Some
thing you did improper, even trivial, 

such as taking home a government pen. 
Or you stopped at a 7-Eleven store on 
the way home, driving a government 
vehicle, to buy some milk: improper 
use of a government vehicle. Trivial, 
to be sure, but not so trivial when your 
family and your income and your ca
reer are on the line. 

SOF: How widespread is this in
timidation to keep people in line, to 
keep people from going public with 
government wrongdoing? 

NH: It's very widespread. It's not 
only A TF, but the unspoken system of 
government bureaucracy. Each agency 
has an office of Equal Employment 
Opportunity. EEO is a farce ... an ab
solute farce . It ' s a government agency 
investigating a complaint on itself. It 
can't do so fairly or objectively. It can't 
and it won't. In ATF, there's wide
spread sexual discrimination. There 
was a definite sex bias by McGuire, 
and it has continued under Hartnett, 
against female agents and against ra
cial minorities, too. It's the leadership's 
mindset. They feel they ' re superior, 
above it all. The top echelons of ATF 
are primarily white and male. There is 
one Hispanic SAC that I know of. I 
think there's probably more blatant 
sexual bias than race bias. 
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SOF: What impropriety have you 
witnessed that most offended you? 

NH: Wanton destruction of prop
erty. On more than one occasion. 

SOF: Why do agents do that? 
XH: [a long sigh] I think the an

swer to that is locked in their minds. In 
their minds, it makes them look better. 
It generates more statistics in a way. 
For example, a man has 10,000 car
tons of material X. Five boxes are con
traband. But five boxes don't look like 
very much. If ATF destroys all 10,000 
cartons, though - agents declare them 
to be a hazard, whether they are or not 
- it looks much better on the stats. 
The same with firearms; you confis
cate one illegally converted firearm, 
along with a collection of 200 per
fectly legal firearms, to include col
lectibles and antiques. Those are all 
numbers. So the agent says, " You are 
a criminal now and, as a criminal, 
you· re not allowed to have firearms. 
We"re taking these in. We're going to 
check them to see if they 're stolen." 
Then the individual - even if he or 
she is not charged, or is charged and 
acquitted - has a battle royale trying 
to get back legal property. In this coun
try, if you have money, then you can 
have justice. If you do not have money 

- and I'm talking about tens of thou
sands of dollars - for an attorney, 
you're going to have a real hard time 
getting justice. Even if you have 
money, you may not get justice. Fed
eral agents investigating anyone hold 
all the cards and, very often, they will 
stack the deck to get what they want. 
Fighting the government can go on 
forever, and most citizens can ' t afford 
to pay a lawyer by the hour to wage 
that fight. The ATF has lawyers who 
don't do anything else. 

SOF: Let's talk about the Waco 
raid. You weren't there. But you've 
talked to people who were, and other 
people in ATF who know what hap
pened. What's your impression? 

NH: I feel that David Koresh was a 
dangerous person. He had a history of 
violence .... I'm not a psychiatrist ... 
but he had enormous mood swings. 
He was the quintessential cult leader; 
megalomaniacal. ... He's like quite a 
few others. The only law enforcement 
they recognize is the local sheriff, based 
on the fact that they consider a sheriff 
to be an elected official; therefore of 
the people, by the people. But given 
all that, the Waco raid was clearly a 
fiasco from start to finish .... The agents 
moving up on the compound were 

scared. A lot of them were prior mili
tary, some ex-Special Forces. They 
knew ahead of time that the raid had 
been compromised, that security had 
been compromised. It was discussed 
among them .... They saw media mem
bers with cameras waiting when they 
got there. 

SOF: Why, when they knew their 
raid plan had been compromised -
and they knew the number and type of 
high-powered rifles that were inside 
- did they go in so lightly armed, 
wearing soft body armor rated only 
for stopping handgun ammunition? 

NH: The raid commanders expected 
what they'd always gotten, that they'd 
flash a federal badge and everyone 
would roll over. In their hearts, they 
didn't think there would be any resis
tance. They thought everyone would 
roll over into the dead cockroach posi
tion. But I know some of the veteran 
agents had a gut feeling that things 
were going to go bad, and they tried to 
call it off. I was told there was dissen
sion in the ranks. They were told, in 
essence, 'Knock it off, we're going 
in. ' The commanders did not want it 
to appear that A TF had backed down, 
because if we turned around and put 
our tail between our legs, we'd have 
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egg on our face. ATF lead e rship 
couldn't stand that thought. Higgins 
and Hartnett would rather have A TF 
agents dead in the field - lying dead, 
face down in the mud, which is what 
happened - than have anyone think 
their agents weren't macho enough. 
That ' s wrong! It ' s criminal, abso lutely 
criminal! It shouldn't have happened. 
There were other ways. The search 
warrant could have been served with 
no bloodshed. They easily could have 
arrested [Koresh] in town . Quietly. 
Then called the news media. But that 
would not have as much media im
pact. It would not have the same sex 
appeal on Capitol Hill. It would not 
have the bravado and heroics. It would 
not show the ATF being the macho 
law and order agency, in the tradition 
of Eliot Ness and the Untouchab les. 
Because that's the image they love . 
Higgins and Hartnett are living in a 
fantasy land. And they' re willing to 
get young agents killed to li ve that 
fantasy. 

In a forthcoming issue, SOF con
tributing writer James L. Pate will con
tinue his coverage of the ATF with an 
interview of agent Nathan Hale re
garding his specific experiences within 
BATF ranks. 'X. 

FASCIST FREAK SHOW 

Continued from page 6 1 

pound full of Nazis. I took photos of 
what was quickly becoming a rea l car
nival sideshow . The whole time I felt 
like I was trapped in a rerun of Hogan's 
Heroes. Where was Sergeant Schultz? 
What happened to Colonel Klink? Fi
nally banished to the Russian fro nt? 

I don ' t really think the democratic 
process has much to fear from any of 
these people as individuals, but as an 
agglomerated group used by true poli
ticians for their own purposes ... they 
just might give the world one more 
thing to worry about. Oh, by the way , 
some of the "communists" did man
age to get through the police cordon 
surrounding the area. There was some 
screaming and rock throwing. Some
body popped off a bunch of signal 
flares . Then the cops fired off some 
tear gas and let loose the German shep
herds. Now, I don't know about you, 
but when policemen slip the leashes 
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on BIG German shepherds I quite in
stinctively run like hell in the opposite 
direction. The Nazis had a few (mi
nor) wounded and the "communists" 
supposedly had some people hospital
ized . Basically a good time was had 
by all , and the cops pulled down some 
major overtime. 

This all took place late Saturday 
afternoon and by chow time the Nazi 
ranks were starting to thin . As it got 
dark everybody had to line up outside 
to take part in the ceremonial speech
making. So, quite predictably , it began 
to rain. Somehow I got stuck up front 
in plain view and therefore was not 
strategically placed to slip away . I 
glanced behind me. There were maybe 
200 people left. Earlier that day I had 
estimated about 375, but Mrs. Mueller 
assured me she had a count of 530. 

A standard-bearer was holding the 
FAP flag, while Kurt Mueller read his 
speech for the next two hours, uninter
rupted save for attempts to sing some 
Nazi songs no one knew the words to. 
The guy holding the flag was really 
hurting. No one was going to relieve 
the poor bastard and I sure the hell 
wasn't. When this Triumph of the Dull 
was all over I looked behind me and 
there were maybe 50-60 people still 
there . For the remainder of the night 
everybody drank beer, sang (hummed) 
Nazi songs and generally became beer
hall putsch obnoxious. I retired up
stairs to doze unsuccessfully until 
dawn, in an attempt to hasten a depar
ture which didn't come soon enough. 

Sieg hell. 

Frequent SOF contributor, former 
SF medic and ongoing observer of the 
war in the Balkans, Rob Kratt took 
time from a recent trip to Bosnia to 
check out this anemic rebirth of National 
Socialism in a reunited Germany. X 

DEATH ON THE NILE 

Continued from page 65 

sin, I was reminded. Depicting the hu
man body was iniquity - I should get 
lost. The sheik represented the ideo
logical wing of the Muslim fundamen
talist upsurge that has spread through 
Egypt in recent years . There is also an 
armed wing. 

Feuding is a way of life in Egypt. 
Most men can use a rifle and the area 
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is stacked with arms . Muslim fanatics 
began optimizing this weapons fam il 
iarity resource last year. They started 
by just hitting a guard here, or a police 
officer there. Police retaliated with raids 
on houses and mosques. Attacks con
tinued, so the government's operations 
also grew. 

A massive official response came 
early last December, when 14,000 po
lice stormed into Gabber ' s Imbaba 
slum, uncovering arms and ammuni
tion while scooping up some 800 young 
men. "And many women," Ami na in
sisted. "Gabber's wives, too.·· 

Bloody Crackdown 

Then came a spectacularly bloody 
week this past March when htindreds 
of police cornered dozens of funda
mentalists in a series of countrywide 
raids. Extremists fought to the death. 
In one encounter, bombs were hurled 
down stairwells at police moving 
through rabbit-warren lairs. Another 
fight saw a militant use his wife and 
child as hum an shields. The police blew 
all three away. 

That week one witness told me he 
was in Asyut when police raided an 
apartment in the dark at 0300, yet the 
extremists inside chose to fight. Police 
only managed to end it 10 ho urs later 
by demolishing the entire apartment 
building with heavy arm aments -
burying militants and innocents in tons 
of rubble . Officially, 10 fundamental
ists died in the shootout. 

"The local people said it was much 
higher, and they should know,'" asserted 
my source, who attended an official 
meeting that morning before the all
powerful governor of Asyut as hand 
grenades exploded and shots were ex
changed just a few hundred yards away . 
"The governor ignored the noise! The 
official policy is that the police will be 
able to bring these extremists under 
control." 

While uniformed police captains 
like Tariq Sidhom, who showed me 
around the Cairo suburb of Abbasiya 
one morning, strap on genuine .40-
caliber Beretta pistols, their patrolmen 
have to work with 1960s Egyptian
made 9mm Helwan pistols (Beretta 
Model 951 clones) and old Port Said 
submachine guns (copies of the Swed
ish Carl Gustaf Model 45 B) . One won
ders how many rounds these worn 
weapons can accurately fire . 

In the tea shops, people say the un
derlying problems are economic and 
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polit ica l. Unemployed youths have 
been persuaded that "pure'' Islam will 
sol\'e all their fina ncial and social prob
lems. These kids are now shock troops 
fo r their teachers - who want politi
cal pO\\·er. Some say once you solve 
Egypt's economic problems, you will 
have so lve d the probl em of 
fundamentalism's appeal. 

My informant from Asyut scoffs at 
this notion: "Look, foreign-made au
tomatic rifles se ll for betwee n 2,000 
and 5.000 [Egyptian] pounds, or say, 
5600 to $ L.500 U.S. dollars. That ' s a 
fortune for a poor boy. If the funda
mentalists are just fighting for money, 
wh y don't they simply sell their weap
ons and retire? No. economics are n't 
driving these guys." 

He's right ; this is an anti-govern
ment urban guerrilla war, powered by 
fanatics who are taught that Islam mat
ters above all else. A paradise of wine, 
women and song awaits any man 
martyred in the cause of Islam. 

There is no sign of this war stop
ping. (As I \v rite, the news comes over 
that a small ti me-delay bomb has ki lled 
two policemen in Cairo's Attaba 
Square .) Egyp ti an President Hosni 
Mubarak claims the Ayatollah 's heirs 
in Ira n pay local fundamentalists be
tween $50 and $250 in U.S . dollars per 
explosion. Others say the body count 
has so far been low only due to the 
extremists ' limited weapons-handling 
skills and tactics under fire. 

Rumors persist that such skill lev
els are being upgraded by Egyptian 
Muslims returning from Afghanistan 
after training and fighting there with 
the muj. Maybe - the faxes transmit
ted to foreign offices in Cairo last 
March came from Peshawar. This sug
gests that both the ideological and mili
tary wings of Egypt's fundamentalist 
move ment have connections with that 
ancient city of intrigue. 

Egypt's government fans such ru
mors. "We've caught people who told 
us they got their training in Afghani
stan and came back though Sudan," 
Ibrahim said. "And this came not only 
through our investigation. When the 
judges asked them, they confessed the 
same thing. They said it before the 
judges." 

Well, I' ve watched these non-Af
ghan fighters in Pakistan. Quite frankly , 
I wonder what experience they got with 
the muj . My impression was that when 
it came to close-up critical fighting, 
commanders inside Afghanistan gen-
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era lly used their own regular people. 
Foreign volunteers, even the young 
men press-ganged from refugee camps 
in Pak istan, go t donkey wo rk th at 
could be done long-range. Correct 
me if I'm wrong. 

If their close-up fighting experience 
was limited, however, they probabl y 
did receive mass ive ideological train
ing. Ibrahim pointed out that this is a 
decisive factor : "If a man is ready to 
give his life for an idea like Islam, it is 
easy to say to him, 'You can now go 
and give your life for Islam in Egypt, 
in facing the government in Egypt! ' 

"And if their military training in 
Afghanistan was not so good, we are 
quite sure that there are camps in Su
dan where they get more . How to 
handle their weapons, how to escape, 
how to make a false passport. Differ
ent training that they need. The level 
of skill is not always high . But the way 
they operate they don't need a high 
level of skill. 

"We don't want this bloody con
frontation," Ibrahim assured me. "But 
we have no other alternative. Either 
there is a state or there is not. We will 
fight them until we crush them. We 
have prepared and organized ourselves 
for a long confrontation ." 

So have the fundamentalists, and 
they are improving. Eighteen days af
ter the explosion at the Wadi El-Nil 
cafe, militants detonated a bomb on 
the other side of Tahrir Square - un
der an empty tour bus parked outside 
the Nile Hilton, right next to Cairo 's 
top tourist destination , the Egyptian 
Museum. 

The Muslim extremists are now 
poised exactly where they want to be. 

A New Zealander who recently 
moved to Cairo to report on Islamic 
affairs, Len McGrane worked for a 
decade in Peshawar, Pakistan, where 
he authored "A ll Bombs Considered" 
for SOF 's March '89 issue.'X 

HUNGRY LIONS 

Continued from page 41 

the use of chemical weapons against 
the Kurds and the Shi ' ites. 

Clinton cannot deal with Saddam 
with a pacifist's slap-slap, shake-shake 
approach that all disputes are politi
cally negotiable. This was President 
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Bush's mistake when he stopped the 
Gulf ground campaign prematurely at 
the 100-hour mark instead of going for 
Saddam's jugular vein with a chain 
saw. Bush failed to understand how 
Saddam thinks. 

Saddam Kisses Butt 

"There are some trying to portray 
the anti-war past of Clinton as a matter 
of personal weakness, while we con
sider such a stand a mark of strength," 
Saddam told U.S. peace activist 
Ramsey Clark regarding Clinton ' s op
position to the Vietnam War. Under 
no circumstances should Clinton be 
sucked in by any Saddam charm of
fensive aimed at mending fences with 
the new guy in the White House. 

It doesn't take an Arab scholar to 
work out that Saddam is an absolute 
dictator, as mad as a hatter and the 
grandfather of all broken promises. 
Wolves in sheeps' clothing don ' t 
change. It 's impossible to have normal 
relation s with such an abnormal 
leader. Summing up the Kuwaiti 
view, Dr. Mahmood Y. Abdulraheem 
noted,"Saddam Hussein is like a dis
ease that must be cut out." 

Kuwait hotel manage r Greg 
Almeida, used as an Iraqi-held human 
shield, said that what Saddam now asks 
is: "Help me get back on my feet, so I 
can do it all over again. " 

Keeping the peace over the long 
haul will only be possible when Ku
wait and its Gulf allies can defend 
themselves. Kuwait can't remain a deer 
facing hungry lions, nor can it depend 
forever on the United States to rush in 
every time the neighborhood dictator 
roars, to save Kuwait from being his 
(or perhaps Iran's, somewhere around 
the end of the century) next meal. 

The grunts of 1st Cav, many of 
whom are damned mad that they must 
hold the Kuwaiti troops' hands to help 
them off their duffs, cynically joke that 
Kuwait's national anthem is Onward 
Christian Soldiers. 

The United States cannot keep 
troops outposted in the Persian Gulf 
forever - if we ever get smart enough 
to be oil-independent, it won't have to. 
The shrinking structure of the U.S. mili
tary, along with dozens more Somalias 
and Bosnias set to explode during the 
coming decade, means that the Gulf 
states must be prepared to at least ini
tially stand alone against an attack. 

Our thin fire brigades, which will 
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soon be stretched to the breaking point 
like a rubber band, will be all over the 
globe. Kuwait must work harder to 
defend itself and hammer out a NATO
like defense agreement with neighbor
ing Gulf states to train and stand to
gether. Only through their own united 
strength will they keep the peace. 

As America's most decorated liv
ing i·eteran, Col. David Hackworth 
sen·ed 25 years in the U.S. Army and 
awhored the international best seller 
About Face. Other credits include nu
merous contributions to Soldier Of 
Fortune and Newsweek. X 

I WAS THERE 

Continued from page 2 7 

position, to place fire underneath 
him. We could hear the console 
operator over the FM radio: He had 
trouble getting initial readings, but 
then his transmissions became a 
series of "mark, " "mark," which 
indicated positive readings from the 
detector. 

Suddenly, with no radio call or 
warning, the aircraft disintegrated. 
The main rotor departed and 
continued along the flight path, while 
the fuselage dove straight into 
the jungle . Initially I couldn 't 
comprehend what happened. My 
aircraft commander had glanced at 
the instrument panel, and when he 
looked up the sniffer was gone. 
"Where in the hell did it go?" he 
asked. I replied, "Break right, he's 
down, they must have gotten hit." 
Our crew chief said, "I have smoke 
at five o'clock." A few wisps of 
smoke could be seen rising through 
the jungle canopy. 

I put minigun fire around the crash 
site, while the aircraft commander 
made calls on GUAD (the 
emergency frequency) for any 
available ship in the area to bring a 
recovery crew, adding they would 
have to rappel into the crash site as 
there was no LZ. The closest slick 
was a 4th Division aircraft that said 
he was on a priority VIP mission 
and couldn't divert. 

Finally one of our company 
"Ghost Rider" slicks called that he 
had ropes on board and would stop 
by Oak To, pick up LRRPs, then 
join us. By now we were convinced 
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the sniffer had not been shot down 
but had probably hit a high tree, 
nevertheless we continued to put 
fire into the area. Two LRRPs 
rappelled in to discover th at 
everyone except for the co-pilot was 
dead; he died on the trip back to 
Oak To. 

Several weeks later we covered 
another 4th Division sniffer into a 
free-fire area east of Kontum. The 
first two or three runs were pretty 
quiet, then the operator had a 
constant stream of "marks" before 
the pilot started shouting, "I've got 
elephants on the trail , I'm going to 
180 [reverse direction with a 180-
degree turn] and take them with the 
door guns," and simultaneously he 
banked into a tight turn. 

We had been in a good covering 
position, but his unexpected turn 
caused us to overshoot and lose 
position. By the time we got turned 
around his door guns were working 
out. Apparently this irritated the 
elephant people as the sniffer's next 
radio call was, "Taking fire, I'm going 
in, going in," just before he smacked 
into a clearing, tearing the skids off 
the aircraft. We laid fire around the 
perimeter of the clearing and 
requested a recovery ship, which 
arrived within 10 minutes. The co
pilot and crew chief had taken hits 
and the aircraft was a basket case. 
After recovery was completed, we 
shot-up the elephant trail but didn't 
get any visible results. Tally for two 
sniffer missions: five people killed, 
two wounded, two Hueys destroyed, 
one WIA elephant trail. 

High-technology toys are ego 
enhancers; they create jobs for de
fense contractors and are very much 
in favor with the current generation 
of general officers, as witnessed by 
the proliferation of techno-toys on 
the AH-64 Apache and proposed 
Comanche. The problem is they are 
ungodly expensive, frequently un
reliable, normally impossible to 
maintain by a soldier in the field, 
and contribute virtually nothing to 
winning the battle. When is the Army 
going to realize that what the sol
dier, with the rifle and bayonet who 
ultimately must occupy the ground, 
needs to win the war is help from a 
simple basic gunship that can use 
its load-carrying capability to bring 
all the firepower it can pack, and 
an aggressive ass-kicking crew, to 
his fight. x 
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BATILE BLADES 

Continued from page 22 

retails with nylon sheath at a very 
reasonable $40. This lighter blade 
lacks some of the cutting ability of 
the ATC, but it's still capable of 
parting two 1 1 /2-inch manila ropes 
in one pass. Compared to the 
Carbon V blade, edge-holding ability 
and toughness suffer some, but one 
gets what he pays for. I was told by 
Cold Steel they have a quantity of 
ATC blanks in stock and intend to 
bring the heavier kukri back in the 
near future. 

Around the same time the ATC 
was introduced, Blackjack Knives 
(Dept. SOF, 1307 W. Wabash, 
Effingham IL 62401) countered with 
a knife they called the RCK 
(Reinhardt Combat Kukri). Designed 
by edged-weapon and kukri expert 
Hank Reinhardt, the RCK has a 
13 1 /2-inch-long, 3/16-inch-thick 
convex-ground blade of 400-series 
stainless steel, a Kraton handle 
and a heavy nylon scabbard. 
Blackjack is justly famous for their 
sharp factory edges and the RCK 
is no exception. The Reinhardt 

kukri performs nearly as well as 
the ATC on free-hanging manila 
rope, and the extra 1 1 /2-inch of 
blade length offe rs some 
advantage in heavy vines or thorny 
undergrowth . Like the ATC, the 
Reinhardt Combat Kukri is now out 
of production but there are a fair 
number still in the distribution 
pipeline. At a retail of around $190, 
Blackjack's Reinhardt kukri is worth 
searching out. 

Blackjack replaced the RCK with 
the BK&T (Becker Knife and Tool) 
Reinhardt kukri. Using the same 
13 1 /2-inch blade design as the 
RCK, the U.S.-made BK&T kukri is 
constructed of 1 /8-inch-thick 440-A 
stainless stock, sub-zero quenched 
for toughness. The handle is a 
Becker design, and the grip scales 
are made of Esta-Loe synthetic held 
on by three socket-head machine 
screws. A heavy leather scabbard 
is provided for carrying the knife. 
Suggested retail is around $50. I've 
spent considerable time cutting 
trails and clearing red-alder 
saplings from our tree farm 
with the BK& T kukri and have 
found that it stands up to ab
use surprisingly well . Sub-zero 
quenching seems to be every bit 

Only • 

as effective as Blackjack claims. 
At 16.6 ounces, the BK& T kukri 
makes a light, fast blade for 
chopping and slashing through 
undergrowth. 

Comparing these four knives , I 
would suggest that the heavier 
ATC and Blackjack/Reinhardt are 
best suited for use by those who 
expect to cut a lot of solid wood, as 
for shelter poles, raft logs, LZ 
obstructions, fuel and the like. On 
the other hand, the Cold Steel LTC 
and BK& T kukri make ideal trail and 
soft-vegetation clearing knives. 
Either pair wi ll handle the other's 
role if called upon, and all four 
would make effective close
combat knives. 

While the kukri may not be 
suited to all tactical situations, it is 
ideally suited as a compact military 
chopping tool and weapon. When 
combined with a design better
suited to Western users and made 
from modern materials , th is 
legendary knife becomes a real 
winner for the modern soldier. 

Steven Dick is a Washington
based knife writer and contributing 
editor for National Knife, The Blade, 
and Fighting Knives magazines.Y(. 
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SHOOT AND SCOOT 

Contin ued from page 51 

off the electricity and water, and are 
tryi ng to prevent food from getting in , 
hoping to break the resistance of the 
inhabitants. The populace is now be
ing forced to boil sewage for drinking 
water. The Serbs make a mockery of 
U.N. forces , closing the airport and 
stopping convoys whenever they feel 
like it. And all this while American 
and European political "leaders" bicker 
over whose fault and whose responsi
bility the war is and issue statements 
condemning the actions of just about 
everyone. It"s enough to make a grown 
man weep with frustration - or maybe 
take a rifle and go shoot a Chetnik. 

"Do Something About Those 
Snipers ... " 

Peering at the nearby hillside from 
the shadows of a blasted office in the 
parliament building, I recalled a com
ment made by a petite English female 
journalist in the Holiday Inn the previ
ous day. In a state of outrage and high 
dudgeon she had demanded that the 
Bosnians ... "Do something about those 

snipers. Why don ' t you go out there 
with land mines or Molotov cocktails 
or something and just blow them up?" 
Obviously not a military specialist -
few press people are, even in Bosnia 
- but I had to wonder if she knew the 
difference between an aircraft carrier 
and a foxhole. She was only going to 
be in Bosnia four or five days, and 
then she was going back and tell her 
readers "the truth about the war.'' Lucky 
readers. I've spent just over two months 
in the former Yugoslavia in the last 
two years, and I think only now am I 
finally starting to understand the situa
tion, even some of the nuances. 

As we started down the hundreds of 
steps from our viewpoint, we heard a 
single rifleman firing outside and went 
cautiously to a window. We could see 
his rounds impacting, one every 10 
seconds, on a red tile roof about 50 
yards away and considerably below 
us. The Serb fired 10 rounds at the 
tiles from his hide perhaps 200 meters 
away, and then stopped. I wondered 
what he was doing: He wasn't sighting 
in, as every shot hit the same place. He 
wasn't trying to kill anyone, since the 
house he was shooting was clearly 
abandoned . Maybe he just liked to 
make noise, or maybe he was bored 

and hoping to draw some counterfire. 
Given the state of the Balkans, it could 
well be that his great-grandfather had 
some complaint against the great
grandfather of the tile manufacturer. 
People are dying over there every day, 
for less reason than that. 

Major Robert C. MacKenzie is Sol
dier of Fortune 's contributing editor 
for unconventional operations. Yf. 

NAVY SEALs 

Confined from poge 47 

The current chief recruiter at 
NSWC, Senior Chief Boatswain 's Mate 
Don Gracia , recalled his own experi
ence: "My older brother John spent 22 
years in the teams. I had heard about 
Hell Week since I was 12 years old, 
and I thought I had some idea about 
what to expect. However, never in my 
wildest dreams did I think it would be 
10 times harder than what I imagined." 

Trying to describe Hell Week is 
"like trying to describe a severe bum 
to someone who doesn't understand 
heat," according to Gracia, and this is 
as close a description as I've yet heard. 
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Former SEAL Warrant Officer Don 
Boles went through training in an East 
Coast winter class back in 1960. Asked 
what he found most difficult about 
training. he responded: "The mind 
games - the instructors leading you 
to believe that the next 200 yards were 
the last and then running you for an
other couple miles, or complimenting 
us on how well we did a night prob
lem. then making us do it all over 
again at 0200. ·· 

Boles also has less-than-happy 
memories of January and February's 
wind , ice and cold water in Little 
Creek. My classes at Little Creek were 
in summer; while my fellow trainees 
and I paid our own price during the 
sweltering tidewater summer, I take 
my hat off to the 20 or so classes that 
underwent what we referred to as "Hell 
Week at Little Creek" during winter 
months. I can't think of anything worse 
than having to cope with the cold along 
with Bernie Waddell, Dave Casey, 
Tom Blais, Bob Gallagher and several 
other legendary hard-nosed East Coast 
UDT instructors. 

One common attitude developed by 
trainees as a result of Hell Week is a 
belief that they can almost literally do 
anything. This belief is at the core of 

the SEAL ethos and accounts for , 
among other things, three Medal of 
Honor awards and numerous Navy 
Crosses, Silver Stars and lesse r cita
tions earned by SEALs in Vietnam. 
(This belief also accounts, perhaps, for 
the fact that SEALs sometimes bite off 
more than they can chew!) 

Most SEAL trainees, when asked 
what they think is the hardest part of 
training, will immediately reply, "Hell 
Week." A recent BUD/S graduate, 
Petty Officer Kell y, noted," ... it was 
the long hours without sleep.·· Petty 
Officer Murphy, once a tall young man, 
cited, "carrying those rubber boats. I 
think I lost three inches in height! .. 
Trainees carry 350-pound rubber boats 
on their heads throughout Hell Week; 
tall guys definitely get the short end of 
the stick, so to speak. 

However, other graduates remem
ber times more difficult than Hell Week. 
Two SEALs, Seaman McKiernan and 
Seaman Lynn, insist Mount Laguna, 
where classes undergo training in long
range patrolling, map-read ing and land 
navigation, was the toughest part. 

McKiernan: " ... because of the 
walking, dehydration and always hav
ing to think. If you didn't think , you 
were lost." 

Lynn: " ... always having to think 
while you were battling terrain. At least 
in Hell Week we were told what to do. 
At Mount Laguna it was all up to us.·· 

Petty Officer Washington had the 
hardest time in "pool competency," 
during which time trainees are intro
duced to everything that can go wrong 
when using scuba: "The first time [he 
had his air cut off] I passed out and I was 
Fe1y apprehensive about the second part." 

" It was the long, cold swims that 
were hardest for me ," rec all ed 
Seaman Lana. 

Vicious Itinerary 

Many·s the time I've been asked, 
"What's a typical day like in BUD/S?" 
Of course, any trainee will tell you 
that any day in BUD/S is worse than 
the worst day anywhere else ("The 
Only Easy Day Was Yesterday" is, 
after all, the school motto) . However, 
a typical non-Hell Week training day 
runs something like this: 

0430 
0530 
0530-0700 
0700-0800 
0800-0900 
0900-0930 

Reveille 
Muster for PT 
PT and run 
Breakfast 
Classroom instruction 
Prepare for two-mile 
open ocean swim 
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0930-1130 

1130-1200 

1200-1300 
1300-1330 

1330-1600 
1600-1630 
1630-1900 
1900-2200 

Conduct open ocean 
swim 
Stow swim gear, 
clean up 
Lunch 
Prepare for firing 
range 
Small-arms training 
Clean weapons 
Admin time, dinner 
Night problem 
(rubber boat 
navigation/ portage, 
"sneak and peak" 
exercise, and 
so forth) 

Substitute "demolition field exer
cise" for "small-arms training," "ob
stacle course" or "five-mile beach run" 
for "open ocean swim," "dive tower 
orientation" for "classroom instruc
tion," or any combination of other vari
ables and you have a "typical" day at 
BUD/S, if there is such a thing. 

It should be made clear, however, 
that the multitude of skills taught in 
the program makes each day unlike 
any other. For example, one day the 
emphasis might be on conducting op
erations from small, fast boats, while 
the next day might see the class 
rappelling down a rock face. 

Let's use the "typical" day outlined 
above to illustrate the intensity of physi-

cal activity during the 32 weeks of 
BUD/S. As you can guess, morning 
PT is something more than a brisk 
constitutional. 

Here 's how a 15th-week PT might 
go: After 50 or 60 jumping jacks (or 
some variation thereof), the instructor 
will usually lead the formation in 10 
minutes or so of stretching and twist
ing exercises. These are followed by 
another 40 minutes of activity such as 
push-ups (anywhere from 100 to 300 
or more, done in increments of 40 to 
50 per set), "chase the rabbit," eight
count body builders, bent-leg sit-ups, 
"hello darlings," flutter kicks and pull
ups (the average trainee can do· more 
than 20 pull-ups by the end of training, 
with some able to knock out more than 
40). Other exercises might include the 
20-foot rope climb, specialized ab
dominal routines, "dive-bomber" push
u ps, deep knee-bends and neck
tougheners. 

After this modest "warm-up," the 
duty PT instructor, usually aided by 
one or more of his peers, leads the 
class on a beach run of anywhere from 
2 to 6 miles. The formal PT session 
doesn't end the day's physical activ
ity, however; at various times the class 
will negotiate the infamous SEAL ob-

stacle course, do a timed open-ocean 
or bay swim, or have a timed four
mile run. The intensity of PT is main
tained at a high level for the entire 32 
weeks and trainees are expected to 
show consistent improvement in times, 
repetitions and endurance. Failure to 
improve sufficiently results in the 
trainee being disenrolled from BUD/S. 

Into Action 

Then at the end of week 32 comes 
that glorious event called Graduation 
Day, which has to rank as the top emo
tional experience in the life of a young 
man who has endured the trauma of 
BUD/S. While graduation is truly a 
significant accomplishment for the new 
SEALs, their training has just begun, 
because (sometimes literally) the next 
day they fly off to Airborne School at 
Fort Benning, Georgia, where they 
qualify as basic parachutists. 

When they return to their new team 
assignments aboard the amphibious 
bases in Norfolk, Virginia, or Coronado, 
they enter an arduous (in some respects 
more so than BUD/S) six-month train
ing cycle, during which they build on 
the basic skills acquired during 
BUD/S. Only after completing this 
cycle are the "new guys" considered 
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to be fully qualified SEALs. 
But what does the world of naval 

special warfare hold for a newly quali
fied SEAL? For the next four or five 
years he can expect to be assigned to a 
platoon in one of the six SEAL teams 
located between America's two coasts. 
Then, depending on whether he is an 
officer or enlisted man, he may go to a 
variety of assignments stateside or 
overseas. 

Lieutenants and above may be or
dered to one of the two Naval Spe
cial Warfare Groups or to a fleet staff. 
Officers or enlisted men can be sent 
back to BUD/S as instructors, or to 
any of several Naval Special War
fare Units (NSWUs) located around 
the world (I was CO of NSWU-2 in 
Scotland, for example.). Until an en
listed man reaches the rank of Senior 
Chief or Master Chief, he can expect 
to be rotated into and out of opera
tional platoons for six-month deploy
ments every 18 months or so. It's not 
an ~asy life, but then no one said it 
would be. 

According to figures cited by 
Rear Admiral Ray Smith at a recent 
UDT/SEAL reunion, besides the 
roughly 500 SEAL officers and 1,600 
enlisted SEALs currently in service, 

Customs Co. 

there are more than 2,000 support per
sonnel attached to the SEAL teams in 
direct support. These include the small 
boat units, Swimmer Delivery Vehicle 
(SDV) crews and others. There are na
val special warfare units on Guam (re
placing those formerly at Subic Bay in 
the Philippines), in Panama, at 
Roosevelt Roads in Puerto Rico, and 
at Machrihanish, Scotland, with a new 
station planned for the Mediterranean 
Sea region. 

Whether called UDT/R, BUD/S or 
simply basic training, the incredibly 
strenuous program undergone by the 
SEAL teams and their predecessors -
the NCDUs, the Scouts, the Raiders 
and the UDTs - has remained re
markably consistent throughout its 50-
year history. What is even more con
sistent is the quality of its graduates. 
Today's SEAL is the best-trained mili
tary man in the world, someone that 
his World War II-era frogman ances
tors are justifiably proud of. 

The ancient Chinese military strat
egist Sun Tzu observed some 2,400 
years ago, "He who sweats more in 
peace bleeds less in war." Those words 
are truly epitomized by today 's SEAL 
operators and enshrined in the training 
program from which they come. The 

SEALs have proven again and again 
that they have "what it takes." 

Captain Larry Bailey, U.S.N. (Ret.), 
spent 28 years in the Navy, 27 of those 
as a SEAL, including three years in 
Scotland, two years in Panama, two 
years in Bolivia and three years as CO 
of NSWC. He is now an independent 
writer and consultant on military affairs. 

FOOTNOTE: Those desiring to 
learn more about the history of the 
SEALs are invited to visi t the 
UDT/SEAL Museum in Fort Pierce, 
Florida, located on one of the actual 
training beaches used by World War 
Il's NCDUs, UDTs, Scouts and Raid
ers. On display are relics and equip
ment from three wars and numerous 
shorter conflicts. SOF highly recom
mends this visit. The museum 's cura
tor, retired SEAL Senior Chief Jim 
Watson, gives a great guided tour. X 

PARTING SHOT 

Continued from page 7 7 4 

men, you've got the problem; he's 
normal. If you don't like having a 
"post pirate" share your foxhole or 
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enjoy listening to stories of anal 
conquests, then you need sensitivity 
training; he's normal. If you don't 
want to raise your family next door 
to a male ma.rried couple, check 
your attitude or move off-base; 
they're normal. 

Senior officers are now 
marshaling their arguments against 
lifting the ban. Among them: 

• The current military is not "gay 
friendly," and it is estimated that 
less than 1 % of the force is 
homosexual. Lifting the ban will 
make the military an attractive place 
for those attracted to the same sex. 

• Two-thirds of all AIDS cases 
are directly attributable to 
homosexual conduct. The military 
offers "infection to grave" AIDS care, 
and this will be another incentive for 
homosexuals to join. Unfortunately, 
military medicine is already strained 
to near the limit. 

• The military has an "on the hoof" 
combat blood bank. When the 
agents of AIDS bust the ban, what 
happens to the Army's portable 
blood supply? 

• Homosexuals are prone to have 
other problems. Studies indicate 
between 25% and 30% are 
alcoholics and homosexual men are 
six times more likely to have 
attempted suicide. In a survey of 
homosexuals conducted by the 
American Public Health Association, 
78% of respondents reported having 
had a sexually related illness. 

• Homosexuals are apt to be 
sexually compulsive. The Kinsey 
Institute reported that 43% of 
homosexual men have had sex with 
more than 500 partners (50 times 
the average), and more than half of 
their partners were strangers. 
Another study revealed that the fear 
of AIDS has only reduced the 
average number of different 
partners in San Francisco 
homosexuals from 76 to 47 per year. 

These are valid arguments, but 
at troop level the concern is 
personal. The real bottom line: Most 
soldiers don't want to shack up with 
homosexuals. We don't want 
Twinkle-Buns in our showers, in our 
tents, in our formations, or on the 
top bunks. We don't want Queer 
Nation enlisting on the buddy 
system. We want the few 
homosexuals that snuck in to 
behave or ship-out. 

Will lifting the ban be bad for 
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morale? It's already bad for morale. 
Read the letter sections of the 
military journals. Then read "Disband 
the Marine Corps" in the January 
issue of the Marine Corps Gazette, 
in which a Marine officer writes, "It 
would be better to disband the Corps 
than to see it dishonored and its 
virtues and values destroyed." A 
soldier asked me, "Is there any place 
that's like the United States used to 
be? Is there anywhere to go?" 

No. 
There's only one America. Its 

classic age was championed by 
flack-jacket knights with muddy 
boots. I'm not leaving the Army 
because I no longer love America. 
I'm leaving because my family 
obviously needs me more than my 
country and because my definition 
of "normal" won't change. Me and 
people like me stood up bravely and 
we changed the world. The Wall 
and The Curtain came down. End 
of mission. Others are now changing 
the world : Unnatural is good and if 
it works, tinker until it breaks. Maybe 
after the military regains its 
equilibrium, "It'll be better than 
before." Maybe. But not on my time. 
Time for my children. Time to go. 

Lieutenant Colonel R. B. Ander
son was patrol team leader with 
Charlie Rangers (the first in Viet
nam) and served again in Vietnam 
as an infantry squad leader in the 
Air Cav, for a total of 19 months of 
combat. Since his commission in 
1974, he 's held a variety of com
mand and staff positions. The uni
form he will soon hang up bears a 
Bronze Star with Valor Device, 
Combat Infantryman's Badge, Se
nior Parachutist Badge, Ranger 
Tab and Special Forces Tab. x 

ARMORED BRIGADE 

Continued from page 53 

The Brits ended up having to withdraw, 
because they couldn't get clearance from 
UNPROFOR for further action. 

The Lancers weren't happy about 
having knives pulled on their offic
ers, and word circulated to the HYO 
that the next time they saw the Rover, 
they would blow it away. The 
Croats knew the Rover's light armor 
was no match for a Rarden gun , 

so they decided to talk. 
The !TN producer sat down with 

the HYO commander at a meeting 
hosted by the Lancers. The HYO ex
plained that they would happily return 
the vehicle, now that they knew to 
whom it belonged, but that they would 
have to be "reimbursed for recovery 
expenses and repairs'' necessary to 
make the Rover operational. These re
pairs consisted of breaking the door 
locks, hot-wiring the ignition and weld
ing on a machine-gun mount. 

A sum was agreed on and the Rover 
was delivered , sans machine gun and 
with about a dozen new bullet strikes; 
there were also a few spent .50-caliber 
shell cases and belt links inside . The 
last time I saw that Rover, it was in 
Split, Croatia, on its way back to En
gland, and from there perhaps to North
ern Ireland, where it's safe. 

Chuck Fremont, a former Special 
Forces soldier, has spent several 
months as a journalist in Croatia and 
Bosnia since the Balkan war began 
in 1991. He is currently working on 
a book on the conflict. For more on 
this topic, see accompanying sidebar 
"Armed and Armored Press. " 
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ARMED AND ARMORED PRESS 

Unique among post and 
present wars is the widespread 
use of armored vehicles by 
journalists in Bosnia. Combatants 
on all sides of the conflict perceive 
the media as being biased toward 
the other side. No longer 
considered neutral observers by 
combatants, press people have 
been deliberately targeted and 
killed in greater numbers than in 
past wars. 

Ease of access also explains, in 
part, the growing numbers of 
steel and Kevlar-clod civilian 
vehicles in Bosnia. Unlike Africa, 
Cambodia or Afghanistan, where 
roads are scarce and gasoline 
scarcer, Bosnia has a 
comparatively well-developed 
infrastructure. Drivable - in some 
coses barely - roads and 
availability of fuel make it possible 
to drive to newsworthy locations. 
But those locations often 
resemble free-fire zones. 

In Bosnia, therefore, the well
equipped journalist will have body 

armor and a Kevlar helmet in 
addition to the usual cameras, 
notebooks and tape recorders, 
and he will be riding in an 
armored vehicle. 

During our last visit to Croatia 
and Bosnia, Colonel Brown and I 
had a chance to observe this 
"press armor" in use. The 
accompanying photos tell the 
story of this interesting footnote to 
war better than words. 

Note: We can recommend Tony 
Gothercole, a former British forces 
soldier leasing armored vehicles in 
Split, Croatia. Tony con arrange a 
variety of Rovers, armored sedans 
and even ex-British army Saracen 
APCs for the right money. An avid 
collector of military vehicles, Tony 
plans to be in Normandy next 
summer for the 50th anniversary 
of D-Day. Contact Tony at the 
Hotel Split, or through his office in 
England at 268-555-414. If you 
run into him, ask about the local 
drivers. Private ;oke, but it should 
be worth a beer. ~ 

- R. MacKenzie 

COMMAND GUIDANCE 

Continued from poge 3 

can embassies, the murder of 
American nationals on numerous 
occasions, the taking of American 
hostages, were acts of freelance 
terrorists rather than deliberate at
tacks on the United States by for
eign powers. 

The justification for maintaining 
this fiction has been that in the 
broader struggle with the Soviet 
Union, winning the hearts and minds 
of Arabs and Persians was more 
important than the lives of a few 
Americans. The bigger prize was 
the Middle East, and if the twilight 
struggle for it involved some civilian 
casualties, then the game was worth 
the candle. A decent regard for Arab 
and Iranian opinion was considered 
more important than retaliating for 
their terrorist excesses. 

No one ever said the game of 
nations was nice, but the folks who 
run the State Department seem to 
have overlooked two facts recently: 
1) The broader struggle with the 
Soviet Union has been won, and 
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2) Middle Eastern terrorists have 
continued to target Americans, even 
though the United States and the 
Soviet Union are no longer contend
ing for influence in the region. 

But if Saddam Hussein and/or 
the Iranian theocracy are attempt
ing wholesale murder in the United 
States, then it's time to get rid of 
them, regardless of their geo-politi
cal usefulness - even if it means 
sending an expeditionary force back 
to the Gulf. And it is better to do it 
before their surrogates bring down 
an office tower rather than after. X 

WACO 

Continued from page 75 

The attorney general said they had 
"hard evidence of recent beatings of 
the children within a week before the 
April 19th attack,'' Zimmermann re
called. "I challenge the FBI and I chal
lenge Reno to come forward with the 
evidence that there had been recent 
beatings, because Dick DeGuerin 
and I were in there within the 
final two weeks and we didn't see 

any evidence of that at all. 
"Both of us are fathers," 

Zimmermann noted. "We were look
ing for the physical evidence of the 
murder allegations that we were to de
fend . But the children were in those 
rooms and we saw most of them. We 
talked to some of them. You could tell 
by the way they were dressed and the 
way they were - you could tell they 
were well-fed, they were clean and 
they were well-adjusted. They smiled, 
they talked to us ... nobody shrank 
back from us." 

DeGuerin reviewed the 28 Febru
ary A TF assault for SOF: "The first 
gunshot was fired at David Koresh's 
head - and missed - by an ATF 
agent who was charging." Koresh "was 
at the front window. He saw these two 
cattle trailers behind pickup trucks 
roaring down the driveway at break
neck speed. You can imagine what 
these poor jerks in the back of the 
trailers were doing, trying to hold on 
for dear life, scared shitless. 

"And then the backs open up and 
the men start screaming out of there, 
screaming at the top of their lungs. 
Not screaming 'We're the ATF. This 
is a raid.' Just screaming. So Koresh 

stepped out on the porch, held up his 
hand and said 'Wait. Go back. There 
are women and children in here. Let's 
talk about this.' That was confirmed 
by a number of people who heard him 
say that. 

"The next thing is, a bullet hits right 
by his head," DeGuerin continued. 
"And then a fusillade of bullets was 
fired. There was the first one, a pause 
and then a fusillade of bullets." 

Zimmermann was adamant that the 
ATF's version - with Koresh smiling 
at agents through a partially opened 
door, then closing it as a signal for 
shooters inside to open fire - is a lie. 
"People have said to me, 'Can you 
believe the Davidians? How do you 
know?' Let me tell you what I saw," 
Zimmermann said. "I saw the two front 
doors, hollow metal doors, peppered 
with holes. How could they have got
ten there? 

"If you believe the ATF, that they 
walk out and say 'Federal agents, we 
have a search warrant,' and gunfire 
breaks out from the windows around 
them - totally opposite of what the 
Branch Davidians say happened -
why would they be shooting at the front 
door? What would cause that front door 

"0.S.S. Weapons" 
by John Brunner, Ph.D. 

Phillips Publications 
Box 1687, Williamsontown, NJ. 08094 

Phone: 609-567-0695 
Fax: (609) 561-4967 
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to be peppered with holes like that? 
Nobody is going to open the door and 
stick a rifle out if they've already be
gun a gunfight." Zimmermann also 
pointed out that the holes in the door 
stood in mute contradiction to claims 
by A TF that its agents observed a re
stricted-fire discipline and only fired 
at identifiable targets. 

Even while arguing that A TF fired 
the first rounds, Zimmermann gave its 
agents the benefit of the doubt by specu
lating that the opening shot was acci
dental, one in a long list of tactical 
errors: 'Tm supposing that they had a 
signal to start firing. Like any military 
assault, they have a signal to open fire. 
They had to have some signal to know 
when to start. David Koresh and Steve 
Schneider thought that, based on some 
media report that an A TF agent has 
given a statement which said as he 
came out of the truck ... he either 
tripped or someone hit his weapon and 
it accidentally discharged." 

This confirms what SOF heard 
within hours of the raid from a source 
close to A TF. (See "Gun Gestapo's 
Day of Infamy," SOF June '93.) "That 
is what most people I have talked to 
think caused the first round to be fired," 

Zimmermann added. "When you have 
a unit that is about to attack, you have 
to have some way to initiate fire if 
you're going to have control. 

One way, Zimmermann said, is to 
"blow a whistle. Another way, pop 
some kind of illuminating device. But 
more likely than not, it is to open fire 
... After the first round, (the Davidians] 
said it was only a matter of seconds, 
then all the fire started at one time. 
Like all 98 guys heard the first-round 
signal to open fire, and they started to 
open fire. 

"Dick [DeGuerin] and I were so 
eager to get into the courtroom be
cause the physical evidence supported 
what the Branch Davidians said hap
pened. Why would that front door be 
peppered with gunfire if it didn't start 
the way the Davidians said it did? lsn 't 
it more logical that the first guy has an 
accidental discharge, everyone else 
confuses it as the signal to open fire 
and the last person they saw was Koresh 
when he slammed the door shut and 
they opened fire at the front door? 

"Look at what the pattern is for the 
rouqds that impacted on the second 
floor," Zimmermann continued. 
"Thafs where the women and chi!-

dren were. And the A TF agents knew 
that. They had an operative in there -
they had several operatives in there for 
weeks and the Branch Davidians knew 
they were A TF agents. They were try
ing to convert them ... now, why were 
the A TF agents shooting into the sec
ond floor, where they knew women 
and children were? They killed one 
woman while she was sleeping." 

Sheila Martin and Catherine 
Matteson said they were both fired on 
initially after glancing out the upstairs' 
windows to see what the front-yard 
ruckus was about. Several nearby chil
dren were hit by flying glass. 

SOF was also able to confirm that 
one victim of the initial assault, Jaydean 
Wendel, had just finished nursing her 
11-month-old baby. Another woman 
took the infant from her to put in a 
crib. Wendell dozed off and was killed 
in her sleep by a bullet piercing her 
skull. One witness told SOF that the 
fatal bullet came through the ceiling, 
apparently fired from one of three gov
ernment helicopters flying overhead. 

"Steve Schneider said that th<l first 
rounds that were fired at all - the first 
time that they had any warning that 
anything was going to happen - were 

. . . 
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from helicopters,'' Zimmermann said. 
"I think it was a situation almost hap
pening simultaneously. There were five 
people killed [inside the building] in 
the morning ... 

Another church member, Mike 
Schroeder, was killed by ATF agents 
as he tried to enter the compound on 
the afternoon of 28 February. Of the 
five Branch Davidians killed during 
the initial ATF raid, at least three were 
unarmed: Perry Jones, Peter Gent and 
Jaydean Wendel. 

"There was another fellow who was 
killed on the top floor ... shot through 
the ceiling, hit while he was sitting on 
a bed," Zimmermann noted . "Another 
fellow told us he was down in the caf-

the 911 tape comes up and, guess what? 
Wayne Martin's on there, and what 
else do you hear? Here's Steve 
Schneider in the background. 

"I recognized Schneider"s voice, he 
has that Wisconsin accent. And he's 
saying, bigger than life, 'Here comes 
the helicopters again, they're firing 
again .' That was done in the first two 
minutes of the attack. You think they 
were that smart and clever, that they 
would invent this in anticipation of 
something coming out months later? I 
don't think so." 

Another Davidian, an Australian 
named Peter Gent, was shot by a 
member of the ATF's sniper team, 
which provided suppression fire from 

inside the farmhouse 
across the road from 
Koresh's driveway, 
the same house in 
which A TF's un- con
vincing undercover 
agents had been 
living. 

Vietnam veteran Jack Zimmermann 
glances over SOF In his Houston law 
office. It was Zimmermann who figured 
out that the government's supposedly 
"Independent" arson Investigator has 
had a long and cozy relationship with 
ATF, even attending the funeral of one of 
the agents slain at Mount Carmel. 

DeGuerin recoun
ted how witnesses 
reported Gent was 
working, unarmed, in 
the water tower. "He 
was scraping the sides 
of the tank. There was 
very little or no water 
in it. He heard all the 
noise, came up and 
stuck his head out to 
see what was going on 
and he was shot 
through the head. He 
fell within the water 
tower onto a platform. 

eteria and rounds came through the 
ceiling ... Was it possible that these 
rounds were fired downward by A TF 
agents on the compound roof? 

"We talked to the Texas Rangers," 
Zimmermann recalled . "This was be
fore the fire. The Texas Rangers told 
us there was no one standing on top of 
that [watchtower] roof during the raid. 
We saw the holes in the ceiling. Dick 
and I have investigated enough mur
der cases ... and I've fired enough rifles. 
These were exit holes coming down 
through the ceiling. 

"On April 4th," Zimmermann went 
on, "Wayne Martin told me, 'I tried to 
get some help out here ... I called 911 
while they were shooting at us.· I cau
tioned him to be truthful, because these 
911 calls are recorded. So months later, 
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"The people on the 
inside knew he was up there. They 
couldn't go get him. They finally got 
permission to go get him and bury him, 
and they did. He was just shot dead. 
There were a couple of others that were 
unarmed when they were shot. The 
ATF was shooting indiscriminately." 

Actually, the fire of some ATF 
shooters was deliberately aimed. This 
was confirmed by an SOF source long 
familiar with various federal law en
forcement sniper teams. This source 
was privy to a phone call wherein the 
leader of the ATF sniper team called 
the Federal Law Enforcement Train
ing Center near Brunswick, Georgia, 
and told an A TF instructor there how 
the team members believed they had 
killed six or seven Davidians during 
the first hour of the raid. Most disturb-

ing, however, was the team leader's 
admission that three Davidians had 
been unarmed when shot. 

Another Branch Davidian survivor 
who asked not to be named acknowl
edged that some people inside began 
to return fire: "People were running 
around everywhere, asking if anybody 
had any guns. Nobody had any handy. 
Most of what we had was new, still in 
the box. A lot of what we had had 
been carted off that morning to a gun 
show in Austin. The first guns that we 
broke out had no mags. We had a hard 
time for the first few minutes. We 
thought we were going to die, that they 
were coming in to shoot everybody.'' 

Dick DeGuerin on the 19 April in
ferno: "I think the tanks were the cause 
of it. Whether it was a lantern being 
knocked over, or a propane bottle, or 
the CS ... spontaneously ignited.'' 

Citing several military experts with 
whom he has conferred on the CS riot
control agent, Zimmermann said only 
one of the three types of CS is non
incendiary. Because it is not really a 
gas, but a finely powdered particulate 
that suspends in the air, all three types 
of CS can spontaneously ignite if oc
curring in a high-enough concentra
tion in a confined space that is ex
posed to open flame, in much the same 
way as grain dust in a silo or coal dust 
in a mine will sometimes ignite . 

Attorney General Reno ·s claim that 
only non-pyrotechnic CS was used is 
not true, Zimmermann asserted: "One 
of the falsehoods by the Department 
of Justice right after the fire was 'we 
didn't put [pyrotechnic] canisters in 
there because we didn't want to run 
the risk of starting a fire'. .. the survi
vors told us there was popping going 
off all over the place as these canisters 
exploded on the inside, and that they 
were injected with such force - they 
were cylindrical and pointed on the 
front end - that they pierced the 
Sheetrock walls." 

Was the fire deliberately set by the 
feds? 'Tm not ready to say that," 
DeGuerin said. "I don't have any evi
dence to support it. I heard a rumor 
that six or eight specially trained [men] 
were sent in to shoot people ... when 
you look at some of the wounds, they 
were not suicide wounds. Not typical 
suicide wounds. 

"David Koresh - front entry - it 
went in just over his left eyebrow 
and came out over his right ear. He 
was right-handed. His left hand 
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was disabled by a bullet wound 
to his left wrist. He had limited 
motion; he couldn't have shot 
himself with his left hand. 

He cou ldn •t have gripped tight 
enough to shoot himself. Possibly he 
could have worked the trigger .:. with 
his thumb of his right hand ... or twisted 
his arm around and worked the trigger 
- but it's not likely. That's not the 
typical gunshot suicide wound. A typi
cal suicide wound is through the roof 
of the mouth or the side of the head 
matching a victim·s dominant hand." 

Despit e repeated requests by 
DeGuerin for a copy of the medical 
examiner·s report on Koresh, the dead 
man ·s lawyer only received a copy af
ter sending a doctor to the laboratory 
to demand it. "They never agreed to 
it , .. DeGuerin said. "The rest of the 
forensics [on Koresh] have not been 
supplied to us . The medical examiner ' s 
office has not given the other reports, 
lab tests and so forth to independent 
pathologists. rve written them several 
times. rve never received an answer." 

DeGuerin thinks the fix is definitely 
on; that a fuJl-scale cover-up is in 
progress. The ATF's Waco raid "was 
a combination of wanting to make a 
good show for themselves ... for favor
able publicity," he said. "I don't think 
that they thought they were going to 
get resistance. They thought they'd 
have a nice little training exercise out 
in the country and [that] they had a 
bunch of religious nuts out there that 
were going to scream and fall down 
whenever the guys in the Darth Vader 
outfits jumped out of the trucks. 

"The A TF is a large, federal bu
reaucracy. Congress seems to go 
whichever way the wind blows and 
they look at this as do most people in 
the country - that a bunch of nuts got 
what they deserved. So those who 
would ordinarily investigate don't care 
too much about this .. . they don ' t want 
to associate themselves with defend
ing someone the general public doesn't 
understand. The ATF, of course, has 
their whole existence at stake. They're 
going to cover it up." 

James l. Pate is a former SOF As
sociate Editor and now a freelance 
writer. He has authored several ar
ticles in the past year on the Waco 
tragedy and on the ATF's overall ques
tionable law enforcement policies and 
inept bureaucracy.)( 
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meter readtng will continue to rise as the probe approaches 
the 1ransmitter 

We believe you w111 hnd the .. HOUND DOG .. out perlorms 
most other units selhng !or seve1 al 11mes the price Th ts item 
has been bu1ll since 1962 Each one is backed by a J·year 
warranty by us. 

Meter Calibrate 

SIZE .. t.6 x 24 x 8.2 INCHES $195.00 
USES A COMMON RADIO BATTERY 

Super Powerful 
FM TRANSMITTER 

Many tines more powerful than otl1er transmltm. 
Tr;insmits up to v. mite to iny FM rac!I> ·Easy to 
Assomblll Kl • up I> 9V battetY (not Ind.) 

' $19.95 
Col .07-725·1000 CJ( oend $195.00 ptua $5.00 shi!lPlng "" -
Dog and $19.95 and $1.00 llhil>Pi>g for FM Transmitter to US! 
Corp. P.O. Box SF-2052, Melbourne, Fl 32902. COD's OK. For a 
catalog ol transmltten!, voice - & other """°'8JltY Items 
- $2.00 to US! Corp. 

BULLETPROOF 
VEST 

Will stop the .357 Magnum, 9mm and 00 
Buck. Meets and exceeds "Threat Level 
Il-A" tested in accordance with the NJLECJ. 
STD-0101.01. Weighs 23/4 lbs. Ats easily 
under T-shirt. 

Front & Back Protector $220 
Detachable Side Panels $45 

Chest Trauma Plate $35 

Officially tested by the U.S. Government 
Edgewood Arsenal at the Aberd2en Prov
ing Grounds under the U.S. Department 
of Justice Standards. State height, chest 
and waist measurements. 

MATTHEWS POLICE SUPPLY CO. 
(a division ol David Mallhews, Inc.) 

P.O. Box 1754 Dept. SF 
Mallhews, N.C. 28105 

Ph. (704) 847-8793 00<: (704) 847-4447 
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PLASTIC KNUCKLES 
CUSTOM HAND PROTECTION 

~s"~s ~ ~P9E~~L 
EACH' FOR TWO' 

New product molds directly to your hand 
making a custom fitting hand guard. 

Excellent for self protection and martial arts. 
Send check or money order to: 

S.S.I., P.O. Box 404, Annapolis, MD 21404 
410-268-9609 - FAX 410-267-8055 
·~eose odd 75< ooddorp/h. f0<li1" ord<n $1.50 ooch f0< p/h. 

MD ros~enh plooso odd 5" sdes tax. 

LILE HANDMADE 

KNIVES 
"ARKANSAS KNIFESMJTH" 

Excellence since 1970 / 

Designer & Maker 
FIRST BLOOD & RAMBO 

Death wind 
Hunter or Military / 

Death wind 
Hunter or Boot 

Visa & Mascerc;ird ·also Lay-away 
2721 S. Arkansas Avenue 

Russellville, AR 72801 
501-968-2011 Fax 501-968-4640 

For over 65 years the ::::""._llliii._:....J 
Kaufman name has meant the finest 
in genuine military clothing, boots, gear, equipment 
and insignia! Police badges and patches 100! 

We specialize in genuine military items. Our I 00 
page fu ll color catalog is a blast to read and has been 
acclaimed by Presidents and Heads of State. 

Catalog costs $3.00. Refu ndable with first order! 

Name 

Address ------------~ 
City ---------------
State Zip 

1lf 1~u1~i111.N,o1.• 
~~ WES'I', ·~ 

AMERICA'S ARMY & NAVY STORE 
1660 Eubank NE · Albuquerque, NM 87112 

(505) 293·2300 ·FAX (505) 275-1441 

PRIVATE 
INTELLIGENCE 

SECRETS 
by James L. Drake 

Tricks of the trade compiled by 011er 100 
inte/l/gence agents/ Inside Information 

usually only known to detectl11es. 
INCLUDES HOW TO: 
Detect 1 Two-Wey Mlrro~. 

Protect Your Prlvecy, 
Find Out Any Per1on'1 
Bank B1l1nce, Find Mlulng 
Persona, Get A Non
trecHble Credit Card From 
Swltzerlend, Skip-Treeing, 
Auto T1lllng, Spot Lying G11tur11, 
Conduct Survelllllnce, Rem Bumed Documenll 
Thlll Hive Turned to Alh, Low Proflle Living, 
Stop Piper Tr1111, Perform Handwriting 
Analy1l1, and Much More - GET AN EYEFUL! 
Large 8'h x 11 formal, 112 pp., illus., quality softcover. 
$16.95 plua $2.50 P & H. (Flrat-c1 ... Mell $5.00) 
Callllog of Oll-B•t Booka 11.00. (Catalog Free With Order) 

Sold for informational purposes only. 

Money-Back Guarantee If Not Dellghted. 
ORDER YOUR COPY TODAY! 

Alpha Publications 
P.O. Box 308-H •Sharon Center. OH 44274 

Please send me __ coples of Private 
Intelligence Secrets at $16.95 each, 
plus $2.50 P & H, 1st Clau $5.00. 

Ohio Raolclonto 8dd 5l11 .. SMM tax 

Visa/MasterCard Welcome 
FAX (216) 239-1392 

N•m•---------- ----
Addr•H•-------------
Clty ______ _ _ State-21p __ _ 
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MILITARY 
NIGHT VISION 
RIFLE SCOPES 
BRAND-NEW $9951 ~~urif 
FROM ONLY • s&H 

Compare with U.S. units selling 
brand-new at $5,000.00 and more! 

Own the Starlight technology used 
by the KGB, Russian Commandos 
and Military for night surveillance and 
combat! Feather light; U.S. mount; 
adjustable windage & elevation; 
optional infrared il/uminator pin
points targets with invisible light! 

• 

Investigate 'f' 
our full line 
of superior
quality, low
cost Night 
Vision devices. 

30-Day Money-Back Guarantee! 
Use of this product for hunting & other I t::JS::). I 
activities may not be legal in your area ~ 

Californians add 7.75% sales tax 

Call Now: 1-800-54-NIGHT I I 
Hi'TEK VI _ 

490 El Camino Real , Redwood City, CA 94063 

This product is to be taken orally. 
No harmful side effects. 

S&K Performance Product Boron! 
Can dramatically increase your 

Testosterone levels up to 300%! 
Higher Testosterone means faster, easier muscl 

growth! Greatly enhance your physical 
appearance literally sculpting your own body with 

huge healthy, hard muscle. 
Get that lean awesome body builder physique 

now with one 3 month cycle for only $15.951 
If you are not completely satisfied 

with the growth you obtain within 15 days 
return it for a full refund. 

Money back guarantee! To get your 
super anabolic growth cycle from: 

S&K Performance Products 
re1 Order Now!!! '- -- ~ 
' __ :::~ . . $15.95+shipping VISA .I 

1-800-398-6946 
24hrs. 7 days a week 

C.O.D's welcome add $4.00 shipping. 
Check or money order send with 
$15.95+shipping and handling to: 

S & K Labs, 2637 E. Atlantic Blvd. Suite IOI, 

Pompano Beach, FL 33062 

SOLDIER OF FORTUNE 

LRIOllAIRES 
SURVIVAL 
BOOT KNIFE 

ONLY 

•1211 

Adel $1 .05 Hndl. 

Double edge 440 stainless steel blade. 
Full tang one piece construction. Leath
er sheath with quick release snap and 
metal boot/belt clip. Money Back 
GusrsntHd ff Not Fu/Iv SstisfitKJll 

WESTBURY SALES CO. DEPT BK-10-SF 
156 Post Avenue, Westbury, New York 11590 

z FORCE STUN 
GUNS 

Buy direct from manufacturer. Pepper sprays, personal 
alarms. counterfeit detector pens are also available. 

Assembled in the U.S.A. 

80.000V 80.000V 100.000V 120.000V 

Safety Technology 
1867 Caravan Trail #105 • Jacksonville. FL 32216 

(904) 720-2188 • Fax(904) 720-0651 

1-- • BRITISH DPM SAS SMOCKS 

- • BRITISH DPM PARA SMOCKS 
:::::..:::: •BRITISH DPM JACKETS ('68 PAT) >- • BRITISH DPM TROPICAL SUITS cc: • BRITISH WOOLEY PULL Y'S 

• BRITISH DENISON SMOCKS I c . BRITISH WEBBING PLCE, '58, '37 

_ • BRITISH DPM DESERT SUITS 

_,I · BRITISH RUCKSACKS 
-==: • BRITISH DRESS UNIFORMS 

-=::;; • BRITISH POLICE KIT 

-.- • BRITISH PARA/SAS 
_..__ BERETS/BADGES 

Cl>· BRITISH G10 ARMY WATCHES t== •BRITISH W.W. II KIT 

- ..,,.,. > cc: ~,,. ·' ...... 
a::ll 
I.LI 
::z:: -==> ::z:: , .. 
~ Orders dispot; hed by air moil £17.99 
'--""' per order Visa/ MC accepted. 
r------------, 

I 
Send far FREE calatalogue to : Silverman 's I 
(SOF), Mile End, London El 4PS. England 

I Phone 011-44-71-790-5257 I 
I 

Credit cord orders 0717-900-90 J 

Fox 011-44-71-791-0008 

I NAME I 
I ADDRESS I 
I CITY ___________ ~ I 

STATE/ZIP ----------L ___________ _J 

MOVING? 
----------------, ,----------------' , .. , .... __ _ 

PLACE LABEL HERE 

,,, .... -- .......... , 
I ' 

----------------: L----------------

MR/MRS 

Street Apt.No. 

City/State/Zip 

Phone 
Mail it to: SOLDIER OF FORTUNE Magazine, 

P.O. Box 348, Mt. Morris, IL 61054 

REFUGEE RELIEF 
INTERNATIONAL INC. 

There are still a lot of Nicaraguan refugees in 
Honduras. Our main activity the last few years 
has been sending medical and other supplies to 
them, and also to medical projects in Guatema
la and El Salvador. The need is still there. Too 
many people are dying for lack of simple medic
al care. 

Medical supplies of most types are sti ll 
urgently needed. We can't handle items that 
have to be locked up or refrigerated or bulky 
items of equipment. Checks and money orders 
are welcome. None of the funds collected go for 
staff salaries or other administrative expenses. 

Please send letters and checks to : 
REFUGEE RELIEF INTERNATIONAL 

P.O. Box 693 
Boulder, Colorado 80306 

Please send UPS and other packages to: 
REFUGEE RELIEF INTERNATIONAL 

C/O SOF Warehouse 
5735 Arapahoe Avenue 

Boulder, Colorado 80303 
All donations are lax deductible. Put a packing list with name and 

address of donor wilh each package, and indicate whether you 
wish lo be listed as a donor in SOF. 

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS: 
From time to time, we make our list of 
customers' names and addresses 
available to carefully screened com
panies to send announcements of their 
products or services. 
If you prefer not to receive such mail
ings, and want your name on our sub
scriber list only, please write us, en
closing your mailing label. 
Please address your request to: 

SOLDIER OF FORTUNE 
P.O. Box 348 
Mt. Morris, IL 61054 
Attn: Customer Service 
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Developthebodyyou'vealwaysdreamed ofhaving. ~ 
Add inches to your chest, arms, and thighs. Sculpt ;; 
your stomach, buttocks, and cal ves. The Body ~ 
Sculptor tones muscles, and relieves stress and 
tension. Adjustable electrical impulses work your t"'l 
muscles more effect ively than regular exercise. ;:; 
It ' s medically proven, effortless and safe! Use it at ::;. 
home, in the office, traveling, even while reading ~ 
or watching T.V. Results guaranteed in 30 days ::: 
I I ...... . f, ;:::;· 

Your unjt i nclude~ the follow jnw • 24 hr. cus.tomcr s~rvicc • > 
• Free AC wa ll adapter • Complete rnstructi oni-: • ~ 
5 year Iron-Clad warrJnty • Free Carry Case • 30 day trial period ~ 

A. BM- 1004, 6-pad mode l w/AC adapter, $2 19 :: 
B. BM- I 006, 8-pad model w/ AC adapter,$259 ~ 
C. BM- 1008, 12-pad model w/AC adapter, $359 ;:; 
D. BM-10 12, 16-pad mode l w/AC adapter. $459 
E. BM- 1014, 18-pad model w/ AC adapter, $499 ;.... 
•Add $10 for ship. & handling • CA res. add 7.75% tax• ::: 

Call Now For Immediate Delivery! 
1-800-428-7825, Ext. 33 (U.S. & Canada ) 
or send checklmoney order to: David Steele 

64 Lehigh Aisle, Irvine CA 92715 

Americas Poster Girl 
LEAH 
TWO FULL 
COLOR 
22" x 27" 
Limited 
Edition 
Posters that 
captures all 
the beauty & 
sensual power 
of one of the 
worlds most 
gorgeous 
women. 
GUN, GIRL '----'"'-----',__ _ __..... 
AND POSTER - ALL AMERICAN 
MADE! Order yours today at the 
unbelievably low price of $9.95. S & H 
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included. 
Indicate 
which poster 
and quantity 
of each you 
want. 
Send check 
or money 
order to: 

APG Prod. 
(Dept. F) 
P.O. Box 

5477 
Mesa, AZ 

85211 

K·ZF84 
MILITARY 

RANGEFINDING 
RIFLESCOPE 

• 6 POWER OR 10 POWER 
• NATO SPECIFICATIONS 
• BALLISTIC CAM SYSTEM 
• OTHER RETICLES AVAILABLE 

SPECIAL FFL PRICING AVAILABLE 

lt!al,le$ 
P. 0. Box 81071, Warwick, RI 02888 

1-800-7 KAHLES • 401 -946-1922 

,45.ACP, 
.40S&W, 
.381uper, 
9mm, 10mm. 
Auto-Ordnance 
has a complete line of 
I 911 Al pistols in assorted 
models and calibers. 

Chicken S[ick Clironicfes 
The Beak Goes On 

Saturday Night Live 
in PRINT! 

Here's a newsletter to explode some 
political beliefs! Care to be educated 
to the RIGHT? Care to edify some 
of your left of the fence friends? Then 
this newsletter is for you! 

One year subscription (9 issues) 
only $20.00. Give a gift subscription 
for only $16.00. 

hickenS!ick576AztecDr.Boulder,C080303 -----------Name ____________ _ 
Street ___________ --! 

City _____ St __ Zip __ _ 
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At Your Command 
Take charge with U.S. Cavalry's high-quality 

1 military, outdoor and advent ure merchandise. ' 
Over 100 full-color pages including official mili- 1 
tary uniforms, knives, survival and camping 
gear, working collectable firearms, target practice 1 

1 aids, personal protection devices, binoculars, 1 

and much more. For a catalog, send your name, 
address and $3.00 to: . 

I Name: ___ _________ _ 

1 Address:-- ----------

1 City:--------------
State: ______ Zip: _____ _ 
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Introducing the NEW! 
Ml 7S .223 .BULLPUP RIFLE 

by Bushmaster 
(UFJ/Quality Parts Co.) 

2 Rifles in one 
International Match Accuracy/Entry Weapon "Bullpup" Design 

Lightweight 

Heavy Duty 
"Weaver Type" Base 
7075T6 Aluminum 

Hard Anodized 

Unique carry/charging 
handle design using 

43% glass filled nylon 

All Steel Surfaces 
U.S. Mil. spec 

MMgaoo" \phated 

Upper Recejyer -~ 7075T6 
Hard Anodized Aluminum 

U.S. Mil. Spec 

\ ~\~\/ 
/Accepts all AR/M16 J ~ 

Flash Suppressors/Compensators ~ 

Hinged Push Pin Takedown 

Gas System 
Stainless Steel Fixed Piston 

Self Compensating 
(Operates over a wide range 

of ammunition variations) Accepts all 
M16 Magazines 

~'--~~~~~~~~~~-
' Match Barrel Length 22" Chrome Moly Vanadium 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: The IBUS M17S "Bullpup" is 
a gas operated short stroke piston, self compensating, 
semi auto, air cooled, lightweight magazine fed rifle. 

TECHNICAL FEATURES: 
Caliber 5.56mm (.223 cal) 
Overall Length 31" 
Weight (empty) 6.6 lbs. 
Barrel Chrome Maly Vanadium 
Barrel Length 22" 

Overall Length 31" 

Special 

$689.99 
Rifling 6 grooves, R.H. 1 in 9 twist 
Muzzle Velocity 3,1 00 fps (approx.) 
Chamber Pressure 52,000 psi 

Sugg. Retail 
Rate of Fire 45 rounds/min. 

Distributed by: 

Orders: P.O. Box 1479, Windham, Maine 04062 
Order by Phone 1-800-998-SWAT 

Order by Fax (207) 892-8068 

Last Round 
Bolt Catch 

Ambidextrous 
magazine 
release 

MADE 
WITH 

PRIDE 
IN 

THE 
U.S.A. 

Max. Effect Range 600 yds. (point targets) 
Maximum Range 3,665 yds. 

$975.00 
Inquiries: 999 Roosevelt Trail, Building 3, Windham, Maine 04062 

Phone (207) 892-2005 

NEW TOLL FREE! 1 ·800·998·SWAT 
ORDERS ONLY 
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CLASSIFIED 
~~<) 

CURRENT REQUIREMENTS - 2.00 per word per 
insertion - 54 0.00 min imum. All ads MUST BE 
PREPAID. Ad copy must be typed or written clearly with 
authorizing signature. a telephone number (for our files) 
and full payment. Advertisers offering information packets 
lor a fee must send sample of packet (packets will not be 
returned) . Name. address and telephone number are to 
be included in your word count. EXAMPLE: P.O. Box 
693 = 2 words: 80306 = 1 word . Abbreviations such as 
DI. SGT. 20mm. U.S. count as one word each . 
Hyphenated words and telephone numbers are counted 
as two words. No personal services ads accepted . We 
reserve the right to refuse. delete or change any copy 
which we determine to be objectionable. Mail classified 
ads with payment to SOLDIER OF FORTUNE. Classified 
Dept .. P.O. Box 693 . Boulder. CO 80306. 

READERS OF BOTH DISPLAY AND 
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING ARE ADVISED 
THAT SOLDIER OF FORTUNE MAGAZINE 
DOES NOT VERIFY VALIDITY OF EVERY 
ADVERTISEMENT AND ·QR THE LEGALITY OF 
EV ERY PRODUCT CONTAINED HEREIN. 
SHOULD ANY READER HAVE A PROBLEM 
WITH PRODUCTS OR SERVICES OFFERED 
BY AN ADVERTISER. HE SHOULD SEEK 
ASSISTANCE FROM HIS NEAREST POSTAL 
INSPECTOR AND ALSO CONTACT OUR 
ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT. SOLDIER OF 
FORTUNE DOES NOT INTEND FOR ANY 
PRODUCT OR SERVICE ADVERTISED TO BE 
USED IN ANY ILLEGAL MANNER. 

NOTICE TO READERS 
SOLDIER OF FORTUNE Magazine is a 
magaz ine of national and inte rnat ional 
distribulion. There may be products lor which 
sale. possession or interstate transportation may 
be re-stricted. prohibited or subject to special 
licensing requirements in your state. Purchasers 
should consull the local law enforcement 
authorities in their area. 

APPAREL 
EMBROIDERED EMBLEMS. ENAMELED PINS. YOUR 
DESIGN. Free booklet A.T.PATCH CO . . Dept 133, 
Littleton. NH 03561 . (603) 444-3423. FAX(603)444-2371. 
(192) 

SPECIAL FORCES TIGERSTRIPE UNIFORMS, 1968 
Vietnam Pattern worn in "THE GREEN BERETS" NEW 
$72.00: Matching Boonie Hat $16.00. A.H.A. . Box 21606. 
Denver. CO 80221 . Mas1erCard & VISA Accepted' (192) 

FOREIGN CAMOUFLAGE! Auslria. Germany BGS. 
Britain. France. Czech., WWII. Snow+ more! Send $1.00 
for catalog: WWM, 13017 Wisteria Drive #331SF. 
Germanlown. MD 20874 (200) 

MILITARY UNIFORMS FROM 50 COUNTRIES! Newly 
updated Catalog of Rare & Unique Military Camouflage 
Uniforms from around the world. ONLY $1.00. A.H.A.. 
Box 21606, Denver. CO 80221 . (192) 

BOOKS & PUBLICATIONS 
MEN OF ACTION AND ADVENTURE - Paladin Press 
has been described as "the most dangerous press in 
America.· Millions of sat isfied readers d isagree . 
Outrageous and controversial books and videos on 
firearms. exotic weaponry. unconventional warfare, new 
identity. espionage and investigation , privacy. action 
careers and more! To order our 56-page catalog send 
$1. 00 to: Paladin Press, Box 1307-3GST. Boulder. 
Colorado 80306. (303) 443-7250 (194) 

SLICK WILLIE WIRE · Quarterly newsletter featuring 
Clinton clin kers. critiques . and crossfire. $15.99/yr 
subscription. To receive a free sample, call 1-800-45-
SLICK. (193) 

THE ANARCHIST COOKBOOK IS NOW AVAILABLE 
AGAIN! Complete. uncensored edition. Send $25 to: 
Barricade Books. PO Box 1401-Z, Secaucus. NJ 07096. 
(206) 
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5G88~ 
Mk:k Tyner 

Wirf does Tlrt Spook Boak remain a bestseler 
lour years after rts introduction? Simple. It's the 
only boo!< that exposes T efton-coated bullets, re
aming inei1 grenades. ti1anium warheads. hyper
secure encryption. llld<et weapons. clandestine pyro 
exiJOse. wearing a v.ire. defeating alarms. sur· 
vetllance photography, computer viruses. scram
bling/desaambl1ng. unrasonic weapons & more! 
8.5x1 f . 258 meaty pages, a tresh & lucid look at 
FO<t>dc!en Technology' $33 domestic poslage paid. 
Regis1ry Dis1ribu1ing. 200 Union Blvd. Sune 430. 
Denve<. CO. 80228. Sold only to inform. 

SPY SUPPLY LARGEST 
SPY 
CATALOG 
INTHE 
INDUSTRY 

AMERICAN 
EXPRESS 

ACCEPTED 

432 Pages of stuff too hot to handle for local 
stores! Unique and unusual security products, · 
surveillance, countermeasure and micro video 
Items. ORDER TODAY! 

•Jesus is Lord' 
1-800-544-4n9 or 813-653-9568 

Send $35.95 Plus $5.00 Shlpplng!Handllng 
SPY SUPPLY CATALOG 

1335-F Br1ndon Blvd., Sta. 188, Brandon, FL 33511 

U.S. MILITARY INSIGNIA 

• 

1940 through Current § 
Large Catalog, $3.00 

' Box 3133 •SF • Naples, FL 33939·3133 

. SAUNDERS 

ORIGINAL COMMANDIERSKI 

SOVIET MILITARY 
WATCHES~ .. 
•ACTUAL TIMEPIECE /·-9"....~ 

WORN BY THE e ?'"° ~ - , 
SOVIET { 1 , 12 · e MILITAR Y , '. · 11 1 

• 17 JEWEL 1Qy--r· 2 j~ 
MOVEMENT ! l l 

• H20·TIGHT : 9 2~J I ' 
TO 150 FEET . ·. ~ 

• CERTIF . OF 8 * 4 fp 
AUTHENTICITY 7. ~- 5 f' 
I NCLUDED e ~ 6 . 

ONLY ' -<i~-:-· . • /.e 

$69.95 -·-· 
+ $4.50 S&H 

1·800·428·7825 ext. 313 
MORO INTERNATIONAL .... 219 BROADWAY 
SUITE 307 .... .... .. LAGUNA BEACH, CA 92651 

BEA11NG RETREAT (60 MIData) 
VHS ONLY $39.95 
BJ die mused buds oldie 
Ro,.i MartDes. A spectacalar 
roasllls performaace. 

BRmSH REGALIA IMPORTS 
Deputmaat6 

P.O. Ba 50473, NaPYllle, TN 37205 

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF REVENGE - NOW IN SOFT 
COVER - The Most Devastating Manual Ever Published! 
Over 1000 Entries. Completely Cross-Referenced. It 
would take 15 books to Equal the Information Jam-Packe-d 
in this Giant 8 1/2 x 11 Volume. $19.95 plus 53.50 
Shipping/Handling to: ANCHOR PUBLISHING, P.O. Box 
2630-R. Landover Hills. MD 20784 . Visa/Mastercard 
orders call 24 hours. (800) 448-6280. Dealer Inquiries 
Invited . (192) 

BOOKS ON AFRICAN WARS, hunting. politics. Catalogue 
$2 write: Lemur Books. P 0 Box 1645, Alberton, 1450, 
SOUTH AFRICA: Fax 011 -869-0890 (200) 

I #102 NATO 
MILITARY 

3W' Stainless 
blade. Front open· 

ing, last lever-action. 

#104 THE GODFATHER. 
Stiletto. 4" ligitning-quick 

side open stainless steel blade. 
Lifetime Mooey-Back Guarcmtee. 

1order 2 kn ives & get FREE! Swiss Army Knite 1 
I Check or M.O. to PERFORMANCE KNIVESI 
I 1202 Lexington Ave (Rm 192) Dept S-10, NewYor1< 100281 

1
1 Limited offer. ACT NOW 1-800-324-43711 

-----------------J 
W.W. II COLLECTORS 0\ I IC tl0.000 111 ""' 

H1t1·8adgn·Medll1of111 N1Uon1. 
U.S. Oftleer'1 Cap (new !rum 

, o~gln1t U.S. m1ker), tin wit~ 

·=~~·~-~~~=~ ~11~~s1;~".1:?, 
M. or Lg .....• .• . • sea.co 

Send $2.00 for our complele 
list (Free with order) . 

W.W.#2 Ltd .. Box 2083-T. St. Louis. MO 1311511 r i;c;.;;; iu;; i 
1 repair expert! 1 
I I 
I Professional- I I level home study I 

trains you to do 

I expert work on all kinds of I 
firearms. Call today for free I literature: SOG-223-4542. I 
Name _ _____ _ 

I Address Phone I 
I 

Cit)'. State __ Zip 

1 Schooi of Gunsmithing, Dept GLl 71 
I 6065 Roswell Rd., Atlanta, Georgia 30328 I ._ ________ ... 

The "Gun-Slinger~! 
~l'Jlau:1t011 .. /'f/11 111J tD '1J" Al it 1Ul~lt, ifl' fl 4l! dl1J SJ ,Uit'11J 

SWITCHBLADE-AUTOM ATIC KNIFE COLLECTORS, 
"The Automatic Knife Resource Guide and Newsletter". a 
unique publication for the automatic knife enthusaist, 
NOW in it's SECOND YEAR! Terrific photos. in-dep1h 
articles, maintenance and repair tips, the LA TEST trends. 
resources for all kinds of automatic knives. free classified 
ads and MORE! Send $1 0. for single issue or $30. ($36. 
Foreign) for one year {4 issues) subscription to: "THE 
NEWSLETIER", 2269 Chestnut Street Suite 212-SO. 
San Francisco. CA 94123 USA. Phone/FAX: (415) 731-
0210. (192) 

SAVE MONEY ON MILITARY BOOKS! Join the old war
horses who read Flashpoint: Military Books Reviewed by 
Military Profess ionals . Hard-hitting appraisals from 
America's top military journals. Sample: $2.00. Gecko 
Press. 5820 West Peoria. Suite 107-54. Dept-SOF. 
Glendale, AZ 85302. (192) 
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• Your spirit of a~venture , danger, and 
~ . ~-- self reliance can lead you to an excit-
:." .... ,,. -..:. ing career opportunity. Solve myster-····~: dlAV. ies, bring criminals to justice , protect 
USE ·· ~~.. the innocent. Experts· guide you every 
SECRET step of the way. Men and women 
EQUIPMENT needed to work in challenging situa-

=:~1e• :,1:~=~•. i\ltions, withstanding hard~~ips , 
lritfuu f.s.,MN1, u 1 . make on the spot dec1s1ons. 
ltetsttn, Lldl•ldl a.a. i Learn the lates t investiga-
"lt1·'1rttl Vtdl, lttnirlll . . . . 
lltlilt k•,.•· RINtlll•t .! ;, uve techm.ques usmg specia l =::•-"Ii .. ••. · law enforcement equipment 

..... . . . the same equipment 
used by the FBI, the CIA, and the Secret Service. Start1 your 
dwn investigative agency. Save up to 25% and more un all 
equipment. Send for free details . 

Approved by Calif. D•pt. of Public /NJll"llCI. 

TME ROUSE SCHOOL of Special Detective Training 
r Dept SG310 P.O. Box 25750. Santa Ana CA 92799 , 

I I I. • ..._ __________ ._, 
I Mllroa I 
L~~!!-----------;.t 

~ :. -:; N~~-=~·]i 
r • The Complete Set IN STOCK all•. 1137.00 Wt pay pool8ge 

Send $2.00 for our complete 
list (Free w ith order). 

W.W. #2 Ltd. Box 2063F St. Ltluis, MO 63158 

BIG 

PRIVATE 
INVESTIGATOR 

"Clue" Into big profits, excitement, Intrigue and adventure 
with your own P.I. business! 1100.000 a year or more made 
as your own boaal Amazing one-or-a-kind business 
home-study course tells all! Train to be part of the fastest 
growing profession in the country. Quickly learn: * How to get on the "fast track" to big money 

* All fundamentals of private investigation and 
surveillance 

* How to start your own detective agency 
* Where to buy state-of-the-art electronic detection 

equipment 
* How to operate from home, no investment required 
* ID Card & Diploma awarded! 

Free Information: 
UNITED STATES ACADEMY OF 

PRIVATE INVESTIGATION 
P.O. BOX 2133 

OEPT. INVESTIGATIONS (SF 

SKELETON KEY 
FITS MOST LOCKS 

(boltlocks, doorlocks. & some padlocks) 

Amaze Your Friends 
With A Lock Picking Demonstration. 

You get 3 sized tension keys, the slide pick, precise instructions, and 
Much More. Note: this device is to be used for demonstration 
purposes only! Satisfaction Guaranteed or Full Refund. 
For FREE Info & Ordering 24 lus, Call NOW 1 (717) 656-1602 
Safe Marl<fling • 90 W. Mmlgonery Av NoJ66.5F • Rockvile Md 

RECON MANUAL • B-52"s TIPS OF THE TRADE -
Excellent combat tips written by the MACV-SOG Specail 
Forces Recon Detachment. Dynamite combat knowledge 
firsthand from Vietnam. $5.95 to: S & M PUBLISHING. 
P.O.BOX 25036. Fayetteville. NC 28304. (193) 

WELDING WITHOUT ELECTRICITY? You bet! An 
alternative to oxy/acetylene welding and the survivalist. 
$5.00 cash/m.o. to POWDER KEG PRESS, P.0.Box 555. 
Willis. TX 77378. (192) 
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WAR STORIES 
LISTEN TO THRILLING ACCOUNTS OF 
INTERNATIONAL HIGH ADVENTURE 
TOLD BY THOSE WHO LIVED THEM 

CALL 

1-900-446-7604 
A NEW STORY IS PRESENTED EACH MONTH 

2.00 PEA MINUTE CALLERS MUST BE 18 YEARS OLD 
FOR A J MINUTE CALL PRESENTED BY ZAMBEZI ENTERPRISES 

LOS ANGELES CALI FORNIA 

SURVEILLANCE 
SHEn'OOD - 1be first name In swvelllmce 
equipment Complete Une of lnvesllpllve, 

rommunlalloos a oountermelSUl'es equipment 
mlTAl:f 1D llJIJllUAllCI ..:IAUlll 

- aHlll1MC'AnONI AllOCli'l'll, in. 
PO._'"" II 1 i , PU"'6 

(Hf)S'7_,.., 

W~C!JWlDIDf? G I SUPPLY 
R.D. #10 BOX 10419, NEWTON, NEW JERSEY 07860 

COM BAT For~ito!3~1og1 

ASSAU LT VEST 
Woodland Camo s9900 

5.56mm/7.62mm/9mm SMG 
6 large pxlte\S t()ld 12 30 rll 
S.56 nm magvmes. 12 762fMl 
a 12 91Ml SMG. 2 CheSt 3Ctt:s· 
sory pockets 2 laroe 1ns1lle 
pxkets tdd 12 rTlOle maoazmes. 
kr.le.pis101.etc. A1tachlnopoin1s 
on back ror Ahce Gear. OUICk 
1elease WCkles 0"' size lits J1l 

lllDElllUi IUTIUCTlllllS: IMty llrMr. ,enml 
clltch tr '1111 & IUlll C114 91141y ""'' ... IO 
COD't. lll .. fthdlH II 110% 11arut1d. b1lilttl1 
ti .Uuh. Kl .. M 114 P11tt1 llt1 10 S'ilo llr 1WJJ11t. 

PENTHOUSE MAGAZINE: 12 issues : $36.00. 
Introductory BONUS: 24 additional issues: NO EXTRA 
CHARGE' SAVE a whopping $72.00' Send payment to: 
THE MAGAZINE MANIAC. 400 Hyde. Suite 703-S. San 
Francisco. CA 94109-7 446. Questions: 415-4 7 4-3358. 
(Magazines make great Christmas Gilts .) (192) 

INTERNATIONAL DEFENSE REFERENCE GUIDE - 50 
page pocket handbook listing 1 OOO's of military acronyms. 
systems. aircraft capacities. conversions. frequency 
spectrum and more. $5.00 TAOS Industries. 1019A Old 
Monrovia #264. Huntsville. Alabama 35806. (194) 

THE OPPOSITION RESEARCH HANDBOOK: A Guide 
to Political Investigations. Just published. nothing like it. 
Learn how to dig up dirt on politicians. Investigative 
manual. 114 pages. checklists. forms. sample letters. 
Send $23,00 ppd. to: Investigative Research Specialists. 
Dept SOF. 1390 Chain Bridge Rd .. Mclean. VA 22101 
(192) 

SURVEILLANCE METHODS, unusual money-making 
ideas. Catalog $2.00 (credited) . EXCELSIOR UNUSUAL. 
3-1750 The Queensway. Ste. 525. Elobicoke. Ontario. 
Canada M9C 5H5. (192) 

STOP CANINE TERRORISM NOW! 
NEUER FERR GURRO OOGS,W !LO DOGS, 
RABID DOGS, TRACKING DOGS RGRIN! 
KEJlCXNAllir.S, COMMANDOS, SURVIVALISTS , 

Dl.LIYr.11.YMl.N, AND POS'?MEN, 

___ _ B<CON< A DOG FIGHTER! 
STEP BY STEP SELF DEFENSE METIIOD SHOWS 
YOU HOWi OVER 100 Il..LUSTilATIONSl 
SECRETS REVEALED FOR FIRSrTIMEI 

SEND FDR MY flDOKt $25.00 AND SS.00 SHIPPING 
AND HANOLING TO : 

TO: SIMMONS 
BOX 991, 
TWENTYNINE PALMS, CALIF 92277 

BUSHPILOT WINGS 
BADCll! QUAUl"Y - <XlRROSJON l'REI! RHODIUM 

SEND $6.95 TO: ......a1" 
P.O. BOX 1541 .. 
DAU.AS, TX 7Sll4-1 .. 

CATAl.00 WITH PURCHASE - /lilD# 44 WEE11B 

SOF 
CLASSIFIEDS 

GET RESULTS! 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
LET THE GOVERNMENT FINANCE your new or existing 
small business. Grants/loans to $500.000. Free recorded 
message: 1-707-449-8600. (KW5) (194) 

BOUNTY HUNTERS: BIG REWARDS for reporting tax 
cheater information. Confidential. $100.000 maximum. 
$11.95 for book and reward applications. !RASE DATA. 
P.0.Box 5236. Santa Ana. CA 92704. (192) 

MAKE EXCELLENT MONEY as a GUN DEALER! 
Complete FFL Kit includes everything: Professional 
Advice. Licensing Forms. Regulations. Wholesalers. and 
"HOW TO GET THE BEST BUYS ON GUNS ." 
Guaranteed' $3.95+$.50 S+H. RJ Professional Services. 
3440 Youngfield #204-SF. Wheat Ridge. CO 80033 (192) 

BOUNTY HUNTERS DESPERATELY NEEDED! National 
association has opened its membership to the general 
public. Locate Bail Fugitives. No experience required! 
Learn how. Call 1-900-988-9808 ext 228. 52.00 min/5 
min .. TT phone. over 18. For membership package. send 
$5 .00 to NABBI. Box 775B. Council Bluffs. IA 51502 
(192) 

MAKE BIG MONEY! 900 Phone business. Discover 
proven secrets . Details Free. Write JASI. Box 1475. 
Cathedral City. CA 92235. (192) 

DISTRIBUTORS WANTED! Send for free information 2nd 
catalog of home and personal security devices. GIS. 400 
Avenue L. Matamoras. PA 18336. (192) 

COLLECTORS 
BRITISH SCOTTISH MILITARIA COLLECTORS . 
Regimental insignia: blazer crests: ties: plaques: tankards: 
berets: belts: officer's canes: patches : prints: posters: 
medals: books: cassettes: videos. etc. of elite British/ 
Scottish Regiments including SAS Paratroops. Guards. 
Black Watch. Royal Marines. RAF & RN. etc. Import 
catalog $6.00: BRITISH REGALIA IMPORTS. Dept 6. 
P.O.Box 50473. Nashville. TN 37205. (192) 
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$5000 Per Month ... 
... Deposited in your bank account just for filling out 
a special form that I will send to you . Need more 
money? Just fill out another form. It 's that simple' 
Limited time only. Send $15.00 today. 

PROCUREMENT 
Box 1 63933F Money Back 

Miami. FL 33116 Guarantee! 

Save up to 60"/o on 
all major brands of 
hunting. collecting . 
work and survival 
knives. Fast efficient 
service and guaranteed merchan
d ise satisfaction . Every style of knife 
imaginable at discount prices to you! 
Visit our showroom in the Smokies. home of 
"The World's Largest Knife Showplace"! 

SMOKY MOUNTAIN KNIFE WORKS 
P 0. Box 4947SF. Sevierville. TN 37864 

UNITED NATIONS CAPS & BERETS, Sky Blue Beret 
with Gold & Silver Wire Embroidered U.N. Badge. 
Unissued $30.00; U.N. Inspector's Baseball Caps 520.00: 
U.N. Identification Cards 55.00. A.H.A.. Box 21606. 
Denver, Co 80221 . (192) 

WWII RELICS! Cheaper than certain "well-known" relics 
dealers' We beat their prices for flags. daggers. medals. 
helmets. Catalog. $5 (refundable). Telephone: (612) 689-
1146. Militaria. Box 261-D. Cambridge. MN 55008. (194) 

RHODESIAN AND SOUTH AFRICAN BADGES. Medals 
and uniforms for sale. For a list send $1 to Kaplans. Box 
890638. Lyndhurst 2106 South Africa. (195) 

MILITARY COLLECTIBLES: WWlfWWll/KoreaNietnam. 
CURRENT: Patches/Badges/Rank insignia/Etc. Catalog 
$3.00. CALL (408) 295-1136 or WRITE Lee-Jackson 
Militaria. POB 8663, San Jose. CA 95155-8663 (192) 

FREE NAZI RELIC with $5.00 catalog(refund). Pre-1945 
Nazi daggers . flags . medals. patches. misc. S.C. 
MILITARIA. P.0 .Box 104, Columbia, SC 29202-0104. 
(192) 

BRITISH MILITARY SUPPLY. America's Largest Supplier 
of CURRENT ISSUE DPM Camouflage. Berets. 
Equ ipment etc ... Catalog $1.00. B.M.S., Box 21606. 
Denver, CO 80221 . (192) 

ATIENTION! BULGARIAN CAMO uniforms just arriving! 
As seen being used by Serbian Forces in Yugoslavia' 
Excellent quality! Geometric pattern summer uniform
S.M.L. $100.00: Hat M43 style 525.00; Winter uniform 
removable liner $150.00. Size XL add $20.00. VISNMC. 
checks okey . Call (812) 333-9723. 11-6pm-Saturdays. 
TED'S EUROPEAN MILITARY SURPLUS. (192) 

EDUCATION 
TERMPAPER ASSISTANCE. 19.278 topics available! 
306-page catalog-rush $2.00. Research. 11322 Idaho. 
#206EX. Los Angeles. CA 90025. TOLL-FREE HOTLINE: 
800-351-0222 (California: 310-477-8226) . (200) 

EMPLOYMENT 
OVERSEAS, STATESIDE. $100-$1 .000 daily. Now hiring. 
FREE list. ZINCS 117, Box 585. Dearborn. Ml 48120 
(196) 

BEST U.S. & INTERNATIONAL JOBS! What and where 
are they? Free report . DMD-SOF. P.O.Box 322. Natrona 
Heights. PA 15065. (194) 
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EMERGENCY 
PASSPORTS 

Alternate Identification 

PROTECT YOURSELF AGAINST: 
I TERRORISTS I HIJACKERS I KIDNAPPERS 

I ANTI-AMERICAN ZEAWI'S I UNSCRUPUUXJS PERSGJS 
•AN AMERICAN?· NOT MEI" 

TRAVEL JN SAFETY AND CONFIDFNCE WITH OUR 
EMERGFNCY PASSPORT AND TWO PIECES OF 

SUPPLEMENTAL lD. ALL COMPLETELY LEGAL 
TITTAL l.D. PACKAGE-$125.00 

SAFEGUARD SERVICES 
P.O. Box 689·F Ely, NV 89301 

(702) 289-4229 

UNUSUAL BOOKS 
MANY AVAILABLE NOWHERE ELSE 

100's of Titles to Choose' 
CREDIT • EMPLOYMENT • EXOTIC WEAPONRY • MARTIAL 
ARTS • PRIVACY • NEW IDENTITY • DISOUISES 
• SURVEILLANCE • FIREWORKS and Much, Much More! 

Best Prices and Selecllon. Money Bmck Guarantee. 
Catalog ..... $1.00 

ALPHA PUBLICATIONS 
PO Box 308-M Sharon Center, OH 44274 

TELEPHONE LISTENING DEVICE 
Record lelephone conversations In your off ice or 
home Connects between any c.uselle or tape 
recorder and your lelephone line. Starts aulo· 
ma1icalty when phone is answered. Records tx>lh 
sides of conversalion. Stops recorder when 

StII 1 cu. in. phone ls hung up. 

$19.95EACH Oty Che Aval 

Super Powerful 
FM TRANSMITTER 

Many lines mtlf1 power1ul lhan other Iran. sm•ters. 
Transm1t5 up lo Y.. mi~ lo any FM rado ·E.1sy to 
Asstmble Kl · up IO 9V t>an"Y (not rte!.) 
For catalog ol Transm•ler5. Voice Scr.lmblers and 
otherspecialy Kems. enclOse $2 00 to US! Corp 

c.it 407-7'25-1000 Of_,, ... + '1.00 
lltlpplng por - ID: 1181 Colp., P.O. !lox 

lf.20llZ, -....., FL 321112 COD'o Olt 

NUDISM LIFESTYLE: 
FAMILY RECREATION 

Publications • Videos 
$3 for details : 

LI FESTYLES-SF 
Box 661 268. Los Angeles. CA 90066 

FIREARMS • ACCESSORIES 
REPLICA GUN CONVERSIONS. HOW TO CONVERT 
THE NON-FIRING REPLICA GUNS INTO WORKABLE 
AND FIRING WEAPONS. This booklet reveals proven 
method. Send S12.95 for booklet or SASE for price list of 
all our products. Books. manuals. knives. and more. Send 
to Creative Concepts. 931 South Roselle Rd. Dept. 202. 
Schaumburg IL 60193. All BATF rules apply (193) 

MUZZLE CONTROL: The best for ARI 5/16, AK47, M-14. 
Galil . Mini 14 and 30 by Smith. Ron Smith 325 S. 
Westwood •1 Mesa l'2. 85210 (602) 964-1818 (192) 

AS SEEN AT THE SOLDIER OF FORTUNE 
CONVENTION 1993. The PRO-RIG-Shoulder Holster 
System (pa tents pending). All nylon construct ion 
horizonlal shou lder holster. Adjustable quick-release 
thumbreak. Double magazine or speedloader pouch. 
Holster and magazine pouch have belt slots to be worn 
seperately on your belt. Fully adjustable harness designed 
for max imum comfort and stability . Satisfaction 
quaranteed. Lazer models available: same price (specify 
model and barrel length) . 535.00 COMPLETE plus $3.00 
S&H. Certified Check or Money Order. Catalog $2.00(free 
with order). PRO-RIGS HOLSTERS. P.0 .Box 53051 . 
Bellevue. WA 98015-3051. (192) 

-MACHINE GUNS- All models available . new and 
used. $275-$3500. (No Conversion Gimmicks') All legal 
forms and applications! 1-800-759-5942. 24hrs. (194) 

STEALTHY PHONE DEVICES 
VOICE CHANGER 
• Creoles complete ononimity OD incoming 

or outgoing calla 
• Portable pocket size (3.7S" X 2.2S") 
• Cao be used OD ""Y telephoo& 
• Radically clwiges the way you sound; 

makeo voice higher "" lower ot push of o 
button 

____ (Suu. RoWJ $89.9SJ ONLY $39,95 
TAP DETECTOR 
• l'rolec:ll phone, compultZ, modem, FAX 

"" telex mocbioes 
• Lets you know if onyoDe ii listming in 
on your home "" office pboM 

• Providel ICCUrity & pe8CC of mind 

<Compora at S29.9.5J QNLY $24.95 
Cllll (800)428-7825, ExL 33 er IODd 

<heckormontyordtrlo: DSE,lnc., 
64 Lehigh Alslt, Irvine, CA 92715 

-- &EA PARALEGAL!I 
Attorney-instructed home study prepares I 

you for an exciting future in America's hot
test career. Free bookJet: 800·223·4542. I 
Name Age _ 

Address • 
City Sta1e __ Zlp _ _ _ 

The School of Paralegal Studies, Dept. lL17 
6065 Roswell Road. Atlanta, Georgia 30328 I ______ ... 

TO THE MAGAZINE THAT 
MORE THAN 10,000 READ· 

ERS TURN TO FOR AR· 
TICLES, ADS & NEWS 

ABOUT MILITARY JEEPS, 

******************* 

BEAUTIFUL 
ORIENTAL LADIES 

DESIRE ROMANCE, CORRESPONDENCE' 
Free Details & Color Photo Brochure! 

P.1Ciftc lsl• nd Connection, P.O . ~ox 461873-SF. 
Los An~dcs, CA 90046 

1 1 12~ N. fJirfdX. Los Anqrlrs. (d!ifomi.i QOO•Ol 

213-650-1994 

. FOR SALE 

MILITARY ·· DOG TAGS.'. 2 tags. chains. silencers. 5 
lines engraving. 16 spaces per line. Send $8.00: TAGS. 
P.O. Box 26942. Tempe. AZ 85285. MONEY BACK 
GUARANTEE(192) 

GUN & COMBAT WATCHES! Tough. military style 
wristwatches featuring M-16. AK-47 . UZI. many more. 
Free color brochure. RFM CO .. 212 LO Road, Arkadelphia. 
AR 71923. (501 ) 246-2721. Dealer inquiries welcome. 
(194) 

5 BR 3 BA UNFINISHED LOG HOME in NW Montana 
(Troy) on 20 wooded acres bordering FS. Private and 
secluded but only 5 miles from town. Well , septic. plumbing 
and much more done. Sacrifice at $89.000. (800) 234-
4231 ext 53354. Leave message. (192) 
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r-- -St"..eet"L.8tilal- -..., 
I SPEED KILL I I lB' Clll yau hit 1 man 11 U11111 or man In one second or 11117 I 
I 

[B' C1ft wuu drup a man to his knm with one blow? I 
lB' Clll you win 1 fight In 3 seconds or 11117 

I WE TRAIN PEOPLE WHO CANI FREE DETAILS I 
Wlnlor PubllcallonJ .. 

L 6252 Dark Hollow Rd .. Medford, OR 97501 1503) 535-3188~ 
CUT OUT AND MAIL THIS AD TOOAYI -----------

FREEDOM COUNTRY 

~ 
20 BIG acres in WSTERN MONTANA, starting at $9850. 
Trout ~ackpacking, camping. Elk, deer, moose, 
bear. to National Forest, near established towns. 
Yellowstone and Glacier National Paro nearby. GUARAN· 
TEED Acass. INSURED TITLE, WARRANTY DEED. FREE 
color brochure, photos, maps. 

FULL MONEY-8ACK GUARANTEE 
'Video /lfniMJl:Je. 

· CALL TOll FREE 1-600-592-5990 
TREASURE STATE RANCHES 
~~::.="se~~)k.1000 

.62 

-BEWARE-
The World's Most Powerful Blowguns 

•re DOWN & DIRTY! 
\\'rite or C•ll For lmmedi1te Info. 

J.W. McFARLIN COMPANY 
P.O. Box 209, Lake Havasu Ctty, AZ 86405-0209 

Tel. (602 855-8095 

--r:-------BE A HOME INSPECTOR! ~--
1 Train at home. Start a profi1able busi· 

ness. Free literature: 800-223-4542. 

I Name _________ Age_ 
Address. _________ _ 

City. _____ Slate_ Zip __ _ I School of Home Inspection, Dept. PL 171 
I 6065 Roswell Road. Atlanta, Georgia 30328 ~~ 
... ________ _ 

FREE 
40-PAGE PRIVACY CATALOG. Cash income. Credit 
repair. Home businesses. New identity. College degrees 
by mail. EDEN PRESS. Box 841.0-S R, Fountain Valley. 
CA 92728. Call 1 ·800-338-8484. (192) 

LEARN HOW TO PROTECT YOURSELF AND YOUR 
FAMILY FROM CRIME! 15 page report tells how. Send 
for free information and catalog. GIS. 400 Avenue L. 
Matamoras. PA 18336. (192) 
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AFRICA·KORP. CAP & GOGGLES 
German 1942 Mlg. ORIGINALsand&dusl goggles, 

s1111 in thn pocket pooch. 
Tan Ole. caps ttNOW REPLICA. SlaleS·M· or 

Lo. Size. Both - Only $39.00 
Send 52.00 for our complete 
list (Free with order) . 

Prices: 100% cotton Tees, $14; Sweats 50/50, $24. 
Colors: Navy blue/white; White/black. 

Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL (add $1 .00 for XXL) . 
P.I. Coffee mugs and bumper stickers 

also available: mugs $8.95; Stickers, $2.00. 

Postage: $3 for first Item, $1.50 thereafter, none for stickers 
Sendcheckto: SPEAK OUT NOIY! 

Box 7281, Arlington, VA 22207 
Bulk discounts available, call: 703-524-5644 

• Out~t;mding Performance • Very Priwcrful 

• PClrtal-k • Pinpoint ACC"Uracy 
1F,aturTs: Difiut Gun Bod~. Pol~·rsterString. 
Adjustablr Sigb l~ twind. ti<'\·) Sus~nsinn 
Sier! Bow. S Aluminum Tip~d Bolts. a nd 
Tar'l?et. F.Z-Hand Cocker. 4~Lb. Draw 

1111111 Spare String 55 .00. sp:1rc bolts (IO pad.)@ $7.00 

BUG DETECTOR PEN The model SS-1 A 
R.F. probe is designed for executives, 
professional technicians, and first-time users. 
Operation is simple. Extending antenna 
activates unit. Sensitivity control knob lights 
red in the presence of radio transmitting 
devices. Like room bugs - body mikes -
phone bugs - cellular phones - vehicle 
tracking transmitters and many other R.F. 
transmissions. This unit is a high quality 
device using advanced micro integrated circuit 
technology concealed in a pen. 250.00 
SHADOW SECURITY 707 829-7965 

INSTRUCTION 
SKS FULL AUTO CONVERSION. No modification. 
alteration or deletion of original parts. Simple illustrated 
instructions $10. Sardaukar. Box 38531 ·S. Germantown, 
TN 38138. (All BATF rules apply) (192) 

GUN SNATCHERS ARE COMING, protect your weapons 
and 2nd Ammendment rights. Plans to make water proof 
gun case that you can bury. Send $5.00 plus $1.00 S&H 
to: JONATHAN MALLARD. P.0 .Box 51603. Livonia. Ml 
48151. (192) 

MISCELLANEOUS 
··MEANS OF PRODUCTION .. 10 page article copyrighted 
in 1984 teaches the scientific laws of history. For copy 
send $25 to BULLSEYE. INC .. 1901 Broadway #212. 
Iowa City. IA 52240. (192) 

MEET WOMEN WORLD WIDE Free 32 page photo 
catalog . America's most respected correspondence club 
since 1974. Cherry Blossoms. 190FT Rainbow Ridge. 
Kapaau. HI 96755 (408) 980· 7488 (194) 

AS IAN WOMEN DESIRE CORRESPONDENCE! 
Overseas. sincere. attractive.traditional. Free details! 
SUNSHINE INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE. Box 
5500-ZH. Kailua-Kona. Hawaii 96745 (808) 325-7707 
(192) 

FllOM llUSSIA, WITH LOVE ••• 
Never before available i1 North America: NK·1 O Amphibicos 
multi-purpose !racked vehicles. Brand new '93 milspec J>'oduotion. 
Variant of USSR/CIS MHB; 9700 kg, 240+ hp VB fabodieset 
Max. speed 61.5 km (land), 6 km (wat..-). Seats 2+11. $98,975 
FOB nearest POE. Available for test & evaluation in Dallas, TX. 
Send $19.95 for video to: The Russel Organization, 520S. Fourth 
S•ee~ Gawyn, PA 19023 or call (2f 5) 237-1576 for ad<ilional i1fo. 

OUR BOOKS HELP YOU GET: New identity & credit. 
•Jobs in 48 hours. College degrees. ID by mall. 
•cash income. Private loans. Asset protection. 
• Offshore banking. Foreign passports & MORE! 

FREE 40 pg. PRIVACY CATALOG: 800-338-8484 
EDEN PRESS· Box 8410-PS ·Fountain Valley, CA 92.7213 

EAVESDROPPING is unbelievably widespread! Electronic 
Devices with amazing capabilities can be monitoring your 
telephone end room conversations RIGHT NOWI Are you 
sure you're sefe7 FREE CATALOG tells you fest! Includes 
Free Bonus details on fantastic opportunities now open in 
Counter-Surveillance field . Exci ting , immensely interesting 
and EXTREMELY profitable (up to $ 250 hr) full/part-time 
income. Call Now ! : t I I I I 

BADGES MANUFACTURED. Custom Engraved (Offic ial 
Size) Police. Security. Detective. Concealed Weapons. 
FFL. Spouse, Etc. SASE Maxsell P.O. Box 2302t Ft. 
Laud. FL 33307 (192) 

R & R FOR SINGLE MEN. Enjoy a playful vacation in the 
Philippines and meet exotic dreamgirls. Big Apple 
Oriental Tours (SOF). 249-12 Elkmont Ave .. Bellerose. 
NY 11426 (192) 

MALE POWER PACK. Creates/builds muscle, strength. 
stamina, endurance. Can elevate testosterone level 200%! 
Enhances virility. Safe. ON SALE: 1-800-878-8844 (192) 

MEET THAI, ASIAN, WORLDWIDE, LADIES! desiring 
romance. lifemates. through correspondence. Over 275 
photo catalog. Brochure: TAWL, P.O. Box 937 (SOF). 
Kailua-Kona. HI 96745 (808) 329-5559 (193) 

PASSPORT ESTABLISHES SECOND IDENTITY. 
Backup phote identifications. Legal U.S. Customs. 
Complete $400. Maxsell Box 23021 Ft. Lauderdale, FL 
33307 (305) 568-1480 (194) 

DRIVER 'S LICENSE (INTERNATIONAL). Valid 161 
Countries. Send head photo. name, country, birth date. 
$15.00 Maxsell P.O. Box 23021 Ft. Laud . FL 33307 
(192) 

TEENAGE ASIAN GIRLS desire men over 40' Marriages' 
250 girl video $17.95. Tours! ROYl\LE, Box 957. Deerfield 
Beach, FL 33443-0957 (192) 

LOST DOCUMENTS REPLACED. College Degree. High 
School Diploma. Birth, Baptismal , Marriage. Divorce. 
Discharge Etc. SASE MAXSELL P.O. Box 23031 Ft. 
Lauderdale FL 33307 (198) 

BEAUTIFUL RUSSIAN WOMEN! through overseas 
correspondence' eager, sincere and faithful! FREE 32 
page - 500 photo catalogue. CLUB PRIMA, 13164 
Memorial Drive, #23300, Houston. Texas 77079. (713) 
973-1515 anytime. (192) 

TRIANGLE FORT, MEKONG DELTA, VIETNAM: 10 X 
14 color photo suitable for framing · $11.95. Brochure $1 
(forts, towns, countryside, helicopters) . Tim Kerr. P.O. 
Box 9342, Seattle WA 98109 (192) 

LOOKING FOR HARMONIOUS RELATIONSHIP? Meet 
beautiful educated ladies world wide for friendship or 
marriage. FREE 400 Photos Brochure. EAST-WEST, Box 
814. Tolland, CT 06084. Phone: (203) 872-8107. Fax 
(203) 872-8831. (194) 
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World's Most Fascinating Police Catalog! 
112 pg. Catalog 

Badges; ID Cards; 

1

, •. ·..... '·_ Books; Clothing; 
Ammo; Weapons 
Spy Equip; Posters; 
Hats & morel 
World's Best Catalo 

:. •I 

Send $3.00 for 
Catalog, or Call 
1-900-226-2444 
for RUSH shipment! 
FREE $3.00 Coupon 

included with 
each catalog! 

SUPPORTSOF 
ADVERTISERS 

ADVENTURE IN PARADISE! Beautiful South Pacific 
Islands can be acquired for as little as $200.00. For info 
write or call Pacific Islands Consulting, P.O. Box 1010. 
Dept. B. Blue Jay. CA (909)337-6888 (192) 

BIG BROTHER IS WATCHING! Order your FBI. CIA, 
IRS. NSA. records & more. $59.95. Send name. birthdate. 
SSN: BLUETREE. Box 4177FK. Mountainview. CA 
94040. (192) 

RUSSIAN LADIES, truly beautiful. educated. want to 
meet YOU. Free color photobrochure . Russia46. P.0 .8 . 
888851. Atlanta. GA 30356. (404) 458-0909. Any1ime. 
(203) 

WHAT CLINTON MISSED. Preston Ransone. LTC. Ret. 
tells all in the hilarious. sometimes scandalous. wwar 
Surplus. A Soldier"s Humor, Part 1". 2 1/2 hrs of military 
humor on audio cassette . Send $15 .95 to: PMR 
PRODUCTIONS. P.O. Box 20405. Oxnard, CA 93033. 
SAVE t0%. Call 1-800-597-1791 . (192) 

HOW TO ROB BANKS LEGALLY! Make $9.000 per 
bank account opened. Complete package send $24.95: 
PROCUREMENT. Box 9522. Coral Springs. FL 33075. 
(192) 

SUPPRESSED INFORMATION: Cable & Satellite 
Secrets. Electronic Surveillance. Locksmithing Secrets, 
Weapons , Investigation. l.D .. and more. Free brochure: 
MENTOR. Box 1549-G, Asbury. NJ 07712. (194) 

ORIENTAL WOMEN in Asia seek husbands. English 
speaking. No bargirls. Direct contact. INTRODUCTIONS. 
1 Corral Lane. Mgr .. Ashland. OR 97520. (192) 

CRAPS. Amazing method wins consistently. New 
discovery. First tim e available. Guaranteed! Free 
information: D. LESSNAU. 178 Ridgefield. Winchester. 
TN 37398. (192) 

PRINTING - Business cards-250 for $24.95. Envelopes. 
letterheads. labels-$42.95 each . To: MILMAN MFG .. 1641 
Mall Road. Champlain. NY 12919. (192) 

REMAILING SERVICES 
CONFIDENTIAL ADDRESS. Mail received here . then 
forwarded to you worldwide. Voice mailbox. MailPost. 
2421 SOF Pratt. Chicago. IL 60645 (312) 764-0100 (192) 

SECURITY PRODUCTS 
CRIMEFIGHTERS send 52.00 for pol ice equipment 
catalog. SPEC. Box 7638. Dept SF593. Sunnymead. CA 
92552. (194) 
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BE A PROFESSIONAL SKIPTRACER & -
MISSING PERSON INVESTIGATOR! 

AMERICA'S FASTEST GROWING INVESTl-1 
GATION INDUSTRY! LEARN SK I PTRAC I NG & 
MISSING PERSON INVESTIGATIONS. ATC'S IS 
THE NUMBER ONE PROFESSIONAL TRAIN ING 
PROGRAM ; PROFESS I ONAL TECHNIQUE TO 
TRACKDOWN FUGITIVES, SK 1 PPERS & MIS-
S I NG PERSONS . THIS EXCLUSIVE PROGRAM 
HAS BEEN DESCR IBEO BY PROFESSIONAL BOUNTY 
HUNTERS AS THE "1-2-J HIDEOUT BUSTER". OVER 
SSO PAGES (7 PROF. BOOKS) . INCLUDES COMPLE
TE US & CANAOA SEARCH REFERENCES ( 800 PR 1-
VATE & PUBL I C INFO. SOURCES). CHARTS, 
CHECKLISTS, ONLINE QA T ABASES. THE BEST 
TRAINING PROGRAM ALL AROUND! ---

OZ'S OF EXCLUSIVE INVESTIGATION FEATURES. 
STUDY TODAY, START TOMORROW! $50- $100 , 000 
YEAR!!! START WITH MINIMAL INVESTMENT. PRO
GRAM COMES WITH "FASTRACK GUIDE TO SUCC ES
SFUL SK IP TRAC ING" FORMSETS AND MORE!!! 
TREMENDOUS OPPORTUNITIES TODAY "IN TH IS 
FIELD OF THE FUTURE"!!! 

( .. SEND $2.00FOR16 PAGES INFOPA{:K! 

TRACKING DOWN FUGITIVES! 

American Tracing Corp. 

* 
289 College Street, Burlington, VT05401-8320 * 
~~~~~~~~~-

SOLID BRASS 
~~~PAPER WEIGHTS 

Made from 1/2 lb of solid brass. 
Polished to a smooth finish 

$12.95 Each or 2 for $22.50 
Send check or money order plus $.4.00 Shipping & Handling to: 

Bud K World Wide MC 01 VISA call 

ij~~~~=. 5Jl ~1"-fr~ SF 1·800·543·5061 

KNOCK OUT ATTACKERS! 70.000 volt STUN GUN. 
$79.95. STUN SPRAY. $29.95. Catalog (refundable) . 
$4.50 : BLUETREE. Box 4177FK. Mountainview. CA 
94040.(192) 

SURPLUS . 

NOT FREE-BUT CLOSE! Camping. Boots, Tents. Military 
Surplus. Books. Karate. Survival. Knives. Swords. 
Blowguns. Backpacks . Catalog $2.00(refundable): 
GENERAL LOGAN PX STORE. 3222 South Logan. Suite 
SOF. Lansing. Ml 48910. (197) 

MILITARY SURPLUS & SURVIVAL ITEMS; LARGE 
INVENTORY. new and used. Mail $1 . (refur.dable) for 
price list: HUGH WADE'S. 2120 West Reelfoot Ave., 
Union City. TN 38261 -9732. (192) 

INTERNATIONAL MILITARY CAMOUFLAGE, Fall 
Catalog of Genuine Military Issue Camouflage Uniforms 
from over 45 countries' Catalog $1.00 l.M.S .. Box 21606. 
Denver. CO 80221. (192) 

MILITARY CLOTHING. GEAR, BOOTS, JACKETS, 
COLLECTIBLES. ETC. Call (408) 295-1 136 for FREE 
CATALOG or WRITE: Lee-Jackson Militaria. PO Box 
8663. San Jose. CA 95155. FOREIGN catalogs are $3.00. 
(192) 

U.S. JUNGLE BOOT. OD canvas. water resistant leather. 
Panama sole. steel shank. US made. whole sizes: 7-1 2 
regular or wide. Special $49.95 included S&H. Send check 
or money order: WYLINEX. 250 H Street. Dept 8110-
372. Blaine. WA 98230. 192) 

SURVIVAL 
SURVIVAL GEAR. Boot knives. binoculars. etc. Surplus 
hardware at discount prices. Quality merchandise. Send 
a SASE & 1.00 for inventory list to: BLACK THUMB. 904 
South 30th Street. Milwaukee. WI 53215. (192) 

"No unk"THE BEST PRICES. Professional 
monitoring devices, motion tripped, disguised 
video, Russian & American nightvision scopes, 
goggles, binoculars, cellular surveillance, 
infrared beacons, lasers, pager bug detectors, tap 
detectors, and much much more. Catalog $5.00 
(refundable). Send To: 

Operative Supply 
P.O. Box 2343F 

Atlantic Beach, N.C. 28512 

1500+ MILITARY DESIGNS 

" 

FREE 24 Page ILLUS. CATALOG 
WE DO CUSTOM WORK 
Dealer Inquires Welcome 

HOOVER'S MFG. CO. 
401 SSF PROGRESS Bl VO. 

PERU, ll 61354 

815 223-1159, Ask For David 

· FULL SIZE US MEDALS • SKILL BADGES 
· UH AND RVH MEDALS • DISPLAY CASES 
· MINIATURE MEDAL.5 . MANUALS OH 
· OFFICAI. RIBBONS CLAIMING MEDALS 
· RANK BADGES . PATCHES .... All GUARANTEED I 

SEND $2.00 TODAY FOR All HEW COi.OR CATALOG I 

MEDALS OF AMERICA 
192952 FAIRVIEW ROAD 

FOUNTAIN INN ,S.C. 29644 

l~l~e;p~~~l1~%/··· 
School of Hard Knocks 

Box 181-SOF 
Cut-N-Shoot TX 77303-0181 

SMOKE BALLS. CARTRIDGES. CANDLES. BOMBS, 
POTS. GRENADES. Largest selection anywhere. Write 
for 56-page catalogue of 500 products . U.S.-$3.00. 
Canada-SS.OD. Others-$10.00. SI GNUS. Box 33712-W43. 
Phoenix. AZ. 85067 (192) 

MRE's (M eals Ready Eat) $38/12. $110/36. MRE bread/ 
heaters S7i 12. Free Shipping USA. 20 page catalog $1. 
PON DEROSA PRODUCTS. Box 1016. Eagle. ID 83616 
(208) 939-1513 (194) 

THE WACO. TX SHOOTOUT-COULD IT HAPPEN TO 
YOU? Find out from official public documents what the 
Feds knew about the David Koresh Branch Dividians 
compound. Send ten dollars to: 1331-A Pennsylvania 
Ave . NW. Suite 475. Washington. DC 20004. (193) 

. TRAINING 

NAVY SEAL FITNESS PROGRAM. Gain Strenght and 
self-confidence. Get in shape using the methods of the 
world's most elite combat unit. Send $10.95 to T-N-S 
Ent.. PO Box 16297. Seattle WA 98116 (1 94) 

' WANTED 

PROFESSIONAL BODYGUARDS & INVESTIGATORS! 
If you feel you have the potential to earn $80 per hour - If 
you are professional and can assimilate confidential 
information - ACT NOW: Send $5.00 for full information 
package to B.A.S.E.C .. P.O. Box 147. Convent Station. 
NJ 07961-0147 (194) 
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PARTING SHOT 
Time To Go 

Once again there was an urgent request for 
volunteers, and once again I answered the 
call. This time the Army didn't need brave men 
for combat duty or someone to fill a quota for a 
"tough-guy" school. This time the Army needed 
quitters . Difficult to comprehend, but punching 
out is the most patriotic act some of us old
timers can now perform. Communism is dead 
and the threat of nuclear war is greatly 
diminished. My generation had its successes 
and failures but we won the big one - the 
Cold War. The cause was worth the sacrifice 
and it was a great time to soldier. America 
needed us then, but mission accomplished, 
she needs us no more. Time to go. 

By Lt. Col. R.B. Anderson 

new mores that will allow 
us to handle the power 
of sex and its intrigues 
during long combat tours. 

Maybe it's time to go anyway. Multiple staff 
tours, the end of national purpose, and a 
decrease in organizational testosterone make 
me feel like yesterday's lover. When I enlisted 
in "This Man's Army," the military was the 
most masculine occupation. I was in a hurry to 
join, in fear the war might end before I had a 
chance to cover myself in glory. I discovered 
gore not glory, but I did fulfill the need to prove 
my bravery. Manly men performing brave 

"If you object to your roommate dressing up 
in women's clothes and pinning up 
suggestive photos of men, you·ve got the 
problem; he's normal. If you don't like 
having a 'post pirate' share your foxhole or 
enjoy listening to stories of anal conquests, 
then you need sensitivity training; he 's 
normal. If you don't want to raise your 
family next door to a male married couple, 
check your attitude or move off-base; 
they're normal." 

Social engineering 
might produce a better 
military. Look at all the 
progress we've already 
made with gender 
norming and ethnic 
leveling. And please 
remember: Wearing a 
rubber makes it all right 
but no booze during 
deployments; smoke 'em 
if ya' got 'em but do it 
outside; sex is subjective 
but no jokes allowed; and 
fat-boys no, girlie-boys 
yes. "Hey sugar, join the 
Army and take a walk 
on the wild side." 

The New Age Army 
is near. Its mission : 

deeds - part of the Male Myth? Perhaps. But nations 
rise and fall on myths, ideas, and greed. Who can say 
which is which? A politician's ambition often becomes a 
foot-soldier's patriotism. Fools like me keep the rest of 
society free. 

The world and the Army have changed many times 
since I enlisted. On my watch, we drafted McNamara's 
100,000 undraftables, lost a war, became an all-volunteer 
force, won several adventures, endured a draw-down, 
opened our ranks to women, enjoyed a build-up, and 
are re-experiencing draw-down. The Army is changing 
- but the Army has always been changing. 

The problem now, for people like me, is that the 
armed forces are undergoing a different, more profound 
transformation. Society is continuing down the path of 
"liberated evolution" and the military, the last bastion of 
traditional principles, is being forced to follow. Decimating 
our ranks isn't enough: Those who remain must change. 
In the language of our critics, our values suck. Those of 
us unwilling to undergo character correction, should 
closet our beliefs or make way for those who will. 

OK. I'm leaving. While transvestites hold hands and 
slow dance at the O'Club, I'll tell buddy stories at the 
Legion. Buddies make the Army. Real men do love 
each other. But the "human glue" that makes cohesive 
combat units is Philos, not Eros. We have already 
learned (but won't openly admit) that physical passion 
among individual soldiers sabotages the spiritual passion 
of group elan. Physical union equals group disunity. As 
we become more enlightened, maybe we'll develop 
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Explore brave, new 
social possibi lities, clean up after mother nature, stop 
the invading Haitians, and protect the nation from 
rampaging street barbarians. Dial 911 for the All 
Hyphenated-American Division. 

Down with the medieval concept of noble manhood, 
honor, and self-sacrifice . "The Army: The Next 
Generation" will be neuter, godless, and self-actualized; 
accepting of all, with the values of none. Be Anything 
You Want To Be. 

Soldiers think the president has specifically declared 
war on them and their values. They don't realize the 
battlefield is much larger than the military. The real 
battleground is normalcy. Homosexuals aim to overhaul 
straight America. Act-Up and its sister groups don't 
care about their "right" to serve their country. They do 
desperately care about being regarded as deviates. 
What those now outside of normal want more than 
anything is to be viewed as normal. 

Historically, the military reflects the attitudes of society 
and the military changes as society's values change. 
This new assault is a twist. The purpose of this thrust is 
to have the military be the agent (not the mirror) of 
social change. If the government, via the armed forces, 
declares same-gender sex proper, then that view takes 
a giant leap toward legitimacy. Homos can relax and 
say, "I'm OK. Nothing the matter with me, I'm normal." 

Then if you object to your roommate dressing up in 
women's clothes and pinning up suggestive photos of 

Continued on page 96 
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Professional Locksmithing Tools 

LOCKAID ,C J'I' 
Specifically designed to pick -
tumbler locl<s. Designed <Nef thirty 
years ago to aid law enforcement agencies. Consists of 
tension wrench, three needles and Loclcald "Gun." Prices 
include a copy of the book "Lock Picking Slmplllled." 

l..ockaid $69.95 

PIX MODEL 13 
This deluxe yet compact 
kit features 11 of the most 
commonly used 100ls. Comes in a slim CCfflhide lealller 
case lor discreet undercxlll9r operalNes. As a ~ 

special bonus, a 5 piece eel of ww'ded plClca ~ 
18 Included. A 16 piece set total. Also included, 
a copy of "l..oc:lcplcldng Slmplllled." Receive 
all this at a Low price of: 

Pix 13 $42.95 

Lockpicking Simplified $7.00 
Complete Guide to Lockpicking $14.00 
lmpro.ised Lock P1<:ks $9.95 
Tubular Locks $8.95 
Lod<out and lorced entry $8.95 
Involuntary Repression $10.95 

m 
ESP-13 ,: • ~ 
This hancly new pick set is the most popular set among 
prolessional lod<smiths today. This kit consists ol 12 differ
ert mis housed in a hMd9ome black lealher case designed 
lor a shirt pocket. Included in the price, you receive a 
5 piece wmded Icily .. , encl • copy of "Lockpk:klng 
Slmplllled." 17 piece Mt total. 

ESP-13 $45.95 

PXP 10 
• Shirt Pocket Size. 
• Top Grain Cowhide Leather. 
• Has 13 Picks, Tension Wrenchs and Broken Key 
Extractor. 
• All Picks with Metal Handles. 
• Copy of Lockpicking Simplified. 

PXP 10 $34.95 

Sale & VaJut manipulation 
Ho.v to Pick Pins & Waters 
Combination Locks 
Keys by lmpressioning 
Key Casting Manual 
Locks, Picks, Clicks 

$9.95 
$9.95 
$7.00 
$7.00 
$8.95 

$10.00 

KEY RING PICK SET 

F @ -----:!!: ---, 
This unique. design is ideal when low profile is required 
or to keep on your keyring for emergencies. Contains 
a tension wrench, three picks and the "Key Pick." 

J<e,, Ring Pick Sel $27.95 

DOUBLE SIDED DISK TUMBLER PICKS 
Set of 4 picks designed to be used on the most popular double-sided 
disc tumbler, showcase, cam and padlocks. 

$27.95 

MINI PICK TUBULAR 
The most effective tubular pick on the mar1<el, unike the larger picks with long 
handles or screwdriver handles. The longer the tool, the more pressure .
which causes easy breakage. The advantage of the Mini Pick is ~ is so short, $69.95 
you only use your thumb and index finger. With a I~ practice this tool will open a tubular lock in less than a minute. 
A 'lbur Choice: (1) Center (2) Offset left (3) Offset right; a "Segal" 8 pin tubular; C 5-pin Tubular; D. 6--pin Tubular; E. 8-Pin Ace. 

SESAMEE DECODER 
This tool was designed to decode the exact combination 
of a~ padlock without damaging the lock. Detailed 
inslruction included. 

Orders over $100 
Free Shipping 
Catalog $2 .00 
Free with order. 

$17.95 

Sorry, no credit card orders 

SCHLAGE WAFER 
The most fantastic tool you will fNer 
use. This set consists ol two base 
keys and pick. Complete instruc· 
lions included. 

$27.95 

PIX-EZ 
All-In-One 
Pick-Set 
100% American Made! 
As convenient to carry 
and use as a pocket knifel 
Only 4 inches long, half inch square, weighs under five 
ounces, worl<s fast and opens pin and water tumbler 
locks quickly, with very little effort. Six tempered spring 
steel picks, tension "'ranch. $34.95 

WKS PICKS 
Made of the finest blue tempered 
spring steel this 5 piece padlock 
pick-set is a must in fNery lock· 
smiths' tool box. This set will pick open most fNery 
warded padlock made today. $9.95 

NEW MONTHLY SPECIAL 
RECEIVE A COMBINATION SET 
INCLUDES - 5 ITEMS 
1·MD·16 DELUXE SET .. . ... .... $59.95 
1 ·SCHALGE WAFER SET ..................... $27.95 
1·SESAMEE DECODER .... ........ ............ ........... $17.95 
1 ·WKS PICKS ........................... ... ... ... .. S 9.95 
1 ·DOUBLE SIDED TUMBLER PICKS ................ 527.95 

A VALUE OF S143.75 
AT A LOW PRICE OF $79.95 

MD32 
Hip Pocket Size, 
Top Grain 
Cowhide Leather, 
Zippered Case, 
has 32 picks, 
Tension Wrenchs, 
Broken Key 
Extractor. 

$69.95 

MD16 
Shirt Pocket Size, Top Grain 

Cowhide Leather, Zippered 
Case, has 16 Picks, Tension 

Wrenchs and Broken Key 
Extractor. 
$59.95 

MD60 
Top Grain Cowhide Leather, Zippered Case, has 60 picks, 
l8nsion Wranchs, Brol<en Key Extractor and Warded Master 
Keys. $89.95 

The law requires all Send to 
purchases be 
made in good faith . Steve Arnolds 
without make Gun Room 
belifNe or fraud by postage & handling 
genuine persons $4.00 
wit~in this industry Overseas Surface 

$6.00 
Add 20% of total 

P.O. Box 68, Dept. SF10, Dexter, OR 97431; (503) 726·6360 
for overseas mail. 
Must be 18 years 

of age. 



Secretary Lloyd Bentsen 
U.S. Dept. of Treasury 
1500 Pennsylvania Ave NW 
Washington, D.C. 20220 

Place 
19t 

stamp 
here 



PASTE FLAP HERE 

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL 
FIRST-CLASS MAIL PERMIT NO. 8 MT. MORRIS, IL 

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY ADDRESSEE 
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to the SOF Convention/Expo 
plus other great prizes! 

COi .. llRO\l'N'S lllONCIAJI GliAtu,Yl'EE 
If for any reason you're dissatisfied, cancel your subscription, and we'll refund the 
unused balance. no queslions asked, period. 



The Trademark Of Reliability 

ols and revolvers 
nguished them

dwide as the 
of value in 
struction, and 

. All Ruger fire-
re the product of 

erican invention and 
___ skilled craftsmanship wed-

ed to super-efficient Ruger 
manufacturing methods, all 
of which give you world- · 
class quality at rock-bottom 
prices. 

Suggested retail prices for 
handguns pictured, top to 
bottom: KP89DAO ,$452.00; 
KP93DAO Compact $452.00; 
Spurless SP101 ,$408.00; 
KGPF-331,$413.50. 

Sturm, Ruger and Company, Inc. 
123 Lacey Place 
Southport, CT 06490, U.S.A. 

Instruction manuals for all Ruger 
firearms are available from the 
company free upon request. See 
your firearms dealer for a catalog 
describing the extensive range of 
Ruger firearms. 

Arms Makers for Responsible Citizens 
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